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Preface

When billions of people in the Global South copy the Western model of prosperity,
perhaps the greatest challenge of the twenty-first century will arise in our world,
which is already overwhelmed by the consumer demands of the industrialised
countries and the upper middle classes in the emerging countries. This challenge is
usually summarised under the term sustainability or sustainable development. This
refers to the goal of lifestyles and economies that can be maintained in the long term
and across borders.
So far, the sustainability debate has mostly focused on climate change, energy
transition and, in particular, electricity. This book would like to show the following:
efforts to date, especially in industrialised and emerging countries, have fallen far
short of the requirements for sustainable societies. In addition to technical measures
(such as the expansion of renewable energies), the sustainability turnaround will
also have to include behavioural change; it will ultimately have to turn into a debate
on post-growth, with unclear but by no means insoluble consequences. Furthermore,
the sustainability turnaround can only succeed in an interplay of different actors,
whereby a key component is a new political-legal governance approach that
consistently reduces the amount of resources and sinks used on a broad substantial
and geographical scale in absolute terms. To this end, the conditions of individual
and social change and the development of effective policy instruments in comparison
with previous discourses will have to be rethought. The key to solving various
environmental problems is to move away from fossil fuels and to reduce livestock
farming.
The social change in technology and behaviour must be aimed less at knowledge
than at our conceptions of normality, emotions and self-interest calculations. This
has little to do with the frequent demand for more environmental education. Such a
transformation to sustainability is not patronising but enables freedom in the long
term and worldwide through clear frameworks and distinct rules. This is if we
reinterpret freedom ethically and legally in a new and correct way. This does not
endanger democracy and social distributive justice but preserves and promotes it.
Also, for our happiness and good life, the chances are greater than the risks. With all
this, the turn towards sustainability could as well lead to a new conception of
freedom, to a new concept of balancing decisions and to a new answer to the
question of to what extent normative questions can be decided rationally. Furthermore,
newly designed – and more effective – governance instruments can be developed.
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With all this, my work in general and this book in particular present (a) a new
(social science-based) theory of sustainability but also (b) fresh answers to some
core questions of social sciences (or humanities) regarding human motivation,
governance and the grounds of normativity. This includes a theory of the conditions
of social change and of the effective policy instruments, ethics and the legal
foundations of sustainability (on the basis of a newly founded normative universalism
with a new understanding of freedom and a new theory of balancing). One could
also say that it thus provides a kind of all-round service to environmental humanities.
Questions of the disciplines of philosophy, sociology, jurisprudence and religious
studies (these subjects form the author’s educational background in the language of
academic degrees) but also political science, economics, theology, ethnology,
psychology, history or cultural studies are touched upon. For this reason, a
transdisciplinary foundation of sustainability and in particular of the climate
problem is being pursued. Therefore, the book follows the problems rather than the
(often arbitrary) disciplinary boundaries. Thus, a certain confrontation with the
mainstream in academia, politics and public discourse is inevitable. Furthermore,
since sustainability suggests a rethinking of beloved certainties, the book also takes
up fundamental questions of various fields of human sciences and attempts to
develop them critically.
This book compiles the most important results of my research during the last
22 years for a broad interdisciplinary and international readership. So far, there have
been around 50 journal articles and book contributions in English (compared to over
450 in German), but no monograph. In German, this task is fulfilled by my
postdoctoral thesis “Theorie der Nachhaltigkeit: Ethische, rechtliche, politische und
transformative Zugänge – am Beispiel von Klimawandel, Ressourcenknappheit und
Welthandel” (3rd ed. 2016). However, it is much more detailed and gives more
space to details – as well as the documentation of the extremely broad German
literature in sustainability research. On the other hand, this book quotes more
sparingly (and much more “international”) in the interest of better legibility and
brevity. Cum grano salis, “Sustainability” and “Theorie der Nachhaltigkeit” are
roughly as close to each other as John Rawls’ Justice as Fairness and A Theory of
Justice. However, “Sustainability” is much more detailed than various popular
paperbacks I have written in German.
This book also attempts to correct some very common misunderstandings that
exist in politics, society and science. This makes some common “literature” wholly
or partly obsolete because it is based on problematic assumptions. Partly, this
concerns especially the (often overly) Anglo-Saxon-dominated typical international
journals and their articles. Partly, it concerns certain schools of thought, especially
in the human sciences, no matter in which language. To name just a few examples,
it is inter alia about the following questions: Is epistemological empiricism really
tenable, which only believes in quantifiable and reproducible “data” – and regards
normative questions as per se subjective? Is philosophical (not trivial sociological)
constructivism perhaps just as unconvincing as empiricism? Are perhaps all
behavioural disciplines biased and a kind of dogmatic – do we maybe need an
integrating new approach, which must then present differentiated solutions, e.g. for
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ongoing wars about the role of biology for human behaviour? Does the whole
debate on sustainability strategies – technological change versus behavioural
change – completely ignore the scope of the challenge (for instance in the light of
human rights and Article 2 of the Paris Agreement)? Does the same apply to the
debate on political instruments, and does this inter alia mean that traditional focal
points of debates, such as the central focus on price elasticity in the case of economic
instruments, have to be overcome?
This monograph seeks to offer new perspectives. At the same time, it will
contribute to new fields of study such as sustainability studies or environmental
humanities with a work that also offers orientation also for students. To make this
monograph usable as a textbook, it includes a glossary, an index, take-home
messages at the end of each chapter, a box of questions for repetition at the end of
the four main chapters and a summary at the very end of the book summarising all
important findings.
My work since 1997 on sustainability issues – and on basic questions of human
sciences in general – would not have been possible without many people, whom I
would like to thank very much once again. Colleagues, friends, acquaintances,
relatives, the audience of about 600 speeches in very different disciplines, countries
and auditoriums as well as the constant contact to many journalists through our
media work have enriched my thinking very much. Most of all, I thank the members
of my Research Unit Sustainability and Climate Policy in Leipzig and Berlin. I
would also like to thank my colleagues at the Rostock University (Faculty of Law
and Interdisciplinary Faculty), in particular our Leibniz Science Campus Phosphorus
Research, which we are intensively involved in with our research on land-use issues
from Leipzig and Berlin. Of course, the responsibility for any errors or inaccuracies
remains solely with me.
Leipzig/Rostock, Germany
June 2019

Felix Ekardt
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Foundations in Natural Science,
Economics and Epistemology: Problems,
Categories, Strategies, and the Issue
of Growth

Abstract

This book is a contribution to transdisciplinary (especially human-sciencesbased) sustainability research, i.e. research that follows substantial issues rather
than disciplinary boundaries. It deals with resource and sink problems, climate
change in particular, but also with the major effect of fossil fuels (and livestock
farming) on various other environmental problems such as biodiversity loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles, soil degradation, etc. In particular, it deals with the conditions of social change, effective political and legal instruments and well-founded
and balanced normative objectives, i.e. questions of justice.
In methodological terms, research on transformation and change, or on
motives of human behaviour in general, faces particular challenges because common methods for acquiring scientific knowledge such as surveys or experiments
are less reliable than generally assumed, and the pursuit of quantifiable and
reproducible facts as well as formalised models and scenarios also contain many
pitfalls. This is solved by a new pluralistic approach in the present book, with a
strong focus on informal qualitative perspectives. This has also consequences for
the research on instruments for transformation and change.
As a definition, justice means the rightness of the order of human coexistence,
just as truth refers to the correctness of factual statements. Social distributive
justice as a category of material distribution issues is only one element of justice.
Sustainability is defined as the political, ethical, and legal demand for more intertemporal and global justice, i.e. the need for sustainable ways of production and
consumption. In contrast, a three-pillar concept of sustainability is misleading
and askew for a number of reasons. Likewise, sustainability indicators are not a
convincing alternative to an ethical-legal normativity, even if they are not oriented towards a pillar logic, for a number of reasons.
Taking stock, the usual fixation of the political debate on financial crises, economic growth, social security, war against terrorism and jobs as a constant distraction from the sustainability issue is proving to be problematic. On the other hand,
the correct handle on various resource and sink problems is decisive for the lasting
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
F. Ekardt (ed.), Sustainability, Environmental Humanities: Transformation,
Governance, Ethics, Law, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-19277-8_1
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and global sustainability of lifestyles and economies. In order to comply with a
1.5 °C-temperature limit set out in Article 2 para. 1 of the Paris Agreement (PA),
fossil fuels may no longer be used in the areas of electricity, heat, fuel, material
use, and agriculture within the next two decades. The phase-out of fossil fuels
stands for avoiding the particular devastating consequences of climate change
such as millions of deaths, wars and civil wars on resources such as food and
water which are getting scarcer, migration flows, massive natural disasters, but
also for avoiding exploding oil and gas prices, etc. Addressing fossil fuels – and
livestock farming – also stand for tackling various environmental problems such
as biodiversity loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles or questions of public health. The
countries of the EU are by no means “pioneers” in terms of per capita ecological
footprint and supposed reductions (which have so far been exclusively the result
of arithmetic tricks). The situation is similar for various environmental areas.
As regards sustainability strategies, the purely technological approaches of
consistency and efficiency alone (!) are not sufficient. A debate on this only
makes sense, if measured against clear targets such as those set out in Article 2
para. 1 PA. With regard to that, the sustainability challenge is simply too great for
a purely technological approach. Sometimes, there is also a lack of possible technological options, especially for environmental problems beyond climate change.
Behavioural changes (frugality) must therefore always be taken into account, on
a voluntarily basis or not, also because of the manifold ambivalences and possibly also overestimations of renewable resources as well as some ecologically and
economically rather unsustainable technical options such as carbon capture and
storage (CCS), nuclear energy, geo-engineering or massive afforestation.
Frugality does not stand for a normative idea of a good life; as such it would not
be tenable ethically and legally. A possible overall concept for consistency, efficiency and frugality in relation to the energy-climate topic will be developed
during the course of this book.
The necessity of frugality puts sustainability in a tense relationship to the growth
idea that dominates everything today, because new technologies are (possibly)
growth-compatible, whereas a reduction in the demand for services and products
poses a big challenge. The hope that a mere “decoupling” of economic growth and
environmental consumption is sufficient implies – in view of the insufficient scope
of conceivable technical measures – accepting far-reaching threats to humanity.
“Qualitative growth” of a seemingly non-material nature is unlikely to solve these
problems. According to all experience such an allegedly non-material growth is
partly itself materially shaped. Furthermore, the idea of constantly (and thus exponentially) improving social care services, knowledge of music, enjoyment of
nature, health, enjoyment of art, etc. seems extremely difficult.
The gradual transition to a post-growth society – not deliberately, but induced
by effective environmental protection – raises a number of questions for the pension system, the state budget, companies, the banking system and especially for
the labour market. Concepts for this are still in their infancy; even more so are
concepts for the process of transition to a post-growth society. Whether such an
economic form could still be called “capitalist” is questionable, but this issue
should not be overemphasised. Notabene: Even if frugality is really necessary, a
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consistent change in sustainability is probably still more economical than a business-as-usual strategy, which would ultimately lead to catastrophic distortions.
In epistemological terms, theoretical, normative and instrumental rationality
can be distinguished. Rationality conceived purely empirically by economists,
sociologists and others is misleadingly reduced to facts and preferably countable
things. Also, in transdisciplinary sustainability research, another epistemological
basis is a distinction of is and ought and – diagonally to this – an objective-subjective distinction. Facts are, in principle, objectively identifiable. Difficulties of
proof and uncertainties also play an important role in sustainability issues, but
they do not change this basic insight.
Law is ethics in concrete and sanction-reinforced form, while ethics is able to
substantiate the basic principles of law on a universal level, if necessary.
Otherwise, ethics adds little to the legal argumentation and balancing of different
principles. Throughout the entire book, there is thus a parallelisation of statements from an ethical and legal perspective. Contrary to a widespread opinion,
there is nothing normative about proposing policy options. Alleged non-objectivity of normativity is not convincing either.
Keywords

Paris Agreement · Natural science · Economics · Epistemology · Growth ·
Economic growth · Sustainability strategies · Climate · Fossil fuels · Livestock
farming · Consistency · Efficiency · Frugality · Profitability · Population growth
· Post-growth · Rationality · Reason · Theory of cognition · Transdisciplinarity ·
Methodology · Behavioural/behaviour · Governance analysis · Legal/law ·
Ethical/ethics · Governance · Empiricism

1.1

Problem Statement

If you ask science and politics about the great challenges of the twenty-first century,
keywords such as globalisation, the euro crisis, intercultural and military conflicts,
terrorism, digitisation and demographic change are usually mentioned. To enable
people to live (even) better and more freely in the future, it seems to be necessary to
master these challenges. Freedom and prosperity, however, presuppose that a
humane existence on this earth is possible at all – or becomes possible for all in the
first place. And exactly this could (increasingly) be in question. Because the world
is physically finite, and humans are biological beings that cannot exist without
intact ecosystems, fertile soils, drinkable water and a reasonably intact global
climate. To some extent, these resource and sink problems are also a major cause of
why other problems mentioned, such as armed conflicts, arise. To give just one
example: Without the hunger for oil, the overall political situation in the Middle
East in its current form, including the many dubious political actions of the
industrialised countries since the Second World War, would hardly exist. With all
this, the debate on ecological limits is also a debate on world peace and on the future
of economic activity. Problems with regard to the welfare state, global poverty or
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population development can be both causes of climate and resource problems and
partly their consequences (pars pro toto Gough 2017; Ekardt 2016).
The consideration of planetary boundaries is thus at the centre of today’s challenges. And it does not only raise natural scientific and technical questions. Rather,
the twenty-first century raises the question of a model of prosperity, economy and
society that can be lived permanently and globally, i.e. sustainably. But how great
are the challenges really? Is better technology the right sustainability strategy, or is
it also about living more frugally – and is this an advantage for human happiness (or
is exactly this uncertain)? How do social change and the transformation to sustainability succeed? And what are the major drivers and obstacles for technological and
behavioural change (and for human behaviour in general), when one-sided analysis
on human self-interest, culture, knowledge, sociobiology or even brain research is
dissolved in favour of an integrated, balanced approach? And how can the real transformation process to a better world, learning processes, voluntary “bottom-up”
actions on the part of citizens, civil society and companies or political control or
governance “top-down” be successful? What can the state, the transnational community and political and legal instruments contribute at all; and what can the market, competition, corporate responsibility and consumers achieve?
There are also normative questions, i.e. ethical and fundamental legal questions.
Without goals, there is no standard for assessing strategies (technology versus
frugality) and policy instruments. And goals are normative. What could a concept of
justice in the twenty-first century look like, perhaps even a universal one? What, in
particular, is the right understanding of the equal human rights freedom of all, which
also preserves their physical prerequisites and preserves achievements such as basic
social security and education in the long term and at the same time at last makes
them accessible to everyone? Do we have to give up our deeply rooted local-national
perspective in favour of a more global and intertemporal perspective – do we also
have to include the interests of people in other parts of the world and the interests of
young and future people much more than before? How, moreover, can the many
conflicts of a pluralistic world society be resolved in a just balance? Is this really
possible through the increasingly widespread economic cost-benefit analysis or
indicator systems? Behind all this are also fundamental theoretical questions: Are
normative questions reasonably determinable – and how do ethics, law and politics
relate to one another – and what can be said about the future of liberal democracy
under the auspices of sustainability?
All this is about transdisciplinary sustainability research – and about some of the
core questions of humanities and social sciences in general (although as seen, the
book also refers to the natural scientific stock-taking including its complexities,
uncertainties, societal effects and interactions as well as the sustainability strategies –
focused e.g. in the broad human-environment analysis by Scholz 2011).
Consequently, the focus here is on the humanities (or human sciences) and not on
the natural sciences. The term refers to disciplines such as law, philosophy,
sociology, religious studies, political science, economics, cultural studies, history,
ethnology, theology, psychology, educational sciences, etc. Others speak of social
sciences or cultural sciences.
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 ustainability, Climate, and Other Ecological Issues
S
Caused by Fossil Fuels and Livestock Farming:
An Alleged Success Story Measured Against Global
Environmental Goals

The political, legal and moral order of Western states has enabled most citizens living there to enjoy a historically unique degree of freedom and prosperity (despite all
the differentiations still to be discussed). Because of its focus on freedom and
democracy, the basic concept of this order can also be summarized under the term
liberalism, named after the main stream of Western philosophy since the
Enlightenment (this is meant neither party-politically nor as narrowed down to
economic freedom, market faith or even neoliberalism). Intertemporal and global,
however, there are blind spots. A spatial limitation can be seen in that, despite
globalised free trade, wealth has so far only reached most inhabitants of the
industrialised countries and the upper classes in the emerging countries (see also
De-Shalit 2005; Gough 2017). In terms of time, young and future people are at risk
of inheriting vital resources such as water, fertile soils, phosphorus or even
biodiversity, especially at the expense of already poor people. In terms of space and
time, the main victims and causes of global resource and sink problems are often not
identical.

 he Risks of Climate Change – Why Fossil Fuels and Livestock
T
Farming Are the Core Issues for Most Environmental Challenges
In particular, anthropogenic global climate change is increasingly recognized as a
huge challenge. At its core, it is triggered by the intensive use of fossil fuels in areas
such as electricity supply, building heat, mobility, plastics or agriculture. Greenhouse
gases often remain in the atmosphere for decades or even centuries and hinder the
reflection of the solar heat from the earth surface. The fundamental scientific reality
of this phenomenon is considered safe, also thanks to the high degree of networking
of the entire global natural and economic climate research in the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (see e.g. IPCC 2014), which has been based at the UN
since 1988. Overall, the scientific global climate council IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) attributes about three-quarters of man-made climate
impacts to carbon dioxide, almost exclusively from fossil fuels (for electricity, heat,
fuel and material uses) and land use, with the remaining gases such as methane and
nitrous oxide also largely linked to land use and especially to livestock farming (that
will be discussed in detail in Chap. 4.9). Due to greenhouse gas emissions, global
average temperature has already risen by around 1 degree Celsius in the last
100 years.
Almost as important as climate change is a series of resource and sink issues that
partly contribute to climate change and are partly exacerbated by it. Like climate
change, they are also (partially) based on the use of fossil fuels and very often also
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on intensive livestock farming, such as disturbed nitrogen cycles, soil degradation,
loss of ecosystems and biodiversity, and ocean acidification (see e.g. Global
Environmental Outlook 2010; IPCC 2014; IPCC 2007; Enquête Commission 2013,
pp. 368 et seq.; Crutzen and Waclawek 2015, pp. 9 et seq.; FAO 2012; IAASTD
2008; Hennig 2017; Gilbert 2009; Nkonya et al. 2016 Cordell et al. 2009a, b; Giljum
and Hinterberger 2014, pp. 3 et seq.; Hansen 2007; Parry et al. 2009, pp. 1 et seq.;
Hennig 2017, chapter 2.1.2; Leclère et al. 2014; Löfstedt 2014, pp. 1089 et seq.;
Baumert et al. 2005; Biermann et al. 2009; Garrett 2009; ignored by Ganteför 2010).
Livestock farming is so relevant, because it requires a multiple of calories as
vegetable food because of animal feed, including all the consequences for climate,
biodiversity, disturbed nitrogen cycles, water pollution, etc. – whereby food
production occupies a large part of the world’s land and accounts for around three
quarters of food emissions (Stoll-Kleemann and O’Riordan 2014, pp. 34 et seq.;
Ekardt et al. 2018a, b; Singer 2009; Hennig 2017).
It is not easy to make very precise statements about the further course of events,
such as climate change, despite all the insights into the fundamental interrelationships.
Factors such as uncertainty, high complexity and time scales that are difficult to
grasp are characteristic of the climate (but also for biodiversity loss etc.). In addition,
climate change is a delayed and initially invisible phenomenon in its consequential
damage; global warming and its consequences, for example, follow an increasing
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration with a time lag. Uncertainties exist, for
example, about the self-reinforcing effects of climate change once it has got under
way. Certain dampening effects are already largely contained in the prognostic
climate models. On the other hand, feedback effects that intensify climate change
have probably not yet been sufficiently assessed in terms of model theory. This
concerns for example, melting polar ice surfaces in turn reducing sun-reflecting
surface, the effects of increased water vapour development due to warming, cloud
formation, the development of oceans and marine fauna under changing climatic
conditions, the release of greenhouse gas from thawing permafrost soils, the effects
of climate-change-induced changes in land use, changes in flora and fauna in desert
regions and effects on monsoon periods. Statements from climate research (such as
that there is a high probability of achieving a global warming of 4 °C or more by the
end of the twenty-first century) can therefore be described as rather cautious and
conservative, since most of them do not take full account of these factors; and the
IPCC only makes consensual, cautious statements anyway. Thus, the latest studies
tend to predict a significantly faster global warming (data on the following is
compiled by Ekardt et al. 2018a, b; Höhne et al. 2016).
Despite all the uncertainties, global warming on this scale threatens to have far-
reaching and fatal consequences. Food and water scarcity, massively increasing
natural disasters, migratory flows, wars and civil wars over dwindling resources and
thus overall chaotic and irreversible conditions are keywords here. Historical
experiences with phenomena such as huge migratory flows, globally changed
harvests or the increase of wars and civil wars under massive and extensive changes
of weather and natural areas are missing. Those experiences of how weather
conditions and violent conflicts influence each other can therefore hardly grasp the
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possible consequences of climate change in a meaningful manner. Climate change
is thus threatening to become the key ecological, but at the same time social and
economic catastrophe of the twenty-first century (Acworth et al. 2017; Hulme 2009;
Gough 2017; Fücks 2013).

 he Underestimated (and Extremely Ambitious) Article 2
T
of the Paris Climate Agreement: Against Overshoot, Low
Probabilities, 2 Degrees, Geoengineering
Consequently, Article 2 para. 1 of the new global climate protection treaty, the Paris
Agreement, prescribes a global warming limitation to well below 2 °C compared
with the pre-industrial age and at the same time commits to pursue efforts to a
limitation to 1.5 °C (more closely on the legal details and its legally binding character: Chap. 4.3). Since consequential damage by climate change is already occurring
today, even the latter would still cause considerable damage.
Therefore, the still erroneously quoted formula of the “2-degree target” is dead
(inaccurate e.g. Gough 2017, p. 13; in parts also Björn et al.). The new internationally binding limit of 1.5–1.8 degrees implies a complete phase-out of fossil fuels in
two decades at the most (Ekardt et al. 2018a, b). Of course, there are also both more
generous and, conversely, even stricter calculations; e.g. the IPCC (2018) calculates
with three decades. However, these and other optimistic calculations depend
(besides population and economic trends as well as reduction pathways) on an optimistic assessment of climate sensitivity and on a low percentage probability of
50–66% of achieving targets (compilation of the literature – also for the following –
at Ekardt et al. 2018a, b; Höhne et al. 2016; Hehn 2015; also on the central role of
fossils). It also plays a role whether the base year (correctly: see below in Chap. 4.3)
includes the beginning of industrialisation in 1750 or (erroneously) emissions from
1880 onwards. In addition, many calculations only include carbon dioxide and not
the other greenhouse gases. Furthermore, many calculations consider it possible
that the temperature limit will be exceeded to later reduce more drastically also
trusting in negative emission technologies like Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
or geo-engineering that are critical from the technical point of view (Chap. 1.3).
Also IPCC (2018) allows for a limited overshoot in its calculations.
All these aspects – low probability for meeting the target, late base year, incomplete counting of greenhouse gas emissions, overshoot and geo-engineering – are
very critical also from the legal point of view – as well as the acceptance of a moderate probability for meeting the target. Given that Article 2 para. 1 PA and human
rights establish an obligation to stay below the 1.5-degrees limit (see Chaps. 3.8 and
4.3 with regard to human rights and with regard to Article 2 para. 1 PA), it would be
legally excluded to trust in the more generous calculations (that leave us more than
roundabout two decades for reaching zero emissions). The IPCC 1.5-degree report
delivered in autumn 2018 conflicts with that, because it is based on numerous individual studies with overly optimistic assumptions (see above) regarding the considered greenhouse gases, the base year, the target, climate sensitivity, overshoot,
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negative emissions, and probability. Such assumptions can also explain the slightly
contradictory information on the years remaining until zero emissions have to be
achieved in the draft reports in circulation.

Misconceptions of the Climate Sceptics
All this applies even if individual climate sceptics – who are not recognised within
the IPCC and often argue in conspiracy theory – insinuate that the IPCC is too
pessimistic (see Lomborg 2007 as an example). Climate sceptics tend to exaggerate
the degree of uncertainty and understate the predicted damage. For example, they
ignore the fact that the IPCC is – as shown – still too moderate and, moreover, does
not even include the most massive consequences of climate change, such as possible
wars, in its cost calculations. Moreover, it regularly fails to realise that using finite
fossil fuels alone and – even more so – the consequences this has would cause other
major problems, even if the less dramatic climate forecasts may ultimately be
correct. Furthermore, the “climate-sceptic” side usually neglects the precautionary
idea: If a drastic threat to very important normative goods can be anticipated, while
knowing that once it materialises, it will not be remedies anymore, there is a clear
obligation to act immediately. The obligation to act, however, is a normative idea; it
presupposes that there are normative concerns which deserve a defence (see Chap.
3). And of course, all this does not mean that scientific climate research should not
be questioned and criticised, as has already been made clear above.
The combination of climate change with fossil fuels, food and water scarcity, but
also ocean acidification, soil degradation, nitrogen cycles, biodiversity loss and air
pollutants (via global warming and via the impacts of agriculture in particular)
shows the strong link between various resource and sink problems that share similar
causes and tend to intensify each other (Hennig 2017; Secretariat of the Convention
on Biological Diversity 2010; Ekardt 2016). The problems mentioned above already
exist at the outset independently of climate change: fossil fuels, for example, are
necessarily finite as a non-renewable resource (in human time periods). And
ecosystems, soil fertility and water supply are also under increasingly massive
pressure due to a growing world population, a rising standard of living and intensive
farming practices in modern agriculture with the consequences of extensive soil
degradation, increasing pollutant accumulation in soils, etc., which is exacerbated
by climate change (on the “planetary boundaries” Rockström et al. 2009; Enquête
Commission 2013, pp. 407 et seq.; EEAC 2014; IAASTD 2008). Especially climate
change and biodiversity loss reinforce each other, and the storage capacity for
greenhouse gases (GHG) of vegetation has drastically declined over the past
decades. This does not rule out the possibility of conflicts arising between climate
protection and nature conservation. The driving force behind various developments
is very often fossil fuels; they also play a central role in agriculture, for example for
mineral fertilizers and large machines.
The fact that all this is assuming such proportions and global scale is unprecedented historically, even though there have always been “resource problems”
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(Diamond 2005; skewed at Hulme 2009). However, a holistic history also includes
the fact that fossil fuels were an essential source of the modern freedom and prosperity stated at the beginning of this section. The steam engine and then the conversion of fossil fuels into electricity made it possible to produce much more than in
earlier times. This and the use of fossil fuels for machinery and mineral fertilizers,
also in agriculture, made massive population growth possible. In addition, completely new, much faster forms of transport, more comfortable forms of living and
much more were created. The modern use of fossil fuels has thus set in motion an
economic development that has made human life in many respects more pleasant,
healthier and simply longer: Modern obstetrics, vaccinations, antibiotics and many
other precautions against life risks would have been unthinkable without the energy
revolution since early modern times. Conflicts of distribution between the poor and
the rich have also been put into perspective over the past 200 years due to rising
prosperity; and peace and freedom have thus certainly been promoted (Deaton
2013; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Fücks 2013). However, in some cases this
does not apply to global cross-border relations, including extraterritorial procurement
of resources.

 ero Fossil Fuels and Less Livestock Farming: Why Not Even
Z
the EU and Germany Are Successful
With the demand for a shift away from fossil fuels (and a reduction of livestock
farming), the occidentally based, increasingly global model of civilisation, which in
the last 200 years has been largely based on a high consumption of fossil fuels, is
being put to the test. In that model of civilisation, fossil fuels are omnipresent, not
only in electricity. They can also be found in heat and mobility, in fertilizers, in
almost every product, in plastics, textiles, medical products, cosmetics or in the
transport of goods. This puts pressure on daily car journeys, regular long-distance
holidays or a high consumption of animal food products.
Despite this unfavorable overall situation, the EU and Western states in general
have the idea that they are a kind of global climate and environmental role model
that the Global South will preferably follow one day (e.g. Enquête Commission
2013, p. 497). However, this is neither true in absolute terms nor in terms of the
development trend in Germany and Europe (Becker and Richter 2015; Schmidt-
Bleek 2014; Moreno et al. 2015; Löfstedt 2014; Gough 2017; Chancel and Piketty
2015; Ekardt 2016). Global greenhouse gas emissions have risen by around two
thirds since 1990, and also the demand for fossil energy continues to rise. Germany
and the EU are stagnating at high per-capita emissions and far from zero emissions
within the meaning of Article 2 para. 1 of the Paris Agreement. The EU is
undoubtedly a leader in terms of discussions, technical climate protection options
and a mass of legislative acts. However, at the bottom line, the concrete emissions
are what counts. And these are far from conditions that would be compatible if they
were to be continued in the long term and possibly copied globally by emerging
countries.
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In relative terms, too, emissions have by no means decreased by about a quarter
in a country like Germany and by a similar amount in the EU since 1990 as is stated
in official statistics – if arithmetical tricks are removed (also critical in this respect
Becker and Richter 2015; Gough 2017; Chancel and Piketty 2015; Ekardt 2016).
For instance, Germany’s official greenhouse gas balance – although it has actually
been stagnating for years – appears to show this reduction. However, in the
“Germany as role model” thesis, the approximately 12 to 14% drop in emissions
that occurred in Germany due to the reunification-induced collapse of the GDR
industry is embezzled. It also ignores the fact that many emissions have been shifted
abroad since 1990: For the EU as a whole, these shift effects have been far greater
than the statistical reduction in emissions since 1990: specifically in a calculation up
to 2008 based on the emission reduction of around 10% at that time (on this
phenomenon, which was difficult to calculate precisely, Peters et al. 2011; Hoffmann
2015; Becker and Richter 2015, pp. 3 et seq.; Schmidt-Bleek 2014, pp. 80 et seq.;
Gough 2017; Chancel and Piketty 2015). In a globalised economy, the emission-
intensive production steps are increasingly taking place in the emerging countries,
even if the goods and services produced are still consumed by German or other
European consumers. Sometimes consumer emissions are actually reduced, but at
the price of even greater manufacturing emissions, often in other countries (Schmidt-
Bleek 2014). However, such a spatial or sectoral shift does not help the climate (for
more information on shifting or displacement effects, see Chap. 4.4).
This criticism is not a plea for the abolition of the principle of territoriality under
international law in emissions calculations, because the above-mentioned estimates
of trade flows and their implicit emissions show arithmetical uncertainties in detail.
Nevertheless, for the subsequent normative analysis of climate targets and
distributional issues, this already indicates that a state of affairs that cannot be
sustained in the long term might exist here. Even in their supposed fields of success –
in combating some air and water pollutants – European and German environmental
policy to date has achieved less than expected. Firstly, there are still massive
problems with reducing emissions domestically, and secondly, even reduced
problems have once again been shifted rather than solved. This is typically ignored
in the current discussion about environmental pioneers.
Other calculation loopholes are also opening up. According to international climate law, for example, the industrialised countries do not have to fulfil their already
small reduction obligations at home, but can take account of climate-protection
activities in the Global South that they finance (Chap. 4.3). However, the calculations of the alleged emission reductions abroad are subject to suspicion of considerable fining (Exner 2016; Schneider et al. 2010; Sutter and Parreño 2007; on the
CDM in Chap. 4.5).
Even if climate change is mostly used as an example in the following: The other
sustainability challenges mentioned, which are also often driven by fossil fuels, do
not look any better. Here, too, important global environmental goals are missed.
Under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), for example, far-reaching
targets for halting and reversing trends in biodiversity losses have been agreed that
have not been achieved (more details in Chap. 4.10). Further facts and standards on
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land-use-related environmental problems will follow later (Chaps. 4.9 and 4.10),
and also the scope of normative objectives such as those arising from the Paris
Agreement (Chap. 4.3) and ultimately for ethical and human rights reasons (Chap.
3) will be discussed in detail.

 ncertainty, Risk, Scenarios – Really the Core of the Sustainability
U
Discourse?
Of course, no one knows the future in advance. And even today, after some decades
of research, especially the exact course of the various global environmental problems
in particular is uncertain, as mentioned above with regard to the climate sceptics.
This is also true e.g. regarding the issues of a post-growth society. This brings us to
some general findings about facts and their assessment in the sustainability
discourse.
It is a commonplace that empirical uncertainties are characteristic for sustainability issues, if not for modern societies as such (Beck 1986; Scholz 2011; Ekardt
2016). This already results from the high scientific complexity of many environmental problems, as has been or will be illustrated in particular by the examples of
climate change, biodiversity and various other land-use-related problems (see also
Marotzke 2015; Leclère et al. 2014; Ekardt et al. 2015a, b, c, d). But as we will see
in the following, from a point of view of human sciences, too, there are uncertainties
about the specifics of facts. This is true for example with regard to the complex
interrelationships of the economic system – up to and including population development or possible post-growth consequences of a determined sustainability policy
(Chap. 1.4) – or the complexity of the motives of human behaviour (Chap. 2). This
uncertainty is not about the triviality that subjective perception of risk varies (Hulme
2009; Lohmann 2010), but about the fact that it is actually uncertain how probable
certain events and the possible extent of damages are, which economic reactions
and investments take place in connection with the fact that one may simply not
grasp the consequences which a single measure might trigger via complex causeeffect relationships, etc. This is especially true for unprecedented political instruments that have to be used to address the unprecedented challenges we face in terms
of sustainability (Chap. 4). Forecasts in particular thus face serious problems.
Uncertainty makes the quantitative work with environmental data extremely
complicated to say the least. All the more, working with complex scenarios in order
to illustrate possible futures integrating a large number of issues can therefore be
problematic. Although it is self-evident that scenarios are only as good or bad as
their underlying assumptions – which are rarely transparent, inevitably incomplete
in essential respects (due to overcomplexity), and (since it is simply a question of
the future) at times simply wrong – they are often taken as a factual description or
even as normative guideline. Rather, they are stimulating games of thought that
should not be overestimated in politics, media, or science. The same is sometimes
true for attempts to map the complex interdependencies of environmental problems
and the manifold implications of a product or an energy source in so-called life
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cycle assessments or ecological footprints. Furthermore, the common tendency
towards quantification faces the problem that the underlying epistemology – philosophical empiricism who sees quantification as necessary precondition of science –
shows serious flaws (Chaps. 1.6, 1.7, 3.1 and 3.9, discussed also with regard to
experimental methodology and cost-benefit analysis). This is why this book avoids
to rely too much on quantitative calculations (see also Ekardt 2019 in depth on sustainability and figures; too optimistic Scholz 2011; on the historical genesis Moreno
et al. 2015). However, we have already seen that uncertainty may not take us to
omitting political action due to the precautionary idea (in detail to the normative
sphere in Chap. 3).
This chapter showed the extreme challenge in terms of sustainability and especially climate change, given the very high level of ambition in Article 2 Paris
Agreement. It also showed that the EU is no real role-model by now; that overcoming
fossil fuels and livestock overproduction would be core strategies for several
sustainability issues; and that quantification should not be overdone. In the
following, before focusing on any of the three focal points of this book – normative
frameworks, preconditions of societal transformation, policy instruments –
foundations have to be laid. Chapter 1 (in addition to crucial methodological,
epistemological and definitional clarifications) will therefore ask questions about
what a strategy for substantially more sustainability might look like in general – and
which totally changed form of economic activity this would possibly mean. Once
this has been clarified, the above-mentioned focal points of the investigation can be
considered.

1.3

 ustainability Strategies: Purely Technical
S
Through Consistency, Efficiency and Wonder
Technologies – Or also Through Frugality?

There are different strategies for sustainability. More resource efficiency is conceivable, i.e. more economical use in relation to a certain result. It is also possible to
switch to (not necessarily “inexhaustible”) renewable resources or environmentally
compatible alternatives or a stronger recycling, however difficult this could be
(consistency). However, frugality (or sufficiency) is also conceivable beyond these
strategies of technological change. Frugality is understood here as behavioural
change with the aim of more frugal consumption, may these changes occur
voluntarily or in some other way. This means reduced, shared, extended or modified
use of certain products and services. In a nutshell: efficiency and consistency mean
that the same degree of consumption is still possible, only in a technically more
clever way. Frugality, on the other hand, means consuming less instead of consuming
smarter. Overlaps and unclear boundaries between efficiency and frugality may
occur, for example when switching from passenger cars to public transport (von
Bredow 2013, pp. 66 et seq.; Fischer et al. 2013, p. 10; Ekardt 2016).
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 ypical Sustainability Strategies: Consistency and Efficiency –
T
Why Nuclear Energy, CCS, and Geoengineering Will Not Work
The central option for turning away from fossil fuels and their many negative environmental impacts is renewable energies as a consistency option, i.e. energies from
non-fossil energy sources such as wind, sun, geothermal energy, hydropower and
biomass. In addition to the absence of greenhouse gases, renewable energies stand
for a secure long-term energy supply (due to their renewable character) when fossil
fuels run out. In many Western countries, renewable energies currently represent an
increasing share of the electricity mix, alongside fossil fuels and nuclear energy. The
share of renewables in heat and fuels is considerably lower, so that so far only a small
part of the total energy used is generated from renewable energies. Renewable energies are relevant for electricity, heat and transport, but at least partially also for the
replacement of material uses of fossil fuels, such as plastics.
There are some specific aspects of bioenergy (Hennig 2017; Ekardt and von
Bredow 2010; OECD 2008). Ideally, bioenergy, like other renewable energies, is
climate-neutral; in reality, however, it generates greenhouse gases itself due to
processing (and sometimes through its origin e.g. in rainforest areas). Moreover,
biomass provides relatively little energy per plant. It also reinforces the existing
problems of conventional agriculture regarding biodiversity loss, soil degradation,
water pollution or disturbed nitrogen cycles (Chap. 4.9). In addition, imports from
developing countries exacerbate problems with food security. In addition, bioenergy
for the North, cultivated on high-yield tropical soils, competes with traditional
biomass use in the countries of the Global South, for example as building material.
Nevertheless, bioenergy seems sometimes attractive since it is always available,
unlike wind and solar energy. But this will gradually change (see Chap. 4.10) via
options such as new power lines, storage facilities and power-to-X (see Bösche et al.
2012). Power-to-X is particularly important because it can be used to convert wind
and solar power into a material form – and this is a great advantage in industrial
processes and mobility. Nevertheless, bioenergy may be be produced safely at least
from residues.
Besides renewable energies and resources, it is also important to increase energy
and resource efficiency, i.e. the provision of energy services with a lower use of
primary energy (which should not be confused with the efficiency of governance
theory in the sense of the costs of a given instrument in relation to a given goal – or
with broad efficiency in the sense of the general idea of balancing: Chap. 3.8). This
concerns, for example, the generation and transport of energy via the electricity and
gas grids, but above all the use of electricity, heat and fuels in production and use of
all kinds of products (consumer electronics, household appliances, cars, foodstuffs,
etc.), with buildings being the biggest example. More efficient use of other resources
such as metals, for example for the production of wind turbines or vehicles, is even
directly beneficial for the energy and climate problem. Because, if fewer metals are
used, energy consumption in production is often reduced (von Weizsäcker et al.
2010).
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Some will argue, however, that the demand for renewable energies and greater
energy efficiency is premature; according to this view, no (or no complete) departure
from fossil fuels is necessary for a change in energy and climate, as coal can also be
used without greenhouse gases and, moreover, uranium or nuclear energy would be
available – and thus even better consistency strategies would be available. No (or no
complete) departure from fossil fuels is necessary for a change in energy and
climate, as coal can also be used without emitting greenhouse gases and, moreover,
uranium or nuclear energy would be available – and thus even better consistency
strategies would be available. In particular, uranium – in the sense of no fossil fuel,
of course – is climate-friendly if mining and processing is conducted accordingly,
and coal could also become so through new technology. However, (for the following
Schellnhuber 2015; Ekardt 2016) fossil fuels (except for uranium) remain not only
greenhouse-gas-intensive, but also finite energy sources, no matter whether new
sources are currently being discovered. Another problem is that of the risks of
accidents and environmental damage associated with the extraction of fossil fuels.
This problem is currently being further intensified by increasingly risky mining
techniques, for example for unconventional gas (extracted by fracking) that is less
concentrated in rock strata. In the case of nuclear energy, there is also the unresolved
(and extremely expensive) issue of final disposal, environmental risks of radiation
and accidents, and even more the risks of targeted terrorist attacks in the style of
September 11, 2001. In addition, the market share of nuclear power plants is usually
overrated. If electricity, heat and fuel are combined, uranium only accounts for
around 3% of the current global energy mix. Furthermore, uranium, just like large
coal-fired power plants, is not suitable for combined heat and power generation
because the waste heat from electricity generation can only be generated with a
small-scale technology that is close to settlement. As a result, nuclear power plants
(and large coal-fired power plants) are by design an option for electricity only, but
not for heat and fuel, and are therefore quite limited in their application. The
economic balance of these old energy sources (not to be confused with the balance
at company level) is also far less favourable than sometimes assumed, just as it is by
no means indispensable for security of supply, e.g. for electricity (Chaps. 1.4 and
4.10). However, there are also some environmental problems with the use of
renewable energies as well, especially with regard to bioenergy (see in detail Hennig
2017; Ekardt and von Bredow 2010; OECD 2008; Haberl and Erb 2006; Nonhebel
2004; Rosillo et al. 2007; Romppanen 2012). For this very reason efficiency is of
supplementary importance.
Many see the emissions of greenhouse gases as the key problems of fossil fuels,
even if this does not apply to uranium. Could carbon dioxide not be captured and
stored in deep layers of the earth (Carbon Capture and Storage/CCS) in the future?
Elsewhere, CCS has been examined in detail (for the following with a literature
review Ekardt et al. 2011a, b) – the use of CCS technology could make it possible
to at least largely reduce carbon dioxide emissions from power plants and thus, in
the interest of security of supply, to preserve the energy source coal, combined with
prospects for innovation and jobs, if necessary. However, the high energy
consumption for capturing the greenhouse gas, which at the same time impairs the
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energy efficiency of coal-fired power plants, is a criticism of the technology. In
addition, the geological storage potential in many countries such as Germany is
limited. Other environmental problems should also be noted, such as an increase of
90% in water consumption, an increase in the generation of toxic waste and
aggravated local environmental problems such as the destruction of habitats and air
pollution. If there is even an accidental sudden escape of stored greenhouse gases,
there is a risk of suffocation for living organisms, acidification of drinking water
deposits and negative effects on flora and fauna. Above all, however, it is still largely
uncertain whether CCS will ever function on a large technical scale and with no or
only minimal leakage rate. In the entire CCS process chain – separation, transport
and deposition – CO2 could escape, namely about a quarter of the separated
emissions. CCS is also still very expensive. The combination of bioenergy and
CCS – with the goal of negative emissions – is also a rather dubious option in view
of the then imminent massive potentiation of the problems of bioenergy, which are,
as already mentioned, still to be discussed, and the worldwide lack of land
(prematurely therefore Edenhofer et al. 2015, pp. 69 et seq.; Anderson 2015, pp. 898
et seq.; correct Moreno et al. 2015, p. 19 and passim; Hennig 2017). CCS thus
appears primarily as an option when separated gases are not going to be stored, but
are further used industrially. In this respect, there are great uncertainties in terms of
costs and technology. Carbon dioxide from carbon capture could rather be used
technically, which seems difficult at the moment in these quantities and at feasible
costs.
According to the current state of knowledge, miracle technologies qualify even
less as candidate for technical problem solving. Gigantic global afforestation
activities, for example, would cause more problems than solutions to various
environmental issues, even if they can make a small contribution (more detailed
Chap. 4.9). Another doubtful candidate is nuclear fusion – greenhouse-gas-free and
less risky than nuclear fission – which is intended to provide very large amounts of
energy but has remained an idea for almost 100 years without any sign that it might
actually work (Schellnhuber 2015). The idea of geo-engineering (critically Moreno
et al. 2015; Schellnhuber 2015; Ekardt et al. 2018a, b), which is also being discussed,
includes technologies that intervene extensively in geological, biological,
geochemical or biogeochemical conditions and cycles in order to influence
undesirable effects such as changes in climate (e.g. sea fertilization with iron to
increase algae growth, influencing cloud formation with the help of sulphur particles
or sprayed sea water, installation of large-area solar sails in space). Similar to CCS,
however, there are potentially massive risks, e.g. sudden strong global warming, if
the greenhouse gases bound by algae in the ocean are suddenly released in a short
time or the initiation of long-term damaging and possibly irreversible processes
takes place through highly complex interactions with other ecosystemic factors,
which are hardly researched and difficult to oversee. Furthermore, there is great
uncertainty about the functioning of corresponding technologies and probably high
costs. Furthermore, the other environmental problems caused by fossil fuels such as
disturbed nitrogen cycles, biodiversity loss etc. remain probably unsolved in
geo-engineering.
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The Need for Frugality in Addition to Technological Strategies
But even the promising technical sustainability strategies (consistency and efficiency) are limited. Ultimately, a successful sustainability transition could require
not only better technology (renewable energies, energy efficiency) but also frugality, even in climate protection, where mature technical options are available. Of
course, future technological developments and their ability to solve existing problems can never be predicted with certainty, as has already become clear with
CCS. Of course, nobody has a crystal ball, so that a purely technical solution to the
energy and climate problem cannot be completely excluded (and also the many
complicated future predictions and energy scenarios do not change this, because
they work on the basis of thousands of assumptions, the correctness of which can be
widely discussed; see Chap. 1.2 and Ekardt et al. 2018a, b; this is why this book
avoids to focus too much on quantitative calculations). And it seems attractive for
many reasons to solve environmental problems such as climate change purely technically. In short, new technology can be sold and creates jobs (see Chap. 1.4 for
more information on economic effects), whereas behavioural change implies
removing goods from the market and thus ultimately calling into question the
economic model geared to growth in general. In addition, a purely technical change
can be more convenient and therefore easier to implement than behavioural change
(Chap. 2.3).
For all these reasons and because – if one does not want to bury modern obstetrics etc. with modern technology – modern technology can hardly be outright
rejected; technology for solving sustainability issues is an essential starting point
(one-sided therefore Paech 2012; Sommer and Welzer 2014; for the purely technical
approach Schmidt-Bleek 2014). Nevertheless, there are some indications that a
purely (!) technical sustainability turnaround would fail and therefore frugality proportions will also be necessary. This already applies to climate change, but even
more so when other environmental problems are included (for individual or several
of the following points Jackson 2009; Ekardt et al. 2015a, b, c, d, pp. 15 and 27
et seq.; Stengel 2011, p. 131 et seq.; Hoffmann, Growth, pp. 12 et seq.; Becker and
Richter 2015, pp. 3 et seq.; Stoll-Kleemann and O’Riordan 2014, pp. 34 et seq.):
• The first reason is the scale of the problem, for example with climate change.
Measured against the rates of innovation known to date, it does not appear very
likely that a change to renewable energies and energy efficiency alone in one to
two decades (Chap. 1.2) can achieve zero emissions, as would be necessary for
the emissions budget to achieve a global 1.8- or 1.5-degree temperature limit in
accordance with Article 2 para. 1 Paris Agreement, and later also prove to be
required under human rights law (Chap. 3.8). Seemingly more optimistic assessments (Stern 2006; Sinn 2008) are largely explained by the omissions discussed
in Chap. 1.2, e.g. that the legally binding objective of Article 2 para. 1 Paris
Agreement and its radical ambitiousness are not taken as a basis. It is obvious
that a zero-emissions target would imply to keep residual emissions, for example in land use, to a minimum and to compensate for them by (comparatively
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unproblematic) measures in wetlands or forests or generally for soils. It should
be noted that the scale of the problem calls for a global perspective, i.e. to what
extent the consumer wishes of a world society oriented towards economic
growth and rising prosperity can be satisfied purely technically or not. New
resource discoveries can only postpone this problem; in the case of fossil fuels,
they even exacerbate it.
It should also be kept in mind that the problem of shifting emissions, land use,
etc. to other countries (Chap. 1.2) is hardly sustainable and must also be ended in
normative terms (Chaps. 3.9 and 4.7).
The foreseeable lack of technical solutions in certain sectors, for example in
the area of food, is also essential. The mass of emissions generated there is
due to animal food, since the detour from animal feed via calories to humans
triggers a multiple of plant production (for animal feed) and thus a multiple of
the use of fertilizers, land cultivation and other emission factors, such as the
methane flatulence of cows. This can be countered by eating less animal food.
However, this would not be a technical measure, but a change in behaviour. It
has already been mentioned that – as an alleged counterproposal – one cannot
simply hope for high compensation for emissions, but that moors, forests and
soils only give something like this to a limited extent (and that this is then
rather the residual emissions that remain even with a different diet; more
detailed Chap. 4.9).
Even renewable energy and efficiency options are not infinitely available (also
independently of the mentioned problems particularly of bioenergy). Even if
energy sources were infinitely available, limitations result from the fact that other
resources, without which one can do little with energy, are finite in a physically
finite world. For example, rare earths for the production of wind power plants, flat
screens or electric car batteries. The extent of the environmental impact of a product is often only recorded very incompletely by a pure energy focus.
Perhaps the most important point is that, in addition to climate change, other
environmental problems need to be solved in the longer term as well which are
just as existential (and economically relevant and in order to maintain world
peace). Regarding the other environmental issues, technical solutions are clearly
less promising than in terms of climate change. Key examples of this are the
damaged ecosystems with biodiversity loss, the disturbed nitrogen cycles and
soil degradation (more precisely Chap. 4.9). The key to solutions here is that
humankind withdraws more strongly from the land, curbs agricultural production and leaves more space for nature. This initially implies an end to ever larger
living areas and steadily rising animal food consumption rates for rich industrialised countries; likewise, lower yields per hectare must not be offset by ever
greater land use, etc., due to the elimination of fossil-based mineral fertilizers (at
least of their nitrogen component). The fact that especially in the area of land use
the hope for eternal efficiency increases and alleged miracle technologies has
little substance is once again taken up in more detail (Chap. 4.9). Also, the material basis of all goods and services of modern prosperity – continuing to grow
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and spread globally – will hardly be an option to renewable (competing with
food production) or virtually inexhaustible resources.
• The following point is even more dominant in the debate: So far, purely technical
improvements do not tend to result in energy savings despite the efficiency
increases achieved. This is because at the same time the respective product is
bought more frequently or is used more intensively. More efficient cars, for
example, are contributing to the statistical trend of driving longer distances
overall, and there is simply an ever-increasing number of cars, which ultimately
does not reduce emissions. Lastly, technical innovations do not prevent the
growing prosperity from consuming the emission savings – or from merely
relocating to other areas of life. It is obvious that an effective sustainability policy must avoid this problem (in detail on rebound and shifting effects Chap. 4.4).
However, the problem described is only proof of an imperatively necessary
frugality if one assumes that technical progress cannot be fast enough to surpass
these effects to the necessary extent – or that the capital seeking investment will
then inevitably overuse other resources (then efficiency is simply expansion).
This brings us back to the reasons from the prior bullet points.
• Even if all the points mentioned were not true and it were indeed possible to get
both climate and other environmental problems under control by purely technical
means (and therefore with sustained growth), one probably unsolvable problem
would remain in the end. This is that with ever continuing growth the technical
options would also (!) have to ever become better. Not only today’s energy and
resource consumption has to be covered. Finally, this endless spiral may collide
with the physical finiteness of the world at some point – not so much the “if” as
the “when” seems questionable in this respect.

The Myths of Decoupling and the Kuznets Curve
Against this overall background, a so-called decoupling of growing prosperity and
resource consumption is certainly feasible and can already be observed today due to
technical improvements, but this is probably not sufficient – as is already diagnosed
in the literature without reference to the very drastic 1,5 degrees limit (Hoffmann
2015, pp. 12 et seq.; Santarius 2015; Jackson 2009; Heyen et al. 2013, p. 8; Becker
and Richter 2015, pp. 3 et seq.; Paech 2012; Voget-Kleschin 2013, pp. 97 et seq.;
Alexander 2012; dismissed by Handrich et al. 2015, p. 27; the following is ignored
e.g. by Schmidt et al. 2016). With regard, e.g., to climate change, it is simply a
matter of rapid zero emissions and not merely the task of stabilising or slightly
reducing emissions as prosperity increases. The belief in decoupling, also known to
economists as the Kuznets curve, was not even true at its time of origin, the early
twentieth century, and even Kuznets was aware of the relative arbitrariness of his
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calculations at that time, especially if one includes the shifts in emissions to other
places (Piketty 2014; Moreno et al. 2015, p. 28). Nota bene: We are talking about
drastically reduced emissions, and it is not just about shifting problems. The
discourse on decoupling largely ignores this.
Of course, it is not only the future in general that cannot be predicted with certainty, but technical progress in particular, especially in view of the limits of human
knowledge. Furthermore, developments of environmental problems, not only climate change, are subject to considerable uncertainty. In normative terms, too, the
extent of action required can be discussed in detail, although objectives such as
far-reaching reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, stabilisation of ecosystems,
halting soil degradation, etc. can certainly be justified both legally and ethically
(Chap. 4.9). Therefore, this chapter showed on the basis of all aspects presented,
behavioural changes or frugality will probably have to play an important role. And
this does not mean that we have to talk about the social conditions for the
implementation of new technologies – it rather means that, in addition to “smart
consumption”, “less consumption” also has to occur. The necessary amount of
frugality cannot be determined precisely because no one has a crystal ball that tells
you about future technological developments and many other future developments.
However, the longer we wait with the change, the more drastically the frugality
portion will have to be precipitated.
Whether e.g. climate protection (or sustainability in general) is necessary on
this scale, is, of course, an ethical and legal question. This is examined in detail in
this book. It remains true that fossil energies can in principle be replaced by
renewable energies (Jacobson and Delucchi 2011; Schellnhuber 2015; Ekardt
et al. 2015a, b, c, d). With regard to all of this, it should be avoided talking about
a “need” (e.g. World Energy Outlook 2015) for energy or other resources. Instead,
we should speak value-free of demand. Need suggests a normative authority that
cannot be presented as an alleged fact and for which there are also more appropriate terms.

1.4

 ustainability, Profitability, Population Growth,
S
Involuntary Transition to a Post-growth Society –
And the Difficult Consequences

The questions of climate change and resources are also fundamental economic
questions in a physically finite world. In other words, the question of sustainability
strategy has potentially massive economic consequences. These issues, including
the question of post-growth, will be discussed in this chapter.
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Sustainability, Profitability, and the Social Costs of Fossil Fuels
It is rarely disputed that e.g. renewable energies and energy efficiency are an obvious alternative to fossil fuels in terms of reducing greenhouse gases and conserving
resources. However, it is often feared that these approaches are economically questionable. However, even in the medium term, i.e. without taking into account the
long-term threat of climate damage, these approaches are in principle advantageous
from an economic point of view when offsetting all effects, or at least not disadvantageous, even if one takes into account the necessary expansion of the electricity
grid etc. and the considerable difficulties of the calculation (Shindell 2015; Machol
and Rizk 2013; Jakob and Edenhofer 2014; Ismer 2014, pp. 65 et seq.; on the high
economic costs of coal also COM(2014), 634 final). It should be pointed out again
that such calculations are not very precise, if only because the investments shifted
towards investments in sustainable sectors are also relevant elsewhere, and the exact
costs of new technologies are also difficult to predict. It is also decisive which factors – e.g. possible climate wars – are even taken into consideration (Parry et al.
2009). However, the above applies even if such calculations are limited to factors
that easily have a market price and thus to what calculations can do.
Beyond avoiding future energy price spirals, new technologies such as renewable
energy resources and energy efficiency can create jobs and markets (more than large
power plants; see references above). Even more emphatically, the economy profits
from climate protection in the long term, if only because of the climate damage
avoided. Climate change with crop failures, natural disasters, floods, areas and
entire countries becoming uninhabitable or even huge migratory flows would,
according to estimates by economists, be many times more expensive than effective
climate protection measures. These economic calculations, of which the much-
discussed report by Nicholas Stern at the end of 2006 is the most famous, are
calculated quite conservatively, even if Stern underestimated the costs of new
technologies in part (Shindell 2015, pp. 313 et seq.; Machol and Rizk 2013; IMF
2015; Stern 2006; Stern 2009; critical on the debate Burtraw and Sterner 2009;
Nordhaus 2008; Byatt et al. 2006; on earlier calculations Broome 1991; the rather
cautious character of the Stern calculations is not refuted by the low discount rate,
because a higher one would not be convincing; see Chap. 3.9). For example, the
costs of possible climate wars over oil, water and other resources are essentially not
included in the calculations. And resource wars not only cost a lot of money – after
all, conflicts in Africa and the Middle East are already tending to be caused in part
by increased drought (and by Western hunger for oil). For instance, in calculations
such as Stern’s climate change processes such as a partially erupting Gulf Stream,
which are less certain, but nevertheless conceivable, are not included.
Beyond climate change, fossil fuels and nuclear energy also generate considerable economic costs; the health costs triggered by fossil energies are particularly
important (Carolan 2015; Machol and Rizk 2013, pp. 75 et seq., which calculate an
annual average three-digit billion-dollar amount in health costs (!) for the USA
alone). It is also worth mentioning the many billions that have flowed and are still
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flowing into researching traditional energy sources in various countries, forest
damage, consequential damage to opencast lignite mines, such as groundwater or
biodiversity, and the disposal of radioactive waste. Under no circumstances are all
these costs borne by the energy companies, or the like. Instead, the general public
co-finances the existing energy system through a large number of tax exemptions,
tax reliefs, research subsidies and infrastructure services. Direct subsidies, which
are still several times higher for fossil energies worldwide than for renewable
energies, are not yet mentioned, although direct subsidies lag far behind the indirect
subsidies that can be seen in the non-internalisation of the social damage caused
(IMF 2015; Global Commission 2015, p. 9 and passim; World Energy Outlook
2015; Russell-Smith et al. 2015).
In addition, climate protection can often save companies energy costs in the short
term – even without taking into account the overall social damage – for example
regarding energy efficiency in buildings (through thermal insulation, boiler
technology, window quality, etc.). Furthermore, an energy revolution is an essential
component in order to still have electricity, heat and fuel permanently available at
acceptable prices in the future. Fossil fuels are finite, so they are becoming scarcer
and more expensive in perspective (although not up-to-date), especially since they
make us dependent on unstable regions of the world where oil and gas occur, since
for instance the EU currently obtains more than half of its energy from outside.

How Frugality May Take Us to Post-growth
Economic problems arise as soon as frugality comes into play alongside new technology. It is in tension with the politically influential idea of eternal economic
growth worldwide and also in the occident. Growth and its safeguarding is seen by
many as the central political and social goal, in the Western countries and worldwide.
Greater well-being, stable welfare states, increased human happiness, increased
freedom, job creation and much more are expected from it. In decades to come, the
developing and emerging countries are also likely to fight the often dramatic poverty.
This implies a kind of economic growth. At the same time, however, economic
growth is a key driver of the climate and resource problems, with growth also
increasing the consumption of fossil fuels, despite all the opportunities for green
growth (including the ambivalence of Gough 2017). This is exactly the path the
emerging countries are following. And at the same time – as seen – it is not enough
to stabilise or slightly reduce e.g. climate emissions; what is needed are zero
emissions in the near future.
Therefore, if frugality is an essential part of the sustainability transition, less will
be sold (e.g. fewer holiday flights). This could, if it is significant, mean an unplanned
transition to a post-growth society, meaning a society that is permanently without
economic growth or even has to adapt to shrinking processes (Jackson 2009; Paech
2012; Alexander 2012; Schulz and Bailey 2014, pp. 277 et seq.; Scheidler 2015,
pp. 205 et seq.). Certainly, one can also develop individual business ideas from the
idea of frugality which have to do with starting points such as sharing, regional,
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slow, service-orientation or especially educational measures and courses. This could
enable individual companies to grow. In sum, however, real frugality would be
precisely that, to put it bluntly, we would all buy less, instead of missing our
environmental goals or shifting our problems to other countries. And from an
economic point of view, this will probably not allow the growth-society of the past
to continue in this way. Consequently, there are already companies today that
deliberately decide against growth – and even more companies that exist without
direct intention without growth. But this chapter is not about deliberately avoiding
growth. The transition to a post-growth society could simply be the side-effect of a
problem-adequate energy and climate policy, if this includes significant proportions
of frugality.
Some people might think now: If frugality could lead to the end of the growth
society, the transition in energy and climate change can hardly make as much
economic sense, as was suggested above. But there is a misunderstanding here: A
planned, step-by-step economic rethinking will most likely make more economic
sense than a world of climate wars (even if nobody can definitely calculate this,
because the various multi-causal interrelationships and effects simply become too
complex). Exactly these effects are completely ignored in current calculations such
as Stern (2006), as well as the ambitiousness of climate targets, which is why he
misconceives climate protection as a mere “dip in growth”. Furthermore, frugality
can just help to avoid certain social costs and conflicts that may have technical
options (including wind energy). Moreover, as described above, it is probable, but
not definitively clear whether frugality will really be necessary, even if there is a
strong case for it (although Jakob and Edenhofer, Oxford Review of Economic
Policy 2014, pp. 447 et seq. and Stern 2006 overlook the fact that the purely technical
approach is not feasible if zero climate emissions are to be achieved, if the relocation
of problems to other countries is to be stopped and if further environmental problems
are to be solved at the same time; especially, the assumption seems wrong that
someone plans to implement more frugality than necessary to supplement the
technical options with regard to the achievement of climate targets).
If, in spite of all this, one imagines further growth in the long term and worldwide, explicitly or implicitly by avoiding the question, this implies purely technical
measures of sustainability, which are only insufficient if one considers the frictions
mentioned in the last chapter: extent of the problem, other environmental problems
than just climate change, danger of overoptimistic technical expectations, rebound
and shifting effects with ever-growing prosperity, etc. (insufficient therefore Stern
2009; Handrich et al. 2015, p. 27; Global Commission 2015, pp. 10 and 40 et seq.;
Nordhaus 2008, pp. 32 et seq.; unilaterally also UNEP 2010; explicitly in the sense
of the present presentation Helm 2008, pp. 24 et seq.). Thus, in terms of the extent
of the problem, the voices just quoted do not adequately take into account the target
horizon of the Paris Agreement as well as the possible damage caused by
environmental problems. If the world is driven into increasing wars and civil wars,
for example, this is likely to end the growth age relatively obviously, despite all the
difficulties in quantifying in detail. No solution, however, is to postulate normatively
that growth must be maintained in any case and, in return, considerable environmental
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damage must be accepted, possibly named as “weak sustainability”; this stands in
conflict not only with the Paris Agreement, but even more importantly with human
rights guarantees, as will be examined in detail later (Chap. 3). To put it in a nutshell:
growth in a finite world will almost inevitably reach its physical limits at some
point, even if even NGOs often admit this only to a limited extent in order not to
frighten supporters and donors (Paech 2012). If these limits are not respected, it is
highly probable that the disasters predicted by the Club of Rome in 1972 will occur
either in the environmental situation, in terms world food supply or in violent
conflicts (the technical possibilities were underestimated by Meadows et al. 1972,
but at the same time the environmental stability there was clearly overestimated). To
cut a long story short: It is not a viable sustainability strategy to endlessly continue
pushing products onto the market and then to green some rough excesses. Just
because aircraft’s nozzles are designed to be relatively energy-efficient, the long-
haul flight which would not have been undertaken in the past is not beneficial to the
environment.

The Myth of Purely Qualitative Growth
Also, the hope that in the future simply “new ideas” will grow permanently and thus
enable eternal (“qualitative”) growth despite drastically reduced consumption of
resources, does not really eliminate the described problem situation with some
probability. If the idea is to have an economic substance, it must be meant to go
further into services rather than products. Simply ideas “in and by themselves”, on
the other hand, would probably not be an economic good (and from a purely
economic point of view, it does not help to simply develop a different concept of
growth, i.e. to measure the increase in other goods not traded on the market, since
this cannot then replace the economic function of growth, however interesting such
concepts may be purely ideational; closer to this OECD 2015; Stiglitz et al. 2009;
Enquête Commission 2013; Jakob and Edenhofer 2014). The failure of purely
qualitative growth in the sense described in this way (even if still nobody owns a
crystal ball) seems likely for several reasons (for the following Jackson 2009; Paech
2012; Gordon 2016; Ekardt 2016):
• Firstly, according to all experience to date, “ideas” in the form of services also
lead to concrete material resources being consumed again: The constant climate
emissions described above (in Chap. 1.2) exist, for instance, although at the same
time the trend towards a service society is continuing. This does not come as a
surprise: The internet, for example, may seem like an immaterial idea, but
computers and servers also consume electricity and scarce finite resources for the
production of various devices and the corresponding infrastructure. In addition,
networking accelerates the economic cycles of material goods as well, just as
networking increases travel activities and the like due to the increasing number
of interaction partners. And also, a consultation or a massage are carried out in a
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place, which is materially equipped, to which one moves further with material
means etc.
Secondly, it is at least unclear whether an economy that functions purely on an
ideal basis and without a strong industrial base will actually generate long-term
growth (Gordon 2016).
Thirdly, the standard economic idea that human imagination and time are in a
way infinite seems rather courageous, not to say megalomaniacal and unreal.
And it is also unclear how many things (e.g. care, food, art, enjoyment of nature
or health) can be improved to infinity. Or how about relationships (if they were
economic goods), literature or simply wine: can all this become infinitely better,
perhaps even exponentially in the case of a constant growth rate (given the
compound interest problem)?
Fourthly, the problem of exhaustive demand in Western countries is already making it increasingly difficult for companies to bring new services to customers, as
can be seen from ever lower growth rates.
Fifth, it seems doubtful whether it can generally be a good idea to set up the
entire concept of life, economy and politics in practice on such a vague basis as
“eternal qualitative growth” (or even on the general hope that something
unexpected will always happen) – or whether it would then not be more
appropriate to take a different path. This is again a normative point, and that is
the one already mentioned against climate scepticism: the precautionary principle (Chap. 3.7).

 he (Yet) Unresolved Consequences of Post-growth for Many
T
Social Systems
The thus foreseeable finiteness of growth is a major problem, since so far, modern
societies are often dependent on economic growth (Fücks 2013, pp. 120 et seq.;
Herrmann 2015, pp. 239 et seq.; Sinn 2008; Jackson 2009). This requires solutions
for areas of society that have so far been implicitly geared to growth, such as the
labour market, public debt, the tax system, pension systems and banking. Notabene:
It is about solutions both for the transition and for the imagined target state; the
former is almost always forgotten. For example, if there is no long-term growth, the
logic collapses that today’s national debt can be offset by rising tax revenues in the
future. If one were to try to compensate for this by imposing high taxes on the rich,
emigration or at least a shift in capital could be expected in the foreseeable future.
According to current economic textbook opinion, capitalism consequently needs
some form of growth. If saving were more attractive than investing, it would have
an impact on the current labour markets and welfare states (Gough 2017 shows that
allegedly simple solutions for that such as basic income are at least questionable;
see also Ekardt 2016). Current developments such as globalisation, automation,
artificial intelligence and digitisation – even if they could theoretically (without this
being foreseeable) also be counteracted by legislation – reinforce these factors.
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Therefore, the fact that the future does not belong to growth does not mean that
post-growth would be problem-free. Despite a lack of clear answers to the problems
raised above, post-growth, or even more pronounced degrowth, meaning shrinkage,
is increasingly formulated even as an explicit normative goal (and not only as an
unavoidable consequence of ecological limits) by a small post-growth movement,
partly increased in the direction of explicit ideas of autarky, with all their empirical
and normative questions of doubt (critically Ekardt et al. 2015a, b, c, d). The
movement is partly (rather unknowingly) in the tradition of former civilisation-
critical movements, such as the ancient apocalypticists, the early modern Anabaptists,
the Wandervögel movement at the beginning of the twentieth century or the 1968
movement (Scheidler 2015; Ekardt 2001). Such movements often find some support, especially in progressive, wealthier social classes. Whether, however, the
transformation of the growth problems into a normative idea of happiness and a
genuine anti-capitalist revolution – and whether post-growth empirically promises
more happiness – will prove doubtful below (see Chaps. 2.6 and 4.4). Furthermore,
the hope (heard from trade union circles, for example) that the limits of growth
could be reduced to a problem of distribution, and thus ultimately overcome, cannot
be empirically brought into line with the drastic ecological goals. In short, frugality
is not just about some super-rich people having to change their lives (Fücks 2013,
pp. 122 f.; Herrmann 2015, pp. 65 et seq.); and also, the normative question of a
socially just distribution of material goods is far less clear than some people might
think (Chap. 4.4).

The Promises of Post-growth
Despite all this, the “threatening” end of growth for a number of reasons does not
necessarily appear to be as fatal as is often assumed (Jackson 2009; Daly 1996; Jakob
and Edenhofer 2014, pp. 447 et seq. – although degrowth fans such as Gough 2017,
pp. 178 et seq. in ignoring Article 2 para. 1 PA may also latently fail to recognise the
necessary extent of degrowth). The fact that the subsequent problems of post-growth
and (!) the transition there is even more difficult does not mean that those problems
are unsolvable. The problems of the end of growth are also partly those that would
occur anyway, e.g. because at some point it will simply become more and more difficult to attract a demand for new products, in which a labour market is massively
challenged by artificial intelligence, demographic change and robotisation etc. In
times of globalisation, national politics is increasingly powerless. Processes such as
public debt, demographic change (including Baer 2009) and ongoing technical rationalisation are forcing the government to reform pensions and the state budget even
without regard to ecological problems. And historically, a growth society is a special
case anyway, linked to the mass use of fossil fuels that began around 200 years ago.
Furthermore, contrary to widespread hope, global growth rates say nothing about the
actual distribution of wealth. In other respects, too, the concept of growth ignores
many important points (Stiglitz et al. 2009; Enquête Commission 2013; Jakob and
Edenhofer 2014; Fücks 2013; Muraca 2015). Private social work such as childcare,
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for example; and the drastic long-term damage to the growth path currently considered to be without alternatives, for example in relation to climate change. On the
other hand, wars and thus maximum human suffering could become visible as an
increase in economic growth. Whether more prosperity makes people empirically
happier is still being examined separately (Chap. 2.6).

 hy Post-growth Is Still More Profitable Than the Catastrophic
W
Consequences of Business-as-Usual – And Why Population
Growth Is Not the Key Problem
The widespread objection that resource and climate protection, for example, costs
money and yet also needs growth is not very convincing. Behind this assumption is
the unspoken idea that environmental protection is simply a question of expensive
pollutant filters (and this idea lives even in the mentioned speech about climate
change as a mere dip in growth at Stern 2006 – as well as in the economic criticism
on frugality as mentioned above). However, this fails to recognise that effective
protection of livelihoods today is primarily a problem of resource-intensive lifestyles
and economies (which does not exclude the possibility that very poor people may
often handle resources such as forests inefficiently). It therefore remains the case
that quantitative and qualitative growth are threatening to come to an end, despite
temporarily necessary growth in developing countries and temporarily conceivable
growth in innovation technology in the industrialised countries (in the wake of a
possible sustainability policy).
The hope that the entire problem developed in this way will be resolved in such a
way that only global population growth is seen as the cause of a lack of sustainability
is also not convincing. Population growth, however much it is raised as an issue again
and again, should come to a standstill with sufficient prosperity and then even turn
into population shrinkage, as is the case today in the occident (Fücks 2013, p. 78). It
is true that there would be no problem of non-sustainability if only a few million
people lived on earth. However, the fact that the population in Africa, South Asia and
South America is now growing is not a central cause of unsustainability, because the
per-capita resource consumption, especially in Africa, is simply too low. However, a
massive problem arises when they begin to imitate the Western lifestyle. In this
respect, it is necessary to ask later how poverty in the countries mentioned can be
combated, welfare state and education made possible, precisely so that population
growth can probably be slowed down and the increasing prosperity can then be
directed ecologically in a different direction, and thus also in the occident (Chap. 4.6).
We have seen so far: Measured against the ambitious global environmental targets, the industrialised countries in particular (but ultimately almost all countries
in the world) still have a long way to go. And: In addition to technical approaches
such as consistency and efficiency, a sustainability strategy to meet these global
goals also requires frugality, i.e. changes in behaviour (whether voluntary or
involuntary, will be discussed later). Such a path is still more economically sensible
than the direct path to disaster, even if one realistically assumes that it will bring the
growth society to its end, including considerable consequential problems.
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Sustainability: A Definition Without Pillars

For some time now, the attempt to answer questions of the permanent and global
practicability of contemporary lifestyles and economies has been concentrated in the
concept of sustainability. Sustainability and sustainable development are increasingly understood, at least verbally, in politics, science and civil society as one – if not
the – essential new guiding principle of modern politics. The term “sustainability”
was originally coined at the beginning of the eighteenth century in the sense of permanently tenable conditions for forestry by Hans Carl von Carlowitz in the German
state of Saxony. The idea was not to cut down more trees than grow back. However,
sustainability has only become the central political concept up to a “topic of the century” since the late 1980s, when a comprehensive model was sought that would bring
justice into the development crisis of the southern hemisphere and the environmental
problems in the northern hemisphere. The most important stages of the debate
marked the proclamation as a central policy goal at the United Nations level in 1987
by a prominent but purely advisory expert body (the Brundtland Commission), the
Rio United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, its follow-up
conference in Johannesburg in 2002 and the Rio + 20 conference in 2012 – up to the
proclamation of the (non-binding) UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2015
(on the SDGs see Kim and Bosselmann 2015). What is at stake in this chapter is a
definition of sustainability (see for a detailed analysis Bosselmann 2016).

Definition Versus Content
Definitions, i.e. the linguistic designation of a subject matter, are ultimately arbitrary; they can be freely determined conventionally or individually (whereby the
latter, as long as it goes beyond a moderate further development, regularly undermines the purpose of communication associated with language). Definitions are
thus in contrast to observable and therefore not arbitrary contents. If I want, I can
also call a piece of seating furniture “squirrel” instead of “chair” (= definition). It is
not arbitrary, however, whether there is actually a piece of seating furniture in front
of me, whether there is any seating at all, whether it is square or round, etc. (= content). That neither descriptive nor normative contents are arbitrary will be shown
later in more detail, as well as the role of language as a factor (Chaps. 1.6 and 3).
This book follows neither the style of logical positivism nor its extreme opponent,
namely postmodern thinking that both (more or less) equate linguistic naming and
content. This means that neither definitions are considered to be truthful nor terms
and contents are equated and both are considered to be untruthful. Despite all the
discussion about this, the author is not able to see how (however much language can
be changed, cultural content can be conveyed, etc.) the world of thought can be
understood meaningfully without that distinction. The following definitional analysis of sustainability has, therefore, nothing to do with whether the creation of sustainability is a justified normative requirement (in ethical and legal terms), and what
is descriptively responsible for our realising this requirement or not.
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Thus, a definition of sustainability is mainly about clarity and comprehensibility in
relation to what is mentioned in this book. The core idea of the UN Brundtland
Commission, i.e. the main starting point of the modern sustainability debate, can be
used as a basis for defining sustainability. The core intention of sustainability is thus to
broaden the perspective of politics/ethics/law from an intertemporal and global perspective: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The
fact that globally some people are destroying their livelihoods with their prosperity,
while many others are starving, should be linked, according to the UN Brundtland
Commission, and tackled together in a gigantic global effort. It is about achieving sustainable and globally practicable forms of life and commerce. Sustainability is therefore about extending the idea of justice, i.e. the normative question of the right society
(for the definition of justice more closely in the following chapter), in spatio-temporal
terms, i.e. towards intertemporal and global cross-border justice.

Three-Pillar Sustainability – A Discourse on the Wrong Track
This is largely reversed when sustainability provides the terminology for the “generally desirable state of societies”, so that the classic definition of justice lines up
perfectly with sustainability – and the issue explicitly called “justice” is then
reduced to social distribution issues that arise on the road to sustainability as a
question in the “downstream” of sustainability. In a sense, this is the consequence
of the fact that, according to a widespread view, sustainability is much broader in
definition than proposed above and simply requires a balanced pursuit of the three
pillars of ecology, economy and society without emphasising the generational and
global perspective (correctly, however, Ott and Döring 2004; Ott 2014; Unnerstall
1999; Gough 2017; see also Appel 2005 and Bosselmann 2016). Thus, for example,
the profit interests of companies and the existence of a stable climate that is vital for
human survival are formulated as equal-ranking goals between which a “balanced”
solution must be sought. Moreover, the broad pillar model suggests that ultimately
any political question is somehow about sustainability.
But the preservation of clarity of definition rather speaks against this three-pillar
model, as do the empirical background assumptions contained therein. The three-
pillar model ignores the paradigm shift as the core idea – more generational and
global justice – and literally distracts from it or pushes it back (under a shameless
guise). For by talking about the “three pillars”, sustainability suddenly embodies
only the rather unspectacular message that political decisions should continue to
reconcile various interests, primarily those of today (“more growth, more nature
conservation, more kindergartens”). If that were the case, however, the new word
sustainability could have been avoided; from the point of view of clarity, the word
should simply be dispensed with. And the paradigm shift can already be found in
the literal sense of the word: linguistically, “sustainability” always presupposes a
long-term relationship, i.e. that a lasting existence on this planet is to be opened up
to humankind. Sustainability does not include environmental, social or economic
policy objectives without the typical cross-generational and global reference, even
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if they can be endorsed for other reasons (and can therefore be weighed up with
sustainability; more closely: Chap. 3.6). The three pillars distract from the actual
conflicts to be dealt with in terms of content: for example, from the collision between
sustainability (in the sense of intertemporal and global justice concerns) and the
economic growth interests of those living today.
Furthermore, a separation of ecological, economic and social aspects in the relevant areas is hardly possible: a type of resource use that takes into account future
people and people in developing countries (which would therefore be sustainable in
an intertemporal and global way) can be read as both “ecological” and “economic”.
And would better air quality, for example, only be an ecological goal, why not a
social or economic one? Or is health, for example, a social or an ecological goal? Or
perhaps an economic one, because it saves costs for medical treatment? And what
exactly does the extremely diverse and vague concept of “social” mean in the end?
Thus, the distinction of three pillars does not promise any clarity in terms of
definition.
All this in no way means the vague thesis of the “compatibility of economy and
ecology” (this somewhat naive idea is also constantly recurring today; alongside
Stern 2006, for example, in Roberts and Parks 2007, p. 24, who believe that more
wealth for developing countries solves the climate problem). Environmental protection can certainly be economically advantageous in the short term (Chap. 1.4). The
blanket compatibility thesis can, however, be misunderstood, which at the same
time results in a further argument against the three-pillar distinction, which again
refers to the preservation of the initial definition of “sustainability as a permanent
and global practicability of ways of life and economic practices”. The compatibility
thesis can be understood in the sense of the assumption that the protection of the
basis of life is not feasible without economic growth. This is empirically wrong, as
we have seen. Even if definitions are ultimately arbitrary, it may not make sense to
base them on an empirically evidently false assumption.
Furthermore, the long-term reference of the word sustainability implies that sustainability is primarily about basic conditions of humanity and not about any aspect
of economic and social policy in general. This was already the view of the Brundtland
Commission and the Rio Declaration of 1992 (see its Principle 5), at least for the
following reason: Conflicts over time can per se only affect issues in which today’s
people have the power to influence the living conditions of future or young people
considerably and perhaps even irreversibly. And this addresses questions such as
food, water, wood, fertile soils – which are intertemporal and globally relevant. The
question whether or not one should have a municipal theatre, on the other hand, is
not one of them.

Rio Declaration and Sustainability Rules
All these aspects are visible in the Rio Declaration as, alongside the Brundtland
Report, the central root of modern sustainability discourse in a large number of
places (see in detail Appel 2005), particularly clearly in the aforementioned Principle
5. And Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration (joint but shared responsibility of
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industrialised and developing countries) clearly relates sustainability to the
environment. The elimination of unsustainable production and consumption
structures (Principle 8) also does not exactly sound like “more growth and higher
incomes in the industrialised countries”. Principle 12 is also quite clear, in that it
mentions economic growth and sustainability alongside each other and thus
identifies them as two concerns to be distinguished (which means that growth is
precisely not part of sustainability).
In concrete terms, what has just been said about sustainability is often spelled out
in sustainability rules – again not very much in line with the three-pillar idea:
Sustainability therefore means that renewable resources are used only in
consideration of the rate of growth, non-renewable raw materials are used sparingly
(or under consideration of substitution possibilities), the assimilation limits of the
natural balance are considered as a sink, thus damage to the climate and the ozone
layer should also be avoided. According to what has been said, sustainability also
includes basic global security of livelihood for everyone, including basic pensions,
education, access to clean drinking water and medical treatment as well as the
absence of war and civil war (which, incidentally, is again an area that cannot be
classified as ecological, economic or social in its nature). Whether these sustainability
levels are really required in normative terms can only be determined after an ethical
and legal analysis (Chap. 3). Here, as already mentioned, it was only a matter of
clarifying the definition of what is mentioned in this book. In addition, the difficult
terms “strong/weak sustainability” can only be taken up after a substantive discussion, justification and concretisation of sustainability (Chap. 3.6).

Social Sustainability – A Discourse on the Wrong Track
However, “social policy as a whole” has little to do with the intertemporal perspective. For in social policy it remains unclear again how today’s people could make it
possible or prevent it over long periods of time. For example, education policy for
women, which is often a subject of discussion in the general sustainability debate
(since women are very often “responsible” for many everyday resource-related
issues), is perhaps an important instrument for getting closer to the goal of intertemporal and global justice. But it is just a means to that end. In contrast, the normative
goal of “equal rights for women” has no specific intertemporal or global-crossborder reference. To put it simply: not every – undoubtedly – very important goal
per se is an element of sustainability. Especially not every political question can be
made a question of sustainability by pointing out that “values” and the “implementation” are also relevant to sustainability, and that this is after all “something social”.
In this respect, the above concern applies once again. If one were to address other
aspects of sustainability beyond those mentioned at the outset, then perhaps these
would be more in the direction of how societies can achieve something like lasting
economic-ecological stability: what a national, European and global economy could
look like, who would have to act under the conditions of considerably reduced consumption of resources and probably without growth.
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The difficulties with “pillar sustainability” and in particular with the criteria of
social and economic sustainability (problematic also Enquête Commission 2013)
draw attention to another much discussed but also problematic side of the sustainability debate. States and companies often strive for indicators and a measurability of
sustainability in order to make sustainability visible in a simplified form through
some well quantifiable aspects (so-called sustainability indicators) selected from the
multitude of relevant factors. A real measurability is still striven for, if necessary, to
the effect that all activities offset one another. Thus, certain development tendencies
and own (real or supposed) successes are to be visualised and made understandable
for a broader audience. However, it is problematic that indicators that are often either
not part of sustainability (see above) or, if the growth ideology remains unproblematised, even counterproductive indicators are chosen. Furthermore, the necessary level
of ambition is overviewed; the permanent and global viability of commerce and lifestyles is not reflected when, for example, a company decides to produce 5-litre
instead of 8-litre cars in the future. Another problem with indicator and measurement
approaches is that seemingly precise individual factors suggest an accuracy that is
not even given, because the selection of factors is ultimately arbitrary. This applies
even if “quantification” may be attractive to politics and the media (and seemingly
helpful for getting third-party funding from the point of view of researchers). The
problems of indicator systems become even clearer when considering the attempts to
translate different environmental problems into a uniform life-cycle assessment or
even cost-benefit analysis (see Chaps. 1.2 and 3.9). However, as will become apparent, purely empirical interrelationships of various sustainability problems can still be
mapped quantitatively to some extent. On the other hand, quantification and thus also
indicator systems prove to be unsuitable overall – either by means of an is-and-ought
fallacy based on natural scientific empirical data or by means of an equally problematic cost-benefit analysis: Chap. 3.9).

The Vague and Non-binding UN Sustainable Development Goals
The legally non-binding Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted at UN
level in autumn 2015 also present a mixed picture in the sense of what has been said
so far (more optimistic Kim and Bosselmann 2015; on the international environmental
soft law generally Friedrich 2013). They are as conceptually vague and broadly
dispersed as the indicators criticised above, with which many companies and
countries work. The goal of a soil degradation neutral world (which would in fact
correspond to the meaning of sustainability), for example, is vague alongside very
concrete, in some cases also very ambitious SDGs. Traditional growth targets can
also be found quite arbitrarily among SDGs.
This chapter showed that the most convincing definition of sustainability is not
the three-pillar approach. As already stated, this is all about a definition of
sustainability. All this does not exclude, for example, that certain laws may use the
word sustainability in a completely different way. By the way, the legal analysis of
the term sustainability in laws and its different uses is only a (very) small part of the
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further processing of questions around sustainability. Other governance perspectives
will prove to be more effective instruments of sustainability enforcement (in Chap.
4) – and not vague commitments “to more sustainability”, some of which can be
found e.g. in planning law. And even when it comes directly to normative goals and
their justification and consideration, the following will focus more on human rights
(legally and ethically) and not on an alleged principle of sustainability “in itself”
(more closely Chap. 3.2; misjudged at Cordonier Segger 2008; more clearly Bugge
2008 and Unnerstall 2005).

1.6

 asic Terms, Epistemology, Levels of Rationality
B
and Misunderstandings

Rolled up in the case of sustainability, this book deals with a spectrum of problem
levels in the different disciplines of behavioural science. This chapter deals with
these questions and with some related problems of epistemology and theory of
rationality.

Transdisciplinary Sustainability Research in Human Sciences
The three main questions that can be addressed by sustainability research in humanities in this way could also be summed up in the terms: Transformation conditions,
political and legal instruments, and normative issues. Or: Behaviour conditions,
behaviour control, and normative behaviour assessment. In order to be able to work
out what we can know about these questions and with which methods and derivations, some preliminary explanations are still necessary (in Chaps. 1.6 and 1.7).
Besides the methodology and further definitions of terms (such as justice, governance, and truth), this also concerns some basic epistemological distinctions such as
the distinction between is and ought, between genesis and validity, and between
objective and subjective as well as a clarification of the concept of reason – and the
elimination of some misunderstandings in this respect.
For many, the disciplinary viewpoint of this treatise is already confusing. This
study is transdisciplinary, i.e. it operates in relation to problems and not disciplines
(Scholz 2011; Scholz et al. 2006; Schneidewind 2009). The developed problem
levels can also hardly be investigated in any other way, as otherwise essential aspects
would be missing in each case. Transdisciplinary sustainability research in the
human sciences does not mean combining different forms of knowledge such as
“science” and “practice”, because such a formulation is based on a misunderstanding.
Certainly, the world is full of uncertainties, and often people or disciplines only
grasp parts of the truth due to dogmatic pre-determinations. However, the fact that
there may be explicitly contradictory yet valid “truths” (as assumed by the concept
of theory-practice transdisciplinarity) implies positions that are untenable in
epistemological terms (as will immediately become clear in the critique of
constructivism in the following). In no case transdisciplinarity is a matter of placing
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something “alongside” the classical disciplines and their discourses; rather, it is a
matter of their analysis, criticism and continuation (and it is trivial that legal, ethical,
sociological, etc. insights cannot only be generated by scientists at university but
also by practioners and sometimes even by ordinary people in daily life). In any
case, transdisciplinarity does not mean that scientists do not come from the
discourses of specific disciplines. A spontaneous emotion such as that the author of
this book may not be “a lawyer”, “a philosopher” or “a sociologist” because he does
not focus solely on the core questions of a single discipline would therefore ignore
the intention of transdisciplinarity. Admittedly, transdisciplinarity may not always
meet the human need to find identity and define boundaries. Fields such as, e.g.,
political philosophy, justice theory, legal theory and philosophy of law are then
often experienced as largely separate areas and are thus supposedly kept manageable,
although the same questions are largely negotiated (with the result that mutual
knowledge of research results and arguments actually seems absolutely necessary).

 pistemology: Objective Versus Subjective – Are There Objective
E
Facts? Against the Aberrations of Postmodernism
and Constructivism
Let us now turn briefly to epistemology (closer Ekardt 2016; Ekardt 2017). The
epistemological categories and distinctions mentioned at the beginning of this
section are by no means trivial; rather, they are regularly misjudged and confused
(see for example Lang et al. 2014; Fazey et al. 2018) – in sustainability science, in
human sciences, and sometimes also in natural sciences. One can already ask
whether any objective facts exist at all (for example, on climate change, on the
motives for human behaviour or on the effectiveness of certain instruments). These
questions are all the more necessary because in society and science there has been a
kind of trend towards a postmodern world view for a long time, which ultimately
drops the idea, at least in principle, of an objective truth. If statements of fact can be
objectively true (and normative statements objectively correct), the term “objective”
means that they are rationally recognisable and can therefore be understood by
everyone. Objective truth with regard to facts means the correspondence of a
statement with a fact of the real world, whereas the correctness of normative
statements and justice means the rightness of social orders, without a test object
being available in the “outer world” as it is regarding truth (Habermas 1981;
Habermas 1999; Alexy 1991; Ekardt 2016).
However, there have been tendencies against this claim of objectivity and towards
scepticism (like postmodernism) in Western culture since the ancient Sophists. For
some 150 years and increasingly for 50 years, this has become a phenomenon that
has become almost dominant in some areas of thought, such as some humanities
(see e.g. Rorty 1989; Foucault 2006; Luhmann 1993; Kelsen 2000; Siemer 2006).
So, what is their problem with objective truth? When one is told that certain things
can easily be observed or proven in some other way, one often gets the answer that
an individual always only presents a subjective viewpoint which is coloured by
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one’s own interest and which reflects certain social power relations that need to be
criticised. Apart from the fact that such a critique of power relations logically –
unrecognised by most postmodernists – presupposes that norms (!) can be objective
(otherwise the power of whoever would not be meaningfully criticisable), such a
perspective does not convince even as a questioning of the possibility of objective
facts:
Whether there are objective facts at least in principle (i.e. also in questions of
sustainability), no matter whether they can be proven concretely in individual cases,
has nothing to do with the widespread and accurate insight that is common to all of
us in everyday life, that in fact our subjective viewpoints repeatedly interfere with
our knowledge of the facts and, incidentally, also with our knowledge of standards,
and that we therefore tend to a view which is subjectively twisted rather than
objective. This sociological constructivism is undoubtedly true, but it by no means
proves that objectivity – for example through careful examination and discourse
with others – is absolutely impossible (philosophical constructivism; very aptly on
that Berger and Luckmann 1966). For example, it may be that there are natural
scientists who express pros or cons about the existence of human-made climate
change because they expect it to bring financial benefits, such as research contracts.
However, such subjective distortion does not prove that there are no objective and
undistorted findings on climate change. More formally speaking, one can also say
that the truth sceptics confuse the genesis of a statement with the validity of a
statement. For example, as the son of a world-traveling physicist, I may consider the
earth a sphere only because my father taught me to do so under the threat of corporal
punishment (genesis). Irrespective of this, however, the statement would still be
correct (validity) – quite independent of which “power relations” caused me to be
convinced of this statement (misjudged, for example, by the entire discussion about
the factual physicality, emotionality, etc. of humans – exemplarily Damasio 2006
and various contributions in Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos and Brooks 2017).
How misleading the reference to the alleged mere subjectivity of facts is, is also
illuminated by the fact that no human being can live without necessarily implying
that the outer world and what we say about it is more or less coherent. How could it
be explained that our coordination among ourselves and our dealings with the world
work quite well if the world were “only subjective”? Moreover, the conclusions of
factual subjectivism seem relatively strange. It would apparently be a matter of
subjective opinion that you are dead after jumping out of the 90th floor of a
skyscraper. Apart from that, subjectivism seems to be self-contradictory: for the
statement “there are no true or untrue, but only subjective views” is a statement that
obviously does not understand itself as a purely subjective opinion, otherwise it
makes itself irrelevant. In other words: The observation of often very “subjective”
perspectives logically presupposes that there principally can also be objective
perspectives – otherwise the subjectivity in the subjective perspectives would not
make sense at all. All this indicates that facts are not simply dependent on observers – but that our impressions do have their counterparts in the real world. It is also
important to note, despite all the ambivalence of human existence that humanity is
learning at least in some respects, i.e. that knowledge can gradually grow. Even the
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talk of refuting previous knowledge and replacing it with new knowledge logically
presupposes, however, that something can be objectively recognised.
Even the attachment of factual statements to the medium of language does not
deprive them of the possibility of objectivity. Of course, language can create
ambiguities and even confusion, but it is possible to solve the problem to a large
extent through sufficiently precise wording. This applies even if the language
community – or each individual – can ultimately freely assign meanings of words if
he or she so wishes. Nevertheless, language is a medium that is entirely accessible
to precision if desired. Furthermore, one should not be irritated by the fact that not
all facts are reproducible or even quantifiable in experiments. Such an ideal of
facts – based on philosophical empiricism – has spread widely over the last
300 years. But it is by no means imperative. In the field of human motifs, for
example, there are many things that cannot be measured and reproduced at will, but
can nevertheless be plausibly observed. This problem will be discussed in detail
later in the methodology (Chap. 1.7).
Likewise, it is not possible to escape the above stated in a way that one (like
Rorty 1989 and Siemer 2006) understands truth as “that which proves itself in
practice”. Because if this were the case, it would again require an objective criterion.
Also, the consensus theory recommended by the older discourse theory, according
to which the truth is to be determined by a justified (not only factual) consensus of
the responsible persons in the discourse, suffers from frictions. After all, what about
the many historical cases in which all the actors, or at least the vast majority of
them, were in serious error? Therefore, Habermas (1999, pp. 239 and 286 et seq.) in
the end abandoned the theory of consensus.
Another general remark: Politically, a sceptical, postmodern or even constructivist epistemology is usually labelled as a left-wing project that is supposedly critical
of power and emancipatory. In the light of this, it is almost fascinating to observe
how the (left- and right-wing) populists are currently taking up the dismantling of
truth and objectivity, pursued by the left for decades with the utmost virtuosity, and
turning it into practical politics in the most anti-Leftist thrust, crowned almost
Orwellian by the term “alternative facts” (Kellyanne Conway). Postmodernists,
feminists, critics of capitalism, etc. (various representatives can be found in the
contributions in Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos and Brooks 2017, for example) have
long preached in continuation of Marxist ideas that facts and norms are never
objective anyway, because everything is largely guided by power, capitalism,
gender, ethnicity. Now populist leaders – often portraying themselves as saviours of
the true will of the people – are threatening to undermine democracy by using this
idea. The all-round protest against the “postfactual age” seems somewhat helpless
in this respect, because the same circles have ultimately withdrawn any basis for
criticism of the rampant postfactuality by abandoning the concept of truth. When it
comes to facts and even more so when it comes to normative standards, there are
often difficulties of proof and of scope for assessment. But that does not mean that
everything is always subjective.
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 hree Very Different Ballgames: Objectivity Versus Subjectivity –
T
Genesis Versus Validity – Is Versus Ought
Therefore, objectivity is in fact basically possible, and not just subjectivity. And
it must be differentiated between the genesis and the validity of statements, even
if they are both objectively correct; the distinctions objective versus subjective
and genesis versus validity do not necessarily coincide (the common ideologycritical address against certain facts and norms thus proves to be logically wrong;
it can only act as an impulse to re-examine a thesis; it cannot afford to refute it).
In other words, if the Maldives should 1 day sink into the sea because of a climate-induced rise in sea levels, this would still be a fact, even if millions of
Germans would subjectively construct this for themselves in such a way that
nothing sinks at all. Furthermore, it doesn’t help to think all the time about
whether someone is only advocating all these theses because he had a difficult
childhood, because he is a man or because he is a capitalist. It would also not be
a matter of opinion (for the individual or even for a social group) whether climate
change is the cause of this event – or whether the sinking is rather due to the fact
that the islanders have played the guitar too often. Of course, not all kinds of
facts are equally easy to grasp objectively. Causes and internal facts such as emotions, for example, are sometimes difficult to prove, just as the perpetrator who
killed Grandma Erna last night is sometimes difficult to find, and sometimes we
do not get a definite answer, at least not today. Nevertheless there are causes, thus
causal connections of several processes, even if we can not always prove causes.
Nor is it simply a “matter of opinion” whether the emission of greenhouse gases
can be reduced more effectively, for example by banning driving cars on sundays
or rather by worshipping a glass of water. Nota bene: That the normative evaluation of sinking islands, for example, can also be done objectively is a detailed
topic in the following chapters.
Consequently, the facts may of course be uncertain in individual cases. Uncertain
aspects of facts can only be assessed subjectively. Basically, the respective fact – for
example climate change or the fact who murdered Ms. Smith in the street – remains
objective, even if no one knows for sure (at least the murderer will know the answer,
by the way). A subjective assessment of facts is not an evaluation, even if subjective
and judgmental terms are constantly confused. One can subjectively assess that
climate change at this and that speed has exactly the consequence XY –but that does
not mean that this consequence is normatively welcomed or regretted.
Besides the separation of subjective and objective perspectives on norms and
facts (and of genesis and validity), the separation of facts from norms/evaluations/
goals/purposes (the terms are used here synonymously) must also be taken into
account. Otherwise the standards for precise thinking remain unclear in a key aspect.
Climate change (fact), for example, does not imply its imperative or prohibition
(norm), even if even researchers, who were repeatedly suspected of being awarded
the Nobel Prize, talk as if some norm would imperatively derive from their facts: for
example, that climate protection is absolutely essential. But this conclusion is
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pointless, even if many public discussions are going on like this. Rather, one needs
an evaluation criterion, i.e. a normative standard that says “one should not kill people” or “one should maintain the basis of human life and thus a stable global climate”. And this evaluation criterion cannot be observed anywhere in the outside
world; one can only justify it – on an ethical or legal basis (as we will see in the
following chapters). Certainly, facts deliver the subsumption material of a valuation.
Anyone who, for example, regards climate protection as normatively important,
also in consideration of other goals, must of course also check whether climate
change even exists. Nevertheless, facts and norms remain twofold here.
Therefore, facts and norms must be distinguished, and for both (and not only for
norms) it is possible to discuss whether they can only be subjective or also objective,
although this is forgotten over and over again – in sustainability research and in
science in general (see as an example Lang et al. 2014; Fazey et al. 2018). For facts
the discussion on objectivity has just been conducted; for norms or standards it will
be conducted later (in Chap. 3.1). It also follows from the distinction between is and
ought that we must distinguish between the factual explanation and the normative
evaluation of behaviour. Totalitarian injustice, for example, can be explained without justifying it normatively. One can (see Chap. 2.4) try to explain how the Nazis
came up with the idea to establish a supremacy of the Aryan race – normatively,
however, one definitely cannot approve of it. It is equally important not to shortcircuit “Facts are objective, norms are subjective” – because, as I said, for facts as
well as for norms, the question can be raised as to whether they can be objective or
not. A frequent problematic short-circuit is also the deliberate misrepresentation of
facts, for example women as a whole as smarter or as dumber than men, because it
is hoped that this will influence the realisation of certain norms, for example to
promote or undermine gender equality.

Objectivity and Reason – Different Levels of Rationality
If statements of fact can be objectively true and statements of standards objectively
right, then “objective” means, as I said, that they both are rationally recognisable
and that everyone could at least understand them. Therefore, the idea of objectivity
is directly interwoven with the idea of reason. Instead, one can speak of
intersubjectivity. This then emphasises more strongly the limits of human knowledge
and the fact that in the course of time humanity as a whole also learns more, that is,
our limits of knowledge shift. Intersubjectivity does not mean that everything is
subjective. If this were the case, one could not speak of older findings being
recognised as false and replaced by better ones.
But what does reason or (as a synonym in this book) rationality mean? It means
the ability to decide questions with reasons. When it comes to the question of the
validity of ethical-legal principles, norms, objectives or general evaluations, including the question of their interpretation and balancing, we speak of normative reason.
Values or valuations (or to a large extent synonymous also: norms) should be the
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generic term, and the (basic) order of a society means a certain system of such values or valuations. On the other hand, instrumental and theoretical reason act on
facts, i.e. on descriptive truth, not on normative rightness. Instrumental reason is
about which means are most effective in implementing a norm, such as a certain
climate target (or even a completely selfish goal such as stealing an object) – perhaps through emissions trading, a levy or a ban. The theoretical reason is about
fact-finding without any concrete reference to action, as in natural scientific climate
research. Besides this system, ultimately based on Kant (and Habermas 1981), one
does not need Max Weber’s separation of rationality of purpose and value, if only
because it can be understood as very different things. Furthermore, it would be
rather confusing to form a term “collective rationality” (Scholz 2011), which is also
meant less in terms of epistemology; it is merely intended to indicate that self-
interest and the good for several people can fall apart, which is however a problem
of behavioural research, not of epistemology (Chap. 2). It is also problematic if the
somewhat vague term transformation research is frequently used and this is generally described as normative (see for example Lang et al. 2014; Fazey et al. 2018;
tendentially also Scholz 2011). According to the above, in terms of sustainability,
the identification of transformation conditions is to be assigned to theoretical reason
and thus descriptive; finding effective instruments for goals is also purely descriptive, since it belongs to instrumental rationality. Only the (ethical, legal or political)
determination of objectives is normative.

 urther Definitions: Justice, Anthropology, Governance, Human
F
Rights, Constitutions
Since the present work is concerned with ethical and legal issues (i.e. justice) and
also policy instruments (i.e. governance) in addition to transformation conditions,
some definitions are still needed now, since these terms circulate in diverging
meanings. Justice means the correctness of the basic order of living together and
of all rules issued within this framework, whether on a national, European or even
global scale (similar: Rawls 1971; Habermas 1992). Justice is therefore not a
value among others, but the basic concept of normativity. Others speak of “legitimation” instead of justice (theory), morality or ethics, and in some cases, the will
of the majority is used as the sole criterion of legitimation or justice (critical of
this: Chap. 3). In any case, justice here does not merely mean “social distributive
justice”, i.e. the question of how a certain material cake is to be distributed
socially. Ethics or morality therefore mean the theory of justice (one can also say
political philosophy or legal philosophy), not the area of happiness or a good life,
in which, in contrast to justice, the freedom of several is not affected (and which
therefore must not be legally regulated: Chap. 3.4). Sustainability is a key aspect
of justice, namely its intertemporal and global expansion. In all of this, the field
of ethics or the theory of justice is initially directed towards social ethics, but it
may also produce an individual or even corporate ethics (the latter proving to be
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less meaningful below: Chap. 3.2). However, ethics has nothing to do with mere
conventions; they are merely ideas of a good, successful life. By the way, statements on justice are not an “idealisation”, as it is called in various social sciences;
they are simply not empirical statements, but rather statements of purpose (this is
why the criticism of Sen 2009, for example, forgets the distinction between principles of justice, balancing rules, anthropology and policy instruments).
Economists and political scientists usually do not speak of justice but tend to
speak of cost-benefit analysis or efficiency analysis, which are key to justice, very
often associated with the idea that this is not ethics (critical of this: Chaps. 3.1 and
3.9). In turn, the risk theory, maintained by natural scientists and sociologists for
dealing with uncertain risk situations, is referred to as risk assessment or risk
management (also critically Chap. 3.9).
Anthropology or action theory (or theory of society), unlike the theory of justice,
is not about normative issues; rather, it describes purely de facto what it is that drives
people individually and collectively. So, it is about what drives individual and social
change. This is what we do when we investigate the conditions of transformation to
sustainability. As already mentioned, normative explanations and descriptive explanations (ergo justice theory and anthropology) are clearly separated here (Kellerwessel
2003, p. 16; Gewirth 1978). Often both are mixed up (even in Habermas 2009; in
sustainability science e.g. in Lang et al. 2014 and Fazey et al. 2018). This happens for
example when modern human rights are “justified” by their history instead of merely
being explained, or when empirical views of justice are researched in the population
(moral sociology) and this is considered normatively relevant per se. The defects of
ethics, which nevertheless empirically justify (!) norms, will be examined in more
detail later (Chap. 3.1; the institutional theory of political science not dealt with in
detail in this book would also fall into this category).
Governance or control is about the implementation of certain political goals that
are assumed to be right – and that, if they do not happen on their own, through effective instruments of influencing behaviour. Justice thus points to a normative question, governance to an empirical question (of instrumental rationality, as mentioned
earlier): Governance is about how the just can actually be enforced in a world in
which we all often have other motives than justice (e.g. self-interest); justice, however, remains the basis or the framework for determining goals and means of governance. The term governance is thus used more narrowly than, for example, by many
political scientists. The same applies if aspects such as learning processes, selfregulation, etc. are taken into account. It is important that governance research identifies in this case the most effective instruments – and not, as is often the case in
political science, for example, as a pure description of actors and of the institutional
and instrumental sustainability efforts actually undertaken (which are predominantly not very effective, as we can learn e.g. from the climate emissions: Chap. 1.2;
as an example for a narrowed perspective: Bailey 2007). Effectiveness refers to the
impact of e.g. political-legal or other measures with regard to an objective such as
sustainability. In contrast, cost efficiency, which is only briefly discussed in this
book (just like distributional effects), describes the monetary effects of an effective
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instrument in governance discourse (for more details see von Bredow 2013; on technical efficiency, see Chap. 1.3). Efficiency in the broader sense is synonymous with
the result of a cost-benefit analysis in terms of “weighing all factors”. Institutional
feasibility, acceptance by the norm addressees, and dynamic incentive effects are
subaspects of effectiveness. A separate aspect would be the enforceability de facto,
i.e. the existence of a political majority, but it says nothing about the effectiveness
of a measure to achieve an objective.
The constitution – on a national, continent-wide, e.g. European, possibly also
(to some extent) global scale – is the legal expression of the concept of justice,
typically containing individual rights, institutional arrangements and procedural
rules like e.g. competencies for legislation (Giegerich 2003; Habermas 1992;
Ekardt 2016). In any case, if a constitution meets the objective requirements of
justice (see Chap. 3), it is the just framework for policy-making and therefore the
basic order of the respective societies; if it does not serve this purpose, it might be
a constitution, but is not a just constitution (but only a constitution considered to
be just). At the same time, the constitution and law can “steer” human behaviour
as a social system in the fundamental questions of conflict resolution in coexistence by writing down a general doctrine of justice, while also concretising it and
ordering its enforcement under threat of sanctions (more closely to law and its
relation to justice in Chap. 1.7). Human rights (or fundamental rights) are a central topos of ethics and law. Under no circumstances are human rights
“philosophical”and only fundamental rights “legal”. Both concepts mean the fundamental rights of the individual, both ethically and constitutionally. In all of this,
policies would be a different word for the governance instruments. They would
also be terms for the balancing decisions between different interests within the
framework of justice or the constitutional framework. This makes clear that, on
the one hand, law is and should be the instrument of politics and, on the other
hand, it sets and should set a framework.
In all this, justice and governance do not interact in the sense of the juxtaposition
of “legitimacy” and “effectiveness” of politics, which have to be balanced according
to many (for example Habermas 1992). Legitimation in the sense of “normative
acceptability” (i.e. not automatically in the sense of factual acceptance) or “justice”
does not only require the existence of a democratic majority (Chap. 4.5). Moreover,
a fair basic order/constitution of course also requires that we not only recognise the
right thing, but that we also put it into concrete terms and enforce it. Therefore, if
justice is to become real, it needs governance instruments to enforce it. Thirdly,
there are no problems and no effectiveness “in and by itself”; what is a problem that
needs to be solved effectively is rather a question of what can be derived as a
normatively relevant problem within the framework of justice.
This chapter showed the importance of fundamental distinctions from cognition
theory such as objectivity versus subjectivity, genesis versus validity, and is versus
ought. Furthermore, it explained the different kinds of rationality, and it provided
some important definitions of terms such as governance, constitutions, human
rights, justice, or anthropology.
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 ransdisciplinarity and a New Methodology
T
for Behavioural, Governance, Legal and Ethical
Analysis: Beyond Empiricism and Quantitive
Versus Qualitive Methods

After giving definitions and laying out epistemological foundations, the investigation now turns to methodology. We will discuss the methodology for behavioural
analysis, for governance research, and for legal and ethical analysis. In doing so, we
will overcome certain aberrations such as empiristic epistemology.

The Core Aberration: Empiristic Epistemology
The methodology of transdisciplinary sustainability research in the human sciences
which this book is (also) based on, is difficult for many scientists to digest. The idea
of epistemological empiricism from the seventeenth century which still shapes
many researchers today, that natural and social science is all about facts (not norms),
and, moreover, about quantifiable and reproducible facts, reaches its limits here.
Both the identification of behavioural drivers (to sustainability or non-sustainability)
and effective policy instruments require a broader methodology, as we will
immediately see – and as far as ethical and legal issues are concerned, it is not even
a matter of facts, but of standards with their own methodological approaches.
Precise analysis of complex (empirical or normative) interrelationships and the
many often incomplete and contradictory arguments and facts available will
therefore play a far greater role in the present work than any kind of approach close
to natural science. In the following, governance and behavioural research is
examined first, followed by ethics and law.

Governance Research and Behavioural Research
Governance research operates methodically at the intersection of jurisprudence,
sociology, political science, economics and other disciplines; because it deals with
the effects of current and conceivable policy instruments and thus of laws; because
policy instruments are almost always of legal nature. For instance, emissions
trading, an eco-tax or a product label for consumer information can only become a
policy instrument if they are brought into a legal form and thus prescribed.
Governance analyses – some call it regulatory impact assessments – are a recognised
research approach in the disciplinary intersection described above. They assess the
impact of current instruments and possible alternatives in terms of effectiveness
(and, where appropriate, cost efficiency). Such an assessment, which due to the
interactions often cannot be meaningfully related to an instrument alone, has several
elements: (a) text analysis of relevant instruments or legal acts including relevant
jurisprudence; (b) original extraction or – so mostly in this book – secondary
analysis of quantitative or qualitative empirical material on the actual implementation
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of an instrument and on the consequences of the instrument, and examination of
economic etc. circumstances affected and influenced by the instrument; (c)
application of comparative or theoretical insights on the steering effect of certain
types of policy measures derived from condensed experience with policy instruments.
In the case of new proposals and, to an extent, completely new challenges such as
the drastic Paris climate targets, all these paths alone hardly lead to substantive
statements, since there is no precedence for a transition to a fossil-free world – and
because the complexity is particularly high.
In order to research the effects of current and alternative governance approaches
and explain deficits, it is therefore necessary (d) to make additional use of behavioural
(cultural, political, economic, legal and social science as well as biological,
ethnological and psychological) findings regarding human behaviour. These must
be determined, compared and further conclusions drawn from them. This is essential
if we want to understand and anticipate how people will react to certain control
incentives. Behaviour and its motivational causes ultimately represent the central
issues of research in human sciences. The research field suffers from the fact that the
many efforts of different disciplines hardly take note of each other and therefore,
narrowed results are the rule rather than the exception. It is a key concern of this
book to change that. And by analysing the methods of behavioural research in
different disciplines, I will also demonstrate how research about the conditions for
transformation to sustainability could succeed.

 hy Empiristic Behavioural Research Is Not Sufficient –
W
Beyond Experiments, Surveys, and Real-World Laboratories
Under the influence of economists, the idea that behavioural research per se must
proceed analogously to natural science has dominated for some time. This means –
as mentioned earlier – that research results should be reproducible and quantifiable
(Milinski and Marotzke 2015, pp. 93 et seq.; critically Kivimaa et al. 2015; Schubert
2015; Scheidler 2015; Gough 2017). To make this possible, economists and
psychologists in particular conduct game-theoretical experiments. In game theory,
as the name implies, real behavioural situations are simulated. Then, for example,
the climate-change-related motivation of entrepreneurs and politicians (or
consumers) is looked at through role-play arrangements in laboratory situations by
simulating e.g. climate conferences or everyday consumer choices. Likewise,
complex scenarios can arise on such a basis, supplemented by many economic,
social and scientific data, as it could continue with climate protection, for example.
On the other hand, many sociologists and political scientists expect more from
interviewing people – whether in large numbers with questionnaires (see e.g. Tapia-
Fonllem et al. 2013) or rather with a small number of respondents in detailed, more
or less freely designed interviews.
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However, the empiricist focus on countable and reproducible facts (and leaving
norms aside) is by no means epistemologically self-evident. We will see later that
normative standards can be recognised objectively as well. And we will see right
now that there is strong evidence that there are approaches to understand human
behaviour that are less based on bean counting and reproducible experiments, even
though are of great importance. If you want to know how individuals and societies
are changing and how people will react to certain political measures, you need to
know their behaviour. This knowledge must be acquired in a way that does not
already distort behaviour through the mere fact of awareness, for example, because
the observed begin to behave differently, because they feel they are being observed.
Furthermore, one must not only recognise the behaviour itself, but also its motives
or causes in order to actually influence and fully understand behaviour. Human
motives, however, are not visible anywhere in external reality. Likewise, the
causality between motives and actual behaviour, even if it is part of the world of
facts just like (sustainable or non-sustainable) motives, is not visible as such.
If behaviour and change (e.g. to sustainability) are to be understood, it will therefore often be a question of drawing conclusions: from behaviour to motives and from
behaviour and motives to causality. Using a philosophical term, this is a conclusion
based on the best possible explanation. Whether someone who represents an entrepreneur in a game-theoretical experiment is acting out of self-interest or out of altruistic
values, unconscious ideas of what is to be considered normal (or for other reasons)
cannot be seen in behaviour itself. The fact that, for example, a player in an experiment chooses the option that brings him economic advantages does not conclusively
show that his motives are limited to self-interest and conscious calculation. Other
motives may also play a role. Furthermore, the correlation of two factors does not
necessarily mean that these are the only interacting factors. This situation does not
change at all if a lot of mathematics and modelling is used – especially as mathematics
is of little help in an area such as sustainability, in which all those involved operate
under high uncertainty and therefore the elementary basis for valid arithmetic is
already missing.
The problems that arise with all this can be exacerbated in this way: Behavioural
drives (e.g. towards sustainability) are very difficult to grasp in a formal way – and
at the same time every attempt to grasp threatens to fail due to the enormous
complexity of the transformation to be depicted or to remain fictitious instead of
capturing the reality of the transformation. These problems are of a fundamental
nature, and they apply equally to experiments and surveys – whether quantitatively
with many people or in interviews with a few people (aptly Hamann 2014; Scheidler
2015; skipped at Lang et al. 2014 and Tapia-Fonllem et al. 2013). The difficulties
occur particularly intensively on sustainability issues because the complexity is
particularly high here and the motives that drive us away from the behaviour actually
required are particularly strong (Chap. 2). However, these problems are not limited
to sustainability issues.
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One obvious friction in surveys, for example, is that respondents often do not
reply truthfully, in terms of both their behaviour and their motives; in addition, there
are other distorting factors such as the desire to please the interviewer, to meet the
expectations of the experimenter and to remain in accordance with social conventions
(Kuckartz 2014; Hamann 2014; Ekardt 2016; overviewed in Tapia-Fonllem et al.
2013). The way questions are formulated and posed and the context of the discussion
often also preform the possible answers. If a survey is about environmental
protection, for example, the issue is a priori labelled as relevant and socially
desirable. Just by actively addressing a question, behaviour and motives are
transformed in a considerably – people appear, to put it bluntly, more eco-friendly
than they actually are. Such problems can be minimised, but hardly eliminated by
the surveying technique. In addition, there are clear limits to accounting for the
complexity and possible unconsciousness of the motives and the variety of everyday
individual actions from eating and mobility to home, which would be relevant in
terms of sustainability. There may also be misconceptions about one’s own behaviour
and its motives based on emotional mechanisms such as repression, which we will
look at in more detail later (Chap. 2.3).
In principle, these objections also apply to experiments, for example in game
theory or even in real-world laboratories, such as a role play on a low-resource lifestyle for a certain period of time in real life. Here, too, social desires and observers
influence human beings. And here, too, the motives cannot be measured. In addition,
the translation of the usually highly complex reality (in terms of initial situation and
options for action) into a simple experiment can hardly succeed (this is cum grano
salis also true for surveys). Just imagine the above-mentioned game-theoretical situation in which the highly complex global climate negotiations are reenacted (critically Kivimaa et al. 2015; affirmative Milinski and Marotzke 2015, pp. 93 et seq.).
Also, the fact that in reality both the initial situation and options for action are usually
associated with a variety of uncertainties can hardly be depicted experimentally.
Furthermore, every officially and openly observed situation per se is a considerable intervention in reality. This means: Besides the unassailable complexity of
reality and the social desires, the purely hypothetical character of an experimental
situation is problematic. It is something fundamentally different whether you only
pretend to be extremely ecologically-friendly for 2 weeks or whether this is actually
permanent. Or when I just act how it would be if my wife left me tomorrow morning
at seven – in contrast to my actual behaviour when it actually does occur. Moreover,
for these and other reasons, behaviour experiments cannot be repeated as reliably as
chemical or physical experiments.

 owards a Broader Approach for Behaviour and Governance –
T
Including Sociobiology, Participant Observation, SelfObservation, and Others
These circumstances are partly known in specialist discourses – and they are also
easy to see. This makes it all the more incomprehensible why a broader
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methodological approach is not being sought as an answer. No solution would be to
postulate a simple behavioural model such as homo oeconomicus like the economic
mainstream, i.e. to assume that people are always consciously calculating and
purely benefit-oriented – and usually self-interested. This is then used as a basis and
as a supplement to game-theory experiments. Despite the fact that the content is far
too simple (Chap. 2.3), the complex methodological problems of behavioural
research that result from the factors mentioned above are thus obscured. All this
does not completely devalue experiments or surveys. They can certainly provide
information on behaviour, its causes and thus the conditions of change. But these
insights are often distorted. So, you need additional sources of knowledge.
Incidentally, their suitability is comparatively high if the setting is chosen in such a
way that the actual experiment remains largely hidden from the subjects, as in the
famous Milgram experiment (Milgram 1974).
When behaviour is difficult to grasp and the motives and causalities are primarily
interpreted, knowledge about essential things about motives, change and often
already about behaviour itself must be acquired through other, less formal sources.
This means e.g. the personal and extensive observation of others and oneself. So far,
this is best cultivated in ethnology and religious studies under the term participant
observation (Malinowski 1932), which is carried out by the observer as a participant
in a real-life situation. The behaviour is used to draw conclusions about motives and
thus to react to the aforementioned falsifying factors. Sustainability issues in
particular cannot do without the observation which goes mostly completely
unnoticed – and, of course, is most frequent and comprehensive – as well as critical
self-observation. Especially in this social sector, many maintain a very
environmentally friendly self-image, which unfortunately contrasts sharply with a
large ecological footprint (Chap. 2.2). For instance, it is useful (as the author has
done for over 20 years) to pay attention in a very large number of everyday
conversations – without special activation of social expectations and without
artificially induced situations – which position peopletake on sustainability issues.
Another interesting approach is to observe how they express themselves, for
example, in the proctective anonymity of internet commentary forums. For example,
300 hate comments were made on an article by me on flights and climate change in
the national newspaper ZEIT (see Ekardt 2018; I will come back to this example
several times in the following). Another simple, but very instructive observation I
have done recently is analysing the Facebook profiles of 246 Facebook friends of
mine that can be characterized as young sustainability activists born 1988 or later
(based on their posts, memberships etc.) – 203 of them presented pictures of
(several) long-distances journeys on their account.
It is therefore particularly useful (in the sense of results that are as authentic as
possible) if the observation as such is either not at all or at least not consciously
recognised as a situation of observation. Because of the less formalised character of
such observations, which is susceptible to subjective influences on the part of the
observer, further control mechanisms are necessary in addition to triangulation with
surveys and experiments. Thus, the insight already formulated by Thomas Hobbes
(1966) seems apt that self-observation can be a helpful reference point against
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which external observation can be checked. This is even though I am probably not
aware of every motive myself. In addition, historical studies can be very informative
and conclusions drawn from the evolutionary origin of man (Wilson 2012; Nowak
and Highfield 2013; Tomasello 2017; Thornhill and Palmer 2000; more detailed
Chap. 2.4). Experiments and surveys can also be another, but not the only, source of
knowledge that can contribute to an examination of observation results. Finally, it
should be pointed out that knowledge of the reciprocal influence of the actors has
explanatory potential (see Chap. 2.1). Another important additional tool is the use
of statistical data, e.g. on resource use per capita.
All this shows how difficult it is to observe human behaviour and analyse its
motives. The exemplary application takes place when we explore the transformation
conditions for sustainability in Chap. 2 and at the same time present a new,
transdisciplinary theory of human behaviour. In accordance with the difficulties
pointed out in behavioural research, the effect of proposed governance instruments
cannot be predicted with total certainty and a method pluralistic approach is
comparatively the best way of clarification. Case studies or scenario-based research
(or an actor analysis: on all this Scholz 2011) in contrast offer no solution to those
problems at hand, since they also require behavioural assumptions, which takes us
back to the methods discussed. At the same time, it can be seen from all of the above
that a real quantification of governance and behavioural issues is very difficult. This
applies even more when the difficulties described with regard to economic or natural
scientific contexts – such as sustainability problems – encounter a high complexity
that can hardly be quantitatively depicted (see Chaps. 1.2, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.9).
The triangulated approach to the analysis of human behavioural motives not only
provides an analysis of the causes of non-sustainability or the conditions of a
transformation to sustainability. Also, as already indicated, a multi-methodological
qualitative governance analysis, in the sense of a search for effective measures and
concrete political-legal instruments to achieve given objectives, can be based on this
triangulated approach. The more or less qualitative character of behavioural and
governance analysis results from the uncertainties that have been demonstrated
above – and without exactly quantifying human behaviour, the impact of governance
instruments cannot be exactly quantified either. The fact that there are further
challenges with quantifying modelling and scenarios has already been discussed (in
Chap. 1.2; on figures and sustainability in detail: Ekardt 2019; more optimistic
Scholz 2011). Similar to formalised experiments, the modeling of transformations
and governance options should not be excluded per se; on the contrary, the approach
here even uses such data (for example from climate models). However, the approach
in this book is the clear plea to use those models and scenarios much more
defensively than has recently been the case in science, the media and politics.
Especially with regard to the two core questions of behavioural transformation
conditions and completely new policy instruments, they can only provide little
insight (and instead only provide a very rough e.g. macroeconomic background).
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 ulti-methodological Qualitative Governance Analysis in Four
M
Steps
The concrete application of this multi-methodological qualitative governance analysis will become clear in the further course of Chaps. 2 and 4. Here are its steps:
• First of all, with regard to existing or alternative policy instruments, the listed
approaches to text content, implementation studies and possible comparisons are
useful, but as already mentioned, these alone are usually not sufficient, especially
when it comes to instrument concepts and levels of ambition that have never
existed before.
• Then, as seen, human behaviour patterns and especially behavioural motives can
be analysed multi-methodically. As seen, surveys and experiments, as economists
like to conduct, can also contribute to this assessment (e.g. to price elasticities
among the addressees), however, all of which have their limits described in detail
above; and in particular it is not enough to assume that every actor is purely
selfish and constantly consciously-calculating as the economic mainstream does
with game theory. In this respect, the above-mentioned multi-methodological
approach to behavioural research must take effect (see also Kuckartz 2014;
relying too strongly on the formal methods up to real-world laboratories and
experiments Lang et al. 2014; Schäpke et al. 2015; Scholz 2011).
• The behavioural motives (described in detail in Chap. 2) that can be found with
this methodology form a basis for making certain expected governance problems
plausible to a high degree (e.g. rebound effects, shifting effects, etc.; see Chap.
4.4). The behavioural scientific access to governance problems is crucial for the
examination of instruments for effectiveness on the basis of the given goals (and
strategies) for sustainability. This applies not only to hypothetical governance
options, but also to instruments that are already in place, because it is often
difficult even in those cases to answer which social developments can really be
attributed precisely to the governance instrument to be examined.
• The references to the governance problems show that supplementary factors
such as the obvious characteristics of the instruments and other scientific,
technical and economic conditions significantly contribute to identifying certain
instruments to likely be effective or ineffective. However, as mentioned earlier,
there is much to suggest that the multi-methodological governance analysis
outlined in this way should be carried out qualitatively and that supposedly exact
quantifications should be used more cautiously than has been the case up to now.
This is because the behavioural motives alone and the governance problems
based on them cannot be quantified comprehensively and precisely, but only
selectively. But then, it is also not possible to use them mathematically, or it can
only be calculated by accepting the problem that a large number of assumptions
are made that do not have to apply in this way. In doing so, even meaningful
probabilities for the occurrence of certain factors cannot be mathematically
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determined, because these same probabilities are generally not known; however,
this then thwarts calculations. The same applies to other scientific, technical and
economic findings. In each case unclear causal relationships between various
factors and, especially in sustainability issues, the ultimately global framework
of reference are further complicating factors. This will often be exemplified in
the following. Instead, it would not be enough to pay attention to external factors
such as political majorities or characteristics of institutions (on these aspects
Abson et al. 2017; Droste-Frank et al. 2015; Newig et al. 2015; Juerges and
Newig 2015; Klein 2014; Klinsky et al. 2012; Herrmann-Pillath 2015, 2016) –
which are important, but which in turn are an expression of the motivational
situations mentioned. In any case, only optimally designed instruments or
instruments that are strongly deficient can be compared – the popular exercise of
evaluating an idealised instrument against a misconstrued other in practice takes
us nowhere.
In a nutshell, this perspective on behaviour and governance is (also) an important
part of a critical re-reading of existing empirical findings, which then leads to my
own new analyses, arguments and conclusions. This is in accordance with what is
often referred to as a “review” in specialist journals, but in the present case with
interpretations and conclusions that are much more strongly elaborated and
translated into theory. A more one-sided version of combined behavioural and
governance research is the so-called economic analysis of law (or Law and
Economics and Public Choice Research: see Mathis 2009, for example). It also
intents to provide governance options (and substance for the interpretation of
existing law). However, its behavioural approach is less broad, and there are major
objections to the cost-benefit analysis it also contains (as a way of determining
targets), albeit other objections than those most common in general and among
lawyers in particular (Chaps. 3.1 and 3.9).

 he Relation of Law and Ethics – Why Ethics “Apart” from Law Will
T
Not Work
In a transdisciplinary work on sustainability, the next step is to explain how law and
ethics can be approached methodically, what is meant by methods of legal
interpretation and how law and ethics (or the theory of justice) relate to one another
in general. An opinion on the methodology of ethics and legal interpretation must
first consider their relationship to one another. The basic norms of law, like ethics,
result in a system of a basic social order which is conceived as fair, but with a higher
degree of concreteness and underpinned by sanctions. With regard to justice, this
book offers at the same time a new ethical approach and a reinterpretation of liberaldemocratic – national and transnational – constitutional principles under the auspices of sustainability (Chap. 3; on the reasons for this in the following). At its core,
this will be a further developed ethical and legal theory of human rights and democracy, including its intertemporal and global (i.e. sustainability-related) dimension.
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The concreteness and sanctions of the law make the written constitution (including human rights) and its interpretation the main basis from which normative sustainability goals are to be derived. Nevertheless, the pure constitutional interpretation
of principles such as freedom, human dignity etc. in the perspective of sustainability
cannot replace the theory of justice – for several reasons:
• In order to substantiate the justice of a constitution (national, European or, to
some extent, global) and the individual laws that fill it, one needs a criterion that
itself cannot also originate from the constitution; otherwise the argument
becomes circular. The theory of justice (or ethics) as a search for the objectively
correct basic order therefore attempts to offer the reason of law presupposed in
the assertion of the rightness of a constitution.
• The theory of justice offers that reason of law, in particular by justifying the
fundamental concepts of liberal-democratic constitutions: human dignity and
impartiality, which have no further “reason” within the law (Chap. 3.1) and at the
same time clarify the content, which facilitates the interpretation of further
central legal principles such as freedom, democracy and the balance of powers
(Chap. 3.2). Even where those principles are not legally standardised in a state
and no international treaties have been signed either, they can, as we will see,
shape the respective legal system through the ethically founded idea of general
principles of international law (Chap. 3.4).
• A constitution can thus be measured by justice as a yardstick (recognisable and
therefore not by simple legal setting or vague incantations of past injustices
replaceable – for which one would again need a criterion). It will become clear
later (Chap. 3) that the constitutional statements and the general theory of justice
can be aligned by appropriate constitutional interpretation. The respective
constitution is written down, further concretised and at the same time sanctioned
in simple law, which on the one hand is the control instrument of politics, and on
the other hand as a legislative resolution imposes on the authorities and courts a
concept of justice, which provides essential further concretisation of justice. This
is done in a way that the framework order “constitution” provides scope for
consideration (within which every decision would be “just”) as well as the
institutions justly appointed to fill it – and the respective concrete control
instrument, “concretely records” the legislative result of this consideration and at
the same time reinforces it with sanctions against the individual citizen. Mind
you, it is all about normativity, not about anthropology or factual cultural
backgrounds (distinction genesis versus validity; because of the empiristic basic
orientation this is often misjudged especially in the Anglo-Saxon region;
exemplarily Ekins 2014 and Albert 1993).
• Law is always at least an attempt to concretize some subjective idea of justice (or
its scope) and to reinforce its observance with sanctions; however, it may not
always correspond to objective justice (on objective versus subjective see Chap.
1.6). Law can violate its constitutional framework, constitutions can be unfair,
and politics can also violate the respective legal framework; then there is illegal,
unjust or unconstitutional politics, but still politics, as for example Nazi politics
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and Nazi law were certainly politics and law, but contentwise catastrophic
politics and catastrophic law. The question whether unjust law may be called law
confuses definition and content.
• No matter ones understanding of justice in terms of content (see Chap. 3.1), justice requires in any case its own concretisation and sanctioning and thus the
existence of law. The more complex issues of justice become, the more complex
the law potentially becomes (on law as a special case of ethics Alexy 1991, 1995;
see also Simmonds 2010).
• Ethical discourse can also learn from legal discourse, which often provides more
detailed arguments that can also stimulate ethical reasoning. However, these are
“only” suggestions that the ethical discourse itself could actually come up with.
• The objection that normative statements are not needed would be wrong in all
this. For anyone who says this presupposes that it has already been clarified in
some way what human coexistence should look like (because without normative
yardstick one cannot talk about sustainability strategies, political instruments
and conditions of transformation). However, exactly this would then again be a
(hidden) normative theory.
If one ignores these correlations, a major problem arises that disciplinary ethics
largely ignores (and also cost-benefit analysis as a hidden normative theory; see
Chaps. 3.1 and 3.9): Any ethics that wants to commit politics has the problem that
the constitutional law of the respective political unit, like world, EU, nation state,
community, claims to determine exclusively what politics may and must do, i.e.
where its obligations and its scope lie. Beyond the concrete, but also limited contexts
just described, ethics cannot simply prescribe a competing normativity to law. It
may review the basic principles of law (and thus, in the worst case, prove invalid),
but it cannot simply stand alongside the law in general. Otherwise one would end up
exactly where Hobbes landed in the seventeenth century: Hobbes (1651) feared the
sheer civil war on the basis of competing normative views; if one allowed this, the
law would ultimately lose its meaning. Hobbes’ answer to this problem was
ultimately to adopt ethics in favour of law. Neither this is convincing as we will
discuss later (Chap. 3.1), nor are competing normativities convincing, especially
since they would undermine key principles of justice (Chap. 3.2) such as legal security and the protection of an elementary precondition of freedom: peace. Another
argument against it is that ethics cannot achieve the necessary concreteness beyond
fundamental questions to compete with law (see Chaps. 3.1 and 3.2). It only reaches
the level of general constitutional statements, but not of judgements in individual
cases. Therefore, the role of ethics or the theory of justice is very important, but
necessarily limited to the points mentioned. Therefore, even in legal arguments, it is
not an option to add external arguments to the discourse on legal interpretation with
ethical perspectives; ethics can interpret the law, but cannot replace it. It is true that
questions of legal interpretation are also controversial. Nevertheless, the practical
relevance, the restriction of the possible spectrum of opinions and a decision-making mechanism for disputes in the form of a democracy with balance of powers are
relatively clear with regard to the law.
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 ethodology of Ethical Argumentation and Legal
M
Interpretation – Misunderstandings About the Role of the Courts
But how does ethics and the theory of justice work methodologically? Methods
aimed at empirical data collection are obviously inappropriate. For example, if one
empirically gathers moral judgements, this is (descriptive) moral sociology, but not
(normative) ethics. Finally, ethics deals methodologically with the correct
argumentation and the correct use of logic, of course also in confrontation with
arguments already developed by other authors etc.; the further illustrative examples
in Chap. 3 will help to clarify this.
What is the method of legal interpretation? (on the following Alexy 1991; Klatt
2008; Susnjar 2010; Ekardt 2016). The legal interpretation activity can lead to a
normativity alongside ethics (but, as long as the legal foundations are not unfair,
not to a competing one). The legal interpretation is also related to governance
research, because it helps to clarify the content of the (almost always legal) policy
instruments. It has already become clear (in Chap. 1.6) that linguistic aspects are
basically accessible for precise treatment and thus a rational interpretation of the
law is possible in principle. On closer inspection, however, there are some things
to consider, which is also connected with the point that the legal interpretation
does not focus on an empirical study of the use of a word, but rather on the overall
view of all potentially relevant normative (!) regulations for a concrete case
(Alexy 1985, 1991). It is therefore necessary not only to interpret a legal wording,
but also to determine the meaning of normative standards in their systematic position to each other (grammatical and systematic interpretation). Even the grammatically ascertainable wording of the law and its limits can only be determined
in a, frequently complex, argument, not in an empirical experiment. At the same
time, however, the wording limit in the sense of a separation between “correct”
and “incorrect” interpretation of a standard with the regular legal dispute about
the “correct” interpretation of a standard in each case is logically imperative. For
as soon as there is a dispute about the correct or incorrect interpretation of a law,
it is logically presupposed that a correct interpretation can be distinguished from
a wrong interpretation of laws, which is only conceivable on the premise that the
wording of the law can then be rationally grasped and discussed (Klatt 2008;
Alexy 1991; Ekardt 2016; more closely on ethical foundations Chap. 3.1). The
fact that also fact-finding is objectively and rationally possible has already been
discussed (Chap. 1.6).
Despite these specifications, further contouring of the interpretation of the law is
also desirable for a book on sustainability issues. For this reason, I explicitly agree
with the view usually taken in legal discourse that laws must not only be interpreted
in terms of their wording and systematic relationship to other norms, but also in
terms of their objective meaning and purpose. The content of a standard can thus be
clarified more precisely. Governance research on sustainability is then helpful in
determining the governance effect of a standard. At the same time, there is also the
possibility of making the legislative intentions more effective. This is also important
because in a power-sharing democracy the law is (de facto and normative) a
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work-sharing process of concretisation of the law between legislature, executive
and judiciary, which is integrating the normative ideas and arguments of all three
powers (Alexy 1991; Klatt 2008; Ekardt 2001).
However, the law (e.g. of sustainability) “is” not the respective interpretation by
certain authorities, courts or majorities. Even de facto prevailing interpretations of
law can be wrong. The distinction objective versus subjective also arises here –
between what is objectively right and what one subjectively considers to be right.
And, for example, in liberal democracies that follow no case law (in contrast to UK
and USA) a court ruling that uses a certain standard interpretation is only partially
binding for the authorities and not at all for the large number of citizens, even if it is
correct. Even where this is regulated differently in exceptional cases – for example
for some (not all) constitutional court judgments in Germany – this has only the
content that a law is prohibited by the court in a very concrete formulation. Thus
again, only a concrete constellation is conclusively clarified in court. However,
existing judgments, as well as “previous practice” or “majorities” in legislation, can
then be the decisive factor in a legal question that is now too decisive, provided that
several solutions can be well justified and are therefore rational. For reasons of legal
certainty and the distribution of the burden of argumentation alone, a rule is needed
in the event that no arguments are put forward against the previous legal opinion and
a decision rule for several possible decisions. Such institutional rules for resolving
open questions are part of the doctrine of the balance of powers, which in turn follows the basic principles of liberal democracy (Chap. 3.6). For the sake of liberal
democracy, even a judgement by which, for example, a court exceeds its authority
to concretise, i.e. decides unlawfully/unjustly, should (in most cases) find recognition, since the alternative would be even less freedom-friendly: it would ultimately
be a kind of anarchy that is to be excluded by the aforementioned avoidance of
competing normativities. However, the term natural law instead of the theory of
justice should of course be avoided, since it implies a derivability of norms from
descriptive anthropology (distinction of is and ought).
Chapters 1.6 and 1.7 have developed some crucial definitions, distinctions,
rationality levels and methods for the sustainability discourse – especially an alternative approach to behavioural research and multi-methodological qualitative governance analysis, as well as a clearer perspective on law based on ethics, but not
beside a free-floating ethics. Subsequently, a surprise can be expected, which one
encounters more often in this respect. It may be astonishing for some that I am not
following automatically some rather sacrosanct preconceptions of a discipline or
sub-discipline or school. Keywords such as “environmental economics”, “criticism
of capitalism”, “sociological view”, “feminism”, “Rawls” or “methodological individualism” are deliberately largely avoided in this book, although their views (and
criticism of them) are present in various places. This relative abstinence is due to the
fact that such fixed schools of thought are often criticised in this book (and generally
-isms are avoided as much as possible). Furthermore, such rather schematic categories are a rich source of misunderstanding.
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Repetition Questions

1. Which definition of sustainability is convincing, and what are the problems with the three-pillar model? (Chap. 1.5)
2. What are the major environmental challenges, which are their main drivers, and why? (Chaps. 1.2 and 1.3)
3. To what extent are the occidental states an ecological pioneer or not at
all? (Chaps. 1.2 and 1.3)
4. What are the three fundamental sustainability strategies, how do they differ, and for what reasons could purely technical strategies reach their limits? (Chap. 1.3)
5. To what extent is population growth relevant and why is it often overestimated? (Chaps. 1.2 and 1.4)
6. Where does economic growth as a paradigm reach its limits, what is
meant by post-growth, and to what extent does post-growth in turn create
problems? (Chap. 1.4)
7. Which are the basic epistemological distinctions, how is constructivism
plausible and how does it err? (Chap. 1.6)
8. Why can the possibility of objective truth not be denied in epistemology,
and what different forms of rationality or reason exist? (Chap. 1.6)
9. What is meant by environmental humanities and transdisciplinarity and
to what extent is transdisciplinarity necessary? (Preface, Chaps. 1.1 and
1.7)
10. How does multi-methodological qualitative behavioural and governance
research work, which are the flaws of empiricism, and what rules of legal
interpretation exist? (Chaps. 1.6 and 1.7)
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Transformation to Sustainability:
An Innovative Perspective on Societal
Change – With and Against Sociological,
Psychological, Biological, Economic
and Ethnologic Findings

Abstract

Both the slow transition to new technologies and the lack of behavioural changes
need explaining. This will only succeed if the many disciplines contributing to
behavioural science (sociology, psychology, sociobiology, economics, ethnology, religious studies, history, etc.) are looked at together to form an overarching
theory of individual and collective change. On the road to this transformation
research, some fundamental methodological problems must be taken into account
(see above). The success or failure of the transformation towards more sustainability, which has essentially failed so far, can be explained, like any social condition, in looking at the complex interaction of individuals. Most important for
analysing social change are complex interactions of various actors that culminate
in vicious circles e.g. of politicians and voters as well as businesses and consumers. The sole emphasis on factors such as political and economic power or the
role of consumers leads to abridging analyses. The complex interaction and
vicious circles do not arise primarily from a lack of knowledge about sustainability. The relevance of knowledge to behaviour is widely overestimated and it is
overlooked that factual knowledge does not prove normative objectives right or
wrong.
Important, but sometimes also overestimated, are the factors of self-interest,
path dependencies, problems with collective goods, and values – that assume a
person who acts consciously and calculatingly throughout. The irrational and
unconscious or semi-conscious factors that influence the behaviour of politicians, entrepreneurs, voters/ consumers, lobbyists, media representatives, etc.
are constantly overlooked. Such factors are conceptions of normality (not to be
mistaken for values) and emotional factors such as convencience, habits, a lack
of orientation in spatio-temporal distance, denial, a lack of thinking in complex
causalities, dissonance of talking and acting, striving for recognition, etc.
All these factors are reflected within an individual and as a structure; the dispute over supposedly individualistic versus supposedly collectivist approaches to
explaining behaviour and change is proving to be of little consequence. Generally
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speaking, having a look at real-life individuals instead of remaining too abstract,
makes the real motives more transparent. The emergence of unsustainability can
be seen as a prime example of these diverse motivational factors and conditions
of social change.
Diagonally to the motivation factors mentioned above, it can be said that a
lack of sustainability is based on a mixture of biological, cultural (including
economic, e.g. capitalism-related), biographical and external factors. Findings
from sociobiology and brain research can contribute to explaining human behaviour; however, neither their radical rejection nor their overestimation proves to be
tenable. However, today, we see a historically unique situation of comprehensive
danger to human livelihoods as a particular manifestation of self-interest, conceptions of normality, values, etc. This can only be explained by additional consideration of cultural factors. A special cultural aspect is the genesis of modern
economics, natural science and technology in a complex interaction with originally religious, today often secularised values.The objection that people were –
so the claim – in reality largely cooperative (or, even more so, altruistic) and only
became what they are today through capitalism, proves to be crooked. Such an
objection is empirically implausible, and it neglects the – in parts – biological
nature of humans. In addition, it mixes the analysis of living conditions of today
and the more recent past with living conditions of the Stone Age and forgets that
sustainability is not about collaboration in a small group of hunter-gatherers but
between billions of people that will never know each other. Furthermore, focussing on (the cultural factor of) capitalism neglects that an economic system consists of complex interactions of managers, workers, trade unions, consumers,
politicians setting the framework for economic activities, and people voting
these politicians into office.
The findings of happiness research cannot serve as an objection either. They
show that people can be happy with different levels of material wealth. However,
there is no clear evidence that a change towards sustainability per se makes all
people happier; nevertheless, the necessary transformation holds potential for
happiness. Despite of all non-sustainable developments, however, the freedomand wealth-creating effects of capitalist economic activity should not be overlooked. Consequently, social change in general and transformation towards
sustainability in particular are only possible through the interaction of different
actors and by influencing those motivational factors which can at all be influenced. Self-interested economic-peace-political, ethical and eudaemonistic
(luck-related) considerations could certainly motivate a genuine behavioural and
technological change towards sustainability. But for this, self-interest calculations need to be reconsidered, values revised, knowledge used more strongly,
path dependencies altered, problems with collective goods addressed, and above
all conceptions of normality transformed. This requires a variety of activities by
different actors, ranging from completely different policy approaches to the (not
verbal or only occasional) establishment of a new day-to-day behaviour of people. Because of the interdependencies, one actor alone cannot bring about the
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sustainability change. Asking for the one and only relevant actor takes the debate
to pointless chicken-and-egg games.
Keywords

Economics/economic · Psychology/psychological · Ethnological/ethnology ·
Biological/biology · Sociological/sociology · Interconnectedness · Micro versus
macro · Chicken-and-egg game · Knowledge · Values · Environmental awareness · Self-interest · Evolutionary biology · Neurophysiology · Motivation ·
Individual factors · Structural factors · Path dependency · Concept(ion) of
normality · Emotions · Culture · Environmental history · Protestantism ·
Capitalism · Politics · Citizens · Interest groups · Cooperation research ·
Happiness research · Ping-pong

2.1

 omplex Interconnectedness of Stakeholders:
C
Overcoming the Distinction of Micro Versus Macro –
The Danger of a Chicken-and-Egg Game

The inventory (Chap. 1.2) has shown that established forms of life and economy are
not doing well in terms of sustainability. This is true, although, according to the
state of scientific knowledge, far-reaching measures would be advisable if certain
catastrophic consequences are to be avoided. The sustainability strategies also
showed that frugality has to be added to consistency and efficiency, with serious
consequences and challenges for the growth society (Chap. 1.3). On the surface,
sustainability is simple in the example areas mentioned so far: resource extraction
and the use of sinks, e.g. through greenhouse gases, must be drastically reduced,
and this has potentially even economic and existential advantages for humanity.
Nevertheless, and despite existing, often impressive, technical options and a variety
of political, entrepreneurial and civil society measures (more on them in Chap. 4.2),
the transformation of technology has so far only succeeded to a limited extent. This
applies even more so to changes in behaviour, for example in the fields of nutrition,
heat, mobility or electricity. Also, new technology does not implement itself, even if
some natural scientists and politicians may assume so. This takes us to the conditions
of social change and human motivation.
Some human scientists (e.g. Muñoz-Rubio 2002) might be shocked by the following analysis. For example, my analysis does not recognize constructivism (see
Chap. 1.6 for its untenability), is rather critical of Marxism (Chap. 2.6), and also
recognizes that behaviour of human beings as a biological beings is partly shaped
by our heritage from Stone Age. On the other hand, some biologists and economists
(e.g. Wilson 2012) might be disappointed that the cultural side of human beings is
strongly emphasized – and that a one-sided and empiricist methodology is avoided.
Rather, both the methodology (Chap. 1.7) and the disciplinary approach will be
chosen as comprehensively as possible.
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 ransformation as Core Question of Human Sciences – Integrating
T
All (!) Behavioural Disciplines
Discussing transformation brings us to absolute core questions of human sciences:
what drives people? And how is social change possible? In the best transdisciplinary
sense, a perspective that radically integrates and transcends the various behavioural
sciences is to be gained. It is about the causes of non-sustainability to date – and
about the prerequisites and opportunities for a (ultimately global) social
transformation towards sustainability (see Ekardt 2016a, 2017a). As already mentioned (in Chap. 1.6), this is a purely descriptive analysis of causes; it does not justify anything normatively, but it also cannot be shaken by the fact that not everyone
welcomes it. The so-called governance problems are dealt with later on (in Chap.
4.4), i.e. factors that have to be considered, because even if there was a motivation
for sustainability, there would be a need to effectively shape policy instruments.
And all of this is not just about understanding superficial events in the outside world
that have influenced, for example, the introduction of some political innovation
(misjudged, for example, by de Lovinfosse 2008).
To an analysis of the phenomenon of change, which integrates the many behavioural disciplines and at the same time breaks new ground, we will first of all tear
down the wall between personal and social processes.

Overcoming the Distinction of Micro Versus Macro
For many it may sound surprising, perhaps even highly irritating, when their everyday
problems and world affairs are attributed to a common question, precisely to the preconditions of change. Intuitively, you might think: The fact that I have problems in my
marriage is due to my difficult childhood. And the fact that Hitler came to power is
due to authoritarian, anti-Semitic cultural traditions, a lost war and perhaps still to the
world economic crisis after 1929. But could not even National Socialism, however
varied and immense its causes may be, have something to do with Hitler’s difficult
childhood? And cannot a marriage fail because of a global economic crisis? Perhaps
it will be possible to say essentially: Who understands the drives of human behaviour,
can understand change – who understands individuals, understands societies.
One can see from these examples that the dogmatic distinction between a micro
level and a macro level leads into a dead end (with the same tendency for the
following aspects: Fücks 2013; Stengel 2011; Santarius 2015; considered in depth
at Greve 2015; Habermas 1981; Mead 1934; Giddens 1984). So as not to be
misunderstood: There are obviously many differences between the Second World
War of the Nazis and my marriage. For example, there are significantly fewer people
involved in the latter. However, this does not rule out the possibility that both
influence each other, as we already recognised above as a reason for analysing
several topics in parallel. And it does not rule out that people always follow the
same set of behavioural drives, regardless of whether they are at a supposed micro
or rather macro level. This set of behavioural drives, however, could be somewhat
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more complicated than many relatively heated debates about the Nazi era, capitalism
or brain research suggest.
Unfortunately, with such a thesis one is at risk of being killed in the scientific discourse by an omnipresent box-thinking. Apparently, one has to decide whether one
leads social processes back to individuals – or whether one understands society or at
least structural parts of society as an independent, collective unit. The fact that this
micro-macro comparison does not help is further discussed here using the example of
sustainability issues such as climate change by asking ourselves the question: Which
actors are involved in social change? Only “politics” together with its legal instruments? Or “the companies”? Or the citizens? Or the lobby groups, the media etc.?
Ultimately, climate change and most resource and sink problems can be traced back to
many small, seemingly irrelevant actions that most people take every day, especially in
the industrialised countries and in the upper classes of emerging economies. Usually
this happens without thinking about it, whether it is eating, heating, everyday mobility,
planning holidays or even making larger decisions such as choosing a place to live.
Theoretically, every inhabitant of the global north could personally and massively
advance the climate and energy turnaround every day. I can avoid holiday flights, do
without individual motorised transport, minimise my consumption of animal food, heat
little and insulate effectively, use energy-efficient products and live in the city centre
instead of commuting to the periphery, cover the remaining electricity consumption
with climate-friendly and resource-saving wind energy, generally buy less. Houses can
be built in a way that they need zero external energy and are still warm in winter. And
do I really need all the energy-intensively produced kitchen and entertainment electronics? And also those very energy-intensive greenhouse fruit in winter?

 he Crucial Point: The Interaction of Different Actors –
T
And Vicious Circles
However, one could also ask: Why does politics (which, like the citizens and businesses, consists of people with the common human behavioural drives) not force
more sustainable forms of life and business? Or why do companies not switch more
to sustainable products? This is where the interaction between different actors comes
into play. A certain way of doing business always involves customers who constantly
buy its products, do not ask about production conditions and find ecologically exemplary products too expensive. On the other side, there are companies that provide or
do not provide certain ecologically-friendly offers to customers, provoke a customer’s need for products to increase their sales, thus keeping the spiral of growth and
high resource consumption going. However, the interrelationship of the actors is not
as simple as ascribed in Marxist tradition to a simple one-sided exploitation and
alienation. Production and consumption, however suggestive the offers may be, are
not simply forced unilaterally (especially as the gains in freedom of modern societies
are experienced by almost all people as pleasant), and many small and larger suppliers and consumers play a role in this – and employees who work for all the companies. This still applies even if one thinks that people today are determined by many
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very subtle mechanisms in work, leisure, relationships between two people, feelings,
identity in a subtle way as never before, even if this determination also functions via
supposed autonomy (one-sided Foucault 2006; more differentiated Fücks 2013,
pp. 73 et seq.; Stengel 2011, p. 259; Muñoz-Rubio 2002).
There is a similar interaction between politicians and voters. A radical sustainability policy, for example, only has a chance if it receives a certain degree of support; this is likely to apply even in dictatorships to some extent. Conversely, as a
citizen, I can only directly promote such an option if it is also offered to me by
politicians, for example in elections. However, one can also become politically
active oneself. And no one is legally obliged to eat meat or fly on holiday, even if the
legal permission (and the sales efforts of the companies) have their share of these
widespread wishes. This shows something else: Politics naturally also sets the
framework for economic activity and is in turn elected or voted out of office by the
people and at the same time influenced by lobbying actions of the economy which
itself is also based on lifestyles, interests of workers, etc. This means that politics
and lifestyles have an interconnection as well. There is another interplay between
media and politics, in which a successive personalisation, staging and aestheticisation
of politics increasingly displaces social discourses on real content-related problems
(Bussemer 2011; Ekardt 2017b). And there are other interactions: Politics today is
organised in an international multi-level system, so that different policy levels can
drive or hinder each other – and influence or slow each other down with citizens,
companies and lobby associations.
This shows that one has to reckon with a complex interplay of different actors –
and that this goes beyond common assignments such as micro or macro. In negative
terms, we can also speak here of a multiple vicious circle between political decision-
makers and citizens and between customers and companies (as well as links between
the two vicious circles and with other actors), which mutually reinforce each other
in their non-sustainability. This interrelationship seems trivial. However, in economics, for example, it is simply defined away with the claim that people’s preferences are purely self-referential. This allows beautiful models to be created and
converted into mathematical calculations, but empirically they are of little use.
There are also interactions (or ping-pongs) in everyday questions. How my marriage works does not just depend on me. And not even on just my wife and me alone.
Many other players, my profession, my wider family, my living conditions or social
issues can have a great influence. For example, if there are clear gender roles, my
marriage could be different than if such roles did not exist. On the other hand, I can
influence all these spheres. This can be said without using ambiguous terms such as
actor and network and all possible assumptions associated with them, as some sociologists do (e.g. Latour 2005).

Misunderstandings About Political and Economic Power
But can one really think about social change, anthropology and a theory of society
without drawing a clear line between the individual and the collective level? The
examples given above suggest it. Nevertheless, it is an old dispute in the disciplines
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of behavioural science whether one must distinguish between the individual and the
social level when explaining human conditions (Giddens 1984; Habermas 1981;
Greve 2015; Mead 1934; Latour 2005; Ekardt 2016a). And yet the controversy that
asks whether individualistic (so for example most economists) or collectivist
terminologies (so for example some sociologists) should be used (or both) is
misleading. For even a collective or structural level would express the concrete
motives of people or cooperating groups of people or at least their side effects and
aggregated consequences of action. Conversely, each individual is naturally a
product of the structures into which he or she has been socialised. To put it bluntly:
We encounter all relevant motivational factors within ourselves, but also in
structural – but again human – consolidation. And: Capitalism certainly shapes our
behaviour, but it was conceived by people and still feeds from many small actions
of buyers, entrepreneurs, workers, political-framework setters, etc. (on capitalism in
Chap. 2.6). For similar reasons, the present book avoids discussions about whether
human behaviour has to be read “linguistically” or “as practice” or somehow else.
Thus, maintaining political power or accumulating entrepreneurial capital are ultimately collectivised versions of factors that can be called self-interest calculations and
path dependencies, for example, and which also play a major role in individual life.
That this is the case, and what the individual factors are, will only become fully clear
in the course of further analyses in view of the large number of aspects considered (see
Chaps. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7). If one were to try to enforce the separation
between micro and macro in spite of all this, the question would inevitably arise where
the line is between one to the other (such a line does not have to be exact for logical
reasons, but at least has to be approximated: Chap. 3.2). In capitalism, for example, I
am involved with my supposedly small actions every day, as we have just seen – but
is that micro or macro level? Or if there are political disputes about a single person, let
us say about the German Chancellor – it remains unclear what would be micro and
what macro. Of course, we can speak of social change when everyone moves, or of
individual change when only individuals move. That is what I am doing as well.
However, the idea that two very different influencing factors, called “individual” and
“collective” factors, become effective at these levels is not tenable.
It is clear that not every social state was deliberately brought about by someone.
Certainly, no one intended for climate change. Of course, individual actions
aggregate to something that can also be called structure, but without this being
something completely new. And individuals do not necessarily always act rationally
and consciously, as we will see in detail (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.4). So, I am not advocating a methodological individualism or a methodological collectivism, but rather
assume that this is an inadequate confrontation (with the same intentions, despite
some other terms, therefore similar to Greve 2015; Habermas 1981; Mead 1934;
ultimately also Giddens 1984). In a nutshell, one could say that the individual is
both cause and expression of social influences and constraints. We will see later: All
factors relevant to human behaviour and thus to change confront us within ourselves; but to a certain extent they also face us as a structure, let us say: as a capitalist society. And there are other people behind it.
Rather misleading is also the separation of supposedly external and supposedly
purely autonomous motives (extrinsic versus intrinsic), since literally everything that
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people do seems to be influenced by someone or something. Discarding this separation also saves controversies like those in the educational sciences, whether children
train their behavioural drives as a form of self-expression, by way of imitating their
parents or within the framework of a desire to get to know rules. The hypothesis of
this book is rather that one has to expect a multitude of motivational factors.
All this means that, if you want to understand social change and the transformation to sustainability, you have to reckon with the interplay of many actors – and you
have to distance yourself from the micro-macro distinction. This will also have an
influence on concrete measures and instruments (Chaps. 2.7 and 4.1): Because
according to what has been said, it is clear that even solutions cannot start with
“the” citizens or “the” companies or “the” politicians alone – the popular search
for “the” main group causing non-sustainability proves to be (also after further
considerations in the following) a chicken-and-egg problem. Complex,
comprehensive solutions are therefore likely to be needed.

2.2

 nowledge, Values, Environmental Awareness as Key
K
Factors? On Misperceptions About Self-Interest

This section now goes into the analysis of the indvidual motivational factors. The
first question is about knowledge and values, often mentioned as the primary factors
(this is then followed by analyses of self-interest). Relying too much on experiments
and surveys (see Chap. 1.7) makes it likely that factors which are tangible are overemphasised in the search for explanations of non-sustainable behaviour (it is also
misleading when, despite the huge ecological footprint, even small changes are
labelled as ecological behaviour and then explained; exemplary Liebe 2010). We
will look into all of this in the following sections.

Does Knowledge Really Matter?
As already mentioned, we start with the relevant but perhaps somewhat overestimated factor of knowledge. If there are complaints about a lack of e.g. climate
protection, the most common statement is that many people have not yet fully
understood the extent of the climate catastrophe. Consequently, more education is
needed (instead of many Russell-Smith et al. 2015; Fazey et al. 2018; partly also
Schellnhuber 2015). But is this really the central message for all those who want to
understand and change behaviour? Knowledge as the sole or at least primary key to
a better world? The fact that knowledge is easy to grasp in surveys and experiments,
as well as values or self-interest calculations, increases the expectable enthusiasm
for these factors among researchers, especially among sustainability researchers
(see e.g. Lang et al. 2014; Fazey et al. 2018). But are these factors really so important? Let us begin with knowledge.
There is no doubt that different people – also in different countries and different
social groups – know different things about climate change. There are even some
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things that no one knows at all, including some that no human being will probably
ever know in the future either. Science faces complex uncertainties, especially when
it comes to sustainability issues. Climate change and the huge diversity of ecosystems
are examples of this, as are traditional environmental protection issues such as the
cumulative and long-term effects of air pollutants (Ekardt 2016a). Accordingly, the
exact (!) life-cycle assessment of each individual product purchased is too complex
even for experts. Complex company interdependencies and supplier relationships
make all this even more difficult. The fact that we do not know everything can also
be found out through surveys (Kuckartz 2014; Welzer 2008; Ekardt 2001). But how
relevant is revealing all details of sustainability impacts and the consequences of
each action in order to explain and overcome the lack of sustainability action by
individuals and entire societies?
We can start with an obvious initial observation: you can know everything about
the dangers of smoking and still smoke. However, this striking phenomenon does
not only exist in smoking. So far, we seem to have been quite successful in ignoring
the fact that our resource- and greenhouse gas-intensive lifestyle is putting the lives
and health of many people in other parts of the world and future generations at risk.
Not to mention the threatening existential, military and economic disadvantages for
ourselves. Yet there is no lack of discourses, theories, technical ideas, beautiful
conferences, exciting television programmes and articulated goodwill, just as there
is no lack of ministries and institutions that deal with sustainability.
The first aspect that often puts all this beautiful factual knowledge on the spot is
that factual knowledge does not provide a normative yardstick as to whether we
should act or not. The fact that there is climate change does not in itself mean that it
must necessarily be prevented by us, especially if we then would have to put other
concerns such as economic growth or freedom of consumption on the back burner.
Appropriate values are needed for this. Or at least selfish preferences that tell
someone what they want for themselves or for a group of people they like. Or
feelings like pity.
In addition, the relevance of knowledge is subject to further limitations. It is an
everyday observation that the degree of interest in a matter determines whether one
appropriates something, remembers information and even actively obtains
information. Furthermore, in view of government information campaigns on
environmental protection, intensive sustainability education and comprehensive
information and counselling services, ignorance cannot be so great, at least in the
industrialised countries. The limited relevance of knowledge, for example, for
purchasing decisions as well as for the actions of politicians can be intensively
shown experimentally (Klöhn 2006). The common explanation for this (in
economics, psychology, etc.) is that knowledge is always perceived only in parts,
simplified and often distorted (Piaget 1972; Berger and Luckmann 1966; Axelrod
1973). However, this leads us to factors other than knowledge.
Just how little can be achieved through knowledge alone can be seen from the
fact that it is the ecologically particularly well-informed who are statistically the
larger resource consumers – with increasing prosperity and higher education, factors
such as air travel, car travel, apartment size and heating consumption or ownership
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of consumer electronics are increasing. The Green voters, for example, who are
statistically relatively well off in terms of prosperity and education, fly the most on
average, although they are also the most critical of flying; the proverbial retiree
without a great deal of environmental knowledge often has a better record, especially
because important markers such as cars, flights, meat consumption and heating are
less relevant to them (Wuppertal Institute 2008; Ekardt 2016a). Various everyday
observations by the author in the approximately 60 annual discussions following my
sustainability lectures – and the evaluation of internet forums like in the ZEIT
(Ekardt 2018) and on Facebook with regard to young sustainability activists (Chap.
1.7) – have also shown that there is a large number of highly educated people, often
equipped with sound ecological values, who nevertheless have no intention of
addressing some “big” chunks of their footprint such as meat consumption and
flights. Moreover, the approximate sustainability effect of many behavioural traits is
quite obvious. Many people, also politicians, are well aware of this. Furthermore,
the scientific uncertainty in ecological questions usually refers only to the extent of
a certain development, but not to the existence in principle, for example of climate
change. At least approximately adequate measures could therefore be taken.
Of course, all this does not mean that knowledge is totally irrelevant. Nevertheless,
there is much to suggest that a knowledge problem only becomes a problem because
most protagonists perhaps meet sustainability with verbal agreement, but ultimately
with inner reserve. Strictly speaking: Wanting influences knowledge. Or illustrated
by an ironic example: Not only poor, often less educated globalisation losers voted
for a US President Donald Trump or for a Brexit.

Do Values and Awareness Really Matter?
However, one could also modify the thesis that there is a lack of sustainability
knowledge and say: Perhaps there is no lack of knowledge, but there is still a lack
of conciousness of sustainability. In private, political and scientific circles, one
permanently hears statements such as “I am conscious of the climate problem”.
First of all, this further confirms the finding that sustainability knowledge is not
really lacking. However, with “consciousness” another level is claimed, namely
beyond the pure knowledge of facts a value judgement e.g. for climate protection
and perhaps even a concrete intention to act in the direction of greater sustainability.
The existence of strong pro-ecological values among people e.g. in Western
countries can be seen in many surveys and experiments indeed, even if the risk of
socially desirable answers is taken into account (Kuckartz 2010; Ekardt 2001; Engel
and Kurschilgen 2015; Buchholz et al. 2014; Bamberg 2013; Messner 2015;
Kloeckner 2010; more specifically on cooperation, which can also be selfish rather
than altruistic, in Chap. 2.6).
Contrary to common economic terminology, values and not just facts can also be
rational, i.e. justified (Chap. 1.6). Contrary to the empiricist tradition shaped by
Thomas Hobbes and David Hume, altruism also cannot be reduced to hidden self-
interest alone. Otherwise, many behaviours would be inexplicable in cases in which
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I myself have no advantage to expect (classically Hume 2007, pp. 296 et seq.;
further von Harbou 2014, pp. 179 et seq.). We will see in the next chapter that
altruism is partly even based in evolutionary biology (Blackburn 1998, pp. 46
et seq.; Gommer 2014, pp. 151 et seq.; Wilson 2012). However, this does not mean
that values are stronger or ahead of other motivational factors (in this direction
Bamberg 2013, pp. 151 et seq.; Messner 2015, pp. 260 et seq.; critically Glucksmann
2005). Moreover, experimental findings suggest that people have a limited “quota”
for altruistic actions and also for self-control, which will eventually be exhausted
(Mazar and Zhong 2010, pp. 494 et seq.; Heath and Heath 2013, pp. 18 f.).
Furthermore, there are also values that are contrary to sustainability.
Furthermore, in everyday observation up to self-observation, the “consciousness” or value judgements expressed often show no consequences in terms of real
behavioural change as the initiation of a change in sustainability, climate or energy.
For decades, people in Germany in particular have been developing an ever-greater
awareness of sustainability and environmental issues; at the same time, however,
resource consumption continued to rise during this period or remained constant at a
high level (Wuppertal Institut 2008; Ekardt 2016a; Kuckartz 2010; overviewed in
Tapia-Fonllem et al. 2013). It is also often forgotten that people’s self-proclamations should not always be taken at face value (Chap. 1.7). Consequently, if you
look at those who are supposedly conscious and make their own behaviour the subject of discussion, you regularly meet resistance or even aggression (Ekardt 2018).
Maybe resource consumption would have increased even more drastically during
the last decades if awareness – respectively knowledge and values – had been lower,
but this is rather difficult to measure. It is more likely to say that more people would
smoke if there were no information – because in smoking, where one’s own
potentially fatal illnesses are directly involved, self-interest is another factor in
addition to knowledge, which cannot be used just as clearly in sustainability issues.
Perhaps, in the abstract, one can hope that the great debate on sustainability that is
beginning will also lead to a change in action in the long term. In any case, an
allegedly high level of conciousness will not suffice.
The limited effect of values is also due to their character. Obviously, the value
positions between different people, groups, countries, cultures or times can vary
greatly in pluralistic times (Hermwille et al. 2015; this does not necessarily mean,
however, that they are all normatively correct: see Chap. 3.1). In addition, sustainability values do not only compete with self-interest. As mentioned earlier, they also
collide with other values, such as the normative convictions that have grown over
decades and centuries, such as an unrestricted self-expression, an economically narrowed understanding of freedom and fixations on a path of unlimited growth and
progress (aptly Heyen et al. 2013; one-sidedly Stengel 2011). Furthermore, it is
interesting that, contrary to a widespread cliché, people with children tend to show
just as little altruistic commitment to ecological goals in surveys as people without
children (Liebe and Preisendörfer 2013, p. 253).
The fact that conflicting goals are ignored, that we repress facts and perceive
knowledge distortedly could be an essential cause for the disintegration of articulated
consciousness and real behaviour. It remains to be discussed that people seem to be
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very contradictory – both in terms of their different positions and attitudes on the
one hand and their behaviour on the other. In any case, it becomes clear that those
who want social change, for example towards greater sustainability, will not be able
to focus primarily on knowledge transfer and values. Rather, we will have to devote
ourselves to the factors that undermine and hinder our knowledge.

 isperceptions About Self-Interest, Including Political
M
and Economic Power
We have seen: Lack of knowledge or awareness is somewhat relevant. But it cannot
be used as the sole explanation as to why change does or does not occur, both in
private and on a social level. Rather, it became clear that we very often simply do
not want change and would rather not want to know certain things exactly. One
explanation for this is that tangible selfish interests often stand in the way, both
individually and structurally aggregated in form of political and economic power.
Some behavioural scientists, especially economists (and in a way also biologists),
even make the factor of self-benefit calculations absolute to a large extent. We will
see later that the observation of human self-interest ultimately leads back to the
Bible (and Plato).
The relevance of self-interest in terms of sustainability is easily demonstrated by
reflection and various external and self-observations, further underlined by
experiments – not surprisingly, because politicians are also human beings and have
the basic human qualities (Ekins et al. 2014; Fatheuer et al. 2015, pp. 137 et seq.;
Stengel 2011, pp. 183 et seq.; MacKay et al. 2015; Selten 2011; Dawkins 1976). For
example, if you can derive profits from holiday flights, someone is likely to offer
them, and as long as people want to fly, it is not very attractive even for reelection-
oriented politicians to make flying more expensive. Similarly, for a multinational
textile company, it is self-serving, namely sales-promoting if it officially appears as
socially and environmentally friendly, while in reality maximising profits – even if
child labour and poor working conditions may contradict the values of managers
(on the role of multinational corporations also Wuppertal Institute 2008; Ekardt
et al. 2016; Radermacher and Beyers 2011). Moreover, by observing and recording
purchasing behaviour, any company can easily detect that many customers are less
sustainability-oriented than they proclaim. To what extent a company complies with
standards can hardly be checked as a customer anyway, and even critical observers
such as environmental associations can at best uncover single scandals. Whether
entrepreneurial (or consumer) selfishness has become more important in recent
decades, as is often assumed, can be discussed controversially (for example
Scheidler 2015; see also Radermacher and Beyers 2011). Presenting the phenomenon as fundamentally new, however, is not very plausible.
Likewise, in politics, a self-interest in power, reelection and profiling can become
relevant, as already results from simple reflection, observations and experiments
(MacKay et al. 2015; Selten 2011). For example, if politics makes fossil fuels more
expensive, this will stimulate all of us to consume less. Conversely, our rage at such
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politicians stimulates their fear of being voted out of office – with the result that
environmental policy is rather sluggish. Another factor contributes to this: For
future generations and the socially vulnerable, it is difficult or even impossible to
articulate their self-interest. Consequently, politicians have little motivation, within
the framework of their own self-interest calculations, to do something good to those
voices which are only weakly or not at all articulated. Likewise, the inhabitants of
poorer countries, who may suffer indirectly from environmental political decisions
in the industrialised countries, can only articulate themselves to a limited extent and
cannot vote our Western politicians out of office. Conversely, companies threatening
to move abroad creating job losses, and trade unions trying to prevent that are very
present as self-interested pressure-makers for politicians. More generally speaking,
the advantages of climate protection, for example, often appear to be uncertain, far
removed and not clearly visible, while the costs are often tangible here and now, for
example in the form of higher energy prices (even if the economic cost balance is
exactly the opposite in the long term: Chap. 1.4). Politicians may think: “Should we
really push forward an energy turnaround as a rich oil country? Should we pass
global climate protection agreements which also cost money in the short term?”
So, it is about political and economic power. But in view of the described mutual
influence it is – we saw it – also a matter of self-interest of all of us (one-sidedly
therefore Fatheuer et al. 2015; Bedall 2014). Companies want to assert themselves
in the market like politicians want to get reelected and may be “voted out of office”
by customers if they only offer (more expensive) organic products. Conversely, a
citizen or customer can only choose or buy an offer that is actually made to him. It
should not be overlooked that sustainability is sometimes also a business case,
looking for example at energy efficiency. If that is the case, sustainability will then
be pursued by many. However, this is not enough for drastic objectives such as a
rapid complete phase-out of fossil fuels and a frugality-driven overcoming of the
growth society (Chap. 1.3).
The fact that all players are interconnected, and it is not just about politicians or
entrepreneurs, explains at the same time why in the non-capitalist economies of the
former Eastern bloc no greater sustainability seems to have taken effect despite the
no self-interest policies. While one could think that with prosperity usually being
lower the environment could have been saved, the striving for economic efficiency
that is so typical of capitalist actors and sometimes saves resources for cost reasons
alone was lacking (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012).
By the way, also dictators and not only democratic politicians tend to act selfishly – which is why democracy cannot be stylised as the main obstacle to social
change (which is why the idea of an eco-dictatorship must also be viewed critically
even from a perspective of radical sustainability: Chap. 3.5). Rather, striving for
self-interest is a general human phenomenon, even if Marx-inspired critics of “corporate interests” and capitalism sometimes underemphasize this (for example
Fatheuer et al. 2015; Moreno et al. 2015). In special constellations such as with the
principle of consensus in international climate negotiations, the pursuit of self-interest becomes particularly problematic, but such findings quickly distract from the
fact that most people involved are only moderately interested in really far-reaching
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sustainability measures: Politicians, entrepreneurs and citizens of all nations. There
are also clues from evolutionary biology for this omnipresence of self-interest; after
all, humans are a product of evolution, which is based on selection. This point as
well as the not predominantly altruistic disposition of humankind will be discussed
in detail later (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.6).
It is also very doubtful whether everything can really be blamed on political and
economic power – even beyond the question of interaction with the citizens and
consumers. On closer inspection, despite all the relevance of self-interest, it is quite
obvious that people neither consciously calculate all the time nor consistently act
selfishly or even consciously balance all factors and then calmly decide. Again, a
critical self-reflection is sufficient to determine this; however, it has also been shown
experimentally many times (see Klöhn 2006 and Nowak and Highfield 2013). The
image of the always and exclusively calculating and selfish person is pretty simple –
but it is just too flat to be true, even if e.g. economics (despite differentiated research
results even from behavioural economists) is still largely based on this simple
image. Neither all decision-relevant factors are carefully identified by politicians,
entrepreneurs or any of us, nor do we always have exclusively our own well-being
in mind. Often, we just look for comfort, follow habits or repress aspects; or we
actually act altruistically, albeit perhaps less often than some people think, as we
will see in more detail in the following chapters.

Flaws of Systems Theory
One thing about all of this can be seen consistently: Human behavioural drivers are
condensing into structures. One of them is an economic system like capitalism.
Another is a political system such as free democracy with balance of powers.
Institutions and organisations develop their own logic which in turn reflects human
behavioural impulses, such as the pursuit of self-interest.
From the systems theory perspective of, for example, Niklas Luhmann (1993;
also Siemer 2006), any social system such as economy, law or politics can only
react to one binary code (“pay/not pay”, “right/wrong”, “government/opposition”).
Individuals do not appear in this theory, only structures. The individual only exists
in this alternative interpretation of the phenomenon of self-interest if he or she is an
element of politics, economics, etc., through whose “constraints” he or she is
thought to be virtually determined. This is essentially underpinned by a constructivist
theory of cognition: all social systems are completely self-referential; for facts (and
norms) are always only subjective, or “construction”, and everyone can only see the
world from his or her point of view. If human learning is thus largely excluded, this
seems, of course, clearly exaggerated.
Apart from that, it makes no sense to deny the possibility of facts in general (and
thus also, for example, of insights into social change). For anyone who declares
facts to be per se non-existent cannot ascribe any truth to this statement itself;
systems theory would then per se also know nothing about how societies and
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individuals change, would thus completely escape the ground itself (see already
Chap. 1.6). Of course, it remains true that people are prone to subjective views
(sociological constructivism). But that there is no way to overcome subjectivity,
regardless of how many steps of control we use, and that nothing is objectively
recognisable in the world per se: this sort of philosophical constructivism is simply
not tenable.
For the moment we have seen that human self-interest (including the pursuit of
profit and political power) is important but are just as knowledge and values in
danger of being overestimated.

2.3

 volutionary Biology, Neurophysiology and Personal
E
Biography Behind Factors of Motivation?

In the pursuit of self-interest, people around the world seem to be on an equal footing. Also, as we will see in the following chapters, we are often not as rational (in
terms of self-interest and values – both can be rational: Chap. 1.6) whilst other factors prevail. We will take this as a starting point for discussion the (partially) biological background of behavioural drives in the following.

Do Genes Matter? Sociobiological Analysis of Human Behaviour
Cases of overexploiting the basics of livelihood can also be found all over the world
and in environmental history (Diamond 2005; Schellnhuber 2015, pp. 244 et seq.;
Muñoz-Rubio 2002). These points suggest a reference to human and ultimately
biologically based basic qualities. In its origin, a human is a being that has emerged
from a biological history of evolution and, as a living being, is shaped in certain
respects by the genetic material formed in evolution. And as already indicated, what
we know for certain about our evolutionary history indicates the fact that humans
have relatively selfish basic tendencies within themselves. We will take a closer look
at that now. However, it must also be examined how strong biological (besides
cultural) factors really are – and whether our partly biological nature also promotes
other sides than the pursuit of self-interest within us.
We are entering thorny ground now. Biological behavioural research may still be
tolerated by economists and psychologists (although the exchange between those
disciplines is often weak). However, sociologists, ethnologists, educational scientists
and cultural scientists – and especially gender researchers – are often categorically
opposed to this (just as economists and biologists often do not want to know much
about these disciplines). Biological behavioural research is often mistakenly
assumed to think that the human being is influenced alone (!) biologically – or that
not only explanations of behaviour are intended, but also normative statements. This
is of course not the case according to the developed epistemological differentiations
(Chap. 1.6).
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In recent decades, sociobiology in particular has been devoted to the evolutionary side of human behaviour (Dawkins 1976; Wilson 2012; Nowak and Highfield
2013, pp. 9 et seq. and 39 et seq.; Tomasello 2017, pp. 9 et seq.; Thornhill and
Palmer 2000; critical Muñoz-Rubio 2002). Sociobiologists continue traditional evolutionary and genetic research and explicitly apply it to explanating social conditions. Sociobiology explains human self-interest, but also less rational human
tendencies in view of their assumed biological background. The big question is to
what extent tendencies such as the pursuit of self-interest are inherent in a person as
a human being or whether they are the product of a certain culture (such as a capitalist culture). The distinction biology versus culture refers to a level behind the behavioural drives. This means that one can ask, regarding self-interest as well as other
possible behavioural impulses, whether they have developed in terms of phylogeny
or rather culturally.
Biological approaches to behaviour and change do not deny the relevance of
culture, but nevertheless try to explain human behaviour to a quite large extent by
way of genetic predisposition. The fact that humankind comes from an evolutionary
process and thus has competitive and selfish qualities is a crucial, albeit not
surprising statement. The fact that human beings come from the animal kingdom
cannot be denied. That means that the competition for the most viable qualities has
influenced us, for example the way we choose a partner, but not only. Therefore, it
is much to be said for a biological rooting of at least partly selfish tendencies in
humans.
Sociobiological researchers have shown based on diverse observations of human
and animal behaviour as well as fundamental conditions of the functioning of
evolution (for which we have various research findings, archaeological finds and
genetic impressions) that evolution always has a cooperative side alongside the
competition between individuals. This means reciprocity, respect, favouring
relatives, even sacrificing oneself for a certain group (Wilson 2012; Dawkins 1976;
Nowak and Highfield 2013). This shows, humankind is not purely egoistic, but
partly also follows altruistic values or feelings (Blackburn 1998, pp. 46 et seq.;
Gommer 2014, pp. 151 et seq.; Wilson 2012). But the history of this partial human
altruism is a group egoism. Groups in which the members at least partially
cooperated selflessly have simply been more successful in tribal history. However,
this already indicates where the limits of human selflessness could lie – for example
in the transformation to sustainability. Sustainability is about cooperation over great
distances in space and time which is completely different from the Stone Age.
The evolutionary background plausibly explains the phenomenon, visible in
everyday observations of others and of ourselves, that humans may act selfishly, but
sometimes sacrifice themselves for family, tribe or nation – and that they thus show
values and (partly) altruistic feelings. Besides the necessity of social coordination,
the (over-)complexity of the world also makes it plausible that people in evolution
have developed a capacity for orientation systems such as emotions, because a
conscious (selfish or altruistic) calculation of all pros, cons, facts and arguments of
human decisions would hardly be possible. Emotional factors such as seeking
recognition, short-term thinking or convenience can be interpreted as factors linked
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to what is essential for survival – which has always been precarious under Stone
Age conditions – and strengthen cohesion among each other.
All of this is upsetting to many, especially when conclusions are drawn about the
mating behaviour of humans (e.g. Muñoz-Rubio 2002). But nobody can seriously
deny that man is a primate that (like all animals) has developed a DNA and thus a
brain structure over hundreds of thousands of years (on this and on the following
Dawkins 1976; Wilson 2012; Nowak and Highfield 2013, pp. 9 et seq. and 39
et seq.; Tomasello 2017, pp. 9 et seq.; Thornhill and Palmer 2000; Harari 2013). As
we can observe with each (also clever) animal, also diverse behaviours belong to
this inheritance. Certainly, in the last 70,000 years humans have acquired the
biological (i.e. hereditary!) ability to culturally fill elementary drives and also to
transform them – because this obviously offers an advantage in biological selection
(otherwise this characteristic could not have developed). Thus, no “complete” set of
behaviour has been inherited for a long time; a great deal is learned or transformed.
Otherwise, despite all their similarities, the lifestyles of people around the world
could not be so different (the role of culture for sustainability is examined in more
detail in Chap. 2.5). But it would be a very strong assumption to think that this
transformation is so strong that only the physical appearance of our nature is left –
especially since our genes have apparently remained largely unchanged for decades.
This would make it inexplicable why certain human phenomena can be found all
over the world. Convenience, habit, repression, simple truths, scapegoats, etc. are
not a privilege of a particular culture. The strong self-interested – and only in small
groups (self-interested) cooperative – inclination of man is examined even more
closely when we later examine the thesis of whether capitalism is not to blame for
everything (Chap. 2.6).

Flaws of Sociobiological Approaches
However, sociobiologists sometimes exaggerate the performance of their behaviour
and transformation analysis (on the following Muñoz-Rubio 2002; Ekardt 2016a).
For example, despite the high plausibility of the findings described, it is still largely
unclear how exactly a gene turns into concrete behaviour. In this respect, the
equation of scientificity and precision with the natural sciences expressed in
sociobiology proves to be somewhat simplistic (Nagel 2012; Irrgang 2001; Muñoz-
Rubio 2002). In addition, the variability of human life on earth shows that humans
form a culture. And these different cultures can then guide action for the individual
in very different directions. Ultimately, cultural and biological elements intertwine
in the genesis of human behaviour without always being clearly distinguishable.
Furthermore, it is by no means true that biological influences are inevitably formative
per se, whereas cultural factors can be changed (Irrgang 2001; Ekardt 2001). In
order to be able to prove this, too little is known about the exact activity of genes and
about the content of human genetic material.
At this point a side note on ethics and law: Like their critics, sociobiologists usually do not understand the distinction between is and ought and between genesis and
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validity (Chap. 1.6). They do not realise that explanations of the empirical genesis
of values do not say anything about whether they are valid normatively. Even if
human behaviour, including tendencies such as collective violence, may have evolutionary foundations, that does not say anything about whether it is to be welcomed
or condemned. In other words: being able to explain National Socialism does not
mean that it can be justified. Therefore, the claim to explain behaviour purely with
genes and evolution and at the same time as a substitute for ethics and law is wrong
(overlooked by Wilson 2012). Even if it may be true that altruism evolved as biological group egoism, it does not prove, for example, that ethical and legal obligations for more sustainability (see Chap. 3) are normatively wrong. However, it
partly explains why altruistic demands which are not aimed at groups, but ultimately at the whole world, like climate change, are rather difficult.

Will Neurophysiology Change Everything?
For some time now, sociobiologists have been receiving support from neurosciences, which are trying to shed further light on the biological basis of human behaviour and thus also the phenomenon of change with great media attention. Using
imaging analysis methods, this research area aims at gaining insights into the human
brain structure and at drawing comprehensive conclusions about human behavioural
drives. Some brain researchers themselves have already lowered this very far-
reaching goal to a much more modest level by comprehensive criticism of brain
research (for the following Hasler 2012; von Harbou 2014). The brain is ultimately
characterised by interaction of different areas which is too complex; most brain
areas are activated for completely different drives for action; and the imaging is
relatively inaccurate, because it measures brain activity via blood flows. Where
exactly which drives are generated in the brain is simply not yet clear.
In addition, the type of representation of the mind in (brain) matter remains fundamentally unclear. Thomas Nagel has described this millennia-old body-and-soul
problem as follows: Even if you knew everything about the brain of a bat, you
would probably still not know what it feels like to be a bat from the inner perspective
(Nagel 2012; Irrgang 2001). Brain research, however, has a certain tendency to
ignore the fact that, therefore, the human mind cannot be reduced to a physical
image of the brain, but rather brain-matter and mind seem to influence each other.
That is why brain researchers also fail with their drastic thesis that a human
being, living in the physical world of causalities, necessarily cannot have a free will.
Rather, the interaction described in the last paragraph indicates that freedom of will
is likely to be a paradoxical and thus ultimately pointless problem: If there were no
freedom of will, this issue, or anything in life, could not be argued about meaningfully,
or at all. No brain research can solve this logical problem – even all the experiments
that show that something can be observed in the brain when I think about it. This is
a certain fact. But nobody says that the effect only runs in one direction, so to speak
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from brain matter to thought. And human motivation and social change are far more
complicated than simple laboratory situations where someone is supposed to decide
whether to catch a ball or not.
The history of human evolution and probably cultural factors shape motivation
and thus factors for change such as self-interest or emotions. So much has already
become clear so far. Everyone acquires the cultural factors and activates the
biological factors in the context of his personal and ever-changing career, which can
also be described sociologically as socialisation. However, many would like to
know that this is not only a general process, but that the very personal touch of the
biography also shapes the degree of self-interest, the types of feelings and so on.
Hitler’s unhappy childhood with his harsh father and disoriented mother, which he
involuntarily documented in “Mein Kampf”, could have contributed to his criminal
political life story. Or even more generally and trivially put: We all reacted strongly
to our parents in early childhood, and much of what we did and partly still do today
may have a basis there.
At the same time, similar living conditions seem to have totally different effects
on different people. Simplistic explanations such as the fact that some people
suppress every incriminating event can hardly explain this conclusively. Besides,
nobody can conduct human experiments which include letting a person walk
through different biographies. At best, monozygotic twins can be observed – and
then it quickly becomes clear that, in addition to life circumstances, there are also
congenital characteristics. In addition, the proverbial childhood, i.e. one’s own
environment, also reflects people who are themselves subject to behavioural factors,
i.e. self-interest, emotions and so on, as well as the biological and cultural aspects
behind them. In this respect, the individual biography can perhaps be called a special
cultural factor. A look at it is primarily worthwhile if the very individual life situation
of a person and not so much a social problem like non-sustainability is to be
explained, at least if it is not so massively superimposed by delusions of one
individual like the Nazi era.
To sum up: Human genes matter – but they are not the only driver of human
behaviour; and admitting the relevance of genes has no normative, but only a
descriptive relevance (both friends and critics of sociobiology neglect these differentiated perspective). The thus important but also limited influence of tribal
history on humanity (supplemented by biographical circumstances) leads to the
question to what extent human motives vary culturally, i.e. whether conceptions of
normality, values, feelings or self-interest are in part culturally shaped. The broad
factor of culture here encompasses everything up to the economic system. This is
still to be investigated in detail (Chap. 2.5). And above all, the next step is to
reconstruct what these other factors beyond self-interest exactly are all about
(Chap. 2.4).
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 Broader Picture of Individual and Structural Factors:
A
Knowledge, Self-Interest, Values, Paths
Versus Conceptions of Normality and Emotions

Up to now, important but often overestimated factors for change and change in individuals and in society have been scrutinised. Knowledge counts, self-interest
counts – it has briefly already been mentioned that values count. In addition, as we
have already learned from observations and experiments, less rational, less
calculating and less conscious aspects such as emotions play a role. And behind all
behavioural drives the human tribal history becomes visible, but apparently also
human culture. In the following, we will turn our attention to some factors that are
often forgotten. Only when they are adequately recorded, the conditions and
obstacles of a transformation to sustainability can be understood. So, in addition to
knowledge, values and self-interest, what shapes human behaviour and thus also
social (and individual) change?

Path Dependencies and Problems of Collective Goods
Closely linked to the factor of self-interest, there are various external conditions,
such as geographical and problem-related conditions, particularly in the context of
sustainability. They also play a role in explaining human behaviour and social
transformation processes, as does the structure of a problem. For example, the
choice of a truly “different” lifestyle is made more difficult by technological and
economic path dependencies: The grown Western way of living and working makes
it much easier for me as an individual citizen or individual company, at least in the
short term, to remain in the current civilisation and economic model than to break
out of it. The conventional houses, cars and appliances are currently available. Even
with very good will it is difficult to change this completely from 1 day to the next.
Traditional structures, such as the inertia of administrative institutions (Droste-
Frank et al. 2015; Newig et al. 2015; Abson et al. 2017; Juerges and Newig 2015;
Klein 2014; Klinsky et al. 2012), act as obstacles to the rapid change required in
itself (on the other hand, it is pretty obvious that the existence of institutions alone
does not explain anything – e.g. Germany has perfect public institutions, but by the
same token has one of the biggest ecological footprints in the world; overviewed by
Abson et al. 2017). Similarly, regulation paths once adopted – such as the long-term
licensing of coal-fired power plants – lead to a path dependency, as can be empirically
observed from the massive resistance against a coal phase-out. More generally,
modern natural science, technology and economics have been determining factors
for the “paths” taken today since the industrial revolution and thus for modern
culture. Previous investment decisions can also act as “paths”.
Like path dependencies, the closely related problems of collective (or public)
good also represent a framework structure. Every citizen, every company and every
politician knows that, for example, individual or state climate measures could
sometimes mean a sacrifice – but that, as a single stakeholder, there is still little
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impact in terms of preventing climate change. I cannot save the global climate –
which is a “collective good” and can be used as such by all equally free of charge –
on my own, nor can I secure my bit of stable climate. This certainty and its
consequence that in the end almost everyone will use the seemingly free climate to
the best of their ability until a collapse ultimately harms everyone (Hardin 1968;
differentiated Nowak and Highfield 2013) can unfortunately have a discouraging
effect on changing, whether in aviation and its regulation or in other areas. We seem
to be only a tiny part of a big problem – which, however, arises exactly from our
small, innocent, everyday actions. And if we want to solve the problem through firm
agreements with others, then we do not know whether they stick to the agreements
due to expected self-interest calculations, even if it would actually be better for all
if all adhered to it. All this is further reinforced when looking more closely at the
fact that sustainability policy has not exactly achieved encouraging results so far if
you take the ecological footprint as a basis (Chap. 1.2; in detail on policy instruments in Chap. 4).
This, in turn, is not only an interpretation of external observation and self-
observation and sociobiologically plausible but can also be depicted experimentally: A tendency to cooperate can be seen in game theory experiments primarily
when a cooperation of other participants is to be expected, when the situation is
manageable and norm violations are noticed and sanctioned (Engel and Kurschilgen
2015; Ostrom 1990; Tomasello 2017; MacKay et al. 2015; Buchholz et al. 2014). It
is precisely these conditions that are not present in global problems such as climate
change. In the same way, knowledge, ecological values, self-interest, but also path
dependencies and problems with public goods become visible in the author”s
participant observations over the last 20 years and, for example, in the evaluated
anonymous internet comments (Ekardt 2018). Consequently, there is the impression
that one cannot help feeling that one’s own contribution to a global problem is
irrelevant anyway.

Concepts of Normality – The Strongly Underestimated Factor
Now let us come to the less rational, less calculating drivers of human behaviour. In
addition to the above-mentioned, the human tendency to conformity or to concepts
of normality, i.e. to orientate oneself towards other people and towards what is
“normal”, appears to be very dominant. Instead of concepts of normality, one can
also speak of mental infrastructures, baselines, group thinking or preconscious
orders (see Stengel 2011, pp. 183 et seq.; Fisahn 1999, pp. 279 et seq.; Welzer 2008;
see also Janis 1972, pp. 10 et seq. describing the phenomenon of group thinking,
and Kloeckner 2010). Conceptions of normality go beyond mere habits (to these
and other feelings see below). For they are associated with the idea that something
is “usual” or “normal”. Conceptions of normality can be distinguished from values
by their semi- or unconscious (Gröpel and Kehr 2014) and everyday cultural
character, although there may be overlaps, for example in questions of whether
homosexuality is regarded as “normal” (and “morally acceptable”) or not.
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Conceptions of normality are typically common to many people, but can vary
wildly or be reduced to groups, especially in the pluralistic modern world (Beck
1986). Neither habits nor conceptions of normality have to be consciously accepted
at some point. Rather, it is likely to be an insidious process, with socialisation in
childhood and in the respective culture playing an important role (classically Mead
1934; Piaget 1972; Habermas 1981). The self-logic of organisations can also have a
strong formative effect, whereby organizations sometimes teach their members that
even cruel crimes such as genocide are “normal” (Kühl 2014; Welzer 2008; Snyder
2010; Neitzel and Welzer 2011). Conversely, through our everyday actions, we all
participate in continuing or modifying concepts of normality, unconsciously or
consciously noticed by us. Even the most trivial everyday phenomena, such as
talking to a stranger on the subway, shaking hands to greet someone, and so on,
follow conceptions of normality. This becomes visible, for example, when people
from different cultural backgrounds meet.
Conceptions of normality are naturally even more difficult to identify than self-
interest calculations in surveys, because they are often not conscious. Experiments
are even less suitable, because an experiment is not only almost inevitably hypothetical and under-complex (Chap. 1.7). It is also simply unsuitable to depict unconscious factors that, however, play a major role in the daily lives of citizens, politicians
or managers. However, the existence of conceptions of normality results from findings obtained through self-observation, external observation and historical comparisons (like on totalitarianism) – which would be difficult to explain if, for example,
only consciously calculating individuals were assumed.
In the context of sustainability, one sees for example: Irrespective of all intellectual insights, we continue to live with a huge ecological foodprint. At least in the
industrialised countries and the emerging market upper classes, and almost the
whole rest of the world is following suit. If you put this book away, the next meat
buffet, the next car ride to work or the next holiday flight is probably not far. Meat,
commutes and flights are common nowadays, as long as you can afford it. If you say
goodbye to air travel altogether, you may come under social pressure as an eccentric.
For example, 300 hate comments were made under an article by me in the German
national weekly ZEIT (see Ekardt 2018). In addition, continuing the current lifestyle
is in line with the lifestyle of one’s own social environment, in which corresponding
housing, cars and long-distance travel are marked as desirable (see also Enquête
Commission 2013, pp. 438 et seq.; Stengel 2011, pp. 183 et seq.; however, one
should not follow the emerging idea that there is a fixed number of lifestyle types).
Furthermore, it is precisely this luxurious lifestyle that entrepreneurs and politicians are generally accustomed to, which they should decide on abolishing. With
predictable results: A large ecological footprint is normal, sustainability is not,
despite all intellectual talk about it – not even for the talkers themselves. For the
sake of testing, it is interesting to start a sustainability discussion with any other
person, after which one will be surprised how little practical consequences this has
for the person afterwards, even if there are hardly any self-interest related
disadvantages and clear values favouring sustainability are recognisable. This is
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particularly evident when, as with climate change, many things seem insecure (Janis
1972). Because then, the calculating thinking encounters limits particularly clearly.
We therefore assume that many things are “normal” without this being fully
understandable solely through selfish calculations, consciously founded values or
even quite general emotions such as a tendency towards habits or convenience.
Also, because the presupposed “normality” is obviously changing, a separate
category is necessary for this – besides the emotions, which rather represent a
human invariable regarding factors such as convenience (see next chapter). The
historical comparison already mentioned is also important: Only through concepts
of normality can the behaviour of people under totalitarian systems of government
be fully explained, in which nice, friendly people can gradually mutate into
slaughterers without any significant sense of injustice (Kühl 2014; Snyder 2010;
Welzer 2008). This is clearly visible, for example, in an extensive evaluation of
secret (and therefore uninfluenced) recorded conversations of Wehrmacht soldiers
in captivity during the Second World War (serious crimes of those involved are
discussed there as quite commonplace, in sharp contrast to the self-portrayal as
“good” soldiers; see Neitzel and Welzer 2011). The interplay of concepts of
normality with emotional dispositions such as a tendency to search for scapegoats
will still be discussed.
Empirically, however, the idea that conceptions of normality could develop in
any direction is not plausible. If that were true, the participation of completely
normal people in the Nazi dictatorship would be just as likely as their participation
in a transformation towards sustainability. This ignores the fact that totalitarian
states and their propaganda can link sometimes more easily to human emotions and
self-interest calculations than would be possible with climate protection, for
example. However, it would be one-sided to understand concepts of normality as the
one and only explanatory factors of behaviour and change (exaggerated e.g. Welzer
2008; against the overemphasis of conformity or norm determination, e.g. Habermas
1981, vol. 2, pp. 300 et seq., ultimately contra Durkheim and Parsons; see also
Fisahn 1999, pp. 73 et seq. and 90 et seq.).
It is therefore to be expected that not only the actors but also the factors will
influence each other, as will become clear time and again in the following.
Calculations of self-interest, for example, are only directed in a certain direction by
concepts of normality (and values, and emotions). And across all other factors lies
the cultural and evolutionary character of these factors, because concepts of
normality vary in their content just as much as they represent a human invariable in
their basic existence. So, being a soldier in Japan 70 years ago, it was absolutely
desirable to die in a war, because the return home would have branded the surviver
and his family socially outlawed cowards. This could even make a suicide appear
“self-interested” in a rather strange cultural form.
So far, at least questions of knowledge, self-interest calculations and concepts of
normality have to be considered simultaneously if we want to understand (or
influence) social change. However, perhaps the most important factor for
sustainability and for change in general has only been mentioned briefly so far and
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is now to be elaborated on: emotions. It can be observed in many ways and
documents, for example, that not the most effective means of pursuing an objective
is chosen, for example due to knowledge reshaped by subjective feelings (Akerlof
and Shiller 2009, pp. XI, 21 and passim; Selten 2011, pp. 24 et seq.; Klöhn 2006,
pp. 95 et seq.; Dean 2013, pp. 170 f.). This cannot be solely due to the fact that we
naturally pursue different, competing objectives (for instance, the effective pursuit
of such objectives as climate protection may not always be conducive to the effective
pursuit of the objective of maximising profits). The fact that competing objectives
by no means explain our non-calculating side alone is clear from the fact that
objectives by no means always correspond to consciously (!) founded values or
selfish preferences (Akerlof and Shiller 2009, pp. XI, 21 and passim; Selten 2011,
pp. 24 et seq.; Enquête Commission 2013, pp. 438 f.; Klöhn 2006, pp. 95 et seq.;
Dean 2013, pp. 170 f.), as suggested by certain economic and political stereotypes
(MacKay et al. 2015; rarely also 2011).

The Role of Human Emotions
From the non-calculating and semi-conscious cosmos, the factor feelings is relevant
alongside concepts of normality. Emotions are also the most obvious expression of
humanity’s evolutionary heritage (Ekardt 2017b). From everyday self-observation
and external observation tendencies towards habit, comfort, repression, the urge to
assert oneself and self-preservation are common – as well as the desire for
recognition and trust, for a reduction in complexity and rules of thumb. We like to
believe in “stories” and simple truths and at the same time often find it difficult to
deal with great complexity (Dean 2013; Klöhn 2006). We tend to generalise purely
anecdotal impressions and possibly also follow a religious feeling. We search for
our own “rank” and allow our knowledge, our values and even our self-interest to be
shaped by a limited subjective perception. Let us take a closer look:
The existence of habits, convenience and short-sightedness is already indicated
in interviews and experiments (in which players, for example, do not choose the
most easily calculated and profitable method of playing), as well as in everyday
observations up to historical events and self-observation (see Milinski and Marotzke
2015; Liedtke 2011, pp. 37 et seq.; Kahneman 2011; Akerlof and Shiller 2009, pp.
XI, 21 and passim; Steinberg 2013; Dean 2013). Many behaviours would be
inexplicable if people were consciously calculating and selfish throughout. And not
every behavioural suggestion expresses an idea of normality. Sociobiological and
neurophysiological assumptions about strong emotional impulses are also plausible
because the world is ultimately too complex to be understood and calculated
completely rationally; in addition, human reproduction works largely via emotional
impulses (Liedtke 2011; Steinberg 2013). That’s already come up. This multiple
plausibility check of the relevance of emotions is important because otherwise, such
a largely unconscious phenomenon would be difficult to grasp.
The structure of global sustainability problems such as climate change offers
manifold further points for the effectiveness of emotions, again in a rather hindering
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sense (Kuckartz 2010; Ekardt 2001). With climate change in particular, the
aforementioned uncertainty about the exact advantages and disadvantages of doing
or not doing something is already standing in the way of deliberately calculated
action, which, in addition to concepts of normality, also makes emotional orientations
a strong compass (Janis 1972). Furthermore, it is difficult to establish an emotional
relationship to the highly complex consequences of an action which are not only
insecure, but also spatially and temporally distant, imperceptible and therefore
difficult to imagine, and, moreover, linked to other problems. The not gradually
increasing character of sustainability problems such as climate damage makes it
even more difficult. Consequently, the internet comments evaluated (at Ekardt 2018)
are characterized by emotional indifference to environmental problems. On the
other hand, the concrete advantages in the here and now of the daily car ride to work
can be felt very well. Or the observation that my girlfriend is sad because I am not
going to Egypt with her by plane. All of this is also underlined by the already
mentioned observation I have done recently with Facebook profiles of 246 Facebook
friends of mine that can be characterized as young sustainability activists born 1988
or later (based on their posts, memberships etc.) – 203 of them presented pictures of
(several) long-distances journeys on their account (Chap. 1.7).
The fact that spatio-temporal distance massively reduces empathy is not only a
recurring finding of self- and external observation. For example, very few people
are massively (!) consternated when they hear about wars or accidents with
thousands or more dead on television. Rather, this is also evident in experimental
psychology, for example in the famous Milgram experiment, where test persons are
urged to punish anonymous people with electric shocks by an alleged authority
figure for the purpose of gaining knowledge about learning processes under threat
of punishment and finally (allegedly) kill test persons (Milgram 1974; Welzer 2008).
Obviously, people have a considerable emotional talent for convenience, for staying
within the familiar, for suppressing unpleasant connections, for considering
themselves “not responsible” (for dead test persons, or for climate change), and for
finding others even more despicable and thus justifying themselves. That “the
Chinese with their coal-fired power plants” or “the off-road vehicle drivers” may
have a smaller ecological footprint than oneself as a holiday air traveler is obviously
not occuring to most of them.
Also, evolutionary biology may explain historically, why people have the inclination to “increasing” their own existence (increasing votes, enterprise profits, or
personal possessions) is a very human feeling and may have led to wanting even still
more, when practically no more concrete self-interest is reached. Also striking is the
human tendency to strive for recognition from other people, for example through
material (resource-intensive) “status symbols” that assign an identity and a place in
the social network. This is done, for example, by striving for things that show me
and my fellow human beings that I am a well-off, nice, cosmopolitan person who is
also sometimes exploring the world on a climate-damaging long-distance trip. All
this could probably be intensified by the fact that people in the secular age sometimes have feelings of senselessness and try to compensate them materially
(Santarius 2015; Paech 2012; Ekardt 2001). This could be supported by the almost
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sacred character with which many people today, for example, use long-distance
travel as a supposed source of meaning. Conversely, sustainability can hardly mobilise concrete emotions on a comparable level.
Other emotional factors such as a human defense reflex against criticism also
come into play: Who likes to get their own nose or their own holiday flights be the
subject of debate? Who would protest against themselves? Furthermore, other
experimentally confirmed human tendencies are listed here only briefly (Klöhn
2006, pp. 95 et seq.) which also have a rather fatal effect in the context of
sustainability and climate. These are for example the lack of ability to believe in
future catastrophes, notorious underestimation of moderate probabilities as well as
the own, supposedly “only small” contribution to big, highly complex events (I am
a holiday-air tourist versus the much worse Chinese and off-road vehicle driver – or
“the corporations” of which I am a customer). And moreover: a tendency to try to
solve problems with known means (which may have just caused the problem);
tendency to assess major problems on the basis of highly selective personal
experiences and anecdotes (see also Scholz 2011).
A particular problem is the emotional strategy with which people hide contradictions in their attitudes or between their own attitudes and behaviours. For example,
people are morally in favour of sustainability, but still afford regular holiday flights
and a high consumption of animal products. Or we want more economic growth
during the euro crisis and at the same time call for much more climate protection,
which as seen ultimately undermines the growth society (Chap. 1.3). We cover up
these strange contradictions by inventing excuses, simply “forgetting” negative
actions and artificially inflating or even inventing positive actions; such strategies
for avoiding “cognitive dissonances” are also documented in experiments (StollKleemann et al. 2001, pp. 107 et seq.; Ekardt 2001, § 13. 3.). Directly connected
with this is the human tendency to “overlook” gradual changes, which, for example,
leads to the non-awareness of changing normalities such as one’s own increasing
prosperity, which – with growing or at an ecological footprint stagnating on a high
level – is regarded as quasi natural. Furthermore, surveys, experiments and participant observations (and the internet evaluation mentioned: Ekardt 2018) show that
people whose own lives are questioned in terms of sustainability usually declare
their lifestyle to be unchangeable and react with resistance or even aggression.
In the tradition of psychoanalysis since Sigmund Freud’s days, one could also
ask, as a specific expression of the factor feelings, whether emotional injuries in the
individual’s life story can “compensatorily” lead to excessive environmental consumption. Then the individual biography (contrary to Chap. 2.3) would obviously
be a key factor. The idea seems to be that a psychologically healthy person, free of
childhood injuries, behaves automatically in a sustainable, not “consumerist” way
(classically Fromm 1996; see also Hosang et al. 2005). However, an examination of
sociobiological findings has shown that such empathy is more likely to be expected
in the social vicinity – and not over the large spatial-temporal distances typical of
sustainability. This coincides with various observations of everyday life, which by
no means indicate that people with stronger religious tendencies, for example, have
a smaller ecological footprint. In addition, balancing diverse conflicting interests
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over long spatial and temporal distances is very complicated; empathy alone would
be of little help here.

Totalitarianism and Behavioural Research
The interplay between self-interest calculations, concepts of normality and emotions, as well as the foundation in evolutionary biology of the factors mentioned
above, makes totalitarian developments such as in the Nazi era more plausible
(Milgram 1974, p. 183; Welzer 2013) than if one only refers to obvious factors such
as a lost First World War, the world economic crisis and the anti-Semitic tradition.
Such historical and cultural factors are relevant; in concrete terms, for example, they
shape self-interest calculations. However, one has to keep the emotional aspects in
mind: people seek recognition, seek scapegoats to preserve their own self-
importance, are able to repress bad developments and gradually shift their concepts
of normality into other (even completely inhumane) directions. The basic tendencies
of the human species, which can be traced back to the Stone Age and are therefore
biologically grounded and sometimes violent, also play a role. All in all, emotions
and concepts of normality show clearly that ordinary people (and not only
psychopaths) can become perpetrators of indescribable collective crimes. Emotional
repression and concepts of normality were also stabilised by organisations like the
Nazi SS that used various means to gradually reduce the inhibition of their members
to kill, for example. At the same time, cultural factors must be taken into account
when (left- or right-wing) totalitarianism is explained. Among those factors are also
some that are usually less seen, such as the social-historical resistance to liberal
democracy by those who felt threatened by it in the twentieth century.
The result of all this is that the little-conscious and little-calculating factors of
emotions and concepts of normality play a central role in motivation and social
change, as can be documented methodically in many ways. And this statement can
be obtained in this balance precisely by looking as broadly as possible (in a well
transdisciplinary tradition without too much respect for the doctrines of the
disciplines) at the various disciplines of behavioural science.

2.5

 ulture as Factor of Motivation, Besides Biology:
C
Environmental History, Protestantism, Capitalism

We have seen repeatedly: Each of the factors relevant for behaviour and change
seems to contain not only biologically induced imprints but also cultural influences
that are anchored in the process of socialisation in the individual. These drivers
influence what is considered normal and what is selfishly attractive, and in some
ways they can even direct emotions into a certain direction. And value attitudes are
easily recognisable anyway as an expression of cultural elements (whereby the
tendency to follow values as such certainly stems from evolutionary history: Harari
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2013; Wilson 2012). In this chapter, we will analyse the role of cultural elements in
more detail.

Culture Besides Biology in Environmental History
Culture means the totality of practices, customs and practices that are not biologically inherent but socially acquired. The respective economic system and technical
development levels can be understood as subaspects of culture.
Today’s environmental crisis and the prosperity behind it are, as has already
become clear, not omnipresent in terms of human history, but rather without
precedence. In this respect, a lack of sustainability in particular cannot be thought
to be caused by evolutionary biological factors alone. It is also difficult to explain
alone geographically that modern technology and the economy emanated from the
Occident as a source of prosperity and overexploitation of the environment. This is
true even if the geographical conditions were favourable, for example for productive
agriculture and a close exchange in a fertile, densely populated Europe in the run-up
to the industrial revolution with its major entry into fossil-fuel use (more detailed
Schellnhuber 2015, pp. 212 et seq.; Diamond 2005). In the early modern period, the
so-called Little Ice Age, a period of relatively cool climate, and the growing
population triggered a clear need for action in terms of economic productivity.
Apart from that, we can also reconstruct interesting features of early human history with the help of excavation finds, among other things, regardless of how fragmentedly they may remain, and they appear to be of particular environmental
historical interest (detailed on the following Harari 2013; Diamond 1999).
Apparently, about 70,000 years ago, for example, a cognitive revolution took place
that brought about the ability to use complex language and complex cooperation,
even through shared worldviews. To what extent language was primarily driven by
the concrete coping with everyday life, by the creation of group identity by means
of gossip or by the development of common world views and the like can no longer
be elucidated. In any case, in the aftermath of this, man gained clear supremacy of
nature. For the rest of nature, however, this cooperative-cognitively strengthened
human race caused several waves of extinction. As so often in human history, these
were frequently unintended effects of intentional actions. The transition to an
agrarian society around 10,000 years ago, which was not least due to the over-
hunted animal populations, enabled food surpluses and thus the emergence of
property, statehood, law and cultural history (albeit with a more one-sided diet and
higher infant mortality). Historically, the logic of using natural resources without
taking into account their regeneration rate was already anchored in all this. Too
much romanticism about the supposed closeness to nature of the “noble savages”
would ignore all these historical facts (for the remaining open questions see Harari
2017; Diamond 1999).
Modern economics, science and technology, modern law, modern accounting
and other factors emerged “on their own” only in the West. It was only from here
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that they spread. And these external factors have at least historically interacted with
each other and with certain worldviews or are part of certain cultures. To this day,
“capitalism” and those worldviews in their interaction still essentially shape
occidental concepts of normality, habits, ideas of self-interest and, in particular,
values (especially on the interaction of capitalism and liberal values and institutions
Friedman 1962; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; more reserved Deaton 2013; Rodrik
2012; see also Jellinek 1996). Today’s “growth game” and the intensive use of fossil
fuels have by no means existed in their full form throughout the entire history of
mankind. This is not only clear in every historical observation, but it is also highly
plausible in view of the fact that human behavioural drivers, such as convenience,
could certainly have promoted a rather frugal lifestyle. Consequently, the spread of
capitalism and Western culture has progressed gradually for centuries.

 apitalism, Freedom, Democracy, Enlightenment, Protestantism,
C
and How They Are Interconnected
The sustainability-relevant occidental (and gradually exported) cultural history,
including capitalism, needs to be illustrated and recapitulated a little further here.
The ideal of freedom has brought about the greatest opportunities for self-
development and prosperity in the West since time immemorial. And the classical
ideal of freedom has more or less realised the social aspirations of the early modern
bourgeoisie and afterwards the workers for equal recognition of all people in a
society. Moreover, there is a mutual conditionality between individualism and
(wealth-creating) capitalism: capitalism can hardly survive permanently without a
legal security that is established through the guarantees of fundamental freedom.
And individualism can hardly exist without the possibility of personal (also)
economic development. Conversely, liberal-democratic ideas would hardly have
been implemented so quickly if they had not promoted tangible and “capitalist”
interests, for example.
Far-reaching economic freedom, an unimpeded free play of forces, economic
growth, prosperity- and technology-related progress and a certain appreciation of
work (and thus also jobs) as well as the well-being of one’s own people and industry:
In the history of philosophy, this panorama of principles is called classical liberalism.
It also includes anthropocentrism, which sometimes forgets that human freedom
cannot exist without certain physical conditions (Kim and Bosselmann 2015; Ekardt
2001; Abson et al. 2017; Klaniecki et al. 2018). Whereby this hyperindividualism,
as one should perhaps rather call it, classically aimed at economic development; in
addition, today, under postmodern auspices, an unrestricted idea of self-realisation
and self-optimisation is becoming increasingly influential. All these are values that
are typical for modern societies, but that do not fit in well with sustainability. On the
other hand, connectedness to nature (Abson et al. 2017) should not be overestimated, since we have seen (in Chap. 2.2) that there are many Westerners with strong
eco-oriented values that practice their “connectedness to nature” by travelling to
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Fireland, Malaysia etc. all the time. As mentioned earlier, culture is probably more
relevant when it influences our selfish calculations and conceptions of normality,
not only our values.
In any case, the focus on work and individuality does not originate from the classical liberalism of the Enlightenment, but rather from Calvinist Protestantism that
strongly influenced the rise of liberalism (more detailed Ekardt 2001, § 18; Ekardt
2003, pp. 99 et seq. and 112; Ekardt and Richter 2006; partly taking up the thoughts
of Weber 2010 and Jellinek 1996; more generally on the Reformation MacCulloch
2004). This is not only true for liberal philosophical thought leaders since the early
modern era (who were Protestants) such as Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Immanuel
Kant, Francis Bacon, Johannes Althusius and former scientists and politicians. To
an even greater extent, the Calvinist preconception applies to the general population
or at least the educational elite in the countries of Western Europe and North
America, in which classical liberal ideas inphilosophy, economics and law first
prevailed.
The Reformation in the sixteenth century articulated a critique of authoritarianism and traditionalism of the Catholic official church, which were perceived as
almost hostile to the Bible. From the revolutionary inspiration of the early Christian
era, as the actors of the Reformation felt, a bureaucratically administered tradition
had developed, which was enforced with official authority and coercion. A caste of
“professionally religious” priests and monks was ajudged greater closeness to god
by Catholic tradition through office. The Reformation disagreed; at its core it
focused more on the responsible individual. The priesthood of all believers was
propagated and the individual was placed in a more direct relationship with God. In
addition to this relevant point for modern individualism, a focus on work – in the
sense of a “visualisation of the divine vocation” – is characteristic of the emerging
Protestantism, as is the striving to realise one’s own convictions in the world. All
this promoted the modern ideal of growth and technical progress all for the creation
of “paradise on earth”. Religion stimulated economic and technological development
and at the same time was under its influence – just as the social emancipation claim
of the early bourgeoisie. It drew its self-confidence from its own economic success,
in contrast to the supposedly lazy nobility.
Protestant influence has left deep ambivalences in the emergence of liberal
democracy and its free economic system. This affects importantly the ambivalence
of today’s high standard of living and pronounced personal self-determination, as
well as the threat of the destruction of livelihoods and poverty in other parts of the
world. As already mentioned, individualism can hardly exist without the possibility
of personal (also) economic development, whereby individualism, capitalism and
even modern technology were by no means only affirmed in Christian discourse but
were long also fought against by certain circles (more detailed Ekardt 2001; Ekardt
2016a, b; furthermore Welzel 2002; Rosa et al. 2014; skipped in Scheidler 2015).
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From Ockham and Calvin to Hobbes and Kant
An important step was marked by the Calvinist idea, later adopted by Thomas
Hobbes, of the selfishly evil but at the same time very productive human character.
As mentioned (in Chap. 2.2), Hobbes doubted in the tradition of Plato and Augustine
that altruism could even exist. Like Hobbes and the late medieval philosopher
William of Ockham and some others (detailed Ekardt and Richter 2006), the
reformers who then influenced Hobbes were apparently sceptical about human
reason. First of all, they did not trust humankind to have a “rational knowledge of
God” – for human beings seemed to act only selfishly, because since Adam and Eve
they had been “evil” because of the original sin. The reformers doubted reason in
questions of value and faith and threw themselves entirely on faith and predestination,
that is, predestination for eternal salvation or damnation, in their relationship to a
God thought to reign arbitrarily. At the same time, however, the Reformation
disintegrated the “narrow” medieval world view. The idea of a pluralistic society
also arose from individualistic and authority-sceptical tendencies released in this
way and from the simple fact of different confessions. It is precisely in this respect
that, despite all enthusiasm for ecology, sustainability today also clashes with
values – namely the desire not to be hindered in one’s own development and (supposedly) patronised (normative to the paternalism problem in Chap. 3.4; generally
to balancing various rights and freedom spheres in Chap. 3.6).
In contrast to Hobbes, Kant introduced the idea that values such as individualism
and pluralism can be rationally justified (Chap. 3.1 deals with the point that this idea
is not only descriptively influential but also normatively right). Furthermore, the
modern idea of democracy, which in turn was rooted in Calvinist concepts of
community, as well as the Calvinist struggle against religious oppression is founded
in these lines of tradition. Individualism, personal freedom and democracy, together
with the striving for legal security and social enhancement of the emerging
bourgeoisie, promoted an increasingly economy-oriented idea of freedom. The
liberal tradition soon developed into a one-sided anti-state and purely economic
liberal concept of freedom, since the state was also exposed as human and thus as
“evil”. Freedom of property and religion were crystallisation points of the struggle
for liberal democracy in the eighteenth century (Jellinek 1996) and founded today’s
one-sided view of freedom.
With all this, there have also been significant changes in occidental thinking over
the centuries and millennia (this and the following are traced in Ekardt 2001;
generally also Harari 2013; Diamond 1999). Greek antiquity and Germanic thinking
were still generally more oriented towards cycles: Growth was not aspired to,
technical progress hardly got underway, work and nature conservation were
considered only moderately desirable, and freedom did not play an important role.
With the medieval monastic movement – a kind of starting point of economic and
technical dynamics, which for example also influenced Ockham – and especially
with the Reformation, this changed successively.
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Incidentally, pronouncing the influence of religious convictions does not mean
that religion as the basis of ethics is also normatively convincing. Many people
associate directly religion when they think of ethics. But religious morality is based
on assumptions that one believes but cannot know: the existence of god and the
recognisability of his rules for humans (see in detail: Chap. 3.1 and Ekardt 2016a, §
3 B.). Religion as a combined authority on all issues to do with good life, faith,
morality and knowledge of facts: This “historically normal case” gets more and
more reduced to perspectives for a good life and religious faith, in which science
(normative or descriptive) cannot challenge the field.
All in all, the cultural backgrounds of modern sustainability-damaging values
can be traced back far into Western intellectual history – through insights into the
emergence of economic systems, modern technology and liberal democracy. Of
course, self-interest, concepts of normality and values are also culturally shaped in
personal relationships. For instance, regarding how much you expect from a
relationship. Rising expectations correspond strongly with social events. For
example, if the last war has taken place a long time ago, peace alliances such as the
EU suddenly become less popular, and nationalist demagogues are increasingly
gaining ground (Ekardt 2017b). As far as sustainability is concerned, this descriptive
analysis of values will take us to a normative question in Chap. 3: Can a different,
more sustainable legal and ethical interpretation of the core values of liberal
democracy be established? The answer will ultimately be yes.

2.6

 o Empirical Happiness Research, Cooperation
D
Research, and Criticism of Capitalism Change
Everything?

Many, however, want to go further and demand (a) a pronounced criticism of capitalism, or at least the statement that (b) modern life makes people unhappy and that
(c) it is fundamentally cooperative and altruistic. Therefore, the given analysis of
the conditions of social change should be supplemented and modified (Jensen and
Scheub 2015; Schulz and Bailey 2014; Scheidler 2015; cautious Muraca 2015 and
Easterlin 2005). In order to examine what has been said and because of the potential
motivational power of actual promises of happiness for the difficult change in technology and frugality (Chap. 1.3), this must now be investigated. The question of a
normatively correct happiness, however, is another issue; it will be shown later that
no objective answer to this is possible (Chap. 4.4). Likewise, the question of whether
humans should (!) be altruistic is only the subject of Chap. 3 on normativity.

Do Wealth and Capitalism Make Us Unhappy?
The public discussion about whether Western prosperity really makes someone
happy is a little strange. In industrialised countries only a small, relatively closed
circle of people is open to this topic, at least if one does not count purely verbal
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statements, but expects implementation in one’s own behaviour to a certain extent.
For that small group of people who may not always be aware of the degree of
divergence with almost all fellow human beings, it seems unquestionably established
that nothing better could happen to humanity than less orientation towards material
things (Paech 2012; Welzer 2013; Jensen and Scheub 2015; Schulz and Bailey
2014). Consumerism and an achievement-oriented society allegedly makes people
unhappy. Happier, however, are those who concentrate on ideals, spend a lot of time
with friends and family and possibly still live in a commune. In any case, material
prosperity allegedly cannot make one happy. If that is true, a turnaround in energy
and climate and a change in sustainability in general, also using frugality strategies,
is actually a programme of happiness. If this were true, one had reason to wonder
why there is no large majority massively in favour of this programme.
In real life, on the other hand, the vast majority of the inhabitants of Western
industrialised countries and the upper class of the emerging countries follow the
motto: more material prosperity and consumption. Even if many people do not talk
that way, the real purchase of products and services points in this direction. You
often do not even notice it – because everyone around you also has a large apartment,
a lot of entertainment electronics, a state-of-the-art car and regular long-distance
travel. In all this, it must be taken into account that surveys in particular often do not
convey a very reliable picture (Chap. 1.7), especially since cultural factors influence
the way people perceive and describe themselves, particularly in terms of happiness –
and since occidental concepts of happiness have been oscillating more or less
diffusely between an unease to live in the modern age and an enthusiastic reaching
for the stars. Nevertheless, some statements can be made with high plausibility:
• First, we should define what we are talking about when using the term happiness.
It is understood here as the overall satisfaction with one’s own life. So, it is not
about the spontaneous good mood today, and it is not about whether you are
more of a jolly person or not; the latter is seemingly innate and has little to do
with overall satisfaction right from the start (see in detail Deaton 2013).
• Happiness in the sense of satisfaction depends according to all empirical findings
on the two relations “what do I want versus what do I have” (although these
expectations are higher today than before) and “what do I have in relation to the
others in my surroundings” (Deaton 2013; Muraca 2015; Frey and Frey Marti
2010; see also Esch 2014). Taking this into account, there is no need to argue
about whether wealth makes people happy or whether comparatively poor people
in developing countries can be as happy as richer Westerners are – both can be
true. On the one hand, one likes to measure oneself against one’s surroundings
and can therefore, as long as there is no existential need, be equally satisfied with
very different levels of material wealth, as long as it is more or less in line with
what others in sight have. On the other hand, it is also very human to be happy to
be better off than others; consequently, increasing prosperity and increasing
happiness (albeit with a flattening curve) are quite correlated (see in detail on all
the statistical data Deaton 2013). Again, it is not the absolute wealth alone that is
decisive, but whether the own situation is good compared to other people’s. Also,
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declining from a lifestyle that has become a habit and a concept of normality is
to be avoided at any cost (Deaton 2013, pp. 23 et seq.; Frey and Frey Marti 2010,
pp. 47 et seq.; ambiguities arise since statistical correlations do not reveal
everything; e.g. does income lead to more happiness or does happiness with a
higher probability lead to more income?). Ultimately, this quest for visibility is
also rooted in an emotional desire for recognition. Likewise, more money simply
also means (statistically) greater chance of leading a long life in health, a good
education for the children, increased personal independence, etc., which is
desired particularly but not only in Western cultures (Deaton 2013; Fücks 2013).
So, it cannot be said that growth and happiness coincide per se or fall apart per
se. It therefore makes sense to try to measure well-being more complexly than by
simply referring to economic growth (see, for example, OECD 2015; Stiglitz
et al. 2009; Enquête Commission 2013; Jakob and Edenhofer 2014).
• Insisting that a frugal world with less work and more time for friends, family and
hobbies would make everyone happier per se is too easy as it runs contrary to this
differentiated finding above explained. While it might be true for some or many,
it is hardly true for all. You can imagine to have more time for the family, but you
quickly overlook the ambivalences and the by no means inevitable pleasure from
it, as long as it is a theoretical situation. It is also known (Chaps. 1.7, 2.2 and 2.4)
that attitudes and behaviour often show big discrepancies – and that people’s real
preferences become much clearer when one considers their behaviour instead of
their statements. The objection that preferences are “distorted today” is hardly
convincing in this respect, as becomes clear in the second part of this section.
The assertion that people are increasingly exposed to diseases such as burnout
due to increasing pressure, which is then attributed to globalised capitalism, and
thus people are clearly unhappier than just stated (Paech 2012), is on closer
inspection doubtful at the least. This is not only because people are assumed to
not know at all (in their everyday behaviour, e.g. buying a lot etc.) what could
make them happy. In addition, burnout as diagnosis can also be challenged as a
supposedly clear clinical picture (detailed Hasler 2012). Furthermore, there are
aspects of self-interest that may explain the exponentially increasing quantities
of psychotropic drugs just as well or even better than the allegedly too strict
globalisation. It is not only about career-oriented scientists and some sensationalist
media. Rather, the real and alleged findings about the brain also serve to facilitate
the mass sale of new psychotropic drugs. For if every variety of depression is
interpreted as a novel disease, such as burnout or anxiety disorder, which is then
attributed to a certain brain structure in conjunction with the neurosciences
(Chap. 2.3), then the path to marketing diversified drugs developed just for this
purpose is mapped out. Many pharmaceutical companies administer very lucrative research contracts for this purpose. These analyses do not rule out that the
modern accelerated and the increasingly flexible world does not in fact clearly
challenge a frequent human desire for stability (Sennett 2006; Fromm 1996).
• For human happiness in the turnaround in energy and climate change this means:
Frugality is ecologically necessary (Chap. 1.3) but is not per se a programme of
happiness for everyone. But if all of us adjust together, a material decline would
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not necessarily be unpleasant for people in the industrialised countries, provided
it affects everyone and does not occur as an abrupt loss, as has been the case in
the euro-crisis countries since 2010. Maybe then at least many people could
experience the desirable aspects of clearing out and deceleration (Schneidewind
and Zahrnt 2013). In view of the many obstacles (Chap. 2.4), however, it could
become quite difficult to actually initiate such a process (more specifically Chap.
2.7). Yet there are several new aspects in the future that should reinforce the
positive effects of a change in sustainability: While some previous burnout
findings may be doubtful, it must be borne in mind that globalisation and, with
it, the “constraints” of global competition are likely to become ever greater
(Chap. 4.11). This potentially causes an increasing “colonisation” of the formerly “private” living environment through work and economic aspects (classically Habermas 1981). That humans as finite beings can follow an infinite spiral
upwards of performance requirements is doubtful despite all the ambivalences
therein (Chap. 1.4). Another aspect influencing happiness in the foreseeable
future is likely to be even more drastic: conflicts over dwindling resources, natural disasters and similar consequences of climate change.
The descriptive findings on sustainability, transformation and happiness thus
remain more differentiated and have not yet changed the results (for criticism of a
normative ideal of happiness, see Chap. 3.4).

 ack to Marx: Overestimated Criticism of Capitalism – Are Human
B
Beings Really “Cooperative” and “Altruistic”, and What Would This
Mean?
Closely interwoven with the focus of happiness, however, is the anthropological
counterthesis to the motivational analysis developed above that humankind is
actually much more cooperative; this is predominantly associated with directly
advancing criticsm of capitalism (Klein 2014; Jensen and Scheub 2015; Fromm
1996; Hosang et al. 2005; cautious Muraca 2015). Allegedly, people only become
selfish because of capitalism. If this were only finally acknowledged, people would
be happier being essentially cooperative and altruistic instead of selfish and the
social circumstances would liberate us from competitive pressure. Certainly,
economic cooperation research is somewhat very fixated to its game-theoretical
basis, homo oeconomicus and the considerations of the self-interested players in
cooperation (for example MacKay et al. 2015; Buchholz et al. 2014). However, it
has already become clear that this is one-sided and also too experimental (Chaps.
1.7 and 2.3). Nevertheless, it remains true that self-interest and altruism coexist in
humans:
• People do not cooperate all the time. This alone speaks against interpreting
human self-interest as a consequence of a capitalist cultural framework without
any influence of biological aspects. The enthusiasm of people for sports
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competitions, where competing groups such as football teams compete against
each other with universal enthusiasm, is also plausible due to the sociobiologically
diagnosed tendency to group egoism (Wilson 2012; Nowak and Highfield 2013;
Tomasello 2017; Dawkins 1976; Thornhill and Palmer 2000). Apparently
contradictory findings by Elinor Ostrom (1990) refer to small, demarcated
problems and small communities that facilitate joint decision-making, mutual
control, trust, willingness to cooperate and unbureaucratic conflict solutions
(Nowak and Highfield 2013). However, this is no longer possible with highly
aggregated decisions. Moreover, we will see (in Chap. 3.6) that a high number of
participants combined with numerous solution options, as they inevitably arise
with regard to global problems, undermine any “simple” compromise from the
outset.
• Even when people actually cooperate, pure altruism is often unlikely. It can also
be shown experimentally that altruistic cooperation occurs primarily when it
promises emotional identity (Diekmann 2009; Irrgang 2001). Rather, cooperation
largely relies on direct or indirect reciprocity (via compensation or reputation),
on sacrificing oneself for a then generally more successful group (even in a
harmless form such as sports competitions), or on favouring relatives (these
differentiations are often neglected in economic research – see for example
Buchholz et al. 2014; very clearly Irrgang 2001). At best, cooperative actions
mix selfish and altruistic tendencies. These findings from sociobiology (see
Chap. 2.1 and Wilson 2012; Blackburn 1998; Gommer 2014; Wilson 2014;
Nowak and Highfield 2013) based on a broad observation of human and animal
behaviour, which also fit solely to the evolutionary origin of humans from competitive constellations, also explain that cooperation works especially in small
groups such as families. But cooperation does not work very well if the climate
is to be saved worldwide. Then real altruism would be in demand (even if only
partially). And here, it is obviously anything but easy. In short: In the history of
evolution over the millenia, people have learned to divide things within small
groups because food could not be stored and because they were unable to survive
individually – but sustainability requires much more. And even in the Stone Age,
fictitious fairness may have already offered selection advantages compared to
real fairness; it is therefore no coincidence that those tendencies can still be
found in human behaviour today. Purely in their verbal explanations, people can
distance themselves sometimes quite well from their biological heritage. In real
behaviour, however, only very few people make it – a climate-friendly rhetoric is
easier than doing without holiday flights and meat.
• Historical findings support this. It is true (Chap. 2.5) that modern capitalism
entangled with democracy, human rights, legal forms, etc. still shapes human
behaviour such as self-interest, concepts of normality and values as important
factors among others (!). However, a society containing self-interest, large
income disparities, power relations, etc. already existed worldwide before
capitalism, i.e. precisely not dependent on capitalist culture (many examples are
provided by Scheidler 2015; Harari 2013). Experience in historical times, for
example with the Huns and Mongols and their orgies of robbery and violence,
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which are quite unique in human history, also underline that no sophisticated
system of private property and land appropriation or even capitalism is needed to
trigger abusive human behaviour. And even if life would have been more
cooperative under imaginary Stone Age conditions, this was due to the fact that
things simply could not have been different under Stone Age conditions and this
is precisely why human cooperation as well as language and culture emerged
(closer Tomasello 2017; Wilson 2012; Harari 2013). Furthermore, it remains
questionable whether a return to that world is desirable or not, especially with the
expectable extent of social control at tha time. Last but not least, Stone Age
conditions can no longer be meaningfully reconstructed today.
• Ultimately, today’s level of prosperity evolved also due to competition for the
best solutions – and not only to cooperation (Nowak and Highfield 2013;
Tomasello 2017; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012). Focusing alone on the sometimes severe (especially sustainability) problems of capitalist economic activity
would appear one-sided, even if one were to focus solely on developing countries, for example. Maybe “capitalism” has often not contributed to the promotion of altruistic tendencies. However, modern capitalism is also the cause of the
modern welfare state and the overcoming of mass poverty, infant mortality, etc.
in Europe and North America (and major parts of East Asia and South America).
Capitalism, and state socialism, on the other hand, primarily have environmental damage in common, but not prosperity. Consequently, the competitive world
is not driven solely by large companies. We are all closely intertwined with the
world of growth through jobs, consumerism or pension funds that own companies through share packages (Chaps. 2.1 and 4.2). The error of opposing views
on this lies along the lines of the idea that the various grievances in real socialist
states are to some extent solely due to a continuing “false consciousness” and
not also to human nature. In this respect, it is hardly surprising that the path to
a “new kind of human being” led Marx, or even more so Stalin, Mao and the
Khmer Rouge, through a “dictatorship of the proletariat” and the Gulag (overlooked by Fromm in 1996; correct in Steinberg 2013, pp. 129 et seq.; see also
on some problems of real socialist economies Acemoglu and Robinson 2012:
elites and losers in extractive economies prevent change; bonus systems in
socialism are not as effective as free competition; elite struggle; council democracy as an arrangement that is not equally stable and safeguards freedom as
representative democracy with balance of powers – on this in Chap. 3.5).
Given Hegel-Marx’s dialectical methodology, it is hardly surprising that an
empirically unconvincing anthropology is offered by Marxist-inspired voices,
which ultimately identifies supposed historical laws similar to those of science in a
fundamentally unclear way and thus sometimes massively distorts the history of the
world. Simple truths may appeal to many, but they only make a limited contribution
to finding knowledge (see in detail Ekardt 2017b). It is discussed later that the
normative side of Marxist approaches (camouflaged as the supposed recognition of
irrefutable historical laws) is not convincing either (Chap. 3.1). Combining Marxism
with constructivist ideas (criticised in detail with regard to its logical
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inconsistencies in Chap. 1.6) – as it is done very often in humanities today – would
make things even worse.
All this is a critique of a behavioural approach that expects too much from happiness research and criticism of capitalism, however relevant both can be. Despite
this criticism, the findings obtained in Chap. 2 remain valid. Nevertheless, it has
already become clear (in Chap. 1.4) that a serious change regarding energy and
climate could herald the end of the growth society, which would also be the end of
capitalism in its present form. The challenge will be to constructively shape the,
sometimes far-reaching, consequences (Chap. 1.4). In all this, concepts such as
market, capitalism and globalisation should not simply be equated. And the
attribution of all sustainability challenges to the entrepreneurs, who ensured the
exploitation and alienation of the imaginary masses, is not very convincing due to
its one-sidedness (Chap. 2.1). Questions should be considered separately as to
whether modern capitalism requires stronger regulatory containment (Chaps. 2.7
and 4.2) and how competition and free trade (Chaps. 4.2 and 4.11) should be
regarded as a means of achieving sustainability goals.

2.7

 olitics, Corporations, Citizens, Interest Groups
P
and Other Stakeholders: How Change Is Possible
in a Ping-Pong – Not in a Chicken-and-Egg Game

Until now, it has become clear that change in general and especially the transformation towards sustainability is difficult. Sustainability brings together the different
behavioural factors in an unfavourable way, just like in the burning glass. But how
can change be initiated constructively? And which motivating factors can be taken
up and how – and where will efforts for change per se be hopeless? As has already
been stated (in Chap. 2.1), change, because of the interdependencies, always presupposes an interplay of different actors – such as politics, companies, lobbyists, the
media and all of us. This section is about to what extent one can or cannot transform
individual motivational factors. Generally speaking, things can change fundamentally; socialisation is an ongoing process. Which concrete individual actions (e.g.
which political measures) the actors would have to take, will be dealt with in detail
later (Chap. 4).
As we will see in the following, one can draw conclusions from the findings on
the behavioural factors analysed in this book as to whether and how certain points
can be addressed. But in an unprecedented situation such as the existential challenge
of global environmental challenges, one cannot expect anyone to be able to precisely
trace what works and what does not, for example, on the basis of historical examples
or practical experience. The necessary measures, such as a full phase-out of fossil
fuels within a few years, are so extraordinary that they simply did not yet exist. This
is often overlooked when someone calls for “best practice examples in other
countries” or the like. These examples simply do not exist for really radical actions
(for overarching perspectives Ekardt 2016a; Baumeister and Tierney 2011; Kristof
2010). However, as already mentioned, concrete measures will be addressed a little
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later anyway (Chap. 4). Now it is a question of how the motivational factors of a
large number of players can be set in motion.

 he Easy Part: Knowledge, Self-Interest, Values, Path
T
Dependencies
(1) The first behavioural factor to analyse regarding its potential to be activated for
change is knowledge. Certainly, knowledge is an important part of change. If I do
not know that smoking is carcinogenic, I will see no reason to quit smoking. Social
change also involves new knowledge, including new technologies, including the
topic of sustainability. Moreover, like all of the following points, the expansion of
knowledge is only possible in an interplay between different actors. Policymakers
must lay down rules for greater transparency, and citizens and businesses must urge
policymakers, for example, to set a framework for better information and support
for promising research. But as I said: knowledge is not the only and not the most
important point (Chap. 2.2).
(2) Furthermore, as sustainability problems such as climate change are problems
of collective goods – as well as of path dependencies – they require political-legal
and thus generally binding rules. This is necessary so individuals do not have to
adjust according to their own appreciation and have the impression, for example,
that their own actions fail in the absence of the participation of other people. Instead,
people will proceed cooperatively in the sense of reciprocity. As we will see, it is
conceivable that fossil fuels will gradually become scarcer and thus more expensive.
This also reflects the bourgeois and entrepreneurial self-interest that reacts to prices.
Through political and legal regulations, path dependencies can be minimised or
overcome. For example, if new permits for coal-fired power plants or for energy-
inefficient houses are prohibited, long-term specifications for these technologies are
avoided. Likewise, changing institutions such as administrative structures can help
to establish a new way of thinking. Nota bene: Here, as elsewhere, someone has to
fight for such political rules.
(3) The fact that clear guidelines including clear sanctions help directly marks
the next point: the reconsideration of previous self-interest calculations. It is already
historically obvious that self-interest calculations are human but can be strengthened
or weakened and thus change. Also, people can understand very different things as
personally useful for them, both in the course of their lives and in the course of
human history, depending on their cultural background. Certainly, many people,
companies and political actors, especially in fossil fuel companies and oil-producing
countries, are currently not very interested in better global climate protection, for
example. In the long term, however, sustainability is beneficial for almost everyone
and so is therefore a policy that, for example, gradually removes fossil fuels from
the market,. Policies like these would exactly steer the self-interest in a different
direction. It is not easy to implement such a policy at high speed because of the
interplay between the actors and the risk of getting voted out of office – although we
actually have no time to waste regarding climate change, for example.
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It is particularly helpful when there are also concrete advantages that can be seen
in the short term. It should be taken into account that people – even in the area of
their selfish calculations – do not pursue exclusively economic interests and
therefore a tendency to only discuss the profitability of sustainability measures (i.e.
whether it is possible to save money with energy-saving light bulbs or not) falls
short. Climate protection, for example, usually does not have a directly positive
effect. But if fossil fuels are pushed back in terms of climate policy, this promotes
health, for example through reduced air pollutants. Also, refugee numbers would be
reduced because the conflicts in the Middle East are significantly fuelled by our
hunger for oil. In addition, from a perspective of social distribution climate
protection can be interesting, because the impacts of climate change will hit the
socially weak hardest (in detail see Chap. 4.7). Clear political and legal guidelines
and thus the same standards for everyone are also most acceptable for companies, at
least if they take an international and cross-sectoral approach. Business and citizens
should also build political pressure in all these directions if they take themselves and
their own room for manoeuvre seriously (Welzer 2013; Gough 2017); and we can
all reflect on our own benefits and try to focus more strongly on the long term.
Politics does not exist independently of the other stakeholders. Without this political
pressure, there will be no other policy.
On the other hand, the hope expressed by some people (e.g. Klingholz 2014) that
the growing pressure of the crisis alone will change things for the better would be
overoptimistic. One should rather not hope for this, especially since there are only a
few obvious problems. Politicians, entrepreneurs, lobbyists and all of us must take
action ourselves.
(4) It is also possible and urgently necessary to intensify the debate about a
change in values or convictions in society and companies, parting with the belief in
growth and the dominance of nature and away from an understanding of freedom
that is primarily realised in a consumerist way, regardless of the consequences. By
combining factual knowledge and values, the need for ecologically-based measures
can be presented very convincingly – especially if the change is to be carried out
jointly by all (Linz 2012, pp. 102 f.; Heyen et al. 2013, p. 20). The good human
rights reasons for sustainability in particular are still being discussed in detail when
it comes to the normative aspects of sustainability (Chap. 3). The relevance of values for actual behaviour is, as we have seen (in Chap. 2.2), often overestimated. At
the same time, a normative vision is important not only in terms of values – but also
in order to be able to break through concepts of normality and emotionally
entrenched habits. Clear goals can have a significant impact; you notice that when
you want to change personally.
Even if they cannot be generalised normatively (Chap. 3.4), personal questions
of happiness are essential, too. A lot of potentials to increase happiness through
sustainability have already been mentioned above (when discussing self-interest as
well as in Chap. 2.6). However, the following point seems to be also important: Our
modern problem, which increases in a “post-religious” time, that one day we will
die and that we must give our lives a meaning, will neither be solved by consumerism
nor by a strict post-growth orientation. Ultimately, for sustainability perhaps a
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misunderstanding would have to be eliminated. This means that a misunderstanding
that stands at the beginning of the finalistic thinking of the Christian liberal tradition
and which may still block a comprehensive sustainability of our thoughts and
actions today: The history of the resurrection is mostly read as the promise of eternal
life in an end-time paradise to be sought. From this, adevastating economic-technical
vision consisting of eternal growth and progress, which is hoped to lead to material
states of paradise. But is the “conquest of death” in the Gospels perhaps rather based
on an inner fact? Perhaps the key message of the New Testament is rather: new life
arises from death. Not in the sense of a physical individual life for all eternity – but
as a reminder that life and death are indissolubly tied together and the most
psychologically difficult task of a human is not to run away from the definitive
finiteness of their existence. To turn to those ideas, however, does not seem to be
conducive to happiness for everyone (see our analysis on happiness research in
Chap. 2.6). How it is possible to make sense of life under meaningless (no longer so
much driven by existential problems and hardships) basic conditions obviously
exceeds the topic of this book (see also Harari 2013). In any case, turning to other
people or hoping for their immediate or later recognition does not answer the
question, but only shifts it to these other people. Quite meaningful could be an
objective normativity in questions of justice, which one cannot escape (Chap. 3.1 on
its existence). Conversely, in Buddhist tradition we could rely on consistently
enduring senselessness; this and the ethical path, by the way, are combined within
some Buddhist tradition strands in the so-called Bodhisatva ideal. A rather pragmatic
approach is to focus on knowledge of oneself and personal development as meaning
substitutes. To be able to learn, to be healthy, to have time, to develop. The sunshine,
the people, the seasons, the nature, the inner peace – all this may possibly give more
happiness than to compensate yourself for your own stressful life with more and
more new purchases (Jackson 2009; Paech 2012; Welzer 2013). That is one way of
looking at it. The reality in Western societies is, however, tendencies such as short-
term self-interest, slowly changing concepts of normality, convenience, denial,
human striving for more and for status symbols etc. Instead of receiving recognition
through the consumption of goods, it might deeply fulfill some people to grow
beyond themselves and to achieve what actually distinguishes humans from animals,
namely the ability to learn. Others, however, will not be convinced by that.

The Difficult Part: Emotions and Concepts of Normality
(5) Concepts of normality form another starting point for social change and transformation towards sustainability. These concepts change constantly anyway, albeit
slowly and rarely systematically. In principle, we all can question and revise them
every day. This applies equally to citizenship, business, politics and other stakeholders such as scientists, lobbyists, etc. Concepts of normality, however, do not follow
a master plan, and with the high inertia of such ideas one has a problem, especially
since they move in the rather unconscious or semi-conscious mental area. Therefore,
concepts of normality might be more important than values for our every-day
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behaviour, but more difficult to address. As already mentioned, the idea of normality is potentially influenced by the price of a good (such as oil). The idea, for example, that a television or a washing machine or a holiday flight to Malaysia is
characteristic of a “normal” household would hardly have been established if these
goods were very expensive.
Furthermore, in terms of concepts of normality, everyone can begin to question
even the previously unchallenged issues in their own life plan, at least with a certain
amount of effort. And more importantly: try other life practices, talk to others about
it, look for allies and be a role model for each other, do not let yourself be discouraged
by setbacks. Alliances such as environmental associations or grassroots initiatives,
which build up pressure, exemplify changed lifestyles and alternative economic
practices, develop positive visions (according to our values), but at the same time
also illustrate the possible catastrophic consequences of non-action. It is equally
important to lift the suppression of the creeping change from normalities to more
and more prosperity.
In addition, role models which are consistent in their actions play an important
part; this might be politicians, show stars, entrepreneurs or other publicly visible
persons (see also Stengel 2011). Many alleged role models, however, are rather
moderately suitable at a closer look. Nobel Peace Prize winner Al Gore, for example,
may have contributed a lot to the discussion about climate change with his film “An
Inconvenient Truth”. At the same time, flying constantly, living in a very large
house, not addressing the need for clear changes in behaviour and not stepping out
as a climate pioneer in his time as US Vice President enforces the current lifestyle
more than it does a sustainable one. So far, we are waiting in vain for a politician or
show star who says: “I eat vegetarian, do not fly on holiday, do not drive a car on a
daily basis, do not jump through the overheated apartment in winter in a T-shirt –
and I feel morally good and am perhaps even much happier than many others”.
There is a number of people who perform individual symbolic actions. However, a
broad-based change in technology and behaviour almost never occurs.
All this is also important because the creation of new concepts of normality
amounts to a denunciation of conformity with the personal social environment. This
is more successful, as we know from historical examples (for example from Nazi
resistance research) and from the human propensity to conform, if one experiences
support by others, to which, besides alliance partners, also role models belong
(Welzer 2013; Janis 1972). It is also helpful not only to clearly identify and address
political visions and measures, but also the obstacles (Heath and Heath 2013) – in
sustainability issues such as climate protection, this would be for example the
distribution of costs and solutions for regions previously dominated by fossil fuels.
Starting small and working towards new habits and identities, preferably with
reference to already existing practices, is of key importance (Heath and Heath
2013). It is important to consider normality concepts and self-interest calculations
in connection. If – as we have already seen – change promises health benefits, or
aesthetic and monetary rewards, this is also very helpful.
While better energy and climate policy depends on change in all of us in terms of
our concepts of normality, it can in turn shape this change (given that someone
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fights for such a policy). Learning processes, be it in the case of concepts of
normality or in the case of values that are rationally accessible in themselves,
certainly take time. As we have already said because of the interplay of the actors,
smooth transitions are most likely, which at the same time meets economic self-
interest calculations in the sense of planning security.
(6) A great challenge for all actors remains that much can be changed – but probably not the basic human feelings. Emotions in particular refer to biological foundations that may be transformed but can hardly be completely eliminated (Chap. 2.4).
Even new conceptions of normality cannot really be planned on the drawing board.
More than ever, it will be extremely difficult to put into perspective fundamental
human emotions such as our tendencies towards convenience, habit, denial, shortsightedness, or disinterest in problems of spatial-time complexity. After all, one can
partly (but not always and not completely) control and examine feelings in individual cases, and one can try to address aspects such as compassion (experimental
psychological findings offer Heath and Heath 2013, p. 285 and passim; Liedtke
2011, pp. 37 et seq.).
Other important starting points for action in terms of emotions are ultimately the
same as with concepts of normality. It will hardly be possible to change the fact that
people, for example, tend to repress climate change and do not find it spontaneously
important because of its complexity and supposed distance. But if you understand
exactly this problem, you can try to build your own bridges by looking for allies,
discussing with others, forging alliances, finding role models and trying other ways
of life and business in an individual setting. Politics can hardly counteract the
propensity to repression per se, but it can counteract if, for example, energy is
specifically made more expensive and the relevance of this factor becomes more
visible on a daily basis; it is also common from experiments that forcing active
decisions prevents repression processes (Engel and Kurschilgen 2015; Nowak and
Highfield 2013, pp. 292 et seq.). And as already said regarding values and even
regarding concepts of normality: one can try to address one’s feelings through a
positive vision or “history” that can cope with the supposed lures of consumer
society (Welzer 2013, pp. 146 et seq. and 248 et seq.; Heyen et al. 2013, p. 20). The
change to sustainability could have potential for happiness; and the joint struggle
for a better world as such can also be fun, strengthened for example by creative
forms of protest (and of a new lifestyle).
However, all this is not easy to realise, because mass consumption appeals far
more directly to various other human motives than moderation and its “successes”.
The fact that people can get into collective mass hysteria during wars or shoot each
other due to scapegoating does not mean that they automatically pursue much more
abstract and complex objectives like sustainability with the same verve. As I have
already said, the complexity of sustainability problems is much less in line with our
Stone Age emotions than the simple truths and solutions of some authoritarian
governments. It is also difficult, even for groups willing to change, that mechanisms
of self-censorship and a certain aversion to criticism occur, i.e. when a group
establishes a new orthodox internal world (Kristof 2010), which rather offers no
connectivity for a major common process of change. Parts of the post-growth
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movement and the Marxist critique of capitalism are examples of this. This can
partly be explained historically: Like any alternative movement – and Marxism too,
by the way – environmentalists and post-growth fans are ultimately influenced by
the controversial patterns of the various Protestant groups in the early modern era
(on the history of Protestantism see MacCulloch 2004; Weber 2010; Ekardt 2001;
Jellinek 1996). They sometimes found the dispute over pure doctrine more important than fighting together against the Catholic Church and aristocracy. This was
brilliantly caricatured in the film “The Life of Brian” by Monty Python in the wild
1970s, in which the revolutionary splinter groups of the Judean People’s Front and
the People’s Front of Judea are inconsolably in a clinch.
If all steps outlined have not yet been implemented enough, it is also because it
is still not enough for me as an individual to take this or that step. Many others have
to do the same, which is much more difficult than if only I personally wanted to
change my means of transport, my heating behaviour and my diet. In addition, politicians, entrepreneurs, citizens, representatives of associations and other parties
involved are linked in vicious circles that block each other. Of course, it is true that
all this is not easy to solve; and this is precisely why others focus more on the more
easily accessible points such as connectedness to nature, restructuring institutions
or knowledge (Abson et al. 2017; Klaniecki et al. 2018). According to what we have
said about the limited effect of these factors (despite all their relevance; see Chaps.
2.2, 2.5 and 3.5), however, this will not achieve the far-reaching objectives of the
Paris Agreement, for example. Whether such a limited but feasible strategy makes
more sense than an ambitious and more visionary one (as I pursue it) is an open
question. Ultimately, in practice both are usually necessary.
As mentioned earlier, everything that has been said does not only apply to sustainability issues or even political issues in general. Also, if I want to change my
daily life in any other way, I have to actively tackle path dependencies, make new
self-benefit calculations, outwit my concepts of normality with the approaches mentioned, and so on. In any case, there is no need to separately mention factors such as
(according to Heyen et al. 2013) changed markets, new technologies or changed
infrastructures as separate factors of change. These points are subsumed in the categories of knowledge, of concepts of normality and of changed self-interest calculations, for they do not exist as entities independent of human beings. Also, theories
about different stages in which reception, thoughts and behaviour supposedly follow one another are unnecessary. For these stages are likely to differ in every situation and for every person.
All in all, here is what is new about the author’s theses (in Chap. 2): They offer
(based on triangulation of methods) a complex behavioural approach of how human
motivation and individual and social change function without the constraints of
economic, sociobiological, sociological, etc. approaches – without exaggerating
the limited effectiveness of factual knowledge and values. And all this is offered
without relying too much on experiments and surveys.
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Repetition Questions

1. If social change – as with sustainability – does not make sufficient progress, is it caused by politicians, citizens (or consumers), entrepreneurs,
scientists or other actors? (Chap. 2.1)
2. Is “individual versus structure” or micro versus macro a meaningful distinction in research on behaviour and societies? (Chap. 2.1)
3. What are the essential factors of human motivation? (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.4)
4. To what extent is the influence of knowledge and values on actual human
behaviour overestimated? (Chap. 2.2)
5. What is meant by the “cultural” and the “biological” side of human behaviour, and why is the denial of one of the two factors unconvincing, as, for
example, done in the dispute over sociobiology? (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.5)
6. To what extent is the term capitalism often misunderstood, and why does
criticism of capitalism often proceed from false premises? (Chaps. 2.6,
1.4 and 4.2)
7. To what extent is happiness research overestimated in its significance for
sustainability, and why is it nevertheless important? (Chap. 2.6)
8. What misunderstandings are there about the concept of cooperation, and
what role do different forms of cooperation play in human interaction?
(Chap. 2.6)
9. To what extent is the Marxist contribution to both descriptive and normative social research partly problematic? (Chaps. 2.6 and 3.1)
10. How can a ping-pong of social change towards sustainability between different actors and related to different behavioural factors work, and to what
extent should chicken-and-egg games be avoided? (Chaps. 2.7 and 4.2)
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Ethics and Law of Sustainability –
Especially of Freedom, Human Rights,
Democracy, and Balancing
in a Reinterpreted Perspective

Abstract

Non-sustainable societies can therefore be explained descriptively, but can sustainability be justified as a normative goal? The factual influence of values on our
behaviour is limited. But when we ask what is normatively right, talking about
values is the crucial level. Sustainability, in the sense of intertemporally and
globally tenable ways of life and production, is a normative requirement. In order
to justify this ethically and legally, a new foundation of universal justice is necessary. Common ethical approaches, which are intended to show the possibility of
objective normative statements, prove to be not very convincing on closer inspection. The present theory of universal justice explores the limits of normative
rationality and demonstrates that there is considerable scope for balancing without rendering normative questions purely subjective. Furthermore, the area of
good living proves to be rationally intangible.
The variant of universal justice developed here as the basis of ethics and law and
thus also the concretisation of sustainability is a heterodox discourse ethics. It is
designed as the basis of a revised ethical and right-interpretive conception of liberal
democracy with human rights and separation of powers at the national, European
and international level. In particular, the argument that there is no alternative and an
elenctic argument justify (a) the possibility of reason in questions of about what is
supposed to be and (b) human dignity, i.e. the respect for the autonomy of the individual, and impartiality as (the only) universal principles of justice that logically
cannot be denied without self-contradiction. This proves right not only in discourse,
but also in practice and also vis-à-vis merely hypothetical discourse partners, i.e.
vis-à-vis all human beings. These principles provide the basis for a comprehensive
universal right to liberty, which is not limited to certain areas of life, to a democracy
with separation of powers, and to a duty to guarantee all this legally.
This entire approach, centred around the liberal-democratic basic principles
of reason, dignity, impartiality and freedom (and democracy with separation of
powers), which in their (still unclear) connection appear for the first time with
Kant, can be read as crucial modification of classical discourse ethics. In con© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
F. Ekardt (ed.), Sustainability, Environmental Humanities: Transformation,
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trast, contextualistic, metaphysical and skeptic (including empiricist, e.g. utilitarian and cost-benefit-analytical) approaches which compete with a
liberal-democratic universalism of discourse-ethical character prove to be unconvincing. This also applies to other versions of liberal-democratic theory such as
those of Rawls or Sen. In order to determine concrete sustainability contents, an
interpretation of the concept of sustainability itself or of topoi such as a legal
“state objective for environmental protection” is not very promising, because it
remains too vague. Rather, a new ethical and legal interpretation of human rights
in the sense of overcoming a primarily economy-oriented understanding of freedom makes sense. This provides an ethically and legally stable basis for sustainability while at the same time overcoming the incompleteness of liberal-democratic
philosophies. All statements on justice are statements on the social level. Ethical
obligations of the individual that go beyond the obligation to bring about a just –
including sustainable – social order are difficult to imagine inter alia due to a lack
of concreteness under the auspices of sustainability problems as quantity problems. This is one of the reasons why human rights are always conveyed through
public authority, even if their origin lies in the relationship between individuals.
In general, human rights prove to be rights to freedom and to the elementary
preconditions of freedom. A distinction of negative and positive freedom does
not work. The ethical and legal interpretation that human rights only protect
selected, supposedly particularly valuable freedom activities, is equally unconvincing. The humandignity principle (understood as the required respect for the
autonomy of the individual, i.e. the principle of self-determination) and the
impartiality principle understood as the required independence from specific perspectives) are not fundamental rights, nor are they intended to say anything at all
about a concrete ethical or legal individual case. Rather, they are the basis for
justifying and interpreting freedom and thus also for a sustainability-oriented
reinterpretation of freedom, of the rules of balancing, and of democratic institutions. All this and more applies to liberal-democratic nation states, to the EU and
also to international institutions and organisations – also based on a further
developed figure of general principles of international law.
Ethically and legally (also on a transnational level), as normative essence of
sustainability, there is a right to the elementary preconditions of freedom. This
means conditions such as life, health, subsistence level in the form of food, water,
security, climate stability, elementary education, absence of war and civil war,
etc. The protection of other freedom-promoting conditions, on the other hand,
has no ethical or legal human-rights status, but nevertheless deserves recognition, albeit not the duty of the public authorities to act. This is where sustainability concerns are located if they are not elementary to freedom. – The possible
alternative to the existing concept of freedom, which would be an ethics of capabilities or need, is rejected due to a number of logical and legal issues, problems
of application, and illiberal tendencies.
The freedom outlined in this way, including its elementary preconditions,
deserves legal and ethical protection also intertemporally and globally, and thus
leads to a human-rights-based theory of sustainability. In particular, arguments
for this intertemporal and global extension can be formulated under aspects of
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potentiality and freedom protection where freedom is endangered.
Counterarguments against an intertemporal-global protection of fundamental
rights such as the future-individual paradox or the reference to unknown preferences of future generations are ultimately not convincing. The precautionary
principle can be classified as a sub-aspect of human rights; it reflects their protection even in uncertain, long-term and multi-causal risk situations. Furthermore,
freedom also contains protection by the state, not only defense against the state.
These insights are not rendered irrelevant by certain widespread objections to
such a multipolar understanding of freedom (e.g. in relation to democracy and
the separation of powers). The classical distinctions of action and omission and
also deontology versus consequentialism thus latently lose their object. Only in
view of all of these steps it is possible to interpret human rights in a manner
which includes the protection against climate change, dwindling resources, etc.
and thus concrete normative sustainability criteria become conceivable.
Environmental-ethical pathocentrism or eco-centrism can make no additional
contribution to the normative theory of sustainability issues, since these approaches
prove to be untenable at closer inspection. Nevertheless, environmental protection
has a comprehensive ethical and legal justification. In general, freedom is limited
only by freedom and the preconditions of freedom of other people, not by any
form of common good or the like, which should rather be rejected as a concept.
Questions of the good life elude regulation, which is why the ethical and legal
justification of sustainability measures does not refer to the subsequent possibly
greater happiness of those whose freedom is restricted. Discourses on frugality
and nudging, for example, are often based on false assumptions in this respect.
Main issues of the welfare state can be identified as sustainability phenomena,
taking the threat of climate change into account, although the possibility of objectively answering distributional questions is often overestimated.
Ethical and legal decisions can only be understood as a balancing situation
(between various freedoms, elementary preconditions of freedom, further freedom promoting conditions and everything that can be derived from all of the
above). Any sustainability decision is thus marked by normative and factual
uncertainties (which is usually overlooked). Concrete problems such as “strong
versus weak sustainability” or the relevance of a specific argument can only be
meaningfully resolved within this theoretical framework.
The ethical and legal theory of sustainability is also developed as a transformed theory of democracy and of balance of powers. The main victims of
today’s unsustainability are not voters of today’s parliaments and governments,
but future generations and people in other countries. Sustainability is thus in
conflict with democracy, to which it – on the other hand – has an affinity because
of the necessity of discourses and learning processes (which also rules out any
kind of ecodictatorship).
Institutional innovations compared to the existence of democracies based on
separation of powers are only indicated to a limited extent in the context of sustainability. The most important point is to establish liberal-democratic institutions on an
international level in addition to the national sphere. The right balancing rules,
which are the very basis for normative sustainability statements, can be obtained
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through a legal and ethical balancing theory, which goes beyond traditional legal
and ethical approaches and sociological risk theory. These balancing rules outline
the scope normatively rational statements which are possible to make e.g. on sustainability and which are based on liberal-democratic principles. Rules of procedure
and fact-finding rules can also be derived, as can a new human-rights understanding
of the precautionary principle in law and ethics. There are also rules for taking new
findings in valuations and facts into account. In the interplay of the powers (nationally and transnationally), the violation of balancing rules leads to an obligation to
make a new decision in compliance with the previously violated rule – and thus
ultimately to an obligation to (significantly) more sustainability. Violated rules in
terms of sustainability concern e.g. the factual basis of climate policy to date and the
polluter pays principle. The most important rule for the context of sustainability is
the prohibition to ruin the basis of balancing as such by depriving its physical foundations. In spite of all remaining leeway, this already carries a human rights obligation similar to the extent of the temperature limit in Article 2 para. 1 PA. A partly
similar statement can be made for other resource and sink challenges, but not for all
of them. If using further balancing rules such as the polluter pays principle and
economic capacity, it is also possible to give some indications as to how the efforts
and costs of mitigation and adaptation should be distributed globally.
All this is also meant as an alternative to the economic cost-benefit analysis,
which ultimately represents an empiricist ethics in disguise. It is not only based
on a (hidden) untenable normative basic theory and has unsolvable application
problems. It also finds itself in insoluble conflicts with a liberal-democratic legal
system that does not allocate rights according to solvency and does not primarily
organise votes as plebiscitary snapshots.
Keywords

Sustainability ethics · Sustainability law · Freedom · Human rights · Democracy
· Balancing · Normativity · Universalism · Postmodernism · Cost-benefit
analysis · Sustainable freedom · (Human) dignity · Preconditions of freedom ·
Capabilities · Individual ethics · Business ethics · Intertemporal justice · Justice
· Global justice · Multipolarity of freedom · Good life · Distributive justice ·
Ecocentric ethics · Sustainable institutions · Democratic system · Inevitability
of balancing · Eco-dictatorship · Decision-making · Economic freedom ·
Uncertainty · Risk · Non-egalitarianism · Discretion · Political majorities ·
Climate economics

3.1

 hy Normative Questions Can Be Rationally Decided –
W
Toward a New Universalism Beyond Philosophical
Classics, Postmodernism and Cost-Benefit Analysis

The lack of sustainability in essential respects of previous lifestyles and economic
practices, as well as the insufficient political and legal reaction to them (Chap. 1.2
and Chap. 4) can be explained descriptively in accordance with what has been said
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(Chap. 2). However, this in itself does not contain anything normative statement,
nor does the natural scientific and economic statement that there is climate change
and scarcity of resources. This would be a fallacy of is and ought (Chap. 1.6).
However, with the climate and resource problems, the central principle of liberal-
democratic societies is also endangered: freedom. Without breathable air, edible
food, drinkable water and a stable global climate – and without the absence of war
and civil war (including wars over the distribution of scarce resources such as food),
the freedom of development, opinion, assembly, property, etc. guaranteed by the
liberal democratic constitutions is of little use. On the other hand, the threat to livelihoods could provoke an ecodictatorial removal of freedom in the event of increasing
catastrophes, because fundamental changes in democracy are rarely radical or
quickly enforceable.
But before substantiating a sustainability ethics and along with a re-interpretation of the law including a temporally and spatially extended concept of freedom
and human rights, it must first be shown that a liberal (freedom-centered) doctrine
of justice should form the basis of coexistence. This is necessary to prove that any
threat against the elementary livelihoods, conditions of freedom, or the liberal-
democratic order would be an evil to be avoided. Chapter 3 is therefore devoted to
the ethics of sustainability and the constitution of sustainability, especially human
rights – beginning with a fundamental reinterpretation of its core concept: freedom.
Chapter 3 also deals with democracy, with the institutions of sustainability, with the
necessary balancing and how to deal with uncertainty. This is preceded, however, by
the question: Can normative questions be decided rationally? Here, as with the
concept of freedom and balancing, fundamentally new paths will have to be taken
in laying the foundations for normativity that are relevant far beyond the discourse
on sustainability.

Can Normative Questions Be Decided Rationally?
As mentioned earlier (Chap. 1.7), questions of fundamental sustainability goals are
both ethical and legal questions about how the essential provisions of liberal
democracies at national and transnational level are to be interpreted. This is
preceded, however, by the question of whether normative questions can be decided
with reasons at all. Can we really talk in an objective and rational way about
sustainability goals? Those who do not wish to follow this debate can limit
themselves to the debate about material sustainability ethics and sustainability
constitutional law (in nation state law, European law and international law) and
continue in Chap. 3.2. However, question about the extent to which sustainability
goals can be rational will clearly deepen the understanding of the later findings in
terms of content, as will be seen. After all, you can say much more about goals and
standards and how they have to be balanced than sustainability research usually
assumes.
If, however, we succeed in justifying the liberal-democratic human rights order
as such, instead of simply taking it for granted, this would strengthen the
argumentation by justifying its basic principles. And it would offer a clearer
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understanding of the nature of sustainability goals. At the same time, it would
establish a parallelism of law and ethics by identifying a certain ethics centred on
liberal democracy and human rights guarantees as correct. It would thus avoid the
huge conflicts of an ethics that is contradictory to law (Chap. 1.7). This is also made
possible by the fact that constitutions tend to regulate the fundamental questions of
normativity by establishing a few general principles rather than their detailed form,
as will be seen. The idea of formulating a supposedly “mere” minimal ethics is less
successful (some people intuitively tend to it, because of the difficult questions of
justifying objective norms in the pluralistic age). For even this minimal ethics would
have to be justified (and what is “minimal” in terms of content anyhow?), and this
too can come into conflict with the law. If, on the other hand, minimal ethics simply
duplicated the law “without justification”, it would not bring any added value.
The whole circle of questions is not trivial (although, for example, Popper 1945
simply presupposes open society as justified). Nevertheless, for a long time there
has been a zeitgeist that paradoxically acknowledges universal human rights but at
the same time is resolutely relativistically oriented. Often, the scope for consideration (see Chap. 3.6) is also confused with relativism. But ultimately, we have to
ask: can we criticise authoritarian or totalitarian regimes and their legal systems that
may have their origins in a “certain culture” or may even have a majority of the
population behind them (i.e. China, Russia)? Is it also possible to criticise nonsustainable behaviour in terms of sustainability as ethically wrong? Is not liberal
democracy itself challenged from within (Ekardt 2017; Bussemer 2011), in that its
cultural relativists and postmodernists deny not only universality, but justifiability at
all? If it is to be shown in the following that, despite all the uncertainties and scope
for balancing in individual cases, there is still something like objectivity (Chap. 1.6)
in normative questions, this will sound unfamiliar to some at a time when some
people reject any normative statement with the remark that one should please “not
patronise anyone” and “not be so moral”. This rejection will fail on closer inspection, as it makes the freedom of the inhabitants of Western countries absolutely
nonchalant towards the victims (people in countries affected by climate change and
future generations, for example) and declares normative questions an unobjectifiable matter of opinion. Objective norms will prove to be possible – even if there
remains room for balancing between different norms or principles (which, however,
can be limited despite all the vastness) – and questions of a good life do not permit
an objective answer, as we will see.
It may be confusing for many – besides overcoming a primarily individual and
corporate ethical perspective (see Chap. 3.2) – that, as previously mentioned,
descriptive anthropology and normative theory of justice are clearly separated in
this book. The “nature of humans” is not a separate subject of the theory of justice,
not even in the context of much-discussed human dignity (on dignity see Chap. 3.2).
The ethics or theory of justice to be developed here will therefore not follow the
widespread empiricism (or naturalism), which tries to reduce normative questions
to empirical questions (Albert 1993). Empiricism as an approach has already been
criticised above for its experimental methodology of behavioural research (Chap.
1.7); now the critical focus is on empiricist contributions to normative basic theory.
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In the examination of economic approaches, further arguments against such contributions will be developed in the following, beyond the distinction between is and
ought. With this distinction, the discourse known in philosophical circles under the
heading “externalists versus internalists” can also be avoided. This discourse is
about whether people follow normative principles because of the principles themselves or for other motives – but this debate is about empirical problems of implementing norms, without direct relevance for normative theory. The distinction
between is and ought also answers a question common among philosophers of
whether “moral facts” are sought with a normative theory. This is not the case.
Rather, it is completely unclear what moral facts would mean, if facts are empirically graspable as already demonstrated (in Chap. 1.6; briefly to these discourses
Ekardt 2016a).

 our Different Ethical Approaches, Misunderstandings
F
About Deontology and Consequences – And About “Liberalism”
The question in Chap. 3.1 is: Are there objectively founded standards, evaluations, or basic rules? And if this justification is not linked to restrictive conditions
such as a certain civilisation, are there even universal standards? Furthermore, if
that were the case, which core principles can then be derived? In the philosophy
of justice, at least since the early modern era, four basic approaches can be distinguished, each of which, however, indicates a considerable spectrum within which
there are manifold and often very bitter opposites. Here we call these four –
slightly stylised – basic approaches (a) contextualistic, (b) metaphysical, (c) liberal and (d) sceptical (similarly differentiating Alexy 1995). The approaches find
justice with reference to (a) origin and actual cultural context/ intuitions/ common
sense (also human rights would then only be valid as a cultural tradition); (b) on
otherworldly bodies such as God or eternal ideas; (c) on normative reason; (d) in
denying any justifiability of norm, simply “not at all” or in a way that completely
(!) reduces the normative question of justice in some way to empirical realities,
such as factual consumer preferences, power, or majorities. There are different
forms of the sceptical view. First, it is called positivist which is when it considers
normative principles possible and merely denies their justifiability, i.e. simply
takes any citizen and consumer preferences or majority decisions for granted.
Second, it is called postmodern if it considers not only norms but facts as a subjective construction yet not rationally founded. Third, sceptic view is called nihilistic
if any kind of norm (and not only as with the positivists and postmodernists their
justifiability) is rejected. Specific variants of positivism are economic-efficiency
theories such as cost-benefit analysis (Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Brent
2017; Nordhaus 2008; Pearce et al. 2006; Hanley and Barbier 2009; Hausman
2012) as well as the tradition of Hobbesian empiricism in general, including utilitarian approaches based on it (such as Bentham 1996; Birnbacher 1988; Lumer
2000; Singer 2009; Harsanyi 1978; Smart 1978).
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All these approaches very often occur in difficult combinations, for example in
Marxism, where elements of all four schools of thought are represented. By the
same token, in the talk of an “eternal natural law”, for example, a liberal and a
metaphysical approach are often combined. In various Anglo-Saxon approaches
calling themselves “liberal” (or sometimes also “egalitarian”), which strongly
influence the climate debate in particular, liberal elements are combined with positivist and possibly still contextualist elements, as in the case of John Rawls. In this
version, which is very widespread in ethics today, liberalism is given an empiricist
foundation. Liberalism in this context does not mean some form of neoliberalism
in that freedom is above all freedom of property and any regulatory intervention
should be avoided as much as possible (without clear-cut distinction Bailey 2007;
DuPuis and Gareau 2008; Bedall 2014; as central spokesman Friedman 1962).
It must be emphatically noted that these concepts (in the sense of the separation
of definition and content: Chap. 1.6) function merely as categories for structuring
and defining further considerations. This means that the further argumentation in no
way depends on whether one wants to differentiate philosophical approaches in a
different way and whether it is at all true that typologically no “other” approaches
exist than the four schools of thought mentioned. However, it is probably really true
that various approaches of different individuals or groups of authors (Hans Jonas,
Alan Gewirth, Michael Walzer, feminist theories, analytical philosophy, etc.) not
mentioned here can be classified in the given systematics – respectively that they are
subject to the same critical objections which will be raised against the basic
approaches a, b and d in the following.
Liberalism therefore does not mean focusing on economic freedom, free competition and free trade, even if this economically oriented liberalism often coopts the
term liberalism (rather, it is usually more of a variant of positivism, as we will see
later). In this book, liberalism simply refers to the doctrine which considers the
basic order to be just, which is well and possibly universally founded, i.e. corresponds to normative reason. This liberal (or Kantian) reason differs from other doctrines, which sometimes also call themselves reasonable, by their critical claim, i.e.
by their reflexivity: existing traditions are critically distanced and questioned for
justifying – hopefully universal – reasons (Nagel 1997; Habermas 1981). In this
sense, Plato, for example, rather embodies a metaphysical approach, although he
has essential rationalistic elements (albeit difficult to describe as “liberal” in the
literal sense) in his thinking. For Plato’s thinking is based on specific experiences of
evidence and forms of knowledge that are only available to a few chosen ones. With
these explanations, instead of the distinction presented above we could also
distinguish between Nietzean (= sceptical), Kantian (= liberal-rationalist),
Aristotelian (= contextualist and/ or metaphysical) and Hobbesian (= positivist)
approaches and thus name the distinction based on some philosophical classics
(Alexy 1995).
On the other hand, a separation of theories of justice that are oriented towards
deontology and duties on the one hand and towards consequences on the other hand,
would not appear to be helpful. Every ethics necessarily has some normative
principles for orientation and at the same time is always faced with the question,
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which rules should apply in case those principles collide, also with regard to the
expected consequences (this question does not arise only occasionally, but rather
constantly: Chap. 3.6). The attitude as such, without a sequence of actions, cannot
be normatively relevant, because there is simply no justification for it – the fact that
an attitude itself is irrelevant was already addressed in the “externalist versus internalist”. The main points of contention in this classic controversy also tend to focus
on individual ethics, for example the alleged excessive responsibility – and the
problem of who is responsible for what consequences in complex problems such as
climate change. However, this is based on a misunderstanding about the scope for
balancing different norms and the responsibilities of who must bring about justice
(Chaps. 3.6 and 3.5). Nobody has to “save the climate” alone. Consequently, there
is no room for platitudes such as that justice can only ever be partially realised or is
even an unattainable ideal.

 laws of Classical Liberalism: Rawls (and Kant) – And Flaws
F
of Contextualism
Philosophical liberals are of the opinion that such an order is universally and exclusively true. Their argument is usually based on human dignity and the principle of
impartiality. Dignity (equal respect) is used here as the necessary respect for the
individual as an autonomous being; impartiality (in spiritual succession and
clarification of Kant’s categorical imperative) shall be regarded as a principle of not
asserting special interests. Freedom and democracy – as well as the separation of
powers – should then be derived from these basic principles. For reasons of space,
it is not discussed here which attempts Kant originally made (and which ultimately
failed) to justify these derivations – from normative reason to dignity and impartiality
and from those principles to freedom and democracy (see Ekardt 2016a). In our
days, the same respect and impartiality are brought together in a memorable picture,
the “veil of ignorance”, by the most famous Kantian of the twentieth century, John
Rawls. In this hypothetical situation, called original position, equal decision makers
face each other under the condition that they do not know who they are in real life
(Rawls believes they would vote in favour of two norms: a right to freedom, without
balancing, but with a very narrow understanding of freedom – and for a slightly
blurred principle that every public decision has to benefit the weakest). This picture
illustrates the two basic principles but does not explain their existence. Furthermore,
it does not answer the follow-up question of the sceptic, who views justice as any
arbitrary subjective or social construction (or of the contextualist, who simply
assumes that the long-grown moral tradition of our culture, based on our de facto
intuitions, is right; Lübbe 1998; Taylor 1992; MacIntyre 1988; Walzer 1977, 1983):
why dignity and impartiality? This question is important because sceptical and
contextualist positions are increasingly dominating the arts sector, politics,
philosophy, political science, and jurisprudence – and they are characterised by the
fact that they deem judgments and questions of justice either not decidable at all
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(sceptics) or decidable only based on our respective non-universal “cultural values”
or “factual everyday moral intuitions” (contextualists).
Rawls (1971, 1992) himself realised the lack of justification in his two liberal
core principles of respect and impartiality. He therefore offers to those to whom
these principles do not appear self-evident as “justification” a reflective equilibrium:
This elicits, quasi empirically, our two main moral intuitions. As Rawls himself
observes “the hypothetical nature of the original position invites the question: why
should we take any interest in it, moral or otherwise? Recall the answer: the
conditions embodied in the description of this situation are ones that we do in fact
accept.” (Rawls 2003, p. 514). According to Rawls, respect and impartiality result
from our de facto recognition of those basic principles. Unlike real contextualists,
Rawls’ “minimum contextualism,” does not simply declare “all our everyday moral
intuitions” just. The influence of intuition in his theory is limited to the two
principles, which then are the basis for further deductions. Still this problem
prohibits Rawls from offering a truly universalistic theory since the “two principles”
are probably not factually recognised worldwide.
Moreover, Rawls fails on certain issues, which also contextualists or communitarians (or intuitionists) stumble upon (in detail for the following aspects Ekardt
2016a, 2019): (1) Why should certain “factual intuitions,” i.e., norms that are de
facto recognised, therefore be deemed right? (2) And whose intuitions are decisive:
those of the majority, those of the general public, or those of a two-thirds majority?
And if the majority: Why exactly the majority? (3) How can all this be applied without resulting in the is-and-ought problem (which arises where factual intuitions/
judgments are used to determine their validity)? (4) And how can deriving judgments from “our factual everyday intuitions” ever give solutions for new normative
problems such as the issues of intergenerational and global justice, which require
breaking up old traditions? One last point: (5) How does a contextualist handle the
problem, that his approach necessarily approves a deliberate totalitarian dictatorship of the majority? (Unless he first introduces a particular non-totalitarian moral
ideal. Then again, we would have to ask why just this ideal should be binding – this
can be expected to lead either into a dogmatic setting without justification or an
infinite regress).
All these problems also occur if a contextualistic approach states: “Right, is
exactly that basic order which complies with our moral sentiments.” At first, this
sounds interesting. Why would you bother to rationally explain, e.g., that National
Socialism was unjust, if we already have an “infallible feeling” that “a Nazi is a
swine”? But this is simply not enough. Otherwise I would just as well be right if I
happened to have an “infallible feeling” that “all Jews should be killed”. And what
are you going to do if you encounter a skinhead who actually has just this sentiment?
Relying only on feelings could not justify why the “nice” should somehow be right,
and the “evil” be wrong. Therefore, by definition, no universal standards of justice
could exist. Kant, unlike Rawls, searched for an answer to the question of justice,
which would be free from empirical assumptions (and universally applicable) in
order to avoid, inter alia, such critical, ultimately unsolvable objections: To Kant
precisely that basic order is just which arises from the normative practical reason.
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Unfortunately, he could not show convincingly why (a) dignity (respect) and
impartiality are “necessarily” implied in normative reason, and why (b) reason is
(even universally) inescapable.
Of course, one could deny that someone who makes a claim (such as Kant) bears
the burden of argument for this position – theoretically, one could impose this
burden of proof on the critic. The same applies to my own position described in the
following.
Like contextualist positions, an attempt to find justice on a basis of religion fails.
This is because a religious justice could only be helpful if the founding dogma of
religious theories was right: Right respectively just is precisely what God commands.
God’s existence, however, is neither provable nor refutable – and even if there were
evidence, there would be no method of how to determine his will with certainty.

Flaws of Scepticism
A sceptic to a theory of justice could object: “How true! All attempts of founding a
concept of just societies fail. Consequently, justice, and generally any judgment, is
always irrational and therefore purely subjective.” This is an enhanced version of
the ever more popular – conservative or left – position, which already the ancient
Sophists used against Plato. In this sense, sceptics assume that it is unthinkable to
justify norms of judgments. Sometimes this is has a utilitarian or Hobbesian shape,
where at least balancing of the de facto preferences of the citizens is considered
rationally feasible. Notabene, this also addresses the standard approach in
economics, which receives increasing attention in political debates. Therefore, these
ideas require further analysis.
However, sceptical approaches already stumble upon a core problem, which is
also an issue for contextualism (besides those frictions, which have already been
presented). First: A contextualist’s basic idea that all normative statements depend
on their cultural context is logically incongruent, since he necessarily uses that
which he denies as a background assumption. Because the statement itself, that
what is derived from a cultural context is per se right, cannot be meaningfully
understood as context dependent in the sense of: “We factually think that whatever
can be found factually is right.” For empirically this would be wrong since many
residents of the West, and of the entire world, factually do not make their judgments
based on a cultural context, but, e.g., on religion or liberal ideas. Anyone who states:
“Everything is based on context”, therefore means more likely to say that at least
this statement itself is independent of its context or any culture. In doing this,
however, the contextualist applies what he considers impossible with respect to
liberal ideas: He relies on a universal level, where people can gain insights, which
are cross-culturally true. Ergo he relies on reason. Thus, reason, which by no means
depends on the respective culture, is the ultimate and universal instance, which is
the starting point for discussions about justice (not the social context). The sceptic
is caught in the same dilemma: If his statement that everything is contingent, purely
subjective, and depends on the respective observer should be correct, this also
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applies to the statement itself. For, if any norm is only an unjustifiable, not further
rationalised “subjective construction,” obviously scepticism itself is only such a
subjective construction of the world. Then, however, it cannot rule out objectivity/
universality. On the other hand, if the sceptical thesis wants to claim its general
validity, it contradicts and thus cancels itself out – because then there are obviously
not only “subjective opinions” but also universally correct statements. Then,
however, the liberal conception, which considers issues of justice to be rationally
decidable, is not proved invalid.
This is also true if the sceptic calls judgments unjustifiable but at the same time
tries to justify the underlying judgment of this claim (e.g.: “Norms are unjustifiable
because there are obviously different systems of norms around the world.”). In other
words: The thesis “There are no justified judgments” is itself a statement on the
basis of normative judgments (not a statement of fact). In addition, there is another
self-contradiction: All persons who at least occasionally use reason in normative
questions in everyday life contradicts themselves if denying the possibility of
reason. And there may never have been a person who does not (at least) occasionally
make normative statements and justify them. Hence, reason is a basis for determining
issues of justice, which cannot be proved nonexistent. Even if we disregarded the
point that a sceptical idea (see e.g. Rorty 1989; Kelsen 2000; Krisch 2010;
Koskenniemi 2005) logically cancels itself out, it would still raise serious questions.
For it renders us susceptible to authoritarian and totalitarian doctrines which post-
modern thinkers (such as Foucault 2006 and Rorty 1989, but also Luhmann 1993
and Siemer 2006) reject, too. If ultimately everything is unjustifiable, why should
we defend freedom against fundamentalist attacks – or against constantly growing
restrictions of freedom in favour of “more security against terror”?

 hy Empiricist (Hobbesian or Utilitarian) Skepticism Does Not
W
Work Either
Empiricist preference theories, which are the common theories of justice among
economists and partly among sociologists and political scientists, already fail due to
this contradiction that proves normative reason inescapable. It is a mild version of a
liberal-positivist scepticism subsequent to Hobbes. The basic thesis is that an order
is just when it results solely from the (usually selfish) factual preferences of citizens
and (optimally) has them translated into clear monetary units. In any case, it is
important to note that these ideas are somehow built on a theory of action or
anthropology based on self-interest (homo oeconomicus), but still may be considered
strictly separate from such a theory. To put it bluntly, the difference can once again
be shown with the following simple formula: “People are in fact purely self-
interested” (= anthropology) – “and this is a good thing; and to yield to the purely
factual preferences of the people is the best basic order of society” (= theory of
justice, specifically the normative preference theory).
In any case, the preference or empiricist theory (including cost-benefit analysis:
Chap. 3.9) is itself an ethics. Economists often deny or at least forget about that
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(Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Brent 2017; Nordhaus 2008; Pearce et al. 2006;
Hanley and Barbier 2009; Hausman 2012). But when it comes to “optimal” or
“efficient” societies, this is just another word for what is right and just. For the
empiricist, “right” is that which corresponds to the actual preferences of the people –
which are summed up. And this basic approach is clearly a normative theory.
Any preference theorist per se does not consider the factual wishes of the people
to be subject to any criticism. The utilitarian then uses the highest possible sum of
the factual preferences of the citizens as a criterion of justice (“the greatest happiness
for the greatest number”; Bentham 1996; Birnbacher 1988; Harsanyi 1978; see also
Lumer 2000; Singer 2009). The cost-benefit analyst looks for the sum of the de
facto preferences of people, counted in terms of money. The Hobbesian looks at the
consensus of selfish people. And in political science majority theories, the relevant
preference is what the majority of citizens factually decides, possibly by means of a
specific procedure. However, it usually remains unclear how such a procedure is
based on rational theory. All this primarily uses instrumental (empirical) rationality,
while norms or judgments are declared irrational in their basic principles. After all,
preference theorists – unlike other sceptics – recognise a rational balancing between
those preferences (yet such balancing is not understood as a normative act but rather
as a quantified clearing of divergent preferences). Moreover, unlike real sceptics,
those theorists may consider the whole process as a kind of “justification”.
However, all preference theorists must fail due to several objections and questions that ultimately link to my criticism on contextualism and Rawls: (1) Why
should de facto preferences be right per se? Was the Third Reich “right” due to its
de facto approval of many citizens? Since even in this case it seems impossible to
give an answer, preference theories end in infinite regress, or they rely on a dogmatic setting – and thus are unjustified. (2) And whose preferences are decisive:
those of the majority, those of the general public, or of a two-thirds majority? And
if the majority: Why exactly the majority? And is it the sum or the average of preferences? In any case, a mathematical calculation or quantification of all preferences is
not reasonably possible, for instance because they very often do not have a market
value. We will discuss this (ultimate) problem of application of empiricist approaches
when we evaluate cost-benefit analysis (in Chap. 3.9). (3) A preference theory is not
only powerless regarding dictatorship, but also when faced with new challenges
(e.g., in terms of intergenerational and global justice) and new guidelines are
seemingly too uncomfortable, unfamiliar, or too expensive. (4) Furthermore, an
inference from preferences to their normative validity encounters the problem of is
and ought. (5) But most of all, the thesis underlying the orientation toward empirical
preferences (or “needs”) that there is no normative rationality or no justified goals,
cancels itself out by means of a performative self-contradiction, as was demonstrated with respect to sceptical theories.
Despite all these faults, I share the basic intention of many empiricists that every
person has a right to their own, autonomous pursuit of happiness, which no religion,
no cultural tradition, no authority, etc., may bar. In other words, this means: every
citizen has to decide about their good life and society is only concerned with issues
of justice – this thesis, however, can be justified otherwise without the demonstrated
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faults (namely through freedom rights, which will be justified in the following by
logically relating them back to our previous findings). Thus, normative reason as the
basis of justice cannot be proved impossible. Incidentally, this shows that the alleged
antitheses “economic efficiency versus justice” or “efficiency versus ethics” which
economists and their leftist critics like to use make very little sense.

Classical Discourse Ethics as Improved Liberalism – And Its Flaws
But what is the alternative to empiricist theories? The most stimulating recent
attempt to justify freedom and democracy (perhaps universally) comes from
discourse ethics. Jürgen Habermas, Karl-Otto Apel, Robert Alexy and others no
longer understand normative reason like Kant as something of substantive nature,
but simply as the capacity to decide normative questions based on reasons (Habermas
1983, 1992; Apel 1976; Kuhlmann 2001; Alexy 1995). Habermas, for instance, then
formulates the principle of impartiality, i.e., the principle that the social order must
be generally acceptable regardless of special interests, as an essential principle of
justice. But unlike Kant, he does not only postulate it. Rather, he founds it on the
inevitability of reason which was just shown and on the following considerations:
judgments and knowledge in general are always tied to the medium of language and
thus to “the understanding” among humans. Since such an understanding could
only be achieved through reasoning, we would always have to look for a consensus
in discussions about justice. And this is precisely the principle of impartiality:
namely, that exactly that norm, and that order, is right, which all possibly interested
parties could agree to without duress. In addition, everyone had to respect its
dialogue partners as equals. Unlike Kant, however, Habermas seems to understand
the idea of mutual respect particularly for the autonomous individual (which is the
foundation of freedom and democracy) as being tied to the respective cultural
context. In his view, it is a mere “formal property of modern law” and thus somewhat
more occidental than universal.
This classical discourse ethics, however, is again subject to important desiderata.
First, it encounters the same difficulties we have already seen in our discussion
about Rawls with respect to the dependence of some aspects (“formal properties”)
on their cultural context. Second, most discourse ethicists use additional vague
background assumptions (that every allegation a person makes contains an implicit
claim of validity; that the need to look for consensus is a feature of language; that
“discourse obligation” and a duty to rationality exist), which I will dispute in the
following. Third, particularly Habermas and Alexy (in more detail below) do not
sufficiently clarify a very important point: that not only rules for our discussions
about justice but also for actions in justice may be derived directly from normative
reason, and that there are obligatory reasons for this assumption. Fourth, the
classical discourse ethics has so far only provided some elements but not a
comprehensive theory of justice. For instance, there is no theory of freedom based
on discourse ethics (certainly not one that is universal in all societies, intertemporal
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between times, and global between societies) – and therefore, previous discourse
ethics may lack the core of all justice. Furthermore, there is no clarification whether
human reason makes the autonomous individual the relevant standard, which is
essential in the dispute about universalism. Fifth, the classical discourse ethics (see
below for details) has not yet recognised that a final concept of a just basic order can
rationally be deducted. Such a concept is not only comprehensive but also does not
allow any additional principle, as we will see later (Chaps. 3.4 and 3.5).

 owards a Renewed Discourse Ethics and Kantianism – The Role
T
of Negative Arguments
Since contextualist, empiristic, sceptical or religious approaches have proved dubious, a modernised variant of rational universalism (respectively a renewed discourse
ethics) is to be developed, which is not subject to the objections discussed above. It
will provide the basis for the concrete sustainability theory in the further course of
the book. With these considerations, I attempt to make a new start in justification
theory, in parts overcoming classics such as Kant, Rawls (1971) or Habermas (1981,
1983). It will be continuously oriented towards the liberal principles of human dignity, impartiality, freedom and democracy, including their normatively rational
foundation, in particular through further developed elenctic or “negative” reasoning. Transcendental/ elenctic/ negative arguments have nothing to do with religious
transcendence, but logically demonstrate that a certain statement, e.g. a certain
norm, cannot be disputed without the disputant logically presuming the norm again.
Thus, they generate normativity without dogmatic “setting” of certain starting
points or axioms, whose necessity many economists, natural scientists and empiristic philosophers everywhere suspect and therefore reject the idea of universal rationalism and any objective normativity (on the structure of transcendental arguments
see Illies 2003; Stern 2015; Nagel 1997 and Engle 2007 for short; Illies also shows
that the argument offered below in favour of reason is a strict transcendental argument – and that the argument for respect and impartiality is rather an “implicative”
transcendental argument whose logical structure is less easily represented).
The considerations here will lead to the theses: (a) Universal reasoned and thus
just is a basic order based on dignity, impartiality and freedom, which institutionally
derives from it balancing rules and a democracy with separation of powers. (b)
Reason as the basis of justice is in turn incontrovertible (similar to Alexy 1995;
Illies 2003; Kuhlmann 2001; partly also Nagel 1997; Habermas 1983; Herrler 2017;
Forst 2002; critically Engländer 2002). The latter has just been proven, but there
will be another argument to be put forward here and, moreover, the argumentation
will need to be examined in more detail. All this does not mean that every negative
argument is valid per se; sometimes those arguments are also used incorrectly. In
particular, transcendental arguments on the theory of justice are only about its
logical indisputability and not about an ontological proof of existence (see Stern
2015 and Stroud 1968, however with a partly incorrect presentation of what
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transcendental arguments achieve: namely to argue precisely without a “starting
point”, or only with one that a sceptic necessarily admits).

Why Freedom and Democracy Are Objective/Rational
Let us start with the argument of “lack of alternatives” for both (b) reason and (a)
the liberal principles of dignity (= respect for the individual autonomy, see below)
and impartiality. As we have seen, the deduction of principles of justice from a
religion, a certain cultural-relative tradition or even from selfish preferences is not
convincing as a result. This not only means that the non-liberal theories of justice
are untenable. It also means that there seems to be no alternative but to think and
talk about what is just. The way to seek justice with the help of normative reason is
therefore without alternatives. But if the basic order can be reasonable and even has
to be (as will be confirmed below): Which principles of the basic order then deserve
that we mark them as “justified” because there is no alternative – in view of the
refutation of the contradictions? The literal meaning of “normatively rational” is
“justified in relation to the desired”. Contrary to classical rationalism of the
enlightenment (and to a certain extent also contrary to Kant), no substantive,
evidence-based list of principles or “good” reasons follows from directly from
reason (we will see lateron that the present approach can indirectly deliver such a
“list” from the preconditions of discourse and what can be derived from it: see
Chaps. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). We can therefore say that normative reason is “open” in
content to considerable scope. But this openness in no way implies that the sceptic
is still right in the end with his thesis of the arbitrariness of normativity. Rather, the
above-mentioned possibility and the just shown openness of reason imply a different
conclusion: If no one knows who has the best reasons in the dispute over justice, but
at the same time reason is possible and seems to be without alternatives, then we
must assume for everyone who somehow has reason, and thus for every human
being, that it could be the one who knows the best reasons. It follows, that the basic
order which makes this dispute possible with reasons is without alternative (which
does not imply a “duty of constant reasoning”; see below). In other words: Whatever
the practice of justification implies in itself, it fits better to liberal democracy than to
a contextualist view of the world, and at the same time one needs some norms, given
that we have learned beforehand about the existence of reasonable norms in
principle. Therefore, principles of justice must be generally acceptable and therefore
impartial, and we must respect our discourse partners as equals. So not only reason
itself is without an alternative, but also respect for individual autonomy and
impartiality are necessary. We will see later that this also goes beyond the discourse
with the current discussion partner. Notabene, we only discuss the justification of
respect and impartiality here (and later in this chapter also the grounds of freedom).
To derive democratic institutions, separation of powers, and balancing rules as
means for making the freedom of different people compatible, will be a subject of
Chaps. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7.
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This argument of lack of alternatives for respect for the autonomous individual
and for impartiality is further reinforced by a transcendental argument for those two
principles. This transcendental argument for liberal principles can best be made
visible by an example (based on Alexy 1995) which shows that respect for autonomy
does not have to be regarded with Habermas (1992) as a mere dogmatic cultural-
relative argument. The Alexy example makes the logical implications of our use of
reason in questions of justice even more visible, and it says so: Nobody could say
“My thesis X and its reasoning would be easily refuted by Mr. P, but you, dear Q,
are such a fool, so you should believe it”. And nobody could say: “After we had
silenced P, we could finally convince ourselves that X is a good reason for Y.” It is
therefore precisely contrary to the meaning of reasons to understand justification as
hierarchical or as relative to the person of the addressee – one reason is convincing
and can be seen by everyone. Someone who formally uses the category “reason” in
a conversation about justice (i.e. sentences with “because, therefore, since”, etc.),
but then disputes the other person’s respect, ergo would contradict himself because
he denies what his speech logically implies as a rule of discourse. Consequently,
those who once engage in the dispute over justice with reasons and thus reason must
pay attention to the partner as equals – regardless of whether they are aware of the
implications of their reasoning or whether they discuss for mere persuasion and
perhaps even openly pronounce it. Because it is about logical implications of our
speaking in the context of the development of a normative theory (not about our
purely factual self-image, from which – with punishment of a naturalistic
misconception – nothing in itself follows; see also Kuhlmann 2001 and Alexy
1995). The respect for autonomy as self-determination thus offered by reason must
apply precisely to the individual and thus be respect for individual autonomy:
collectives as such are not even possible discourse partners. This is rather the
individual arguing person. All this means that when you give reasons, they have
normative implications that you cannot escape. If someone takes a position on
normative questions with reasons, he or she logically presupposes what has been
said. It is not said that one must give reasons; but if one does, one releases the
described implications from the fact that one’s own statement can only be valid if
one assumes these implications logically. This provides (beyond Kant, Rawls and
Habermas) a clear foundation for the basis of liberal statehood – and it is universal
because it ties in with the human practice of speaking in reasons and thus transcends
cultural boundaries. All this, however, follows against Alexy and Habermas (in his
case only on the impartiality principle) not already from our speaking per se; it
follows however from our practice of giving reasons.

Why Reason Is Possible with Regard to Normative Questions
But how can rationality itself be justified as a basis when freedom is justified for the
sake of autonomy and impartiality, but autonomy and impartiality are required for
the sake of reason? To recollect: The arguments for the possibility of reason are:
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• Earlier in this section it was shown that under pluralistic conditions there is no
practical alternative to reason.
• In addition, a transcendental argument was developed: Who denies rationality
while giving a justification for it or (!) at least occasionally in everyday life uses
reason in normative questions, contradicts himself if he denies the possibility of
reason. And it would be almost impossible never to formulate sentences with
“because, there, therefore” on normative questions for a lifetime. This does not
mean a duty of reason, but it does mean that reason cannot be rationally denied
without logical error. From the practical point of view, it is irrelevant whether
reason is only possible or (according to the first argument) also necessary. For, as
seen, the liberal basic principles can already be derived on the basis of the
possibility of reason. The statement that reason itself is “necessary” would
suggest a constant duty of reason and ergo a duty to discourse on the part of all
people, which hardly promotes freedom, autonomy and discourses and thus
potentially evades its own fundament.
• The entire argument not only for reason but also for the liberal basic principles
probably fits best with the canon of legal principles of liberal democracy with its
human rights system (as well as parliaments, separation of powers, and balancing rules; in detail see Chaps. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). The legal idea of an
only limited possibility of amendments in liberal constitutions, for example, can
be seen as the constitutional reflection of the ethical idea of universalist principles, which must be considered correct not only in a randomly chosen historical
context. It has already been discussed (in Chap. 1.7) that any other normative
theory, if it produces contrary statements on the content of the legal system, is
confronted with some difficult questions. This can be avoided with the present
ethical approach.
• There is another aspect that has not yet been addressed. It is unclear whether the
one who defends universalism bears the burden of proof for his thesis at all
(Nagel 1997). If instead the critic bears the burden of proof, this is a further
argument for the position represented here, because the critic will not be able to
convincingly present any other theory of justice after the findings gained above.
One could object now: Most people in this world I will never talk to in person.
Against this background, another step is essential for liberal universalism: it is not
only my current discourse partner who can claim respect and impartiality. If one
ever speaks at all with reasons, this logically presupposes the principle of respect
and impartiality together with the comprehensive rights of freedom derived from it
(freedom of opinion, freedom of ownership, freedom of assembly, general freedom
of action, etc.) also with regard to only potential interlocutors, thus even for human
beings, with whom one does not speak at all at present. Because reasons in questions
of justice (other than, for example, statements in purely private aesthetic questions)
are obviously directed at anyone who could potentially refute them – which means
that once I have opened the discourse in reasons I have to acknowledge all people as
worthy of respect. This is made clear by an example based on Alexy (1995). No one
could seriously say: “The absent Mr. P could refute my theses at any time – but you
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should believe them because of your stupidity.” Anyone who says something like
that would not have justified anything (see also Alexy 1991; Nagel 1997; in parts
Habermas 1983). This again makes the logical implications of the category reason
clear – this time beyond the circle of current discourse partners. Here, too, it is about
what “reason” logically implies – and not about what I think to myself purely de
facto when speaking and arguing (this purely factual perspective is simply
normatively irrelevant based on the distinction of is and ought). The argument that
there is no alternative under the auspices of an open concept of rationality also
applies here.

 rom Discourse to Action – Towards a Broad Conception
F
of Freedom
Dignity and impartiality as key principles of discourse become comprehensively
compelling in the next step: that they must also be principles of action. For the
openness of reason makes it inevitable to keep the further discourse on a question
(or a new discourse on another question) open in principle. And who, even outside
of a discourse, violates the principle of dignity would limit the possibility of further
discourses; for action (e.g. a law or even an individual act) sets the framework for
possible further discourses (as a result as well, but in my opinion on detours
Habermas 1983, pp. 96 et seq.; Kuhlmann 2001, pp. 27 et seq.). Also, this thesis on
discourse and action again lives not only from the double step just mentioned (=
reason is open; and certain actions limit the possibility of discourse and are therefore
to be avoided in the light of open reason). Likewise, the inconsistency of anti-liberal
models is not the only issue. In addition, the content of “reason”, which can be
illuminated by a transcendental argument, appears again. No one could seriously
say: “I know that if you thought about it for a week, my reasons would no longer
convince you. Yet, you should believe me today.” Dignity and impartiality as the
universal basis of a just coexistence must therefore apply to discourses as procedures
and to their results. All this now means that the action side and the potentiality side
of reasoning together – supported by the lack of alternatives and transcendental
argumentation – create a normative space that binds all people even when they are
not in discourse at all at the moment. Thus, the basis of a universal, rationally
founded justice arises here in the form of a justification of the fundaments of liberal
democracy, together with all the considerations in detail that can be derived from it,
which will be examined in detail in the following chapters.
From the thus comprehensively justified respect of autonomy and impartiality
follows logically a comprehensive right to freedom in the sense of “absence of
coercion” including a right to the safeguarding of the elementary preconditions of
freedom such as life, health and minimum subsistence (Chap. 3.2). Because such a
right is precondition for me to think and act autonomously. This connection between
human dignity and freedom ultimately already appears with Kant and, as seen, more
or less also with Rawls. However, the justification for human dignity and impartiality
developed here leads, contrary to possible conclusions from classical discourse
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ethics, not only to single freedom rights, such as freedom of opinion, assembly or
association, which are particularly evidently relevant to discourse. Rather, the
inescapability of respect for autonomy forces a comprehensive guarantee of freedom
that includes all conceivable freedoms as we know them from the canon of human
rights tradition and also the protection of the elementary preconditions of freedom
such as life, health and minimum subsistence, but also a certain degree of education
(Chap. 3.2). The reason for this has already been mentioned: only this fully respects
the autonomy in discussing and acting – in the sense of the possible absence of
foreign determination (too narrowly Alexy 1995, whereas Habermas lacks the clear
justification in 1992). Furthermore, freedom itself will not function without its elementary preconditions (on freedom and preconditions in detail see Chap. 3.2).
Those who, for example, would be hindered in their freedom of occupation, their
secrecy of correspondence, their freedom of ownership, their freedom of the press
or their spatial freedom of movement would have fewer options to educate themselves, to develop their personality, to get to know other people – and thus would
ultimately also be less able to face the reasons of their fellow citizens with free
conviction. Whoever did not give their fellow human beings maximum freedom
would therefore not fully respect them in their autonomy, because one would restrict
autonomy more than is necessary to secure the autonomy of all others. Perhaps it
could be mentioned in addition: Moreover, the basic order would not be impartial
because it would promote certain life plans more than others.
It can already be seen here that the concept of freedom to be developed later will
be different from John Rawls’ famous concept. Rawls (1971) wants to reduce the
guarantee of human rights freedom to some limited areas and to open other aspects
of freedom (freedom of occupation, freedom of movement, general freedom of
action and the guarantee of ownership, as far as means of production and natural
resources are concerned) to far-reaching restrictions (more details on the content
and scope of freedom on the basis of the newly developed discourse ethical approach
in Chaps. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). In any case, it is essential that human rights
also derive from the obligation that human rights must be written down in legal form
(Alexy 1995; misjudged by Sen 1999). This is due to the fact that justice also
necessarily means that it has to become real, otherwise its guarantees remain witless
(following on from this then Chap. 4). In a world with not only positively motivated
people (Chap. 2), this, in turn, requires a sanction-reinforced and also institutionalised anchoring.
Compared to classical discourse ethics one can say: All this creates a space of
universal principles from which people cannot escape – in relation to classical
discourse ethics without cultural-relative addition, without dogmatic setting,
without a not really clarified relationship of action to discourse, without having to
refer to a virtual ideal discourse, and without “duty to discourse”. This contains the
option of building up a content-related theory of justice as a theory of freedom,
democracy and balancing (which will do without a list of good reasons) instead of
a mere principle of impartiality with relatively little content. Of course, there is no
denying the basic fallibility of humans (Nagel 2012; Apel 1976). So, what has been
recognised as right so far can prove to be wrong later on. But “proving something to
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be wrong” logically presupposes that there is a possibility of objective insights
despite this precariousness of knowledge – otherwise intellectual history would not
be a sequence of learning successes, but an arbitrary change of random subjective
opinions.
The sceptic cannot save himself from all this by denying the very principle of
freedom from contradiction, which is in fact the logical basis of transcendental
arguments. For the principle of freedom from contradiction and thus the classical
logic (i.e. the possibility of extrapolating from A to B, which is based on the fact that
no contradictions are permissible within a system of statements) cannot again be
disputed without self-contradiction. For if someone says that “if I deny the
commandment of freedom from contradiction, then I am not bound to liberal-
democratic principles either”, then that person draws a conclusion himself – which
he (or she) can only do if he in turn presupposes the classical logic as valid, otherwise he will again find himself in self-contradiction. Similarly, it does not help the
sceptic to claim a kind of – for others incomprehensible – private language for
himself, because this can be granted to him (probably contrary to classical discourse
ethics; see Kuhlmann 2001). Even if from now on we would only “speak privately”
or remain silent, we would remain trapped in universalism. For the unity of discourse and action has already thrown a network of bonds over us with regard to all
potential interlocutors, from which we can no longer escape.
Motivationally, but not directly normatively, the following insight continues to
appear significant in terms of justification theory: respect, impartiality, and freedom
are not only normatively convincing, but also from the perspective of self-interest,
i.e. they would also be useful in the long term for a selfish postmodernist, for a
traditional economist and for the peoples in “non-liberal” cultures. This is true if
one assumes (which does not apply to religious fundamentalists, of course) that
prosperity and the absence of civil war etc. are extremely important for almost
everyone. Constitutional history has given rise to the idea that a distanced and
impartial judgement is a just judgement and that the autonomy of the individual
must be respected. This especially took place in the context of Protestant
rationalisation and in the wake of the armed conflicts and religious persecutions
between Catholics and Protestants in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In this
context, religion and tradition (“context”) have not only failed to contain, but have
even tended to promote highly unkind human tendencies. This is precisely from
what the idea of freedom should offer protection. Another decisive factor is that
wealth-creating capitalism needs legally secured freedom and people’s free ideas
and innovations (Chap. 2.5). Freedom is therefore usually a key prerequisite for
prosperity. And this is perhaps an interesting point even for human rights critics, e.g.
among some groups of Muslims or East Asians. But once again: The justification of
justice does not need a selfish perspective and its instrumental reason (which, as we
saw with the preference theories, is not really able to justify anything). The actual
enforcement of justice, on the other hand, is urgently dependent on self-interest – as
well as on other motivational factors (see Chap. 2.7). However, this is a different
question, because enforceability and correctness follow neither in one direction nor
the other from the other factor (ignored in Alexy 1995).
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Refutation of Some Objections
Altogether, it still seems true that discourse theory is the most promising approach
toward a modern universalism. And the argument for reason and liberal principles
that there are no alternatives (in its two variations: its transcendental and its regular
form; not to mention the other argument that other theories are inconsistent or
unconvincing) cannot be refuted by classical and hypothetical objections (on the
following in more detail see Ekardt 2016a):
(a) My reasoning does not overlook the fact that perhaps not everyone can contribute equally to discourse. First of all, there is hardly any scale by which this can
be determined without any doubt. Secondly, the same respect follows from the
use of the category “reason” – and this implies that everyone can freely convince himself or herself of what has been said (which is independent of their
respective intelligence). Thirdly, a “fool”, whenever someone may be stupid,
can also make a striking argument in a specific individual case. Irrespective of
this, no material equality of distribution is required in liberal justice (Chap. 3.4).
And another question to be discussed separately is whether the ethics of discourse may undermine the human rights of some mentally severely disabled
people. In the end, this is not the case, because even in the rare extreme cases,
in which a mentally ill person is definitely incurable even with extreme medical
progress, there are still arguments for respecting those humans (in detail in
Ekardt 2016a). Last but not least: Under no circumstances is it claimed that –
even if discourse and criticism are conducive to knowledge – further and further
insights are inevitably possible if only several people act together. That groups
solve some problems worse than individuals can also be seen in experiments in
cooperation research (Nowak and Highfield 2013; Tomasello 2017).
(b) It is harmless that even under maximum equal freedom as a prerequisite for
discourses, there will never be a completely ideal discourse, which is free from
any material, temporal or intellectual restrictions. The impossible cannot be
demanded normatively because norms are intended to resolve disputes – and an
unreal order does not comply with this requirement. That is why our basic order
does not need to enable absolutely ideal discourses, but only has to facilitate
discourses which are as ideal as possible. And even these “non-ideal” discourses
produce the liberal principles by means of logical implication, as we have seen.
These principles are the normative framework for the possible results of
discussing normative questions in politics, morals, or law.
(c) My approach is not circular in a way that I arbitrarily define the meaning of the
category “reasoning” by using significance which is only supposedly universal,
and thus in fact improperly universalise a typical occidental idea. For even a
member of a completely “non-Western” culture engages in the category
“reasoning” when he uses sentences with “because, since, therefore”, etc. It is
in fact a human universal – everybody is therefore bound to the implication of
this category, which she has brought about herself. Unlike Alexy (1995) and
Apel (1993 and 1976, who build on the character of language and “claims” and
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not immediately on the “reasoning”, even though the former seems to imply
very little) I do not hide my conclusions in a perverse use of the category
“reasoning”. Nor do I use a list of good and less good reasons. I only assume
sentences with words like “because”. Thus, my thoughts claim to be a simple
reconstruction of what every human must logically presume, if they live as a
human being. It is clear, however, that enforcing a discourse rational universalism
among “primitive peoples” could be difficult. These thoughts do not consider in
any way what is de facto accepted as a reason. Such a “de facto recognition of
the majority only becomes relevant within the boundaries of liberal principles
when it comes to balancing colliding rights: In (many) cases where there is not
only “one rational answer”. Nevertheless, the balancing rules (which represent
the limits to democratic discretion) and the institutional rules (= balance of
powers and majority decisions where “more than one rational answer” exists)
can still be deduced rationally (on balancing theory see Chaps. 3.5 and 3.6).
(d) It is also worth mentioning that universalism does not require Apel’s and
Habermas’s much-criticised assumption that a characteristic of human language
was to search for consensus (which is why they impose a discourse obligation
on everyone) since my approach refers to “reasoning” rather than “language”.
The nature of language “in itself” is irrelevant for my approach. Only the
character of “reasoning” matters. Perhaps we should not call it a “procedural”
theory since the unity of discourse and action results in substantive principles.
(e) Furthermore, this universalism in issues of justice is not cultural imperialism by
making freedom a universal requirement of any basic order: First, very often
human rights, which indeed fully determine the extent of just politics (i.e.,
freedom cannot be supplemented by additional principles unless those are
derived from the basic principles as well; see Chap. 3.4) collide with each other.
This generates large leeway for discourse in which a liberal theory only
determines the rules of balancing (including democracy based on the balance of
powers as the central procedural and institutional rule), but does not dictate a
certain result. Second, guarantees of freedom create a space beyond the
collisions of liberties in which everyone is free to act completely arbitrarily and
may live according to any cultural or collective way of life. This is called the
sphere of good life. However, this must not be misunderstood as a general
demand for “more tolerance with non-liberal cultures”. Widow burning in India
etc. must not be respected as a “cultural tradition”. A theocracy, which can only
be sustained by force, must equally be condemned because the respect for the
individual is transcendentally required and religious or contextualist ideas are
untenable.
(f) Moreover, you cannot argue that a discourse-rational concept fails to comprehend the many different rationalities because there was more than one reasonable basic order. Roughly speaking, the idea of different rationalities is the
following: “It is rational for company A to let go as many workers as possible
because it has to make a profit – but it is not rational for the economy as a
whole, because it increases poverty in general.” Of course, the instrumental
rationality of an action might be considered very differently, depending on the
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respective objectives. In our example, the actors, enterprise and state, have
divergent goals, and we are considering instrumental rationality. However,
“many different rationalities” only exist if one assumes that there is no normative
rationality, so that objectives, norms and judgments as such are arbitrary and
not rationally verifiable – and precisely this is not true for the normative basic
order, as was demonstrated above.
(g) In addition, my approach does not encounter a problem of is and ought by
founding its normative theory on the existence of the category of “reasoning” in
humans. However, it is formally true that such existence is a factual matter –
unlike the implications of reasoning, namely dignity and impartiality, which are
logically derived and not empirically found by asking the speaker for his factual
preferences). Nevertheless, a mere fact is indeed relevant for normative theories,
if it identifies an empirical impossibility. For instance, the norm “You all should
go jogging to Mars every morning” is not only problematic in terms of
enforceability, but already regarding its justification since it definitely cannot be
complied with. Because norms are intended to resolve conflicts; and if norms
are not just difficult but impossible to comply with they do not resolve any
conflict (even if there were any abstract good in regularly jogging to Mars).
Therefore (empirically) impossible norms are not only unenforceable, but also
wrong (which is why the norm saying that we should not resolve any conflicts
is likely wrong as well). However, it is not just some kind of simple fact that
people talk in reasons. It does not actually occur that a human never (!) talks in
reasons – and it might be existentially impossible for people to do this. Thus,
there is no is-and-ought problem in my approach because is based on a theory
of impossibility (though it is not a thesis of logical impossibility).
(h) A universalist liberalism cannot be successfully criticised by saying: “De facto,
freedom, democracy, etc. are an invention of the West.” This tends to be true
historically and sociologically (or with respect to anthropology) though not in
every detail. However, a sociological proof of origin does not show that liberal
ideas are not normatively rationally valid. For what relevance should a purely
factual statement about the origin of a norm have for the question of the validity
of that norm (if we want to avoid a problem of is and ought – and of genesis and
validity)? Ultimately, this is a confusion of factual genesis and normative
validity. Genesis arguments as a critique of ideology can always lead to further
verification of the validity of the norm – but logically they can never refute
norms (Chap. 1.6).
(i) This emphasis on the normative independence of a universalistic liberalism
from empiricism, preferences and context does not render my discourse ethics
approach “context blind” – though some might think so at first glance. Of
course, a normative universalism does not state: “In Taiwan, some women de
facto do serve their husbands. Therefore, it must be a good thing.” But first, we
are free (see above) to use the margins of balancing where freedoms collide as
well as our private space of the good life in order to live according to certain
cultural traditions or certain “social contexts”. Second, although I do not admit
facts – in addition to social facts natural facts are often included in the notion of
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“context” – as a reason for norms, they are indeed relevant for the application
of the norm. We have already mentioned (in Chap. 1.6): While I cannot derive
the prohibition of environmental damage (norm) from the fact that, for example, climate change is real (fact). The actual climate change is still relevant if I
have to apply a norm (here e.g. human rights) in an individual case because I
need to know, whether the normatively determined requirements of this norm
are actually met.
Finally, the considerations made here cannot be put aside by saying that a
“final” justification of norms is not even necessary. Identifying the right ethical
approach to sustainability and the relevant normative concerns and balancing
rules clearly requires a comprehensive approach to justification. It is therefore
important for the theory of sustainability that we have seen that normative
issues can be decided rationally and objectively – and that freedom and democracy are justified by dignity and impartiality, just as those principles are justified by reason. Based on this, the normative sustainability contents can be
derived in the following chapters.

3.2

 Sustainable Conception of Freedom: Dignity,
A
Preconditions of Freedom (Not Capabilities),
and Overcoming Individual and Business Ethics

In the following, the contents of ethics and constitutional law (on domestic, European,
and international level) of sustainability will be developed on the theoretical basis
described above. The starting point is the principle of freedom (with its basis in dignity and impartiality). What must a freedom look like that offers opportunities for
development to all people on a global scale – permanently and therefore sustainably?
What can be said ethically and in terms of human rights (in national, European and
international law) about sustainable freedom? This is not so much about an empirical
description of what can happen to people, for example as a result of climate change,
as is often the case in books on human rights and sustainability.

Lack in Environmentalism Poses a Double Threat to Freedom
In fact, it has already been noted that climate change and dwindling resources
threaten to cause problems for the human supply of food, water and fertile soils and
that increased disasters, migration and wars threaten life and health. This indirectly
affects almost every conceivable human freedom activity that cannot be realised
without a certain physical basis. It has also become clear that all this will affect
people in developing countries and future generations in many cases more than
people living here and now. Conversely, of course, sustainability policy also
adversely affects human rights by affecting the freedom of consumers, businesses,
those who work in the economy or those who travel. Therefore, the following will
be dedicated to normatively – legally and ethically – justify which freedom and
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specifically human rights protection is appropriate, which understanding of freedom
is correct, which balancing rules are permissible and necessary, which institutions
are responsible for them with which procedural rules – and which is the specific role
of intertemporal and global-crossing damage. As has been stated several times, the
philosophical foundation (Chap. 3.1) is an essential aid that might be skipped by
those who would like to understand the normativity of sustainability as a legal problem alone – or who would like to see it as an ethical problem, but would rather
“simply recognize” dignity, impartiality, freedom and democracy than ask for its
exact justification. This will be provided in the following analyses.
Classical liberalism has stood for a specific concept of freedom since early
modern times, as will become visible over and over in the further course of traditional legal (and ethical) argumentation patterns (critically also Macpherson
1962). The predominant fixation on economic and consumer freedom, economic
growth, wealth- and technology-related progress and jobs (and thus on a specific
type of appreciation of work) as well as on the well-being of one’s own people and
industry while ignoring the possibly fatal consequences for others plays an important role. This is also true for an anthropocentrism, which forgets that human
freedom could not exist without certain physical prerequisites. Historically this
hyperindividualism perhaps aimed more at economic development and today
rather at self-realisation under postmodern auspices. In addition, in philosophical
classical liberalism including Locke or Kant, but ultimately also up to Rawls
(1971) or Habermas (1992), an elaborated theory of freedom, including balancing
rules and balance of powers, is sometimes simply missing (and sometimes it is
replaced by slogans such as that one person’s freedom ends where another’s
begins). All this is not documented historically in more detail here and in Chap.
2.5 (more details can be found in Ekardt 2001), but normatively criticised and
further developed in dealing with prevailing positions in this tradition. At the
same time, the ideal of freedom in the West – closely linked to the stated development of prosperity – has brought the greatest opportunities for self-development
and prosperity since time immemorial. Likewise, the classical ideal of freedom
has more or less realised the social aspirations of the early modern bourgeoisie
and then the working classes for equal recognition of all people in a society.
Capitalism can hardly do without legal security, which is guaranteed by fundamental rights. And individualism can hardly exist without the possibility of personal (also) economic development. Thus, the emergence of capitalism and of
liberal democracy, including the rule of law flowing from fundamental rights, is in
fact closely related, as mentioned above (Chap. 2.5; see also Deaton 2013;
Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Fücks 2013; whether this linkage will remain so
extremely inevitable in the rise of states like China cannot be discussed here in
greater depth). Furthermore, the welfare state, which constitutes an essential element of today’s freedom, has replaced and expanded the previously self-evident
mutual assistance within small communities.
One of the most relevant issues of freedom can be brought into the image of the
lingering double threat to freedom for those living in distant spaces and time, but
increasingly also for those living here and today in the Occident: In times of climate
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change and depletion of resources, freedom based on human rights in the medium
term seems to be presented with the alternative between a destruction of the vital
external preconditions for freedom and attempts at an authoritarian abolition of
freedom, in order to possibly change course at the last moment, since democracies
seem to be working too slowly (see also Fücks 2013; Radermacher and Beyers
2011). A similar problem exists e.g. in security policy, perhaps even more severely;
this cannot be elaborated here. Addressing these challenges is therefore – to put it
more generally – about overcoming the alternative between a classical or even
economic liberal or postmodern hyperindividualism (as well as a purely technical-
scientific oriented empiricism or naturalism) and a religious or traditional “stronger
subordination to the community” (exemplarily Habermas 2005).

Social Ethics Instead of Individual (or Corporate) Ethics
Freedom has been based on the interpersonal discoursive relationship in Chap. 3.1.
This might be confusing for some, because it means that not duties, but rights are
the starting point, which then in turn lead to duties. In the following, the primary
duty of individual citizens and companies will legally and ethically prove to be
establishing and preserving the liberal democracy both nationally and transnationally, and to follow the measures deriving from the reinterpretation of their basic
principles. All questions regarding the “distribution of duties” between people thus
become questions of the theory of balancing, including the associated order of institutions and competencies, without the need for any kind of separate individual ethics or corporate ethics. Consequently, in the further course, human rights protection
is not analysed as a direct effect of fundamental rights between people, but as a
claim against the respective national or transnational public authorities, which is
supposed to ensure an appropriate balance of freedom between those affected. Thus,
a concept of justice of an ethical and legal nature will be offered that explicitly
replaces separate corporate or individual ethics and determines the role of the individual in social ethics: in the form of statements about who can be obliged to what
and that the individual must help bring about the correct social ethical conditions
(see in more detail Chaps. 3.6 and 4.2).
This “social” focus is not only explicitly provided for at all legal levels, which
are not based on basic duties or the like (see norms such as Article 1 para. 3 of the
German Constitution and 51 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (CFR); see
also, for example, OHCHR 2009; generally on CFR Peers et al. 2014; von Bogdandy
and von Bernstorff 2009; Ekardt and Kornack 2010). The social focus is also
ethically reasonable. Despite ethics is based in interpersonal relations, complex
conflicts regarding the freedom of A and B can often only be meaningfully regulated,
if they are first mediatedby public institutions. These institutions are the formal
addressees of the rights to freedom, and they have to balance the conflicting interests,
especially as a large number of interests are often directly and indirectly affected by
a conflict (Chap. 3.6). Taking into account the separation of powers which will be
derived later (in Chap. 3.5), the balancing of interests is often only possible if it is
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done not solely a court, as would be the case with claims of citizens against citizens,
or even by individual citizens themselves. A company ethics and individual ethics is
thus only considered possible to the extent that it obliges us to create appropriate
conditions of the social order and to follow its guidelines. Otherwise it would hardly
be possible to balance the commitments in an orderly manner and to concretise
them sufficiently as a result. This also means that the real problem of ethics (and
law) – which are the conflicting freedoms or concerns – cannot be meaningfully
balanced at the level of a human rights requirement for individual companies. (We
will see in Chap. 4.2 that not only the normative weighing of the right goals, but also
the de facto implementation of sustainability (governance) must not be left to individuals and companies alone, and yet these play an important role at the governance
level). This entire legal consideration of the necessity of public law naturally does
not deny, however, that there are also areas of law – under civil law – in which the
need for official conflict resolution is lower and therefore (at least indirectly) human
rights can also attain a limited relevance “directly” between citizens if the necessary
concreteness has been achieved in individual cases through legal stipulation.
Furthermore, there are certain conflicts in life that can be resolved “self-regulatively” without any intervention by public law or civil law.

Human Dignity and Impartiality
The next step is to further clarify the principles of human dignity and impartiality.
As we have seen (in Chap. 3.1), these are the basic principles of liberal-democratic
normativity. It has also been pointed out that the principle of impartiality – which
many see as the very core of justice – represents the more general statement: justice
means something other than selfishness. It means objectivity in the field of normativity in the sense of independence from special perspectives and in the sense of
general comprehensibility. This statement on its own is rather vague (with Hegel
against Kant) and does not provide much of a concrete guideline; ultimately, it is
already contained in the other principle, the principle of human dignity. In terms of
content, human dignity is thus the actual basic concept of liberal ethics or theories
of justice and constitutions that needs to be interpreted. This term plays an even
greater role in legal discourse, due to explicit terms used in constitutions such as
Article 1 of the German Constitution and Article 1 CFR (McCrudden 2008; Ekardt
and Kornack 2010). With regard to human dignity, Article 1 CFR in the EU and
Article 1 para. 1, first sentence, of the German Constitution state: “Human dignity
is inviolable”. However, this sentence does not give any further indication, what
dignity concretely means. In Chap. 3.1 it was justified ethically that the basic norm
of liberal-democratic orders is to be named as the necessary respect for individual
autonomy.
Human dignity is prima facie the fundamental norm in the liberal-democratic
system, and now it is even more important to prove that this is also the right
understanding of human dignity in a legal interpretation (how this avoids various
problems of other interpretations of dignity is discussed in more detail at Ekardt
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2016a). Until now, it has been shown that the principle of human dignity (= the
necessary respect for the autonomous individual) is the indisputable basic condition.
This, as seen, applies to anyone who has ever argued with reasons about normative
questions, i.e. has behaved rationally normatively.
It has also been shown that dignity is the basis of freedom. Liberal-democratic
constitutional law can use all this to create legal interpretation of coherence. It is
shown e.g. by Article 1 para. 2 of the German Constitution that the principle of
dignity does not simply mean the value of humankind. It says: “Therefore (= for the
sake of dignity), the German people profess inviolable and inalienable human
rights”. The same can be found in the preamble of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) under international law by establishing all
human rights in dignity. For the EU, this interpretation is also confirmed by the
formulation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights materials of dignity as a
“foundation” of freedom. And that would make little sense if dignity simply meant
the “value of a human as a human”, because this is hardly the overall meaning of
freedom and human rights. So, dignity seems to be something that needs further
explanation, and that is exactly the common core idea of all human rights and all
spheres of freedom. But what is it now? Legally and ethically it is precisely the
respect for the autonomy of the individual, who should be able to live a life according
to their own ideas and rules – with the proviso that all others must equally have this
possibility. Against this background, the point that those Charter of Fundamental
Rights materials also speak of human dignity as a “right” means that human dignity
is basically the right to have rights. For Europe, also beyond the EU, the fact that the
European Convention of Human Rights, which applies to the geographical area of
Europe under international law, and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
do not explicitly standardise human dignity in the first place, but rather presuppose
it as a basis. According to its interpretation, “the essence of the Convention is respect
for human dignity and human freedom” (ECtHR of 29/04/2002-2346/02). All this
will be supported when, through the figure of the general principles of international
law, the basic ethical construction of universal normativity will later prove to be a
necessary part of the law (Chap. 3.4). In all this, the ECJ makes no further statement
on the content of the principle of dignity, which leaves ergo room for the derivation
developed here (see in particular ECJ, C-36/02, ECR 2004, I-9609 and ECJ,
C-13/94, ECR 1996, I-2143). Dignity as a common basic idea and foundation of
freedom shows not only the content of dignity but also that ethics and legal interpretation converge in the basic construction “freedom for the sake of dignity”. All this
must be well understood in order to subsequently develop a concept of freedom and,
in particular, sustainable freedom.
The intrinsic value of every human in the sense of a prohibition of degrading
treatment – which many consider to be the real meaning of the principle of dignity – can nevertheless be guaranteed under fundamental law; its place, however,
is a special aspect of the general right to freedom that is described, for example,
as a general right of personality in Article 2 para. 1 of the German Constitution.
As it is difficult to determine when this is really disregarded, however, this category should be handled more carefully than it has sometimes been done so far.
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Ultimately, the autonomy aspect is thus profiled in relation to the non-object
aspect. The aspect that the personality as an autonomous being and less the human
being as such is the subject of fundamental rights is also the position recently
expressed by the ECtHR, understood as a cross-section of European legal systems
(see ECtHR of 08/07/2004-53924/00 with regard to the status of the foetus).
However, the ECtHR may not draw the correct conclusion if it assumes that dignity as a requirement of respect for autonomy denies the foetus – and thus possibly future generations in general in the sense of the sustainability debate – a
position under fundamental rights (see Chap. 3.3).
Given that the principle of human dignity is the foundation of freedom, it is not
a fundamental legal and ethical right on the basis of what has been said about content, ethical justification and their relationship to freedom (the point that all fundamental rights are rights to freedom, that guarantees of equality do not contain any
further statement, that social rights are to be conceived as rights to the preconditions of freedom and that also procedural guarantees are merely a procedural
expression of civil liberties will still be dealt with). As seen, Article 1 para. 2 of the
German Constitution as well as the European law explicitly emphasise the basic
character: Human rights are guaranteed (“darum”/“therefore”) for the sake of dignity, i.e. they are something distinguishable from dignity. Furthermore, at least in
Germany Article 1 para. 3 of the constitution speaks of “subsequent” fundamental
rights, which does not sound as if dignity were such a right. Moreover, according
to Article 1 CFR and Article 1 of the German Constitution, for example, dignity is
“inviolable”. In this way, however, it can only have a content that can never be
violated. And this would indeed be plausible for a “reason of human rights” that
cannot be abolished and is not focused on individual case applications and balancing of conflicting interests. This whole concept is also in accordance with Article 1
of the UN Charter, according to which people are born “equal in dignity and
rights”, i.e. dignity and rights are precisely distinguished. All this leads to convergence with the ethical derivation (in Chap. 3.1). Likewise, the wording of the various constitutions of liberal democracies or the constitutional practice cultivated
there can, as far as I see, be reconciled well with that position; at least, unwritten
basic norms are essentially present everywhere, e.g. also in the USA (at a glance
McCrudden 2008; at a closer look Calliess 2009). And if the question is not mentioned in a constitution in more detail, it is precisely because of this openness that
the constitutional formulations of the nation state seem to be open to such an interpretation, especially since the UN Charter, the EU Charter and other transnational
legal documents demand such an interpretation. For all these reasons, human dignity is not merely “no human right”; rather, because of its basic character and its
inviolability, it appears legally and ethically more as an interpretational source and
as the reason for freedom rights than as an independently applicable norm (for EU
law and its interpretative sources, all this is explained in even more detail in Ekardt
and Kornack 2010).
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 hat Does Freedom Mean? Against a Narrow Conception
W
of Freedom
But what does this mean for sustainable freedom? In the classical liberal tradition,
freedom is traditionally understood as the defensive absence of foreign coercion,
more precisely: as the absence of state intervention. For Hobbes and Locke, legal
freedom exists in what we are allowed to do and what others are not allowed to
prevent us from doing. For Kant freedom is independence from necessary
arbitrariness on the part of a fellow human being, provided that it can exist together
with the freedom of all people according to a general law (Kant 1978). Article 2
para. 1 of the German Constitution, the general right of freedom of the German
Constitution beyond all special freedoms such as freedom of the press, freedom of
opinion or freedom of assembly, stipulates: “Everyone has the right to the free
development of his or her personality, provided that he or she does not violate the
rights of others and does not violate the constitutional order or the moral law”. The
provision does not say exactly what is meant by freedom, nor does Article 6 CFR or
Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Many similar
provisions could be cited, such as Article 13 para. 1 of the Italian Constitution or the
14th amendment of the US Constitution. The lack of restrictions and the fact that
freedom is based on human dignity (and its discoursive rational basis), lead to the
conclusion that freedom is to be interpreted broadly.
As already noted in the foundation of theory of justice (in Chap. 3.1) against the
classical discourse ethicists and against Rawls (1971), this cannot in any case mean
a mere excerpt from freedom in the sense of individual, particularly important
activities of freedom (freedom of opinion, freedom of assembly, etc.). Thus, such
a narrow concept of freedom may not distinguish – legally and ethically – a kind
of right freedom from some kind of “false” freedom and accept only the first as
protected under human rights (and not e.g. watching soap operas on TV, eating
meat, taking a plane etc.). As with Locke or Kant, this ignores the fact that it is not
per se clear which is “acceptable” and which is “unacceptable” behaviour, or is
more discourse-ethically spoken: Any exercise of freedom is first of all protected
as a prerequisite of free discourses. This fundamental rejection of a narrow concept
of freedom is valid regardless of whether one understands false freedom as “consumerist egoism”, “indecent acts”, “committing crimes” or something else.
Whether these things are to be forbidden can only become apparent in the balancing of various forms of exercising freedom – see for instance Article 52 CFR and
also the aforementioned Article 2 para. 1 of the German Constitution that mention
the balancing without providing any narrow interpretation of freedom in itself.
This means that also non-sustainable actions (like eating meat or flying) will have
to be part of the balancing (in Chap. 3.6) between different spheres of freedom. All
in all, a broad understanding of freedom has both a legal and an ethical basis. It is
still to be shown (in Chap. 3.4) that there are no other principles in addition to
freedom – and that only freedom including its many derivatives (!) constitutes the
material for balancing.
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Contrary to popular belief (e.g. ECtHR of 06/11/1980-7367/76 in people held in
custody), it is not only ethics and legal norms explicitly (!) aimed at a broad
understanding of freedom, such as Article 2 para. 1 of the German Constitution or
Article 4 of the French Declaration of Human and Civil Rights, that should be
understood as such. Rather, the same statement can be taken from standards such as
Article 6 CFR and Article 5 ECHR in European and international law, although
many interpret the “freedom of the person” mentioned there as mere protection
against arrest. This narrower reading would indeed correspond to the legal history
of “freedom of the person” over the past centuries. It would, however, contradict the
principle of human dignity, which is guaranteed ethically and in terms of national
and transnational constitutional law, and the comprehensive freedom it guarantees,
as I have already said. Furthermore, the wording of personal freedom in these
standards does not impose such a narrow limitation. If this argument applies, this
applies under international law not only to Article 5 ECHR, but also to the Global
Covenants on International Law (for more details, see Chap. 3.4).
But how does sustainability derive from freedom? The legal interpretation in the
EU and e.g. in Germany is based on a concept of freedom which essentially limits
the freedom of the citizen to freedom against state power (in Germany, for example,
see a famous ruling of the constitutional court: BVerfGE 50, 290). In classical
liberal philosophy, freedom would thus be “freedom from the law” as freedom from
state coercion (Correll 1998; Alexy 1986). This is then further specified in various
individual fundamental rights for individual areas of life in national, European and
international law to the effect that separate regulations for balancing (legally referred
to as barrier regulations) are already in place. Articles 15, 16, 17 CFR and Articles
12 and 14 of the German Constitution, for example, as well as the free movement of
goods, services and company branches under European law contain strong
guarantees of economic freedom. The relationship between fellow citizens and
global and intertemporal conflicts have therefore not yet been key topic of the
constitutional debate. Whether freedom is ultimately “used” and whether external
conditions for a certain desired exercise of freedom are given – which is the case to
varying degrees with the citizens – seems thus to remain solely the affair of the
citizen. If someone does not bring along the educational or financial conditions for
exercising a freedom right, for example, this is not a problem of freedom itself from
a classical-liberal viewpoint. However, the traditional classical liberal understanding
of freedom already includes becoming active and being involved in state decisionmaking processes can also become of key importance. But this is the exercise of
freedom and not a precondition for freedom, even if both are sometimes mixed up;
that is why a conceptual dispute about “also positive or only negative freedom”,
however popular it may be with some philosophers, is neither necessary nor helpful
(see Taylor 1992 and Berlin 1969 as an example; moreover, the debate about negative and positive freedom mostly mixes freedom and preconditions for freedom as
an example also Correll 1998). Attempts to distinguish between political, legal,
moral freedom, etc. also appear unclear in their meaning and do not really go any
further: There is only the one freedom that promises action in the absence of coercion, whatever it may consist of – in shopping, in singing, in participating in an
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election, generally in political participation, in forming and expressing an opinion,
in forming property, etc. As will be confirmed time and again in the following, there
is no difference in content between an ethical (or “only political”) and a legal right
to freedom (diffuse in this respect: Forst 2002).

 nvironmental State Objectives and the Alleged “Legal Principle
E
of Sustainability”: A Misleading Debate
Sustainability and, more specifically, the protection of the climate and the conservation of resources have rarely been discussed in terms of being guaranteed by fundamental rights in the past, but are rather classified under the heading “state objectives”
to protect the environment, i.e. with reference to norms such as Article 20a of the
German Constitution or Articles 11, 191 TFEU, 37 CFR (not formulated as a fundamental right despite their position in the CFR), which generally commit the public
authorities to this. Protection requirements, for example to the effect that public
authorities could be obliged by law to steer citizens’ behaviour more towards sustainability and thus protect the freedom and conditions for freedom of all people,
are not in line with the classical anti-state understanding of freedom described
above. Instead, public authorities are obliged to protect the environment to a certain
extent, but within a relatively indefinite range, i.e. by standards that are not legally
enforceable for the citizen and have a rather programmatic and vague content. The
first EC Environmental Action Programme of 1973 also spoke of a responsibility
towards future generations. Furthermore, Article 2 of the Treaty of the European
Union (TEU) explicitly lists sustainable development as an EU objective – even if
the term is predominantly related to economic life, which could lead to a certain
narrowing. In addition, Artikel 191 TFEU (as the third constitutional document of
the EU besides CFR and TEU) contains several other principles, e.g. the prudent
and efficient use of natural resources and the precautionary principle (see Chap. 3.5
and Ekardt 2016a, b; Calliess 2001; Sands and Peel 2018). Furthermore, the preamble of the CFR explicitly states: “The Union ... strives to promote balanced and
sustainable development”; in addition, explicit reference is made to “obligations” of
those living today towards “future generations”, which is again more like a norm
such as the Article 20a of the German Constitution. Article 37 TFR further states:
“A high level of environmental protection and improvement of environmental quality must be integrated into the Union’s policies and ensured in accordance with the
principle of sustainable development”.
Nevertheless, it seems essential – ethically and in the interpretation of the law –
to focus primarily on fundamental rights:
• General objectives such as Articles 11, 191 TFEU or Artikel 37 CFR are far more
open than fundamental rights in terms of substance (Arndt 2009; Steinberg
1998). Fundamental rights are the strongest element of a liberal-democratic
constitutional order. This will become apparent when we see that they are more
easily contoured by balancing rules (Chap. 3.6) due to their clearer content and,
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in contrast to objective-legal standards, are easier to legally enforce and therefore
more secured by the courts (Chap. 3.5). The first part of this argument also
applies in intertemporal conflicts with future people, whereas the second part
requires the creation of an institution entitled to bring an action on behalf of the
court. Accordingly, the basic ethical approach (in Chap. 3.1) also guarantees
rights and not possibly vague obligations.
• Moreover, overcoming the purely economic understanding of freedom, which
was highlighted above, could be the essential desideratum of a more sustainability-
oriented interpretation of the law. For the sake of dignity, freedom is legally and
ethically central to the further development of normative sustainability; and the
idea of equal freedom (as we will see in a moment: essentially supplemented by
the protection of its preconditions) is directly linked to fundamental/human
rights, because it is the term that reflects their cross-section.
• By the way: cuts in sustainability “for the sake of the freedom (or its preconditions) of concrete people” (as they are anchored in fundamental rights) could
also be much more plausible in motivational terms (Chap. 2) than the common,
rather misleading frontal position “self-development versus sustainability”, as it
is latently implied by state target standards.
All these arguments also apply when one thinks directly of a “legal principle of
sustainability”, whether in national, European or international law. This makes it all
the less plausible that this is the current focus of the legal sustainability discourse
(which, in any case, strongly resides in explicit references to the word sustainability
in laws: Chap. 1.5). In EU law, such a principle is undoubtedly contained in standards such as Article 2 TEU, but its effectiveness is subject to the concerns I have
just mentioned. In addition, this then evokes the well-known discussions about the
definition of sustainability (Chap. 1.5). In the case of Germany, it may be open in
national law whether such a legal principle of sustainability exists at all in the sense
of a constitutional principle beyond concrete environmental references (this can
ultimately be affirmed, but only through a new interpretation of freedom, which
makes new human rights contents and also new objective legal contents possible).
In international law, the situation is more complex, but in any case only to a limited
extent helpful, due to the concerns described above. It is true that the corresponding
approaches to international law receive a lot of verbal-rhetorical attention. However,
they are often not even (vague and possibly not enforceable) law, but from their
outset only non-binding political recommendations. In particular, Agenda 21 of Rio
de Janeiro, which has popularised the principle of sustainability, is explicitly not
legally binding and formulates merely general political intentions. And the numerous other international treaties that mention sustainability also have a problem in
addition to their often missing or limited binding character due to their lack of concreteness or even judicial enforceability.
In general, the emergence of the word “sustainability” in any international law
treaty is not relevant for normative sustainability and for the instrumental
implementation, but rather to find out whether the law constitutes a legally binding
demand for (substantially) more intertemporal and global justice. In this respect, it
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is astonishing that the current international legal discussion on the question of the
right understanding of sustainability often does not advance at all and promotes
already trivial indications (such as the existence of any environmental law norms in
almost all nation states) as decisive evidence for the validity of a principle of sustainability under customary international law (on this strange source of law in Chap.
3.4) (exemplarily Cordonier Segger 2008; more cautious Bugge 2008; Bugge and
Voigt 2008 and Unnerstall 2005). It should be noted that all of this does not refer to
governance instruments under international law to enforce individual sustainability
aspects such as climate protection (Chap. 4), but to a general, constitutional principle of sustainability.

Environmental Rights: A Misleading Debate
Of course, there has long been a controversy over whether environmental protection (or now maybe sustainability) is part of fundamental rights (Boyle 2012;
Hiskes 2009; Vanderheiden 2012; Steinberg 1998; Gibson 1990; Nickel 1993;
Sands and Peel 2018; Donnelly 1993). In the scientific debate on international law
(ignored by legal practice), the idea of strong fundamental rights even free of any
balancing seems to find friends, whereas in parallel domestic debates human rights
to a sound environment are considered far too diffuse in terms of content, moreover
largely negligible and therefore ultimately worthy of criticism (exemplary of
Discourse Raz 2009; Nickel 1993; Gibson 1990; Donnelly 1993; Hiskes 2009).
Indeed, if such a guarantee of fundamental rights existed, it would induce the problem of necessary balancing with other people’s rights; this problem exists, however, for any guarantee of freedom and preconditions of freedom, and it will be
shown later as constitutive for law and ethics as such (Chap. 3.6). However, the
issue of human rights and sustainability deserves much more general consideration. In addition to the questions of preconditions of freedom, of intertemporal
and global fundamental rights and of conflict resolution between different freedom
holders, this also concerns the question of protection against uncertain impairments (i.e. the precautionary component) and the question of a system of rules of
balancing and separation of powers between various public institutions that is in
line with sustainability and is generally compatible with the liberal-democratic
basic principles (in contrast to that, the typical “broad” perspective on “human
rights and sustainability” in the “anthroposcene” can be e.g. found at Kotzé 2014).
In the following, a new legal and ethical approach for these issues that is not based
on legal policy but on legal interpretation, i.e. interpreting freedom in the existing
national and transnational constitutions.
In the judicature of national and transnational constitutional courts, fundamental
protection rights are generally known in occasional cases (!), which thus no longer
only prescribe a defence against impairments of state freedom, but also a protection
of the citizen by the public authorities against the fellow citizens (see, for example,
Giegerich 2004; Susnjar 2010). This could potentially include the implementation
of more sustainability, but so far more theoretically, provided that ambitious
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sustainability goals like the one set out in Article 2 of the Paris Agreement. The
more recent discussion on international law is more complex and, like the German
debate, will be commented on in the following. In any case, the situation with the
ECtHR and its case law on European human rights protection is as described. Like,
for example, the German Federal Constitutional Court, the ECtHR has, in non-
environmental cases, abstractly recognised obligations on the part of states to
protect their fundamental rights, albeit to a modest extent. The ECtHR – although it
does not include the protection of life and health against non-immediately deadly
threats under Article 2 ECHR, but in a strange turn referring to the right to privacy
under Article 8 of the Convention – has already granted information rights on
environmental damage (ECtHR of 21/01/2009-67.021/01). However, all ECtHR
environmental cases are ultimately limited to ensuring that, within the framework of
administrative decisions, the concerns of individuals are adequately examined and,
for example, the facts are carefully clarified (ECtHR of 03/07/2007-32015/02).
Although this is important (Chap. 3.7), it is only a sub-aspect. An obligation to enact
other, more effective laws on the basis of environmental human rights, which would
trigger a reorientation of society as a whole and not merely “keep my private sphere
free of some kind of noise” has not yet been the subject of ECtHR judgments. In any
case, factual court opinions do not have to be correct per se; they do not “apply”
either, because judgments only decide a concrete lawsuit, but do not prescribe any
general abstract norms, except in Anglo-Saxonian law (see Chap. 1.7).

 he Key Role of Elementary Preconditions of Freedom
T
for Sustainability
Climate change and scarcity of resources do not in themselves impair freedom, but
they may affect the preconditions for freedom. These, however, do not occur in
classical liberal philosophy. Rather, liberal classicism is dominated by the
problematic idea of above all economically understood freedom in the spirit of an
exaggerated anthropocentrism, i.e. a certain concept of man and nature, and the
exaggerated ideal of progress and growth. At the same time the possibility of
freedom without even minimal external conditions is implied: a kind of Cartesian
hybris of a human as a spirit creature existing independently of anything material
that lives on an endlessly usable earth. Ultimately, this negligence of nature is an
essential characteristic of occidental thinking since the Enlightenment (closer
Ekardt 2001). The fact that many people in this world lack food, clean water and
basic education is not a problem of freedom according to classical liberals. But
climate change in particular threatens world food supplies, water supply, world
peace and security from natural disasters (Chap. 1.2). At the same time, food security or general poverty reduction are key concerns, the pursuit of which could be at
the expense of climate and resource protection. Especially the right to food thus
plays a multiple and central role in the question of just societies (for details see
Chap. 3.4; see also von Braun 2015; Ekardt and Hyla 2017; Breining-Kaufmann
2005).
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Since these concerns can be described as elementary preconditions of freedom,
even the relevance of climate change, but partly also of other resource and sink
problems, can be stated for almost any kind of guarantees of freedom. The
endangered physical conditions of freedom such as life, health and food are widely
even explicitly standardised as human rights, even if a general conception of the
preconditions of freedom is missing in legal interpretation. Thus, there are
indisputably the rights to life and health as well as subsistence minimum/ food/
water, as they are guaranteed, for example, under international law in Article 11 of
the International Covenant on economic, social and cultural Rights (ICESCR).
Consequently, the international legal discourse consistently states precisely that
comprehensive human rights relevance of sustainability issues and especially
climate change (see also Skillington 2012; Sterk et al. 2013; unclear Grear 2014).
The problem is also discussed in the bodies of various international human rights
conventions such as the ICESCR, not only in the climate negotiations (Knox 2009a,
b; Skillington 2012; Global Initiative 2015; Dudai 2009; Cameron 2010; Donnelly
1993 – often referring to OHCHR 2009, 2013, 2014, 2015). However, this does not
mean that legal practice would be really impressed by it. Rather, the statement that
human rights are affected by climate change, for example, is regularly combined in
a peculiar way with the avoidance of a speech on emission reduction commitments
required under human rights law (as an example see Knox 2009a, b; Skillington
2012; Dudai 2009). In the EU and Germany, climate and guarantees of freedom are
hardly ever associated. This reluctance is remarkable, notwithstanding some
questions that need to be clarified regarding the relevance of sustainability to
guarantees of freedom, which have already been mentioned and which still need to
be discussed in detail. Legal norms such as the right to life and health, which are
already undisputedly in force, show that there are basic legal and human rights to
elementary preconditions of freedom that are massively threatened by unsustainable
developments. However, the idea can also be formulated more ethically and at the
same time in a broader legal manner:
The focus on a normativity of sustainability based on human rights seems all the
more compelling as human-rights-based environmental protection is convincing in
legal interpretation even independently of individual guarantees for life, health,
food, water, etc. (on the following see Ekardt 2016a; in parts similar Kim and
Bosselmann 2015). A classic liberal restriction of freedom to a kind of “right to the
destruction of the basis of life”, which is not matched by a corresponding right to
“more sustainability”, would lead us straight into the double danger of freedom
described above, which must be avoided, if freedom as a whole has been identified
legally and ethically as worthy of protection. The concept of freedom contained in
fundamental rights, which in an environmental context traditionally focuses
primarily on the economic freedom of those living here and today, i.e. the use of the
environment, therefore merits the additional interpretation that it also includes the
elementary preconditions for freedom, including the existence of a reasonably
stable resource base and a corresponding global climate. For without such a
minimum of existence and without life and health or, more generally speaking,
without a protection of the elementary preconditions of freedom that is just as
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effective as freedom, freedom would be inconceivable. This has already been looked
at in terms of discourse ethics in Chap. 3.1 with the result that freedom – guaranteed
for discourses and real action – must broadly ensure the possibility of free development including its external preconditions. A sustainability-related protection of
human rights thus already follows from the general right of freedom and its forms
in the classical civil and political rights of freedom. At the same time, this protection
is explicitly included in rights to life, health, food, etc. essentially explicitly in the
human rights catalogues. Thus, the ethical and legal concept of freedom contains a
human right to the elementary preconditions of freedom (in more detail Ekardt
2016a, b; Koenig 1994). By the same token, this means that the existence of a right
to the elementary preconditions of freedom does not depend on national constitutions explicitly mentioning this right. In essence, this right transports the subject
matter of human rights protection to greater sustainability, provided that it can be
shown in a further step (in Chap. 3.3) that human rights also apply intertemporally
and globally.
Basically, not only life and health as well as food belong to the elementary preconditions of freedom, but also the things mentioned in the definition of sustainability (Chap. 1.5): a right to the economic-social minimum subsistence, i.e. besides
food also water for drinking/ washing/ cleaning (cf. explicitly Article 34 CFR, 11
ICESCR, but also Article 34 ICESCR and Article 1–2 of the French Charter for the
Environment, which supplements the French Declaration of Human Rights), which
then indirectly requires a stabilisation of the handling of many resources relevant to
existence and life, but also a right to care in childhood and old age (Article 24, 25
CFR), a right to health care, a right to absence of war and civil war and a right to at
least elementary education (cf. explicitly Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and Article 14 CFR). The right to the basic preconditions of freedom
thus goes beyond a right to social aid only (in Germany e.g. recognised by BVerfGE
125, 175 et seq.). An essential aspect of the elementary preconditions of freedom is
also security (explicitly mentioned e.g. in Article 6 CFR).

 nconvincing Alternatives: Ethics of Need and the Capability
U
Approach
By the same token, there is much to be said against an alternative to a doctrine of the
preconditions of freedom discussed in ethics, which seeks to determine the content
of what is to be good or sustainable in the sense of a theory of goods: against an
ethics of need (for instance Gough 2017), which derives its own significance from
certain factual human needs. For the following criticism, it is not significant in
essence whether one explicitly speaks of the claim to basic needs or, instead,
following a strongly received approach of Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum, of
capabilities (e.g. Sen 1999, 2004), to whose possibility of satisfaction the individual
has an – apparently absolute, i.e. balancing-free – claim. The capability approach is
very broad; it also includes capabilities such as the ability to develop emotions,
imagination, sexuality, authenticity, creativity and so on. The basic direction of this
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approach is certainly in line with the present position, as are the motives of Amartya
Sen, for example, who has throughout his life campaigned for an improvement in
the living conditions of the poorest in developing countries. Nevertheless, this
approach is not taken up here for several reasons, which make the approach ethically
problematic and legally incompatible (unresolved in Sen 1999, 2004, 2009; Ott
2014; Voget-Kleschin 2013; Gough 2017):
• A need or capability approach would be based on a naturalistic fallacy: In that
approach, a corresponding right to fulfilment is derived, without having a
normative criterion as a yardstick, from an assumed actual need or interest in
having and possibly exercising an ability (unless one reduces the approach to the
statement that one may not, so to speak, be forbidden to strive oneself for the
desired things). This takes us back to the objections raised against empiristic or
contextualistic theories of justice (Chap. 3.1) – the need or capability approach is
obviously one of them.
• The reference to a do-no-harm principle (as in Gough 2017, p. 42) does not justify an ethics of need from the outset, because such a principle does not exist
(Chap. 3.6). The supplementary reference to “social participation” as a criterion
for justifying needs also takes us nowhere, because the justification and content
of this principle remain completely unclear.
• Furthermore, it is unclear how to distinguish right from wrong needs or commendable from non-recognisable abilities (in this sense needs and capability
approaches stand in a Marxist tradition). The theory of preconditions of freedom
avoids these questions, which cannot be solved without a normative criterion, by
offering a normative point of orientation with the concept of freedom, which
helps to clarify which needs are normatively considerable without any is-and-
ought fallacy. The problem is also related to the – failing – attempts described
above (at the beginning of this chapter) to follow a narrow concept of freedom
and thereby to distinguish “right” freedom from “wrong” freedom.
• As a result, unlike talking about needs and capabilities, my approach avoids getting extremely vague. Beyond the fact that the individuals themselves, society or,
if necessary, public authorities have to guarantee the preconditions of freedom
such as a minimum subsistence level, the availability of certain resources, care
for minors, and can just guarantee a general right to freedom, I do not think that
needs or capabilitiese.g. to be creative, to have a fulfilled sexuality, etc., could be
seriously transferred into an individual “right” (this problem does not exist for
my own approach, because the preconditions of freedom are largely limited to
external conditions and because, moreover, a balancing with other rights remains
possible: see Chap. 3.6). All of this is right in ethical, and even more so, in legal
terms – even if one would solve the issue of determining the degree at which
someone possesses the respective “capability” sufficiently (for example, do
equal opportunities have to prevail? and if so – for example, how to deal with the
fact that different people might have very different good prospects for sex; on the
egalitarian debate, see in more detail Chap. 3.4).
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• In addition, theories of capability and need, as far as can be seen, consistently
ignore the necessity to balance conflicting interests. Can e.g. other citizens be
obliged to work on Mr. A until he has developed an appropriate “ability to experience nature”?
• The follow-up question as to whether individuals may have to undergo forced
therapy until they have sufficiently developed their “right” abilities (or needs)
takes us to the next point: the needs or capability approach threatens, with
potentially paternalistic or authoritarian consequences, to amount to an assault
on questions of good life, which are currently not a possible subject of law and
ethics (see Chap. 3.1; in more detail Chap. 3.4). It is no coincidence that advocates of an eco-dictatorship also argue mainly with an ethics based on physical
existence and the allocation of certain basic needs by the state (Jonas 1979 also
argues in this direction). This applies even if, for example, Sen is personally not
very suspicious of authoritarian tendencies. The criticism of the inadequate
elaboration of the problem of balancing and the encroachments on good life once
more takes us back (or forward) to the debates about contextualism and
egalitarianism (Gesang 2011).
• It is also too simple to justify certain needs supposedly by calling them non-
substitutable or by claiming that there is a clear saturation limit (Gough 2017,
p. 46). Because even if there is not enough for everyone, there is still the problem
of balancing. And if one believes that the rich, for example, would have to make
arbitrary sacrifices to feed the poor, then one would first have to justify this too,
instead of simply assuming it.
Despite all these points, the basic intentions of the capabilities approach can
be partially welcomed – and the approach actually addresses points that are relevant for de facto (!) happiness (see Chap. 2.6). In my opinion, however, the
correct aspects of the needs-based approach can easiest be kept from its problematic implications and logical problems by using an approach based on preconditions of freedom. Regardless which approach we follow, the following remark
still occurs: Especially in terms practical applicability, there is much to be said
in favour of the elementary preconditions of freedom approach and to understand
it as something general, which does not always have to be redefined for each
individual in a complex investigation. However, this only works if the measure
for “the elementary” in the conditions of freedom is determined based on the
situation of comparatively weaker persons. For example, it would make little
sense to determine the scope of the school education offered on the basis of a
highly gifted pupil and his comparatively small need for schooling. Similarly, it
makes no sense to use a healthy and particularly insensitive person as reference
point for determining the appropriate protection against air pollutants, as German
jurisdiction does (see in detail Böhm 1996). This disregard of the elderly, the
sick, pregnant, children, etc. makes just as little sense as if only “average” occupations or average property values were protected under fundamental economic
rights, since the elementary preconditions of freedom should make it possible for
freedom to become real for all people – even the weaker. To be able to say this,
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one does not need to believe, as Rawls does (1971, contrary to my opinion in
Chap. 3.4), that a special answer can be given to social distribution issues.

 lementary Preconditions of Freedom Versus (Further) FreedomE
Promoting Requirements
The always somewhat blurred specification of the exact level of the minimum subsistence (even before balancing it against other rights) does not refute the concept of
elementary preconditions of freedom. This problem is a rather unavoidable and
therefore harmless phenomenon known as heap paradox since ancient times. One
can clearly say, for example, that a 1.50-metre-tall man is short and that a 2.20-metre-
tall man is tall. The exact limit of when a man is small or tall (or where the boundary
between a big and a small heap lies or what exactly the minimum subsistence is in
money) can hardly be exactly named, but this limit does not become useless. Just as
with body size, the limit may vary regionally due to different living conditions, such
as different food prices, but that does not render the idea in itself vague. The
remaining questions must be answered through legislation, the executive and the
judicial power (Chap. 3.6). Such a slight blurring is not a specific problem of the
present approach or any specific theory at all, but of a general nature. Thus, there is
an ethical and legal right in national and transnational orders to the elementary
preconditions of freedom, which can be built upon by further discussions on
normative sustainability.
From what has just been elaborated about the elementary preconditions of freedom, something can be recognised in reverse: It remains legally and ethically correct that under no circumstances, the guarantee of freedom has to cover absolutely
all factors relevant to freedom. A full and enforceable human rights guarantee, e.g.
the elimination of any circumstance somehow relevant to freedom, would devalue
human rights and diminish freedom, because suddenly everything would be a
human right, resulting in completely unmanageable situations of balancing and a
large number of issues that are difficult to grasp (Morgenthaler 1999). Legally
secure, clear decisions would then be in danger. Therefore, e.g. mere psychological
prerequisites of freedom are not included, such as being completely uninfluenced
by inner pressure of any kind, which may, e.g. emanate from the wishes of other
people. It is certainly true that it can be difficult to distinguish relevant from non-
relevant aspects in a particular case. Thus, certain allegedly “only psychological”
impairments can reach an intensity that justifies seeing them as an impairment of
external freedom of action; this is also, for example, an essential justification for
criminal law protection against insults and certain kinds of discrimination.
It is important for sustainability that the external requirements that promote freedom without, like the elementary preconditions of freedom, being absolutely necessary for the exercise of freedom, must be acknowledged. Such freedom-promoting
requirements are, for example, the existence of public cultural institutions, the existence of a usable transportation infrastructure, the existence of affordable child care
kindergartens (the welfare state is discussed in more detail in Chap. 3.4), the
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existence of educational institutions even beyond the elementary level of education
required in freedom, a well-functioning administration, etc. Other requirements just
as important are biodiversity, ecosystem protection and all aspects of environmental
protection in general, which are not so elementary for freedom that they are already
guaranteed in terms of human rights as elementary precondition of freedom (see, for
example, Article 191 TFEU). However, the less elementary character and the greater
blurriness of those requirements suggest to adhere to the practice of liberal democracies both ethically and legally, and to categorize those interests as a fundamental
obligation of the public authorities instead to an individually assigned and enforceable human right. To what extent the public authorities then pursue these concerns
is then left to them (unless the legislator explicitly establishes a right – for example
to a place in a kindergarten).
The example of biodiversity shows that the specification of the elementary preconditions of freedom, but also its distinction from the protection of freedom-
promoting requirements can be slightly blurred in single cases. It results from the
fact that biodiversity and food and water supplies, the state of the soil and climate
protection, for example, are in a relationship of interaction; and without sufficiently
stable ecosystems, humans cannot live. Other goods such as stable financial markets
and solvent public budgets could also be a not insignificant requirement for
promoting freedom. If freedom is key, securing or sometimes providing those
goods – albeit not actionable under human rights – is a legitimate task of public
authority (nationally and transnationally, just like the entire human rights
argumentation). Again, according to the heap paradox, it remains crucial to all this
that elementary preconditions of freedom and the other promoting requirements are
different things (the consequences of the lack of differentiation of elementary and
further conditions of freedom become apparent with Sen 1999, where the possession
of a car is declared elementary). Incidentally, what has been established can be said
without having to use a concept such as that of the common goods; rather, it results
from the principle of freedom.
We have seen: Sustainability ethics and sustainability constitution (national,
European, international) find a strong basis in a universalist and broad concept of
freedom – that also includes the elementary preconditions of freedom. Further
interests not directly based in human rights can be understood as freedom-promoting
factors. This approach seems clearly superior to a theory of needs or the capability
approach. State targets for sustainability play only a minor role. At the same time,
all this makes it easier to understand the basic liberal principles, especially human
dignity.

3.3

I ntertemporal and Global Justice – The Core
of Sustainability Ethics and Law

But to whom does the human rights protection of the elementary preconditions of
freedom apply? This leads to the core of the normative part of sustainability theory:
the question whether there are ethically and legally good reasons for consistently
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expanding normative thinking in terms of time and space and thus fundamentally
break with tradition. In the long term, resource and sink problems such as climate
change are causing massive harm to future and far-away people who can do little to
solve these problems. At least as far as they belong to the new global middle class
and its consumption patterns, the people living today will thus undermine the self-
determination and freedom of all people in the future. Is it perhaps necessary to start
giving more weight now to people distant in space and time and to their self-
determination than has been done regularly in ethics and law? And is the same not
valid regarding inhabitants of other countries living today, considering that the main
problem originators live in the industrialised countries (or belong to the upper and
middle class in the Global South), whereas the main victims of climate change, of
environmentally harmful production methods for today’s consumer goods etc. will
be the largest part of the population in the developing countries? Anyhow, these
question is not rendered superfluous just because they have not yet been thought of
when currently valid constitutions or human rights catalogues were issued, because
legal interpretation (or the interpretation of ethical theories) is not restricted to the
time when it was established.

 o Human Rights Have an Intertemporal and Global Dimension?
D
Why Rawls and Jonas Fail
Even if the focus on freedom shows that the question of extending justice temporally and spatially must largely be a human rights question (see also Markus et al.
2012), the question about the extension itself is first of all of a general nature. But
traditional ethics and jurisprudence, such as classical liberal ethics and law, remain
silent, especially on the intertemporal side of justice – which was simply not perceived as urgent due to a lack of economic and technical possibilities to cause damage to distant generations. The same applies to the global, i.e. cross-border side of
justice (in contrast to the universal side, i.e. the application of norms in all societies;
there are, although not always majoritarian, central points of reference in Christianity
and classical liberalism). In virtually every tradition of justice and in every liberal
constitutional doctrine it was clear until recently: people living here and now have
rights – and no one else. Even for Kant, for example, it was quite obvious that rules
such as the ban on killing do not only apply to acquaintances, but in principle to
everyone. However, he made a difference with regard to the concrete legal order:
The comprehensive totality of the rules of coexistence remained reserved for a state
community. On the international level, only a limited legal regime should be
conceived, namely as some kind of procedural law between the states. Kant did not
construct fundamental rights across borders, nor did he construe statements on
intertemporal justice. Yet the position of the embryo has long been considered
relevant in intertemporal relationships, but due to its physical presence the embryo
is in a situation easier to grasp; and even there, the argumentative approach to the
topic has so far been unsatisfactory (see in detail Ekardt and Kornack 2010).
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Rawls (1971) is also struggling with global and intertemporal justice and therefore with sustainability (Ott 2014), which is not surprising given his basic approach:
If one reads Rawls’ basic principles of respect and impartiality in a culturally relativistic way (as he implied it), there is hardly any reason to incorporate a local neutrality into his picture of an “original position” (depicting respect and impartiality:
see Chap. 3.1), according to which the decision-maker would not know whether he
or she lives in Germany or Kenya. Without identical “cultural values” worldwide,
there can be no international principles of justice. Nevertheless, in his late work
“Law of the Peoples” (Rawls 1999), Rawls constructs a limited reciprocal ethical
significance of peoples, without clarifying its theoretical basis. Rawls also sees
intertemporal justice as a question, but believes that it has already been answered by
his core norms (the absolute protection of a narrowly understood freedom and otherwise by the focus on the protection of the weakest). According to the latter norm,
justice should be organised to the greatest possible advantage of the socially disadvantaged despite of remaining inequalities in distribution in modern societies (for
more details, see Chap. 3.4). In Rawls’ opinion, this norm also contains a just savings principle (on details see Rawls 1971; Paden 1997; Ott 2014). This principle is
supposed to dictate that each generation should leave behind exactly what it would
claim for itself for good reasons. This sounds remarkable at first. But the Rawlsian
model provides no reasons why justice should depend on basic orders opening up in
terms of time. Rawls’ assertion that one could also imagine one’s original state as
“intertemporal” by simply extending the “ignorance” (depicting their impartiality)
of hypothetical decision-makers in the original position to the time of their birth
(which would indeed lead to decisions that are impartial in time) does not answer
the question of whether there is a reason for that or not. Rawls (1971) thus ultimately made only some kind of unfounded assertion of intertemporal justice.
However, this would only suffice if the burden of proof were on their opponents and
not their supporters. If this were the case, the imperative of protecting the future
could well be “proven”. After all, there are no discernible striking reasons against
time neutrality. It should be shown here, however, that there are reasons for it.
Furthermore, Rawls does not comment on possible intertemporal human rights in
particular, so this has to be discussed as well.
In any case, the most famous approach regarding intertemporal justice – not
global justice – was not made by Rawls, but by Hans Jonas (1979). In his work, he
attempts to legitimise a “principle of responsibility” towards future people as a key
norm of justice. Its basis is an ontological commandment of humanity conservation
rooted in being per se, because the existence of humans proves that there should also
be some. Moreover, according to Jonas, the existence of entities capable of purpose,
i.e. of humans, is a kind of purpose of nature – and furthermore it is the essence of
man to live. Human survival is so important that it outweighs all other goals and
possibly also freedom. In addition, the power of present generations over the living
conditions of future generations would give rise to a duty of care. The leading
archetype of human action should be the relationship of the parents to the child or
the “statesman” to the subjects.
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Hans Jonas has found many admirers in politics, civil society and sometimes also
in science. And yet his concept ultimately fails (critically Steinberg 1998). Jonas’
approach is already dogmatic in its basis, because it contains an unfounded starting
point, namely the alleged teleology of humans. The metaphysical rather than rational
recourse to the “essence” of mankind does not change this – humans have no
“essence” that can be determined by any comprehensible method. At best they are
suitable for something from which nothing normatively follows. Contrary to an
example made by Jonas, for example, it is not the “essence of the hammer to
hammer”. The hammer is certainly suitable for hammering, and it may have been
designed for it – but you can also strike with it. In other words: Humans can live, but
they can also kill themselves. This leaves behind a simple is-and-ought fallacy: The
fact that there are people does not justify that they should exist. Even in its empirical
basis, Jonas’ transmission of motherly love to all human beings is flawed. The love
of the mother or any parent – if you think that this is to be understood as something
unambiguous and somehow compelling – is probably evolutionary-biologically the
consequence of species-preserving genetic egoism or at least group egoism. This,
however, is more likely to relate to the care, promotion and conservation of carriers
of related genetic material than to people in general in a 1000 years (Chap. 2.5). The
latent, albeit partly denied authoritarianism associated with Jonas and other
metaphysical arguers and the resulting double threat to freedom also appears
problematic.

 egal Hints for Intertemporal and Global Human Rights – Why
L
the Typical “Climate and Human Rights” Debate Misses the Point
Legally, there are many vague indications for sustainability in the state objectives,
preambles and similar legal norms. Thus, the preamble of the Bill of Rights of
Virginia in 1776 formulated an obligation to secure the future, as did the constitution
of Pennsylvania. The preamble of the US Constitution also promises “the blessings
of liberty to ourselves and our posterity”. Perhaps even this statement on the future
dimension of freedom is sufficient for US constitutional law to derive an
intertemporal protection of fundamental rights. Similar things can be said, for
example, when Article 11 and 97 of the Japanese constitution speaks of fundamental
rights which are eternal and inviolable for this and all future generations. In the
interest of an ethical and legally viable justification, however, we should not stop the
analysis with single findings. Furthermore, it is not listed here in detail that a large
number of international law treaties affect the global justice dimension in some way
by establishing obligations across state borders. The formula of the “common but
different responsibilities” of industrialised and developing countries for climate
protection will be discussed as an example (see Chap. 4.7).
Therefore, a more general justification for intertemporal and global justice
should be sought in the following. The starting point remains the idea of human
rights as classical-liberal guarantees of self-development. But freedom also has an
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intertemporal and global dimension, as will be shown now. However, an intertemporal
and global dimension of fundamental or human rights is therefore neither affirmed
nor explicitly denied in the previous legal debate (despite the obvious hints
mentioned above), but only rarely treated in more detail. However, a completely
fundamental, unjustified recognition (or rejection) of an intertemporal protection of
fundamental rights (Murswiek 1985; rejecting Calliess 2001 and Steinberg 1998)
would hardly suffice here alone. Also, in the ethical debate the detailed justification
of human rights (!) of an intertemporal nature hardly plays a role. Up to now, the
intertemporal debate on justice in philosophy has generally been determined by
difficult specific questions of the intertemporal dimension rather than by the
question of why there should be time-spanning normativity at all. Those difficult
specific questions such as the future individual paradox or the argument of ignorance
of the preferences of future generations deserve attention later on; however, they do
not replace the question of the reasons for intertemporal human rights protection.
The situation tends to be partly similar in the legal and ethical debate on global,
cross-border human rights protection (Giegerich 2004; Moellendorf 2014).
First of all, one might want to know which human rights or aspects of freedom
could be mentioned at all. For instance, a future effect of secrecy of correspondence
or religious freedom would be pointless. For how could we ever encroach the right
of future people to practice their religion or write letters undisturbed? Rather, the
rights to a basic supply of food, drinking water, breathing air and a sufficiently
stable climate must be considered, i.e. freedom from impairments to life, health and
subsistence minimum – this is: the protection of the elementary preconditions of
freedom.
In recent texts on international law, instead of long discussions, it is often simply
assumed that human rights are valid against climate change (Knox 2009a, b;
Skillington 2012; Dudai 2009). It is simply not asked whether fundamental rights
apply at all intertemporally and across borders (or it is simply not differentiated
according to whose fundamental rights are actually endangered by climate change).
However, the mere reference to the universality of human rights does not necessarily
make such an intertemporal and cross-border validity of human rights plausible. In
the tradition since the Enlightenment, the intertemporal validity of human rights has
played no role; there was probably no discourse simply because cross-border and
intertemporal freedom problems such as climate change could not be imagined. It is
in this tradition that the question is generally not even discussed in the traditional
legal discourse. Exceptions are only single case constellations in which a cross-
border reference to human rights is manifest, for example in sovereign acts in which
several states are explicitly involved, e.g. in the case of extradition requests (see for
details Giegerich 2004).
It is true that norms such as Article 2 para. 1 ICCPR, 1 ECHR can be read quite
clearly as if human rights only apply for those who are subject to the jurisdiction of
the respective state. But this does not answer the question raised, because it is
precisely what is meant by “subject to its jurisdiction” that needs to be clarified. For
example, the question is whether greenhouse gas emissions accepted or even
explicitly permitted in one state, including their consequences in other countries and
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at other times, fall under this category. This is exactly what the arguments below
clarify.
According to liberal-democratic constitutions and ethics, human rights apply to
“everyone”; however, the temporal and spatial scope is usually not clarified (not
even in Kant 2005), even if there are some (important) exceptions to this as in the
USA and Japan – and embryos are also seen in other countries at least as holders of
fundamental rights (on the diffuse arguments, which often revolve around a
misunderstood interpretation of human dignity, Ekardt and Kornack 2010; see also
BVerfGE 39, 1; 88; 203 in Germany). Up to now, however, the liberal order has
tended to be thought of only as an order within all societies (universal) – but not as
an order between societies (global) and over time (intertemporal). However,
according to what has been said about the preconditions for freedom, it is at least
impossible to deny the fundamental rights of young people, for example with regard
to climate change (provided that some further hurdles are overcome in the balancing
theory: Chaps. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8). The arguments below therefore apply mainly
to future people and people across borders, although they also underline the relevance of long-term aspects of protection for young people.

Rights of Unborn Persons? Rights of Generations?
Before any further discussion, two things are important (legally and ethically) to
bring up.
Firstly, at present and in the future no generation as such can have rights exclusively (Unnerstall 1999; see also Markus et al. 2012). Generations are not demarcably structured (therefore intertemporal as a term is more precise than
intergenerational). Who exactly could be subject to any rights of a “generation”?
Moreover, the search for legitimation of collective rights (since generations represent
a collective of persons) would be associated with unnecessary additional problems,
because such rights are foreign to the occidental legal systems and liberal ethics
(Chap. 3.4). Consequently, one should avoid talking of “rights of future
generations”.
Secondly, if we are talking about people who are not yet alive, by design, we can
only talk about future (!) rights of future people, which could lead to today’s effects
of these future rights. A few years ago, Herwig Unnerstall examined the semantic-
theoretical problem of the rights of future people in detail and comprehensively. He
was able to show that the talk of present rights of future people is to be ruled out for
linguistic reasons alone, since its meaning would be indeterminate (Unnerstall
1999): At least the empirical fact presupposed in each standard (a very specific
person X will live in the future under circumstances Y) is not clearly given for future
humans. Ergo, only fundamental right effects are conceivable. However, it is
obvious that the pre-emptive effect of a future (!) right to elementary conditions of
freedom, for example against climate change, has the same content as the final right.
For it is inconceivable what the “lessening” of the future right (compared to the final
right) could contain; for this reason, pre-effects can only guarantee the very content
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of those rights today. As a consequence of the preliminary effect, the further course
will show that a future right can already now prohibit its own thwarting.
One could, however, go beyond the pre-effect construction and remark: As is
well known, law often works with fictions. Could we not simply fictitiously simulate
the existence of future human beings for rights without a subject, without even
needing the pre-effect construction? Non-subject-related rights will mean a real
person at some point in the future and can then be exercised. They may be comparable
to rights of currently available people who are still lacking maturity. Especially in
private law, there are constellations in the debate with the law of succession
(regarding embryos as successor), the right of entry into commercial companies, the
assignment in blank or a possibly liability-relevant right to non-production (in the
case of children born with severe disabilities). Historically, such rights can be traced
back to Roman law, where they existed in succession cases, for example, until the
inheritance was explicitly assumed. Also, Thomas Hobbes considered subject-free
rights as possible (Hobbes 1966). Many believe, however, that people who still do
not exist cannot be legal entities and that this excludes the rights of future people
(e.g. Murswiek 1985). Behind this – beyond the fact that purely factual support, e.g.
by Hobbes, does not necessarily justify a thought – is the idea of the subject-related
character of individual rights. This idea could be questioned. But doubts arise
against subject-less legal fictions in an intertemporal context. Thus, the right to life
and subsistence would be even less conceivable than property rights, to what a
future person’s current right should refer. A future person cannot be injured in life
and health today.

Three Arguments in Favour of Intertemporal and Global Freedom
There are three arguments in particular for that the public authorities of today’s
societies already having an ethical and legal obligation to protect the autonomy of
(young and) future people as well as people living in other countries, for example in
climate protection and the conservation of resources – that there must therefore be
a time-neutral and a global, cross-border protection of fundamental rights. At this
point, the analysis is also a contribution to the current discussion under international
law on the “accountability” of, for example, climate change (or the scarcity of
resources) to a particular state, which one could doubt by pointing out that the state
is not acting against concrete victims of those damages (OHCHR 2009; whereby
the discussion under international law usually does not distinguish between the
problem discussed here and further questions on multipolarity, weighing up and the
precautionary protection of fundamental rights with uncertain facts – on these issues
see Chaps. 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7). The arguments interpret the freedom and its preconditions that “everyone” is ethically and legally entitled to according to the human
rights catalogues. As far as intertemporal justice is concerned, the three ethical and
legal arguments are successively based upon today’s discourses, future discourses
and fictitious discourses overarching times (partly similar on the following
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Unnerstall 1999 intertemporal; for the first point – with regard to cross-boarder
justice – also Kanalan 2015 and Giegerich 204):
1. Eternity argument: The idea of universal justice as the basis of liberal-democratic constitutions since the Enlightenment is to make lasting insights the basis
of all right beyond historical contingencies. Various constitutions and human
rights declarations speak of fundamental rights as eternal, inalienable fundamental rights (for example Articles 1 and 79 of the German Constitution). This also
corresponds to universalist ethics and only becomes plausible through it, for
otherwise the legislature could not have introduced a norm and at the same time
categorically assert its eternal character. Ethically and legally, this speaks in
favour of intertemporal human rights protection. For in their time of life, (young
and) future human beings are of course also human beings – and in view of the
presently developed discoursive-rational derivation, every human being has
rights in his or her time of life, since he or she is a being capable of reason and
autonomy. And a right that will definitely arise at a future point in time must
already be considerable today. For if I damage e.g. the climate today in a way
that this action cannot later guarantee (young and) future people freedom from
impairments in subsistence, life and health, then I will harm them at this future
point in time. But then the damage is irreversible, and the law concerned would
no longer do what freedom is supposed to do: guarantee secure protection against
impairment. This implies protection for future persons as well as protection
against long-term dangers for young people – because they will still have their
rights for life. The same idea applies to the protection of people living in other
countries, for example in the Global South: here, too, it can be said that the threat
of encroachments of freedom today not only exists beyond time limits, but also
beyond spatial boundaries, and that a corresponding extended interpretation of
fundamental rights is therefore called for.
2. Potentiality argument: The second argument is more difficult. Its starting point
is the legal and ethical insight that human dignity is the basis of fundamental
freedoms (Chap. 3.2). First of all, this shows that dignity is precisely what the
common basic idea of those rights is: namely the necessary respect for the
autonomy of the individual. The reason for this respect for the autonomy of the
individual was, as we know, that we logically presuppose respect or dignity
(whether we like it or not) towards all people as soon as we (as humans inevitably
do) at least occasionally in life talk about normative questions (i.e. reasonably).
It can also be deduced from this, as explained, that we must respect all potential
discussants who could one day disprove our points of view and, building on this,
grant them fundamental rights. Such potential discussants also include young
and future people as well as people in other parts of the world. But then they
deserve the same protection of freedom and its preconditions. By no means are
the implications of “reason” only valid over shorter time periods. Because
reasons are universally addressed to every possible discourse partner, across
boundaries of time and space. That the implications of the category “reason” also
transcend time and space boundaries can be illustrated by a thought experiment
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that is already known from § 3 F. in principle. Nobody could say: “After we had
successfully prevented the Africans A and B from joining our discussion, we
were finally able to convince ourselves that thesis X is well founded”. Such a
statement, as far as common problems such as climate are concerned, would
obviously be absurd. Another example: even in 1400 one could not have said:”
Mr. P, of course in 500 years time we will have recognised that the earth is a
sphere. Nevertheless, you should believe me today that it is flat.” This also
applies to norms, not only to facts such as the spherical character of the earth.
Even in 1520, no Spaniard could have said: “Of course, in 500 years we will see
that there are no good reasons to burn pagan American natives. Nevertheless, we
should assume now that there are good reasons for burning.” Speaking today
based on reasons as human beings, as we inevitably do frequently, implies
respect for the autonomous individual and therefore rights for future and long-
term rights for young people. Incidentally, this argument does not apply to the
issue of embryos. The embryo in vitro as an individual has the potential only in
a passive way, or only if there is an obligation to implant it into a woman. The
difference between future humans and embryos is that their protection of
fundamental rights, e.g. against climate change, does not depend on whether the
individual human being is actually born. Because in any case (with high
probability) there will be people in the future – whose fundamental rights are
affected by climate change.
3. Uncertainty argument: Even in the intertemporal relationship amongst people, in
view of the openness of reason (Chap. 3.1), it is not possible to substantially
determine what would be fair intertemporally. However, future people cannot
now participate in the necessary discursive clarification (for example in a
participatory and democratic process), although they are directly affected by the
consequences of such discourse on conflict resolution. Therefore, at least
discursive conflict resolution with representatives of future interests is called for.
However, the therefore required procedural rights for future concerns are not
sufficient. This results from the above-mentioned compelling networking of discourse procedures and discourse results or discourse and action (Chap. 3.1): The
discourse principles direct not only the procedure of justice discourse, but also
the justice of its results, which are the prerequisite for all further future discourses. And mere procedural rights without principles regulating results would
be disastrous especially in an intertemporal perspective, because only representatives could name the concerns of future people. And such representatives
would naturally be less vehement than real future and young people. Against this
background, open reason requires not only procedural guarantees but also
guarantees of results. Such substantive requirements for “laws as results of
discourse” can be sued by living people in court. For example, if the living
people were defeated in a legislative process against the concerns of the future,
they could seek a constitutional court in the same case and sue there for their
rights to freedom as a barrier to legislation. They can therefore demand a control
of results and open a second (= judicial) stage of discourse (assuming a separation of powers for the rational and impartial resolution of conflicts: see Chap. 3.5).
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If future concerns were not protected, they would be structurally disadvantaged
in this. But this would be incompatible with open reason. All of this is equally
convincing in global terms, so that the third argument also takes hold in the
cross-border direction of justice.

Refutation of Some Typical Objections
However, against the argument of eternity in its intertemporal (not global) thrust,
one could at least legally object that human rights could be abolished in the future
and thus refute the argument. Yet, this objection seemed inconsistent for several
reasons. Firstly, this abolition of fundamental rights would amount to transforming
the respective (European or national) basic order into an illegitimate and ultimately
invalid basic order. Secondly, against this background it is more than doubtful
whether a constitutional repeal standard such as German Article 146 of the
Constitution may be understood as meaning that (here) the German people may at
any time have a new constitution with any content, also without fundamental rights
(Article 79 para. 3 of the Constitution explicitly stipulates that this is not possible).
Thirdly, empirical criteria as to how likely and when a constitutional or human
rights catalogue change could occur can hardly be seriously stated (Murswiek 1985;
Unnerstall 1999). And on a purely hypothetical change of the current legal situation,
intertemporal fundamental rights cannot be denied.
Of course, the future life plans of young and future people are not yet known, or
at least not exactly known. Typically, this circumstance is mentioned as objection to
any attempt at a theory of intertemporal and global justice (also mentioned at
Markus et al. 2012). Insofar as this is merely aimed at the unclear empirical living
conditions of future people, this objection addresses the uncertainty of empirical
facts (including new technological developments) about the future global climate,
the future ozone layer state, etc. – and thus the concretisation and balancing of
future rights against other concerns, but not the fundamental justification that
sustainability is necessary at all. Here, with the uncertainty about future courses of
facts extending over long periods of time, there are indeed questions to be clarified
(more about dealing with uncertainties in Chap. 3.5). The objection regarding the
unknown preferences, however, means something else anyway: namely our
ignorance of the preferences of future people – e.g. whether they would rather wish
freedom rights at all or a totalitarian state. But this objection is not correct; because
it presupposes the refuted empiristic ethics (Chap. 3.1) – and also has the disadvantage of making an empirically unlikely premise, namely that future generations may
not need food, no drinking water, no sufficiently stable climate, etc. The question to
what extent a distant future is generally conceivable or unimaginable does not arise
here; it is rather about such concrete aspects when we talk about the elementary
preconditions of freedom. Moreover: according to their idea, freedom rights want to
give just every individual the opportunity to realise his or her concept of a good,
successful life to be treated as “unknown” from an impartiality point of view. But
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this requires that we do not object the rights to freedom for future individuals
themselves.
Furthermore, the so-called future individual paradox or a non-identity problem
cannot be cited against intertemporal human rights (Unnerstall 1999, pp. 373 et seq.;
Ott and Döring 2004, p. 73; page 2006; more generally on the intertemporal debate
Fikkers 2016 and Markus et al. 2012). This paradox is the following: If an action
has an influence on the identity of future people, then it may not really be possible
to say that this action hurts precisely these people – if we can “shape” future people,
then we may also be allowed to deny their rights. But I think this is wrong. Firstly,
this does not change the fact that there will be future legal entities. A single action
of a single person, for example a process of procreation or the opening of an atomic
repository, may influence which concrete people will appear in the future. However,
this does not mean that there will no longer be any people at all; that is why there
are in any case any future legal entities. But that is exactly what is needed, because
in the application of fundamental rights relating to the future, it is not possible today
to assign a claim exactly to one bearer of fundamental rights. And secondly, the
paradox is based on a circular reasoning, or at least on a distribution of the burden
of argumentation assumed to be fixed, because it already presupposes that future
people are insignificant. For if they were not insignificant, they should not be denied
rights or be subjected to changed livelihoods. Thirdly, even if one rejects these two
arguments, one can at least not rule out the possibility that, despite the current
actions, future individuals will “nevertheless” remain unchanged, because no
methods are apparent as to how the exact influence of current processes on a future
individual (!) could be definitely recognised. Certainly, the uncertain number of
future persons has a similar effect as any other uncertain fact in the balancing of
opposing interests (Chap. 3.5).
Another objection (e.g. from Page 2006), namely that the lack of reciprocity
speaks against fundamental rights for the future, since the future could do nothing
for those living today in return, is not convincing. Firstly, no one says that rights
must always be reciprocal. The justification for human rights lies in the mutual,
logically unavoidable assumption of the autonomy of human beings (Chap. 3.1).
This does not mean, however, that one right arises because the other person,
conversely, also recognises his or her duties or the like. Secondly, intertemporal
rights, viewed over generations, are in some ways even reciprocal, as all generations
“perform” and “preserve” something over a person’s lifetime. By the way, there
may also be some kind of obligations towards the dead (Unnerstall 1999, pp. 52
et seq. and 129).
We have seen: There is a clear legal and ethical justification of intertemporal and
global human rights to freedom and its preconditions. This justification is based on
various arguments – and it cannot be ruled out by objections such as the future
individual paradox.
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Also with Regard to Sustainability: Good Life,
Distributive Justice, Ecocentric Ethics

However, human rights can only become ecologically relevant, in particular with
regard to climate change, if it is assumed that human rights include not only a ban
on (unjustified) interference, but also a right to protection by public authorities
against our fellow citizens. This is very important: because those who want to
pollute the environment and are prevented from doing so by the state will invoke the
defensive side of fundamental rights – whereas those who want to protect the
environment will invoke the protective side of those rights (which is not possible,
however, if there is no protective side of human rights at all). Therefore, this chapter
deals with the multipolarity of freedom – as well as with justified limits to freedom
(and with unjustified ones such as the common good, ecocentrism and ideas of a
“right” good life).

Multipolarity: Economic Versus Sustainable Freedom
In the more recent discourse on international law, some kind of multipolarity of
freedom is generally accepted without further ado, if the point is explicitly addressed
at all (Boyle 2012; Knox 2009a, b; Skillington 2012). In Germany on the other
hand, the problem is traditionally strongly discussed and rather resolved in the sense
of an only restrictively recognised protective dimension of human rights. In the
discourse on international law, the issue is not clearly separated from the question
of global cross-border validity and from the question of whether the legal
consequences of climate change are simply claims against greenhouse gas emissions
(mitigation) or, in particular, protection against the consequences of climate change
(adaptation). However, these are questions to be separated; the question of legal
consequences and balancing is dealt with in Chaps. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 (and the
intertemporal-global validity of human rights has already been analysed in Chap.
3.3). It should also be noted that there is a kind of discussion on multipolarity in
international law in contexts other than climate change (see below).
The aforementioned legal concept of “protection of freedom where it is endangered” suggests that human rights must also include a right to (state) protection
against fellow citizens (and not only in exceptional cases like in the judicature mentioned in Chap. 3.2), i.e. protection, for example, against environmental destruction
threatening my freedom and its preconditions, such as climate change. This is
extremely importand because actions of our fellow citizens – whether tolerated or
approved by the state – are generally the source of an environmental damage.
“Protection” in the sense of this entire reasoning can also mean that a benefit, such
as a cash benefit to secure a minimum subsistence level, is paid to the individual.
Such protection of fundamental rights against public authority, but at the same time
also against private persons by public authority, would remove the traditional rather
non-human-rights-based classification of the protection by the state – and the
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traditional imbalance of the defence and protection side of fundamental rights – i.e.
the restriction of the protection side to cases of evidence.
In addition to the argument of “freedom where endangered”, which is equally
valid for all legal levels, full equal-ranking human rights (Calliess 2001; Susnjar
2010; Koenig 1994; see also Sands and Peel 2018) can also based on the point that
respect for and protection of human dignity are of equal priority in standards such
as Article 1 CFR. This equality is transferred to fundamental rights because dignity
is the basis of the individual fundamental rights (Chap. 3.2). The synchronisation of
freedom and rights of others is also mentioned in norms such as Article 2 para. 1 of
the German Constitution, Article 52 CFR or the 14th amendment of the US
Constitution. In international law, it can be argued respectively that the norm texts
do not even distinguish clearly from the outset between a defensive dimension and
a protective dimension of human rights and thus seem to be based on the existence
of both dimensions. The last argument to be cited is the long-doubted distinctiveness
of the defensive and protective function of human rights, as it is usually used in
German jurisprudence (although in this unambiguousness only the German one; the
following is not refuted by Steinberg in 1998). In particular, the delimitation of
defensive rights against indirect interference – which, like protective rights, apply to
those who ultimately seek protection from fellow citizens by the state – and
protective rights in relation to one another seems to make little sense (more
specifically Ekardt 2016a, § 4 E. II.; Susnjar 2010; Murswiek 1985).
The above said applies even if (in the interest of a system of institutions based on
a separation of powers: Chap. 3.5) the protective side of human rights is clearly not
to be read as a direct effect of fundamental rights between citizens, but as a right to
protection against the state (cf. explicitly Article 51 CFR, but ultimately also presupposed in standards such as Article 2 para. 1 ICCPR; more specifically Chap.
3.2). And in any case, the practice of some courts e.g. in Germany does not change
anything when they assume that the law (including human rights) is not affected
when a “general public” is affected, as is naturally the case with climate change.
Whether a right is affected does not depend on interference with others. And protective rights also do not protect anyone from themselves and do not force a certain
form of good living, which in liberal democracy really does not concern public
authority (see at the end of this section; in more detail see Ekardt 2016a, § 4F. IV.).
Furthermore, a further objection typical for the German discussion is that the
protective function of human rights can only be an objective function of human
rights – this means in the legal terminology: without enforceability and without real
equality of rank compared to the defensive side of human rights due to the doctrine
of fundamental rights developed by the German Federal Constitutional Court.
Firstly, however, the objection does not refute any of the arguments just put forward.
And secondly, the approach of the German Constitutional jurisdiction (called
“Wertordnungslehre”) is largely unclear in its content and justification – with which
it also cannot justify any (different) understanding of protection (notabene, court
rulings cannot replace the law itself, except from the Anglo-saxonian case law: see
Chap. 1.7). The court has never given reasons for the doctrine of values – beyond a
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rather vague reference to an “overall view” of constitutional norms (BVerfGE 4, 7
et seq.; 7, 198 et seq.). Furthermore, it would contradict the individualistic character
of fundamental rights, if one assumed a non-enforceable and less relevant character
of some aspects (namely the protective side) of human rights.

 ultipolarity, Democracy, and Separation of Powers:
M
Misunderstandings in the Classical Debate on “Protection Rights
Versus Defensive Rights”
More relevant at national, supranational and international level seems to be the
objection that a protective dimension of human rights would deprive democratic
parliaments and disrupt the separation of powers, because the protective dimension
would lead to complex needs for balancing between different spheres of freedom
which would then seize the competent national or transnational constitutional
courts, because the results of balancing constellations are relatively arbitrary (and
this gives the constitutional courts the possibility to arbitrarily overrule decisions of
the parliaments). The objection also says that politics must have much greater
leeway regarding “protection” of citizens. However, this objection is not convincing
for several reasons:
Parliaments in a liberal-democratic constitution generally (even in the case of
extreme examples like Great Britain) do not have arbitrary latitude. A democracy
based on the principles of power promises more freedom (more on the separation of
powers, Susnjar 2010; Calliess 2001; Alexy 1986; Habermas 1992; Koenig 1994;
Schwerdtfeger 2015).
We will take a closer look at this later (in Chap. 3.5). Furthermore, legal balancing is always inevitable. Behind the conflict between environmental protection and
conflicting interests is the fundamental phenomenon of law: that it is a matter of
justly balancing conflicting interests, no matter whether it is about legislation or the
application of law, no matter whether it is a matter of an interpretation of norms or
of a discretion in balancing different norms/ rights/ principles. Ultimately, any legislation and application of law must try to meet the conflicting concerns (in more
detail see Chap. 3.6). For the administration, where the legislature has already carried out this balancing to a considerable extent, the weighing up is limited to the
interpretation of the norms (in civil law, administrative law, tax law etc.), which the
legislature has created as an expression of its weighing up, as well as to the filling
in of explicitly designated discretionary latitudes.
In balancing conflicting concerns, such as human-rights guarantees for environmental use on the one hand and human-rights guarantees for more environmental
protection on the other, the respective parliament does indeed have a certain, albeit
not absolute prerogative compared to the judiciary, in accordance with the idea of
the separation of powers and democracy. To the extent that the conflicting interests
can lead to different balancing results (or different findings of facts or different
interpretations of standards), the ball is in the court of the institution with the higher
democratic legitimacy, because this is likely to be the more freedom-friendly
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institutional setting – to work this out in detail, balancing rules will have to be
derived later on (in more detail see Chaps. 3.5 and 3.6). In this respect, however,
protection cases are not structured differently from defence cases: The fact that a
constitutional court is almost never allowed to restrict a parliament to a single
option, but is entitled to state which actions are inadmissible, is equally obvious for
both case categories. And by deriving clear rules of consideration for all dimensions
of fundamental rights, the power of constitutional courts (on a domestic or transnational level) is not currently being extended, but can even be standardised more
precisely (Susnjar 2010; Calliess 2001; see also Hofmann 2007).
Since, as seen, this debate is not limited to the national level, these arguments
also respond to reservations about multipolarity in international discourse that exist
beyond a concrete reference to sustainability. Some of these reservations under
international law go beyond the reservations already reported. This often involves
rights that are very relevant for sustainability, such as the right to food and water in
Article 11 ICESCR as a so-called “social” human right. According to the criticism
of full recognition of such protection rights, such rights are based on the point that
they are linked to the availability of resources in a state and are subject to changing
conditions depending on the state. They also aim, it is said, to gradually achieve the
standards set out in the ICESCR. For, according to Article 2 para. 1 ICESCR, each
state undertakes, individually and through international assistance and cooperation,
in particular economic and technical assistance, to take measures for the full
realisation of the rights recognised in this covenant by all appropriate means, in
particular through legislative measures, and to the fullest extent possible. This
wording does not seem to imply a concrete obligation on the part of the states to
take concrete action, but only one that is indefinite in content and also depends on
the financial situation; there are more political programme statements that would be
subject to democratic leeway.
But this criticism of a protective dimension of human rights allegedly based on
ICESCR is also not convincing (Ekardt 2016a; Sands and Peel 2018). It just repeats
the debate discussed above. Classical-liberal civil rights are just not “more specific”
than social rights and certainly not “absolute” in the sense of being resistant to
balancing, as has just been described. Constitutions and human rights catalogues
therefore always contain an explicit or implicit reference to the restrictability of
these rights, even in the case of classical-liberal civil rights (see, for example, Article
52 CFR). Also, the protection of the elementary preconditions of freedom is neither
generally indefinite nor undetermined due to the fact that the fulfilment possibilities
are much more varied than with classical guarantees of freedom. We have already
seen that this is not correct – and that there is no difference regarding concreteness
between defensive and protective aspects of human rights. And the difficulties in
enforcing international human rights protection, which one might last try to cite
against rights such as that to food, are also not an exclusive problem of protection
and performance rights – e.g. the classical defensive political liberties are encroached
in the vast majority of states every day.
All of this justified the multipolarity of human rights. To put it in the language of
Kant’s classic dispute with the utilitarians: not harming others is no longer more
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important than helping others (provided that helping means protecting their freedom
and its preconditions). Fundamental rights not only defend freedom of enterprise
and property against environmental protection, as they do due to classic-liberal
tradition – conversely, fundamental rights can also become the basis for demands
for more environmental protection. Therefore, the right content of sustainability –
and the remaining (considerable) political scope – will only emerge when we examine the rules of balancing the different dimensions of freedom (see Chap. 3.6).
Without all this, it is not possible to formulate the content of a sustainable constitution
and sustainability ethics, unless one leaves it at mere empty phrases. In addition, it
was already stated in Chap. 3.2 that (contrary to Taylor 1992 and Berlin 1969) discussions about “freedom from versus freedom to” take us nowhere since this distinction does not have any relevant meaning.

Freedom Versus Freedom – Without Any Kind of “Common Good”
In Chaps. 3.1 and 3.2 only freedom and its elementary preconditions (and the freedom-promoting requirements that are not directly enforceable since they do not
belong to the content of human rights) were recognised as universal normative principles. This means that multipolarity also fully describes the material of ethically
and legally fair decisions. Freedom can therefore be limited only by freedom and its
preconditions and conducive factors – and not (as in Rawls 1971, for example,
beyond a core of political freedoms) by any other interests that are then often called
the “common good”. I have examined in detail elsewhere (Ekardt 2016a) that
allowing those ultimately arbitrary restrictions would undermine autonomy and in
addition trigger affinities with authoritarian states. It was also explained there that
the reference to the word “common good” or similar terms in legal texts must be
interpreted consistently as an indication of the conducive aspects for freedom. That
the rights of animals and plants and concepts of social distributive justice do not
change anything in all this will still be discussed in the further course of this chapter.
We must also take a closer look at the aspect already mentioned: that there is no
“right or wrong” good life and that aspects of a good life must therefore not serve as
a reason for a restriction of freedom. All this has far-reaching effects on how we
analyse conflicts about the right (ethical and legal) degree of sustainability in the
following.
Some may object immediately to the restriction of relevant normative concerns:
It seems paradoxical that the normative principles implied by the human practice of
discourse (Chap. 3.1) also conclusively determine the possible content of discourses
of justice and that the entire normativity is thus ultimately traced back to self-
determination and its preconditions (and freedom-promoting factors). However, it is
by no means paradoxical, because there is still a lot of room for balancing and the
discourses of the good life have any room for manoeuvre anyway. Furthermore, the
talk of conducive factors for freedom covers a large number of normative aspects
ranging from biodiversity protection to state-run kindergartens. The orientation
towards self-determination is thus more a compelling consequence of the inevitably
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lacking substantiality of normativity and is by no means paradoxical. Classical discourse ethics (such as Habermas 1983, 1992; in detail see Chap. 3.1), on the other
hand, appears empty and too full at the same time. This is because its vague starting
point, the impartiality principle, does not give any meaningful content and at the
same time sets no limits for arbitrary majority decisions encroaching freedom
(Chap. 3.2). And only the construction chosen here makes shows that freedom must
not amount to simply wanting to decide over someone else just because one would
like to do so, even though one’s own self-determination is not affected at all. For this
very reason, the fact that democracy and the separation of powers also serve self-
determination does not change anything about what has been said; for this is exactly
what they do when they mediate between the various carriers of freedom (more
closely Chaps. 3.5 and 3.6).

 cocentric Barriers to Freedom? The Maze of the Debate
E
About Environmental Ethics
For reasons similar to the idea of a common good, the idea of animal and nature
conservation as an end in itself (i.e. even where it were of no use to people) is not an
ethically and legally convincing barrier to freedom. If that is correct, environmental
protection measures using taxpayers’ money (which is relevant to freedom) would
only be justified if the whole thing is at least somehow beneficial to humanity.
However, as we will see below, this is not a high hurdle. On the very contrary, the
justification of sustainability and environmental protection as a liberal-democratic
concern is further sharpened in the following.
Nature ethics or environmental ethics have been intensively discussed in philosophy since the 1970s. Their major intention is not to justify sustainability or
to discuss balancing rules between different interests, but to establish a new relationship between humans, animals and plants in general. Environmental ethics
discuss the consequences of traditional anthropocentrism, which are also diagnosed as cultural de facto impact factor for non-sustainability in Chap. 2.5.
Environmental ethicists often demand a radically new morality involving all
creatures capable of suffering (pathocentrics), nature as a whole (biocentrics) or
even stones or tables (holism; see on some approaches Schnug and Schnug 2015;
Ott and Döring 2004). However, the pathocentric/ biocentric/ ecocentric idea of
individual normative positions (or rights) of animals and plants is not really relevant in practice. This is because sustainability assets such as available resources,
ecosystem stability or biodiversity are already elementary preconditions of freedom or freedom-promoting factors.
Similarly, a ban on the cruel treatment of animals can be seen as a freedom-
promoting factor: Kant may say that cruelties against animals (in the absence of
good reasons!) are to be rejected, because this ultimately also promotes cruelty
among humans. For the same reasons, the possibility of experiencing nature
aesthetics, for contact with nature and for relaxation is a factor that promotes
freedom: Because people without any sensation or sensual stimulation might
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become ill. Moreover, what has been said about the mutual limitation of freedom
and the common good is also an argument against ecocentric barriers to freedom.
Regardless of all other objections, genuine environmental-ethical approaches are
unsuitable for justifying sustainability because the model of sustainable development
is clearly meant to be anthropocentric.
Another important aspect is that the individual rights of animals and nature tend
to lead to unsolvable application problems, because it is unclear which parts of
nature – which always compete with each other in nature – should be privileged. It
is therefore unclear what the norms of an ecocentric/ pathocentric ethics without a
human-centered (i.e. anthropocentric) starting point from which the correctness of
a measure could be judged should look like. From the perspective of rats, a nuclear
war may create very favourable living conditions; hardly so for lions or even for
humans. Protecting nature for its own sake would therefore only mean that
humankind arbitrarily declares certain parts of nature “valuable” – and so nature
aesthetics is something that receives its selective and therefore meaningful, but then
anthropocentric content only through its reference to man.
The core problem is, however, that for environmental ethics not only a real necessity, a meaningful applicability and the legal compliance (since the law is clearly
focused on conflicts between human beings) is missing. Moreover, it is already a
tenable ethical foundation that is lacking (exemplarily for a diffuse reasoning
Attfield 1999 and the various contributions in Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos and
Brooks 2017, which constantly confuse genesis and validity as well as facts and
norms; on these distinctions see Chap. 1.6). Why should nature be protected for its
own sake? Many environmental ethics are subject to objections to metaphysical
theories, e.g. by insinuating a natural teleology (in a similar way as Jonas 1979 who
was criticised in Chap. 3.3). Contextualistically based, on the other hand, an environmental ethic cannot be justified in view of the traditional devastating handling of
the natural foundations of life. And how should environmental ethics be justified
discoursively? Why should it be necessary to see animals and plants as their own
starting point (beyond a widely understood protection of freedom-promoting factors
in the aforementioned sense)? Not much can also be derived from the “ability to
suffer” of animals (due to a is-and-ought fallacy), so that even a pathocentric
approach is of limited use. The typically offered argument, that a non-expansion of
impartiality would be “selfish” and “specificistic”, presupposes what is to be justified: It is questionable whether one has to face nature altruistically in the sense of
impartially.
Further discussion might be needed, however, if one were to come to the conclusion that a discourse-analogous relationship to animals, at least to higher ones, is
possible (Werner 2001; in this direction also Schnug and Schnug 2015). Dolphins,
great apes and possibly even thinking robots could keep the debate going. In any
case, sustainable freedom provides legal and ethical legitimation for normative sustainability and for the environment in a very broad sense. And to justify that, we do
not need a discourse about rights of nature as a key topic.
There’s one more thing we should be aware of: If we all become vegans, no more
farm animals will be bred. But how do you compare the options “painful life” with
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not being born at all? Logically one can say little about it, because in the second
case there is nobody left who could find the situation somehow (good or bad). And
even emotionally, I can ask myself: Would I prefer having never existed to living a
terrible existence? And would my answer (if I had one) be one that I could transfer
to an animal? The fact that there can be considerable differences in animal husbandry
conditions is true, but prima facie it does little to change what has just been said. In
addition, this brings us to the next difficult question: Can any animal husbandry, in
which animals, e.g. their baby animals, are taken away after hours or days, ever
really be “species-appropriate”? The whole thing illustrates that with a serious
ecocentric ethic, a fundamental critique of civilization could come on the agenda in
the sense of: What would allow us to take the place of all the wild nature that would
exist without us?

J ustice Versus the Good Life: Why Concepts of Happiness (Even
Those Based on Sustainability) Are Not Any Good as Barriers
to Freedom
There is another inadmissible barrier to freedom to discuss. It is the result of the
distinction between justice and good life already indicated in Chap. 3.1 as belonging
to liberalism. Based on freedom, one could apparently also argue against the global
transition to sustainability: What is it that concerns the state at all, how I live – and
isn’t that exactly what is regulated with a real transition towards sustainability?
The core statement regarding the distinction between justice and good life is:
Everything that concerns the freedom of several people and thus conflicts between
the development opportunities of several citizens is called the question of justice.
That cannot just be my business. What does not concern the freedom of several, on
the other hand, is a private matter and does not concern public authority; it is called
a question of good life (exemplarily for the lack of this core distinction in the
sustainability discourse Hosang et al. 2005; aptly Muraca 2015). In fact, due to
climate change and the disappearance of important resources, “purely private”
questions of good life have sometimes suddenly become questions of justice
(Jamieson 2014; Lyster 2013). In the past, no one would have had the idea of
restricting the purchase of transport energy-guzzling, water-wasting southern fruits
that are produced under unbearable conditions in arid regions of the world – or
holiday flights to the Canary Islands. This must obviously be seen in a different way
under the auspices of sustainability.
Some may find this kind of “consumer criticism”, which is immanent in sustainability, to be hostile to freedom, but this misses the point. Definitely more obviously
dictatorial would be a “business as usual”, with which the conditions for self-determination for billions of people could be permanently destroyed. The state exists
precisely to reconcile the exercise of freedom by different people. And if a behaviour (like flying) today – unlike in the past – impairs the freedom of others, then it
may also be regulated.
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Notabene: External behaviour may be the subject of political behaviour control,
but internal desire as such may not. The emphasis is on “as such”; so it is up to
everyone whether he or she reacts to higher energy costs through a different climate
policy in such a way that he or she says “how unpleasant, now my Tenerife holiday
is becoming too expensive for me” or whether he or she says “right, actually regional
holidays make me much happier”. It has already been mentioned that the latter
would nevertheless be helpful for the purely factual implementation of sustainability and offers empirical potential – albeit not for all people and throughout (Chap.
2.6). However, it does not provide a normative sustainability criterion, but is a question of implementation.
The fact that any normative ideal of a “right good life” or a “right happiness” and
the inner attitude corresponding to it may not be predetermined follows from the
theory of justice developed earlier (Chap. 3.1). The ethical and legal justification,
which rejects a normative justification of post-growth, frugality or whatever form
the idea of greater happiness might be – whether it is called Buen Vivir, conviviality
or otherwise – lies in the following two reasons. The first of these two reasons
interprets the interaction of liberal basic principles ethically and legally in parallel.
Firstly, guidelines on a good life (i.e. questions beyond justice or freedom conflicts)
and inner attitudes would obviously be an attack on freedom in favour of ultimately
dogmatic, not generally justifiable interests at the starting point, namely precisely
not for the sake of the freedom of others. As shown, exactly this is not allowed. And
secondly, there are simply no normatively rational standards for what a good life is
(Fischer et al. 2013; ignored e.g. in Jensen and Scheub 2015; indifferent Voget-
Kleschin 2013, pp. 88 et seq. and Muraca 2015, p. 70). Of course, in my personal
life there is room for instrumental and theoretical rationality, i.e. rational knowledge
of facts of an abstract nature and knowledge aimed at the implementation of my
personal goals, but not for rational statements about these goals as such. In this
respect, what was already clear to Locke, Kant or Mill in terms of the basic thrust
direction can be justified here precisely: a just policy must guarantee the possibility
(!) of individual happiness via freedom, but it must never regulate the good life
itself – i.e. personal concepts of happiness, world views, decency etc. What a good
life really is was not even really clear reading Rawls (1971); because a differentiated
theory of freedom, its preconditions, and balancing is missing in his work. This also
means: Frugality and (as a consequence) post-growth may be necessary strategies
towards sustainability (Chap. 1.3) – but they are no normative goals in itself.
To sum up: There is a necessary distinction between justice and good life. And
the latter is no legitime object of legal or ethical rules. In terms of sustainability, this
limits the normative discourse to issues of justice – but the sphere of justice is larger
today than it used to be in earlier days.
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 hy There Are Only Limited Ethical and Legal Standards
W
for Social Distribution Issues – Frictions of the Debate on Equality
Many, however, see sustainability problems primarily as a question of social distributive justice, which is known to be only a sub-aspect of general (ethical and legal)
justice (Chap. 1.6). This is a symptom of the well-known objection to freedom-based
approaches (also to sustainability) to rather “start from equality than from freedom”.
Therefore, three things shall be shown at this point: (1) there is little that can be said
about social distributive issues in definite terms; rather, there is considerable scope
for balancing in this respect (in detail on balancing see Chap. 3.6). (2) The primary
focus on social distributive equality (in contrast to equal freedom) is therefore not
convincing. (3) Nevertheless, statements deducted that contribute to an ambitious
duty of the public authorities to act on sustainability issues (Chap. 3.8).
In many industrialised countries, social policy has been the subject of fierce controversy for some time, not to the least because income inequality has been increasing for some time (empirically detailed Piketty 2014; also Beck 2007 and Starke
et al. 2008). In the past, the welfare state was often seen as a way of securing the – in
the wording of this book – elementary preconditions of freedom and external
requirements that promote freedom, but now the welfare state is often criticised.
This is partly due to economic globalisation (Chap. 4.11). A key concept for all
points of view is in this context equal opportunities for all people. Indeed, this sort
of concept based on the equal right to freedom is immediately plausible. But there
are some problems that are difficult to solve. As we will discuss these problems in
the following, the limits to deriving exact social distributive rules will be revealed at
the same time, regardless of whether they generally demand the protection of the
weakest, as in Rawls (1971), or directly aim at substantive equality (in the outcome),
as in Marxist tradition. Compared to this, equal opportunities is a less far-reaching
idea in terms of content, but even this less far-reaching approach already encounters
problems (in utilitarianism, things become supposedly simpler through the calculation approach; see Harsanyi 1978; Smart 1978; but Chaps. 3.1 and 3.9 show that
empiricist ethics such as cost-benefit analysis does not work).
Equal opportunities means equal starting conditions for all people, usually combined with the addition that “undeserved” disadvantages must be avoided or compensated for because of the equal freedom of all people. “Opportunity” may mean
that everyone faces the same probability to find happiness. And indeed, freedom
rights protect the right to live a life according to one’s own ideas. In addition, it is
ethically and legally uncontentious that freedom as the right to seek one’s fortune
implies that unequal treatment requires justification. This can be found as right to
legal equality in all human rights catalogues (since this means that the freedom of
the individual is increased and that of another is reduced, this actually represents a
balancing rule between different freedom holders). Freedom also implies that I
should be responsible for the consequences of my actions and that the negative consequences of my actions should not end up affecting others. This does not, however,
lead to the inverse conclusion that all citizens have to bear in equal parts issues
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which nobody “caused”, but which happen by chance (e.g. the low intelligence of a
person). It is not per se plausible that all disadvantages such as a lack of intelligence
or different parental homes per se must be fully compensated for by the public
authorities. The point that the junktim of freedom and the responsibility for the
consequences of one’s own decisions must not be overstretched is also illustrated by
the fact that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine specific individual
causalities (e.g. with regard to education) and to attribute them to “self-induced” or
“socially inflicted” cases. Even more important, however, is the problem that it is
not at all clear how different opportunities in different life situations can be balanced against each other and ultimately found to be “(un-)equal”.
To put it in a broader perspective: The question of “equality of what”, which has
been intensively discussed in philosophy in recent decades, is not really resolvable
(Sen 2009 and Frankfurt 2015, in contrast Dworkin 1977, 1981, 2006). Moreover,
the universalist basis of ethics developed above simply does not give rise to a
commitment to social distributive equality. The same is true for constitutional law
in Western states. Moreover, the tension between the two aspects of freedom
“junktim/ personal responsibility” and “protection of preconditions” (and the
blurriness of responsibility) already explains the core of the welfare state issue,
including the resulting vague equal opportunities. This results in a spectrum of
social distributive justice that is not arbitrary, but is nevertheless characterised by
large leeway and thus very different possible concretisations. This statement has a
basis in freedom; state objectives such as the welfare state here can essentially only
emphasise the general importance of the task beyond the area of fundamental rights,
e.g. remind us of the external requirements that promote freedom.
Egalitarianism would not even necessarily have the most benefit to the socially
weaker, despite all the caution with which historical experiences are assessed, if one
considers the experiences in real-socialist states and also reflects the fact that in this
way the performance incentives for the stronger are eliminated, and those are the
ones to create the distributional mass for the welfare (Rawls 1971). Anyone who
claims otherwise obviously follows a Marxist anthropology believing in really
strong altruistic tendencies of humankind (critical on this: Chap. 2.6; see also
Deaton 2013; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Fücks 2013). Capital flight to other
countries when taxes are higher locally could theoretically still be prevented. At the
same time, however, extreme inequality would also be counterproductive (Piketty
2014; Sen 2009), as the protection of freedom and the Junktim jointly suggest.
Just as a little excourse: Some problems of the egalitarianism and equal opportunities debate are frequently continued under the signum of anti-discrimination. This
programme is penetrating Western societies to an increasing degree and is initially
generating tendencies that are fully compatible with the present theory of justice,
such as the mandatory gender equality in legal equality. All in all, the avoidance of
discrimination makes a lot of sense under liberal framework conditions, since
nobody should be disadvantaged on the basis of factors which they cannot influence. If, however, a demand for equality turns into a demand for de facto equality or
even for the end of the competitive society, the problems of egalitarianism and also
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certain forms of criticism of capitalism are repeated (Chap. 2.6). For not only freedom, but also progress in knowledge depends on the polarity of cooperation and
competitiveness, and even knowledge itself depends on the possibility of differentiation. Moreover, the popular line of argumentation to deduce the impossibility of
drawing boundaries from unclear demarcations between two entities (e.g. between
men and women) that are in themselves clearly different is logically unproductive
in view of the heap paradox.
On the other hand, the most discussed theorist of social distributive justice in the
twentieth century, John Rawls, concentrates, as mentioned above, on the point that in
the interest of a realisation of freedom a special focus should be placed on the weakest. However, Rawls overlooks the fact that protection of the weakest beyond the
basic rights to freedom cannot mean that every conceivable political measure must
always promote the weakest. For how could one justify this? This aim has no compelling ethical or legal foundation. Rawls (1971) succeeds only with a dogmatic and
therefore unconvincing background assumption: that everyone (from an impartial
perspective, i.e. not knowing their own situation in life) would express risk aversity
as an absolute undoubtful priority. Generally speaking, balancing spheres of freedom, of elementary preconditions of freedom and of further freedom-promoting factors has to be analysed in a much more differentiated way (Chap. 3.6). The fact that
Amartya Sen’s (2009; similar to Ott and Döring 2004) capability approach is not
really convincing as a further alternative has already been discussed (Chap. 3.2).
For reasons of space, further arguments against fixed social policy standards
derived from ethics or constitutional law are not discussed here (but see on this for
example Gesang 2011 and Page 2006). The protection of the elementary
preconditions of freedom and the junktim remain as core standards, but they do not
deliver any precise distributional scheme. All this does not mean that there is no
political possibility to think that e.g. smaller income differentials make many people
happier and therefore a high degree of redistribution should be chosen as a political
programme. But this is a political programme and not necessarily dictated by the
principles of justice and the constitution.
Even if justice does not prescribe a specific social policy, it does, however, state
(in terms of preconditions of freedom, junktim, no egalitarianism) what can be said
about social distribution issues in ethical or human rights terms. This is of course,
only in connection with the balancing theory and its exemplification in terms of
sustainability (Chaps. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8), which will nevertheless help us drawing several (!) very concrete conclusions to be drawn regarding climate change. The
most important problem of social distribution is currently twofold: (a) The “weakest” of the previous social policy in Western countries are not the dependent employees who receive lower wages than “the managers”. Even the unemployed live quite
adequately in many countries, e.g. in Germany, unless pathological individual biographical difficulties (e.g. alcoholism) occur. The primary underprivileged are people in developing countries – and people that will live in the future. (b) Politicians
have not yet found an answer to the problem that the Western welfare state and even
more so the environmental state could run into an economisation trap caused by
globalisation that could lead freedom ad absurdum in a spiral of performance (rat
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race) that can no longer be limited. If this is to be tackled, analyses of globalisation
(Chap. 4.11) and the end of the growth age (Chap. 1.4) are needed in addition to
sustainability analyses. On the other hand, an essential version of the classical distribution discourse, which among other things seeks to refuse any drastic sustainability demand because of its distributional effects, reaches a point where new paths
have to be taken (see Chap. 4.7 and also Gough 2017).

The Core of Sustainable Freedom – Ethically and Legally
After all, the ethically and legally newly interpreted concept of freedom in view of
the idea of sustainability is the model of an autonomous and free self-development,
which aims at enabling every human being – also including on a global and
intertemporal scale – to become happy in his or her own way. The promise of a
succeeding practice of life that takes place within the framework of free discourses
and autonomous action also applies to those who would never profit from a concept
of freedom reduced to some kind of economic liberalism. This reason-based concept
aims at a universalistic, pluralistic, global, intertemporal and non-possessive
individualistic justice – in terms of both ethics and the law. In reformulating the
well-known Rawlsian rules of justice (that underestimate the necessary specifications
of freedom and overestimate what can be said about social distributive justice), this
can also be formulated as the principle of sustainable freedom – that is the core of
sustainable normativity.
Everyone should have equal access to the most comprehensive system of equal
freedoms, compatible with the same system for all others, including young and
future people, and those living in other countries and continents. The same rights to
freedom also guarantee the preservation of the elementary conditions of freedom,
without which life in self-determination is impossible, as well as protection against
other citizens by public authorities. Freedom can only be limited for the sake of
freedom – including its elementary conditions and other freedom-promoting factors.
What can be said about objective normativity in detail and about democratic
institutions and separation of powers, depends on balancing rules that have to be
derived from freedom in the above-mentioned broad sense.
Less logically stringent, but possibly more intuitively appealing, a sustainable
concept of freedom can be formulated as follows after all: Let us intuitively assume
that we need three things in particular from the field of political-legal affairs for our
happiness: Opportunities for freedom and development, a certain amount of
prosperity, a sufficient amount of security, and all this globally and intertemporally.
The concept presented here legitimises the demand for a quantum of prosperity and
security based on freedom, leaving the finding of happiness to each individual. It
thus establishes an order that offers the greatest chance of realising all these things –
and at the same time makes it clear that the path to prosperity and security via the
abolition of freedom (i.e. the proverbial “Chinese” solution) is prohibited, also
globally and intertemporally and thus in questions of sustainability. Compared to
the “traditional Western way of thinking”, this also implies: Liberal-democratic
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constitutions need a reinterpretation under the auspices of a new concept of freedom,
of a new rational foundation, and of new ways of understanding balancing and the
limits of rationality in the normative sphere.

 eneral Principles of International Law (Not Customary Law) –
G
Further Foundations for Sustainable Freedom
At the national and supranational level, the sustainability-related contents of human
rights following from all this provide a clear orientation, for example in climate
protection. At the level of international law, however, these results which are based
on written legal documents (in the international arena as documents of international
treaty law) have the disadvantage that these are formally on a par with other
international treaty law provisions. International treaties, meaning agreements
between states, such as the WTO treaties, are the main source of international law
the absence of a world state. International law does not seem to know a written
constitution that is higher-ranking within hierarchies of norms. Therefore, human
rights in international law may influence the interpretation of other international
treaties (such as the WTO treaties), but do not offer a strictly higher-ranking legal
framework. This changes, however, if one includes another source of law: customary
international law and the general principles of law, which for centuries have
represented a source of international law alongside international treaty law.
Declaratorily – i.e. not constitutively –, these sources of law can be found in Article
38 of the ICJ Statute, and there is a broad consensus that these sources of law do
exist. In connection with this, one can ask whether such customary legal requirements
or general legal principles should be regarded as ius cogens – i.e. as generally
binding law independent of the contractual arbitrariness of individual consenting
states, as a relatively rudimentary and also unwritten constitution. They would then
not only be of higher rank compared to international agreements. In addition,
sustainability-related human rights would then also be valid for states that have not
ratified treaties such as the ICESCR and do not provide for human rights in their
national constitutions – given that freedom (as a basis for the sustainability-related
contents of human rights) is guaranteed by these other sources of international law.
This would mean that the legal reconstruction of a liberal-democratic ethics would
receive a strengthened foundation (generally on norm conflicts between the legal
levels Ekardt 2016a, § 7 B.).
The initial question is what is meant by customary international law. We speak of
customary international law when legal contents correspond to general state
practice, supported by a corresponding opinio iuris. This type of source of law is
ultimately the expression of a classical understanding of sovereignty (cultivated in
the absence of global ideas of justice) in which states can do what they want without
being bound by universal normative standards. Through their actions and verbal
declarations, the states themselves can influence which legal contents become
customary law. Therefore, it is of course incompatible with precisely this basic
intention to affirm a norm of being part of customary law all too quickly. The mere
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fact that norms such as the precautionary principle can be found in different parts of
international treaty law in specific contexts does not make them customary law
(overlook e.g. by Maurmann 2008; Cordonier Segger 2008; Sands and Peel 2018).
On the one hand, there is no general state practice on this principle to date. On the
other hand, there is no agreement on the content of many principles, so that the
existence of a legal conviction is also questionable. All the more so in the case of
sustainability-related human rights, which, despite all the euphonious references to
the idea of human rights everywhere, are counteracted on a daily basis by real state
policy.
The other source of international law is more interesting. It is possible that the
entire argumentation for sustainable freedom can be further strengthened (and law
and ethics even more strongly linked) if instead of international treaties reference is
made to the general principles of law (the entire stratification is missing in Sen
1999; only partially in Voigt 2006; Maurmann 2008; Sands and Peel 2018). But
what are general principles of international law? Linguistically, the term sounds like
a “law behind the law”, i.e., universal justice that prescribes certain fundamental
things regardless of whether the respective political state order is willing to respect
them or not. However, the relationship of the legal principles to such a general
universal ethics often remains unclear in the debate on international law. The term
“legal principles” could mean that it imports the principles of the general theory of
justice into law, even where international treaty law does not provide for them
comprehensively, and thus avoids as much as possible a contradiction between
universal ethics and law. In a liberal-democratic constitution and theory of justice,
those principles would be dignity, impartiality, freedom, protection of the elementary
preconditions of freedom, intertemporal and global expansion of freedom. Based on
them, a catalogue of fundamental rights such as the human rights treaties could be
spelled out, followed by balancing rules, requirements of institutions and the like.
This would result in a universalist international law in parallel to universal ethics
based on reason, including all its implications for sustainability demonstrated
above.
In contrast, conventional international lawyers often understand general principles of law to mean those principles which are purely de facto recognised by the
states – or by a representative selection of states – contrary to the reference to the
law of reason which it is already in the literal sense of the word (whereby mostly
state law rather than international law itself is seen as the starting point of those
“principles of law”). So, should we ask how many states have explicitly or implicitly
recognised e.g. the right to food? However, this would take us to the question
whether the talk of “recognised legal principles” is simply absurd. For the law of
reason (or “law of nature”, at the latest since the definition of the term by Thomas
Aquinas; see Ekardt 2019) is defined precisely by the aspect that it is independent
of a factual, positivist recognition by any authorities or majorities. Moreover, legal
principles would then be the same as customary law and therefore meaningless.
Further indications for an understanding of general legal principles referring to
universal reason and its implications (human dignity, impartiality, freedom and its
sustainability implications) arise if one reads the reference “recognised by civilised
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nations” in Article 38 ICJ Statute. This underlines: It is not the de facto recognition
by every state that matters, but rather what humans have to recognise from the
normative point of view (it is therefore a matter of acceptability and not of factual
acceptance, even if both are notoriously confused, and this across disciplines). In a
historical interpretation, one could add that” civilised nations” in fact means liberal
(rational) democracies and their understanding of law, i.e. the liberal-democratic
principles were advised. “Civilised nations” thus do not mark colonialist imperialism
(although the ICJ statute is 100 years old). Moreover, the term prescribes to all
states the principles which liberal democracies have already recognised in principle
anyhow.
If the general principles of law are to acquire a real meaning as source of law
alongside international treaty law and customary law, this also urges us to accept
principles of law contrary to the self-chosen, arbitrary orientation of the states. In
contrast, traditional lawyers call for a “representative selection of states” when
determining such “principles of law” and their recognition by states. However, the
ultimately insoluble problem is then (a) how to make this selection of states whose
legal opinion should be “representative” and accordingly prove the recognition of
certain principles (what would be representative? which countries, for example, are
representative of Africa/ Europe/ South America?); how (b) complete arbitrariness
on the part of the user of the law “from the result desired in each case” can be
avoided; and how (c) the whole idea of binding states against their will fits in with
the traditional idea of sovereignty under international law, which is obliged to focus
on the “de facto recognition of principles by states”. In any case, this would create
enormous scope for the applicants of international law, which would be difficult to
reconcile with ideas of legal certainty, clear division of competences, etc. (that can
be derived from freedom: see Chap. 3.5). And this enormous scope is exactly the
opposite of what supporters of state sovereignity would wish.
The idea that what is “generally” recognised can be determined by a (rather arbitrary) reconstruction of individual positions (“representative legal comparison”) is
also contradictory to the linguistic meaning of “generally”, which means “concerning all” – and only “general” legal principles are mentioned in Article 38 of the ICJ
Statute as a source of law. All this indicates that the traditional idea of customary
law could also be questioned, which, however, is not pursued further here.
International law in its current interpretation is already relatively strongly subjectivist and geared to the preferences of sovereign nation states, which can agree upon
more or less arbitrary treaties in free decision. But from the point of view of a rational idea of law, this is something to be overcome in the medium term. For there is
much to suggest that well-functioning global institutions and global law would be
very helpful for freedom in a globalised world (in detail on visions of global democracy etc. see Chap. 4.11 and Ekardt 2016a, § 7 B.).
All this makes liberal-democratic ethics and its sustainability implications,
including its primacy of constitutional principles over other parts of the law, even
more compatible with international law. This, the shown interpretation of the logic
of “principles”, the widespread practice of classifying general legal principles as ius
cogens at the same time, speak in favour of attributing the liberal-democratic
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principles a constitutional rank within international law. Another argument in favour
(examined in detail by Ekardt 2016a, § 7 B.) is that this is probably the view most
conducive to human rights freedom as a whole.

3.5

 ustainable Institutions, Democratic Systems,
S
and the Inevitability of Balancing – Beyond an
Eco-dictatorship

But how much sustainability and, for example, how much climate protection is
specifically required in the ethical and (transnational as well as domestic)
constitutional sense? As we already know, everything in ethics and law needs to be
based on freedom (Chaps. 3.2 and 3.4). And the thesis of multipolarity of freedom
(Chap. 3.4) makes it clear that ethical and legal justice (to its possible parallelism:
Chap. 1.7) and sustainability raises questions of balancing different spheres of freedom. Continuing this analysis will take us to what can be said about normativity and
sustainability in detail (besides the abstract principles developed in Chaps. 3.2, 3.3,
and 3.4). By the same token, there will be no room for some kind of free-floating
postulates on sustainability ethics derived from nowhere – as they may be popular
among many people that mention “ethics” in the context of sustainability.
The issue of concretising sustainability also takes us to institutions, as well as to
some of the most traditional questions of liberal democracies: Which institutions
are responsible for determining which procedures and which balancing rules apply?
How to deal with uncertain facts that are characteristic of sustainability problems?
What does representative democracy really mean? And what about the relation
between freedom and democracy? These are the subjects of Chaps. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and
3.8. This also takes us to an analysis of the overall institutional setting of liberal
democracies. In contrast to what is widely practised in the discourse on sustainability, it will not be enough to mention single aspects such as the polluter pays principle or blatant statements such as that sustainability is a value judgement. And we
will continue not to confuse moral sociology with normative sustainability ethics
and sustainability constitutions. This – as in the whole Chap. 3 – is not about moral
sociology, which considers the purely factual effect of values on human behaviour
(this was dealt with in Chaps. 2.2 and 2.5).

 he Inevitability of Balancing: A Key Category in Ethics and Law –
T
Beyond “Neminem Laedere”
In general, the discussion about the right implementation of sustainability can be
seen as an issue of conflicting interests and thus as a balancing problem. If you want
to protect the climate for future people and limit today’s car traffic, you protect
freedom – but at the cost of restricting freedom in the present. Similarly, the desire
of Western companies for globalised, open markets without state regulations and
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taxes collides with the interest in certain labour and social standards of many people
(Busse 2003; Ekardt et al. 2009). For example, the general right to freedom, freedom
of property and the promotion of economic growth and jobs on the one hand, and
the right to the elementary preconditions of freedom such as life, health and
subsistence on the other hand, stand in contrast to each other. These questions arise,
even if many synergies between economic freedom and sustainability are possible
(see Chap. 1.4). This also includes controversies about underlying facts that are
relevant in this context, for example, the effectiveness of a particular political or
legal instrument, the existence and precise effects of climate change, or the effects
of different technological options. Since the facts are sometimes uncertain, concepts
such as risk, uncertainty and precaution come into play here. In a strict use of terms,
risk means future (damage) events whose probability of occurrence is known,
whereas precisely this is unknown in the case of uncertainty (Chap. 1.2).
The balancing situation as such is unavoidable in law and ethics, even if this
constant balancing situation outside economics is often not noticed (true therefore
Francot 2014; Gawel and Bretschneider 2012; Gawel 2001; Hansjürgens and
Lienhoop 2015; Alexy 1986; see also Wagner et al. 2016; misjudged e.g. by Dworkin
1977; Rawls 1971). Even if one were to set a concern absolute, one would implicitly
neglect other concerns. All this can be traced back to the constitutional and ethical
constellation of multipolarity of freedom. But it would be also undeniable if human
rights were only contrasted on the one hand with (traditionally formulated) a
“common good” on the other. In any case, such conflicts remain unavoidable.
Consequently, norms such as Article 52 para. 1 CFR contain a general proportionality
requirement and an option to limit human rights and therefore explicitly establish
balancing (and nearly all liberal constitutions do the same, see e.g. Article 2 para. 1
of the German Constitution or the 14th amendment of the US Constitution).
The inevitability of balancing does not only apply to rare constellations or particularly dramatic problems, but is literally permanently present in every political
decision, not only regarding sustainability. By permitting industrial society,
authorising industrial plants, permitting car traffic, etc., politics is statistically
accepting deaths with its eyes open, i.e. impairments of the right to the elementary
preconditions of freedom, due to the air pollutants released, etc. This is done by
balancing life and health with the freedom of consumption of all of us and with the
economic freedom of consumers. This is very often called “stochastic damages”.
This means statistical cases of illness and death that occur in the long term and in
combination with other causes of damage in the wake of industrial society life.
Since balancing as such is inevitable, concrete decisions on sustainability (or on
any other question) cannot be based on a principle of “do no harm” (neminem
laedere) – this would simply be impossible (Gawel 2001; Lübbe 2000; Winter 2001;
Gawel and Bretschneider 2012; misjudged in Zucca 2008; Rawls 1971; Gough
2017, p. 57). Bizarrely, although explainable by human contradictoriness and tendency to denial (Chap. 2.4), human beings regularly deny the need for balancing
and at the same time can demand completely incompatible things: e.g. “more environmental protection” and “more wealth”. It has already become clear (Chap. 3.1)
that in all this an alleged contrast between deontology and consequenceism changes
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little because it does not exist in this way. The idea, shared by many philosophers,
that certain actions could be identified as almost always bad, therefore does not
seem tenable in this unambiguousness.
The fact that the situation of constant balancing is by no means limited to sustainability issues, but occurs in general, is further illustrated here by the explosive
example of medical care: Must the state increase health insurance contributions to
25% of wages in order to further optimise health protection, especially for the
elderly – with the result that, for example, holiday trips become unaffordable for
employees? And: Is it necessary to perform a surgery on a 90-year-old for 200,000
euros if patients die in 95% of the time – and if, alternatively, the money could save
a large number of African children who live in a malaria area? (see Ekardt et al.
2012)? Under the topos of “medically necessary” services (to which every individual
has a right of access; cf. e.g. Article 35 CFR), this balancing is camouflaged. On the
basis of the budgets allocated to doctors by the health insurance funds, they are in
fact carrying out a balancing of interests every day.
Due to its inevitability, the fair weighing of conflicting interests, which is here
referred to as balancing, is ultimately the core of law and ethics. And the rules that
frame this balancing procedure deliver the most precise information about inhowfar
objectivity in possible in the normative sphere. The legal framework of the legislative
balancing act between the various freedoms, preconditions of freedom and freedom-
promoting factors is usually referred to by lawyers as the proportionality test. More
theoretically, one can speak of balancing rules. Since the legislator carries out this
balancing to a significant extent (the acts of parliament are the written results of the
legislator’s balancing), the balancing is then largely limited for the administration to
the interpretation of the norms which the legislator has created, provided that this
interpretation of the norms leaves leeway or discretion. Constitutional courts review
the legislative observance of the balancing rules for the legislature, which will be
derived from the liberal-democratic basic principles and limit the legislator’s scope
for consideration. Whether, in turn, the limits to discretion at the administrative
level are kept is examined by specialised courts. For a sub-area (private law) where
there is no need for state control, the fulfilment of freedom is left more to the
individuals who conclude contracts with each other and only occasionally turn to a
court settling disputes. This entire basic structure applies cum grano salis on local,
regional, domestic, European, and international level in the modern world
(democracy and separation of powers exist in many states only as a façade). The aim
so far was to explain the term balancing. Why separation of powers is necessary in
general and in the concretisation of normative sustainability, and which institutions
play which role in this, is discussed in the following.
Economists usually refer to the balancing rather as economic evaluation or cost-
benefit analysis and speak of efficiency or optimal conditions instead of justice.
Many sociologists, political scientists and environmental scientists, on the other
hand, speak of risk analysis, risk assessment or risk management (which, strictly
speaking, only refers to a certain aspect of balancing, namely uncertain facts: on the
role of facts see Chap. 3.7). However, it will become apparent that the cost-benefit
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analysis is an unconvincing alternative to liberal-democratic balancing that is presented here in ethical and legal terms (see Chap. 3.9).
This does not deny the merits that economists deserve for clearly pointing out the
need for balancing in decision-making. In philosophy (in contrast to the law), the
situation is more ambivalent. Apart from utilitarianism, explicit balancing problems
in philosophy often appear more as a rare situation called a “dilemma” than what
they are: the constant phenomenon of every normative decision. Instead, philosophers
often concentrate on questions such as whether what the individual is entitled to is
to be determined absolutely or comparatively in relation to what others have.
However, questions such as “do I get an absolute environmental protection level of
XY or in relative terms as much as all others” do not make much sense. It brings us
back to the errors of the debate about egalitarianism. The point is overlooked that
we can derive balancing rules from universal principles that more clearly outline the
possibilities and limits of objectivity in normative questions. In the following we
will also see that therefore the claim of many ethicists to be able to give exactly one
answer to normative questions (e.g. on sustainability) is not feasible. The leeway is
simply is too broad for that. It is not an ethicist who is called upon to fill the leeway,
but democratic politicians and civil servants, for instance with regard to climate
protection. This exemplifies what has already been said about the relationship
between ethics and law (which makes politics binding; see Chap. 1.7).
We have seen: Balancing is inevitable in law and ethics. Regarding this, philosophers can learn from lawyers (see also Chap. 1.7). By that means, we have reached
a first cornerstone of a concretised normativity of sustainability.

I nstitutions: Who Is Accountable for Sustainability – Public
Authorities, Citizens, Companies?
Before we discuss balancing in detail, we have to discuss institutions (see also
Cooper 2012; Kahl 2018; Giezen 2018). This takes us to the very important question
of who in general is responsible for the realisation of sustainability: the public
authorities, and if so, which ones? Or rather citizens and companies? From what has
been said so far, some statements can be made about the latter questions. They are
ethically and legally derived from the liberal-democratic basic principles, which
gives them a broad validity. Although liberal-democratic constitutions generally
refer to democracy, separation of powers and the rule of law, a fundamental
perspective on responsibilities – also including citizens and companies – is lacking.
What is presented in the following, is the normative counterpoint (who has to do
something) to the descriptive analysis in Chap. 2 that showed how the interplay of
the different actors of the transformation towards sustainability de facto works.
• In principle, all human beings, and consequently all citizens, companies, etc., are
also committed to sustainability. This follows directly from the foundation of
normativity in discourse ethics: Since it is based in discourse between individuals,
the individuals are in charge of implementing the normative standards logically
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derived from discourses (Chap. 3.1). The consequence of this is that they can be
legally and ethically bound by political and legal measures, e.g. to more climate
protection and more resource conservation, just as it can be said in general that
everyone is required to contribute to the realisation of justice and sustainability
through political pressure towards sustainability and personal behaviour.
However, this cannot be made more concrete for the individual in such a way that
it would be possible to derive enforceable requirements for citizens in detail –
individual ethics and corporate ethics that try to provide more detailed standards
will not be successful, no matter if regarding sustainability or other societal
issues (see Chaps. 3.2 and 4.2).
• Consequently, it is necessary to create institutions that are concerned with the
implementation of justice and specifically sustainability, if a completely
voluntary coping with the normative goals is not empirically probable and could
furthermore not work without sufficient concretisation.
• As a starting point, the obligation to implement justice and sustainability from
the ethical and legal perspective applies equally to all institutions and levels of
public authority. However, this must be specified in three respects:
–– In the following, it will become apparent that the basic principles of liberal
democracy and especially freedom is followed by a need to establish and
maintain various institutions, namely the legislative, executive and judicial
branches. These are only bound to the extent that it results from the rules of
the balance of powers, which also follow from those principles; the primary
obligation to more sustainability lies with the legislature.
–– Not only a national, but also a transnational (EU and international) institutional level is needed, because only this can protect freedom effectively, especially sustainable freedom (more precisely Ekardt 2016a, §§ 6 B.-E., 7 B.). In
principle, every state is obliged to act for greater sustainability; furthermore,
all states and all institutions worldwide are obliged to work towards (more
effective) joint – supranational or global – action. And if this does not succeed,
every state is obliged to take measures that make such agreements more likely
and effectively complement supranational or global action.
–– Legislative and executive branches (national and transnational) can only act to
the extent that the respective constitutional law assigns them a competence.
This regulates (see for instance Article 192 TFEU) which level of statehood –
EU, national, regional, local –may be active in a certain policy field. The fact
that there must be distinct rules at all follows (beyond the explicit legal statute)
from the liberal-democratic basic principles, too (which imply predictability
and legal certainty as a result of reason, impartiality and freedom). As regards
Europe, both the EU and the member states generally have far-reaching
responsibilities in the field of sustainability policy.
• The participatory role of NGOs or generally lobby groups accompanying the
representative democratic process will be considered in the following (in more
detail Ekardt 2016a, § 5 C. II. 3.). It should only be briefly mentioned here that
the media also play a major role in the representative democratic process; this is
also understandable from a normative point of view on the one hand, but on the
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other hand, in its present form, is fraught with many problems that cannot be
dealt with in detail here.
Later, it must be clarified in empirical terms how likely it is that citizens and
entrepreneurs will take voluntary action and which political and legal control
instruments could be effectively used by the public authorities, which also includes
the clarification of the question just raised as to the respective effective shares of
action, e.g. at the national, supranational and global levels (Chap. 4).

 hy (Representative) Democracy – And Is It Compatible
W
with Sustainability?
At this point, the role of democracy for the liberal-democratic basic principles and
their relationship to sustainability must be deepened. From there, rules also emerge
on how the balancing problem is to be dealt with.
Democracy, along with dignity, impartiality and freedom, is the core principle of
a liberal basic order: Democracy is a principle of justice, universally and – combined with the arguments for global justice (Chap. 3.3) – globally (on global institutions see Chap. 4.11). For if all people are to be respected equally, they must also
have an equal share in solving social conflicts. The principle of equal respect for the
autonomous individual (human dignity) implies precisely that, ideally, everyone
should decide for herself or himself – and consequently must have the same relation
to the instance of dispute resolution – as far as a conflict exists, e.g. between different human rights (mutual limitation of freedom: Chap. 3.4), which does not resolve
itself and where therefore not everyone can decide alone. But this means democracy. Democracy also ensures freedom, since politicians can be voted out of office.
If reason is open in content, democracy is the obvious decision-making procedure.
Democracy here means a democracy in every country if possible worldwide and
also at a global political level. This does not imply mere consensus structures. At the
same time, within the limits outlined above, quite different models of democracy are
conceivable as compatible with freedom – for example, there may be a majority or
proportional voting system, there may be a direct election of top executives or not,
and so on. Such and similar variances certainly have little or no influence on the
sustainability problem prima facie.
The point that a democracy is foremost representative (to which population participation already belongs not only via the right to vote, but also through discourses
in parties, associations, neighborhoods, participation in demonstrations, public
expression of opinion, etc.) has a strong justification in itself (Bussemer 2011;
Steinberg 2013; Hamann 2014; see also Janis 1972; Kahl 2018; Cooper 2012; overlooked by Scheidler 2015). Rationality and freedom are best protected if the human
motivational situation is taken into account which is characterised by limited rationality and often problematic group dynamics. By the same token, it is only through
this derivation of democracy from the autonomy-centered discourse between individuals that the paradoxes of democracy (Murswiek 2017) can be solved, which
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would otherwise make inexplicable how an apparently self-purpose “people’s rule”
and the majority principle can fit together.
This is not rendered irrelevant by the fact that, historically, representative democracy has appealed to some because it keeps the mass of the population at a distance
from the immediate political landscape (on the history of representation Scheidler
2015; Ekardt 2003; Steinberg 2013). Building on this, one can ask to which extent
citizens should be more involved in politics, at least at the administrative level, but
possibly also at the legislative level – not only, but also with regard to sustainability.
However, the participatory ideal also fits in with the discursive background of liberal democracy – especially where the content of “exactly one” solution cannot be
derived from the substantive standards of fundamental rights. Particularly in international decision-making processes, there has been a lack of a world parliament
anyway that could embody the representative component of democracy (see Chap.
4.11). But participation does not replace representation. The universal discourse
principles of reason, respect, impartiality and freedom set ethically and legally not
only the “justice discourse procedure”, but also the justice of its results, which set
the precondition for all further future discourses. Thus, they guarantee – transcendentally founded (Chap. 3.1) – not only that justice is found in certain proceedings.
Rather, they also guarantee that decisions (e.g. laws or administrative acts) also
meet these criteria in terms of content and not only in the process of their realisation. Because discourse and action (= discourse procedure and discourse result)
cannot be meaningfully separated in this respect – among other things because discourse results always determine the conditions of further discourses. This reminds
us that sustainability cannot be reduced to a purely procedural issue.
Democracy has a vital significance for sustainability, and not only because it
represents the form of government that belongs to freedom and whose long-term
and global expansion is about intertemporally and globally expanding freedom.
Democracy represents pluralistically different opinions. This favours discourses on
meaningful problem solutions and thus opens up potentially well thought-out,
balanced arguments and concepts. In this way, learning processes may also become
possible that clarify the self-benefit and moral advantages of a climate and resource
shift – and make at least aware of the emotional limitation in terms of sustainability
(Chap. 2.4) as a problem.
Nevertheless, democracy reaches its limits when it comes to sustainability. But
democracy also favours precisely this emotional restriction: in concrete terms,
short-term thinking in election periods and thus the general human short-term
orientation (Steinberg 2013). This is all the more true as future and distant people
have not elected current governments. Those most affected are therefore neither
involved in discourse nor in elections, and thus tend to be neglected. Especially in
the 1980s – but sometimes still today – there was and still is debate about a need for
an eco-dictatorship (Jonas 1979; critical Stengel 2011; Fücks 2013). However, this
is entangled in several misunderstandings. It is true that a democratic politician who
pushes for a strong sustainability policy may endanger the re-election she or he usually wants (Chap. 2.4). But with an eco-dictatorship, understood as an abolition of
the democratic form of government, this problem can hardly be tackled. As
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mentioned earlier, democracy is closely interlinked with freedom, reason and separation of powers – and those principles cannot be secured by abolishing it. In addition, a dictator would behave in his or her own way selfishly and be subject to
conceptions of normality. And: even dictators like to appeal to instincts and emotions. However, they rarely move in the direction of sustainability, since there are
almost no historical examples for primarily altruistic dictators.
Nevertheless, the debate on eco-dictatorship reminds us of what has been said
before: Democracy serves to promote rationality, autonomy and self-determination;
it does this by mobilising the best arguments and by mediating between the various
spheres of freedom. If it serves freedom and rationality better, this can also justify
the limits of democracy (and this immediately even closer to the separation of
powers) – and in particular democracy means neither consensus nor the absence of
laws and prohibitions. Sustainability therefore needs liberal democracy – but also
vice versa, as we will see.
Closely intertwined with the question of compatibility between democracy and
sustainability, which has just been answered positively, is another question: What
will be the long-term view of democracy if a consistent sustainability policy leads
to a post-growth society (Fücks 2013; Steinberg 1998)? It is first of all a historical
experience that with the emergence of capitalist affluent societies, liberal democracy
also tends to move in (Deaton 2013; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Fücks 2013).
Of course, the industrialised countries (but not the majority of the population in the
developing countries) are now so rich that one can ask oneself whether a sustainable
post-growth path could seriously destabilise them by resurfacing harsh conflicts of
distribution. However, one could sarcastically question the diagnosis that the idea of
growth makes peaceful democracy possible in a slightly different way: Instead of
wars of conquest, are the industrialised countries not today also conducting a kind
of Cold War against the majority of the population in many countries of the Global
South (decisively supported by the local elites) and against future generations, to
whom we are imposing the consequences of climate change and the waste of
resources? Either way, the whole thing remains only a limited part of history, since
wealth and fossil fuels are not the sole cause of liberal democracy.
All this does not mean that democracy is – historically and currently – the most
likely form of government in this world. Rather, the opposite is likely to be the case
due to certain basic human tendencies (Chap. 2), such as group thinking and simple
truths (on details see Ekardt 2017; on the threatening post democracy see also
Crouch 2004). This frightening descriptive finding, however, does not alter the normative statements made.

 alance of Powers in a Liberal Democracy: How Important Are
B
Parliaments, Administrative Authorities, Courts?
At this point, the problem of other institutions and the separation of powers arises.
Must sustainability not be left completely to the democratic process? This raises
the old question of the relationship between freedom and democracy – and between
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different liberal-democratic institutions. As mentioned earlier, democracy is a necessary consequence of freedom, and freedom and democracy promote each other
(see also Habermas 1992). However, a democracy based on the seperation of powers between different institutions, namingly legislative, executive, and judicative
power, promises more freedom, rationality and impartiality than a “radical”
democracy that purely relies on majorities. And this is precisely why constitutions
such as the EU constitutional documents, the German Constitution or the US
Constitution (and in the end all Western constitutions) are structured like that. The
fact that mutual control and several levels of discourse promote the liberal principles applies particularly against the background of empirical findings on the relative irrationality of human beings, especially in group-dynamic situations (Chap.
2.4) – in the end, it’s the same arguments as in favour of representative instead of
plebiscitary democracy (Hamann 2014; Steinberg 2013; Ekardt 2016a; in the end
also Habermas 1992; see also Janis 1972 and Cooper 2012). And it is precisely
intertemporal and global justice (and thus sustainability), i.e. the freedom of the
young and those who come after us, as well as those who live far away, that speaks
against radical democracy. Democracy is not an act of self-determination for future
and young people living far away, but of heteronomy. For they are no participants
in democracy today, and the fact that they are automatically thought of is empirically unlikely.
In precisely this sense, the separation of powers and the existence of strong constitutional courts imply that parliaments should not be omnipotent. However, this
does not lead to a democracy as a counter-principle to freedom, but as a conflict
solver between freedoms, which makes further conflict solvers such as courts appear
to make sense. But the necessity of mutually controlling powers at every political
level and the necessity for balancing raise the question of which power is responsible
for concretising, for example, the degree of sustainability that is ultimately to be
practiced. The answer to this follows once again from freedom: If a balancing
situation shows that a large number of possible decisions are fair, the parliaments
are called upon to take the decision. This is because decision-makers that can be
voted out of office are the rational and freedom-friendly variant for filling a leeway
that cannot be narrowed down to just one decision in normative rational terms.
Parliaments must, however, move within the framework of certain balancing rules
which can be derived from the fundamental rights themselves, which mark the
extent of normative rationality which can be demanded of the respective decision,
for instance in terms of sustainability (see also Calliess 2001, pp. 373 et seq.;
Susnjar 2010, pp. 322 et seq.; Ekardt 2016a).
The institutions that are predestined to check whether these limits or balancing
rules are observed are constitutional courts. But, contrary to a frequent
misunderstanding, they have to control balancing limits and not weigh up different
rights or goods themselves (Susnjar 2010). Controlling balancing rules includes
also factual and procedural issues as we will learn later on. Here, where something
is actually to be controlled, judicial control promises a gain in rationality and
freedom. On the other hand, governments and administrations are predestined for
the concretisation of parliamentary decisions – i.e. the laws – in individual cases,
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which, on the basis of the findings on the interpretation of law (Chap. 1.7), is also
an independent role associated with certain leeway, the limits of which in turn are
monitored by the specialised courts. Legislation and administration can in turn react
to court decisions with new laws and new administrative decisions – not only, but
also with regard to sustainability.
If the balancing rules are worked out more precisely than has usually been the
case so far, the balance of powers becomes clearer than before, where in the
absence of a clear line constitutional courts can become very powerful. First of
all, a constitutional court against a parliament must never issue “do-exactly-this”
judgments, but must always limit itself to “at-least-not-like-this” judgments. A
constitutional court, for example, must not say to the parliament: “Refrain from
coal use in four years and 127 days”. It can, however, say: “The current phase-out
is too slow; re-decide the question until XX.YY.2020, taking into account the
following facts, normative issues, procedural rules and balancing rules.”
Conversely, a constitutional court could rule on the complaint of an energy company: “The legislator may opt out of nuclear power generation, but it must do so
gradually in order to grant protection of legitimate expectations regarding investments already made” (on the pointless attempts to make a distinction between
defence and protection rights see again Susnjar 2010; Ekardt 2016a; briefly mentioned in Chap. 3.4).

 hy Institutional Issues Are Sometimes Overestimated
W
in the Sustainability Discourse
We have seen in this section from a both legal and ethical point of view: (Also) for
concrete decisions on sustainability issues, balancing the different spheres of
freedom is inevitable. And institutionally, we are all addressees of the commitment
to sustainability, but in particular public institutions. In the interest of sustainability,
these must (also) be organised in a representative-democratic manner with separation
of powers. And an eco-dictatorship is not a solution. Notabene: Policy instruments,
i.e. concrete measures are not meant by “institutions” – even if the term is sometimes understood sufficiently broadly (see Chap. 4; as an example for the “broad”
understanding of the concept of institution see Giezen 2018).
The institutional structure of liberal democracies developed in this way appears
in principle to be sufficiently efficient to deal with sustainability issues. Nevertheless,
the question of whether sustainability calls for completely new institutions is
sometimes raised (Cooper 2012; Kahl 2018; Giezen 2018). However, the reasons
for the lack of action can only marginally be attributed to the lack of new institutions
(besides the typical liberal-democratic institutions mentioned above). The problem
of a lack of sustainability lies in a vicious circle between politicians, entrepreneurs
and voters/ consumers, who all have a similarly low honest (!) interest in a fundamental change towards more intertemporal and global justice (Chap. 2). At first
glance, it sounds convincing that new institutions – e.g. sustainability committees in
parliaments – could make a difference, because, as we know since Max Weber,
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institutions will often cultivate a self-interest in their topic and can therefore
strengthen it. However, with regard to sustainability, the opposing “vicious circle”
structures are so strong and the sustainability bodies, meetings, committees, conferences, etc. in all public and private sectors are already so numerous that a further
“increase” here seems more like a distraction from the actual issues. Nevertheless,
two institutional complementary fields appear relevant:
• Since sustainability issues typically demand for transnational solutions and freedom is also valid across borders, the global political level needs stronger institutions, more precisely (at least in principle) a transfer of liberal-democratic
institutions to that level (Chap. 4.11).
• At all political levels, those institutions could be helpful which can assert intertemporal fundamental rights as trustees for the persons concerned. The weight of
these rights also today can be quited by living plaintiffs if necessary, but those
institutions could develop supplementary pressure.
To sum up: Balancing is inevitable (also) when it comes to sustainability.
Furthermore, a differentiated answer to the question who is accountable with regard
to sustainability can be provided. But institutional issues are sometimes
overestimated. In any case, democracy is a necessary element under the auspices of
of rationality, autonomy, and freedom – and there are good reasons for a focus on
representative democracy. Accordingly, the idea of an ecodicatorship is by no means
helpful for the sustainability discourse.

3.6

 oncrete Decision-Making and Balancing: Economic
C
Freedom Versus Sustainable Freedom – Concretising
Normative Sustainability

This section will deduct which legal and ethical balancing rules apply in detail,
based on the liberal-democratic principles. This basically leads to an ethical and
legal idea of how much sustainability is imperative. This will later be demonstrated
in detail with regard to the example of climate protection (Chap. 3.8). Those who do
not elaborate on this step in detail – such as the majority of sustainability research –
can actually say little about decision-making and sustainability.

Balancing Rules Define the Limits of Normative Rationality
Together with rules on institutions and their responsibilities, the balancing rules
outline the scope for subjective decision-making by parliaments (also) on
sustainability issues. Subjectively, this is because balancing rules reflect where the
limits of the possibilities of normative rationality lie in terms of concrete decision-
making. Although the balancing rules, with the normative concerns identified as
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justified (freedom, its preconditions, and promoting factors), also state the reasons
for decisions within the scope for weighing, they do not determine the decision
there. However, the objectivity of normative rationality is also preserved within this
leeway by the fact that the statements about institutions decide who has to fill it.
In the following we will see that balancing rules also include statements about
the collection of facts and about the procedure of public decision-making. In the
legal discourse, all these rules are often rather described in terms of the principle of
the rule of law and spelled out in aspects such as the principle of proportionality, the
reservation of the right to a fair hearing, the principle of the protection of legitimate
expectations, or the principle of legal certainty. However, balancing rules can
already be derived from the liberal-democratic basic principles, especially from
freedom – and therefore legally and ethically simultaniously. The principle of the
rule of law is nothing more than just another word for it (as well as for separation of
powers as an institutional setting). And we will see below that it is precisely the
orthodox legal balancing test – the proportionality test – that can be integrated into
a somewhat larger framework.
In the discourse on international law, as already mentioned, it is sometimes
assumed that there are rights that are not subject to balancing – or legal positions
that can be balanced at will (Gibson 1990, Nickel 1993; Donnelly 1993; Hiskes
2009). However, as has already become clear (in Chap. 3.5), balancing is inescapable. However, the balancing rules normally do not lead to a quantified weighting of
the concerns; this is considered later, both in the following – and especially in the
discussion of economic approaches such as cost-benefit analysis as alternative concept of balancing (Chap. 3.9).

A List of Balancing Rules
All that has been said by now enables us to derive a list of balancing rules in liberal
democracies now – on national and transnational level, in both ethical and legal
terms. This list is the following, and as mentioned earlier, it is mostly a collection of
rules already discussed especially in the legal discourse (in parts similar as in the
following: Susnjar 2010; see for the usual legal wording – “proportionality test” –
that offers the same in many points but with less clarity: Bäcker 2009; Pavcnik
2009; in parts also Calliess 2001):
1. The derivation of balancing rules from the principle of freedom is initially
apparent for the first balancing rule. In the usual terminology of balancing as a
proportionality test of infringements of fundamental rights it is usually dealt
with under the heading “legitimate purpose”. This first rule says that the
balancing material must be complete on the one hand and on the other hand
must not contain any inadmissible interests. Following from the thesis justified
in Chap. 3.4 (against the European and German jurisprudence, which in this
respect grants almost arbitrary leeway), freedom and its preconditions and
promoting factors are the only justifiable criterion of justice and the only
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3.

4.

5.
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possible object of public regulation (but not the common good, good life and
ecocentrism). As already mentioned briefly, this can also be further restricted in
constitutions for single fundamental rights. But there is no balancing rule that
protective rights do not exist at all or that they are only taken into consideration
with lesser weight as defensive rights – insofar as one believes that protective
rights can be separated from defensive rights at all (Chap. 3.4).
The protection of freedom and its elementary preconditions against fellow citizens does not fall out of the permissible weighing material in sustainability
cases, because they frequently concern mere threats that are not completely
certain. These situations of precaution do not rule out the protection of fundamental rights, as remains to be discussed separately (in Chap. 3.7). Therefore,
some classic points of failure of a normative sustainability theory do not exist.
Furthermore, the two further balancing rules being part of the proportionality
test (in international, EU, and national law) can be derived from freedom, too:
first the suitability rule, according to which no part of freedom may be restricted
without benefit for the freedom of anyone else (or formulated in common
terminology: nothing may restrict freedom, which does not promote the
legitimate purpose). Under the rubric of the suitability of a state action that
protects the elementary preconditions of freedom but impairs corporate and
consumer rights, it can be asked, for example, whether national climate
protection measures can have any effects at all, even though climate change is
a global problem. However, this objection to a sustainability policy based on
human rights is not very convincing on closer inspection. This is because a
legal consequence of the environmental protection of human rights can lie
precisely in the fact that there is an obligation to cooperate globally. Furthermore,
national measures that are potentially imitated by others are not devalued by the
fact that the rest of the world is not immediately involved.
The next balancing rule generally recognised as part of the principle of legal
proportionality is the necessity rule, according to which a reduction of freedom
in favour of the interests of other participants may only go as far as is necessary
to promote the freedom of other people (the mildest means of realising freedom
for the other citizen may therefore only be chosen with regard to the resulting
reduction in freedom for a citizen). The necessity rule, like the suitability rule,
follows from the multipolar freedom principle: one must not be deprived of
more freedom than is actually necessary to promote freedom in another. Here,
for example, it can also be asked where, in order to strengthen sustainability,
governance instruments are actually needed instead of a completely free
market – and which instruments leave more leeway for the citiziens, if necessary,
with the same effectiveness (e.g. economic instruments instead of command-
and-control law: see Chap. 4.5).
Appropriateness as the final step in the traditional proportionality test (which is
omitted from time to time, especially by ECJ and ECtHR) can also be seen as
an umbrella for a number of further balancing rules (derived below) which also
follow from the principle of freedom and its multipolarity, i.e. from the fact that
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there is a plurality of freedom bearers. The most important rule of this is that a
concern may not obviously be set aside one-sidedly in favour of other concerns;
moreover, the real degree of concern in the individual case must be considered
(e.g. in Germany BVerfGE 61, 126 (134); 69, 1 et seq.). However, the problem
that the impairment of freedom of different people cannot be sensibly quantified
in a homogeneous unit such as money leads to the insight that only evidently
one-sided balancing results can be reprimanded – inter alia with regard to that,
we will see later on that cost-benefit analysis is not a suitable approach to balancing (not only) in terms of sustainability (Chap. 3.9; in detail Ekardt 2019).
6. Protecting the greater number of persons affected may also be a balancing rule,
given that they are affected in the same intensity. This necessarily results from
the aspect that, in the wake of multipolarity, the freedom in terms of human
rights must be maximised. A situation in which the rights of more participants
are safeguarded is therefore generally preferable to a situation in which this is
not the case (overviewed in the broad debate on this point under major Anglo-
Saxon influence; see e.g. Meyer 2006; Moellendorf 2014; Lübbe 1998; on the
misleading debate “deontology versus consequentialism” see Chap. 3.1). By
the way, it would otherwise not make sense to have a state vaccination obligation, which statistically also harms some people. However, unlike economists,
one may never quantify incomparable concerns (see in detail Chap. 3.9). The
current philosophical discussion of this point is ultimately strongly aimed at the
“individual ethical” or “criminal law” perspective. If, on the other hand, one
takes a “social ethics” and “public law” perspective, i.e. a perspective of justice,
the possibility of counting the number of affected can hardly be rejected per se.
This does not exclude the possibility that in individual cases, as regarding a
total ban of torture, categorical prohibitions of balancing may be justified on the
basis of the relevance to the liberal character of the basic order as a whole (in
detail see Ekardt 2016a).
7. Furthermore, two competing and therefore difficult to operationalise balancing
rules are the protection of legitimate expectations (e.g. BVerfG of 18/02/2009 –
1 BvR 3076/08) on the one hand – and the openness for learning processes in
order to come to the best possible decisions on the other hand (for more details
see Ekardt 2016a, § 5 C. II. 2.).
8. A further balancing rule that can be examined under the heading of appropriateness, but which so far hardly appears in jurisprudence, is the junktim of freedom and responsibility for consequences or the polluter pays principle, which
in turn follows from the principle of freedom itself (Ekardt 2016a, § 4 C. V.;
Lübbe 1998). The negative consequences (for society) of an otherwise positive
action for the actor (e.g. the cheap free movement today) must at least fundamentally affect the actor, even if only by way of cost allocation for ecological
damages. This polluter pays relationship is also not cancelled out by the fact
that all other people or states worldwide cause greenhouse gas emissions, for
example, because violations of the freedom or human rights are not rendered
irrelevant by the fact that others also commit them (ILA 2014; Verheyen 2015).
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9. Another obvious balancing rule, which is primarily relevant for the distributive
issues, results from the need to finance the protection of the preconditions of
freedom and the freedom-promoting factors as well as indirectly from the idea
of performance contained in the junktim of freedom and responsibility for
consequences: the principle of economic capacity. Explicitly, the principle of
economic capacity is standardised e.g. in Article 13 of the French Declaration
of Human and Civil Rights, but also other constitutional orders such as the
German one undisputedly use it for balancing different spheres of freedom. The
polluter pays principle and the principle of economic capacity can become
relevant, for example, in distributional issues in the wake of solving sustainability
problems such as the climate problem. As will still be seen, this can, in concrete
terms, result in relatively little scope for democratic decision-makers (Chaps.
3.8 and 4.7).
10. The most important factor for reducing the scope for democratic decision-
makers in the context of sustainability arises from another balancing rule,
which has so far essentially been overlooked ethically and legally: As a result
of freedom and its preconditions, it is obvious that the political scope for
decision-making ends where political action or omission substantially
endangers the free democratic system and its capacity for balancing as a whole.
And this is precisely the case if no drastic steps are taken in a timely manner to
solve some crucial environmental problems, especially to protect the climate; if
the consequences of climate change described at the beginning of the book are
to be avoided in a more or less consistent manner (Chap. 1.2), zero emissions
will have to be achieved very soon. In view of the massive difficulties in
reaching the goal at all, the question remains open as to whether a 1.5-degree
human-rights limit is owed as in Article 2 para. 1 of the Paris Agreement or, for
example, “only” a 1.8-degree limit. In any case, a maximum of efforts is
required for a drastic energy and climate change. The same insight can be
justified for similarly existential ecological topics, but not for environmental
protection as a whole, whereby in this book empirical analysis beyond the
climate topic is not done in detail where the mutatis mutandis planetary
boundaries would have to lie in detail. Essential questions remain to be clarified
for all such topics, not only for the climate: in particular the handling of uncertain facts (on balancing rules for facts see Chap. 3.7) and distribution issues
(Chaps. 3.8 and 4.7; also Jakob and Edenhofer 2014 and Sen 2009 converge,
without the theoretical foundations, with the result here that the physical foundations for different possible policies must be preserved in any case).

 trong Versus Weak Sustainability – Towards a Normative
S
“Principle of Sustainability”?
The balancing rules draw a clear picture of what sustainability ethics and sustainability constitutional law means – including the limits to normative rationality. This
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picture will be complemented by analysis on (especially uncertain) facts and distributional issues in the following chapters.
In contrast, attempts to focus everything on some kind of overarching “principle
of sustainability” as such are a dead end. Although a rough definition of sustainability as intertemporal and global justice is possible (Chap. 1.5), the term in itself
is too vague to be condensed to an overarching measure that tries to deliver something broader but equally powerful compared to that what was derived from freedom and its preconditions here. We have already seen (in Chap. 3.2) that this does
no harm to sustainability, since human rights are legally and ethically much stronger
than abstract principles. Of course, there are still objective goals such as environmental protection in general (see e.g. Article 191 TFEU) besides human rights, as a
partial representation of protecting the freedom-promoting factors – and sometimes
even sustainability as such is mentioned in laws. However, this leaves large discretion to political decision-makers, since sustainability as such – as mentioned above –
suffers from a lack of clarity and can hardly provide an exact answer to what we are
obliged. Blunt statements such as, for example, that nature cannot be outweighed in
money, therefore do not arise in the present book. This is particularly evident when
dealing with non-renewable resources, which can only be “saved for future generations” to a limited extent. At best an effort at substitution could be possible, although
this (as the example of “bioenergy instead of oil” shows: see Ekardt 2016a, § 6 E. V.
1.; Hennig 2017; Ekardt and von Bredow 2010; OECD 2008; Haberl and Erb 2006)
can again bring along its own problems. And moreover, it is precisely questionable
why all resources should be distributed absolutely evenly; this can be the convincing way when dealing with the global climate sink, but a general egalitarianism
cannot be justified (see Chaps. 3.4 and 4.7).
Nevertheless, some may miss the debate whether sustainability is about “strong”
or about “weak” sustainability in this book. “Weak” sustainability refers to, for
example, monetary increases in prosperity or increased technical knowledge may
compensate for a consumption of nature “beyond the rate of renewable growth of
nature”. Admittedly, if the weak sustainability with that far-reaching compensability
were a permissible concept, the complete destruction of the foundations of life
would possibly also be “sustainable” if only sufficient financial profit was made
with it. But we do not need an abstract principle of sustainability to say that – this
can also be discussed under the last balancing rule for human rights mentioned in
the last section. Maybe one could say, what has been justified so far provides a kind
of human right to a more or less “strong” sustainability (Ott and Döring 2004;
Unnerstall 1999) in the sense of a stable climate, drinking water and food supply,
possibly also some kind of ecosystems or at least natural functions, but also
including absence from war and civil war, and medical care, etc.
However, the question of how sustainability aspects of human rights overrules
e.g. economic freedom, for example, remains a matter of balancing and not a
question of definition – or of some abstract principle of sustainability (that maybe
follows from de facto planetary boundaries by means of an is-and-ought fallacy; on
this see Chap. 1.6). In the wake of the rejection of the three-pillar model of sustainability (Chap. 1.5), such balancing challenges are by the way not a question “within”
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sustainability, but a weighing between different concerns – put in a nutshell: sustainable freedom versus other spheres of freedom.

3.7

 ncertainty and Risk: Facts and Sustainability Ethics
U
and Law

There is still one very important aspect of balancing and its rules to be discussed.
Environmental human-rights guarantees can only produce substantive guarantees,
such as the drastic emission reductions that have just been derived, if one assumes a
sufficiently clear factual situation, e.g. with regard to anthropogenic climate change.
Otherwise, the degree of concrete human rights involvement could not be accurately
determined. If there were no climate change, human rights would not result in any
relevant commitment to climate protection. Further relevant sustainability facts are
questions of the effectiveness of instruments, of economic consequences, and of the
conditions for a transformation towards sustainability. All of these facts can become
relevant for balancing different spheres of freedom with regard to sustainability,
because without these facts, the degree of impairment of freedom in a given situation
could not be assessed. However, the facts concerning sustainability issues are often
characterised by uncertainty (see Chap. 1.2 and Beck 1986; Scholz 2011; Ekardt
2016a). Therefore, balancing rules are derived for determining facts – and for
dealing with uncertainty, i.e. precautionary issues – from liberal principles,
especially freedom. In particular, we will see that freedom based on human rights
contains a precautionary component. For the underlying epistemological rejection
of constructivism and for an explaination of the crucial (non-identical) distinctions
of objective versus subjective and of is versus ought, reference is made to the earlier
analysis (Chap. 1.6). In any case, deriving rules for dealing with facts provides further insights in the scope of objectivity with regard to normativity – and of sustainability ethics and law.

Facts and Liberal Democracy
The debate on special balancing rules for fact-finding has been underway in international, EU and domestic law for some time, albeit without any reference to sustainability (see e.g. in Germany BVerfGE 50, 290; Meßerschmidt 2000; Ekardt
2016a, b, § 5 C. II. 2.). Internationally, the debate directly on climate issues has
recently focused relatively concretely on the question of rules of evidence in cases
of uncertain facts (Knox 2009a; Knox 2009b; Skillington 2012; Global Initiative
2015; Dudai 2009; Cameron 2010; Donnelly 1993 – often referring to OHCHR
2009, 2013, 2014, 2015). Normally, rules for dealing with facts are not discussed as
separate balancing rules; they are – once again – seen as sub-aspect of the single
steps of the proportionality test. For the sake of more clarity, they will be discussed
as separate rules in the following.
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The basic rule for the handling of facts in liberal democracies – which find their
justification in the idea of objectivity and rationality (Chap. 3.1) – is pretty obvious.
It says that the factual assumptions underlying the balancing as subsumption
material must be correct; otherwise the door would be open to arbitrary decisions,
which would not be compatible with the idea of objectivity and rationality, with
human rights, with the separation of powers, or with legal certainty as formal
safeguards of human freedom. What is essential here is that, although facts are
subsumption material for determining the degree of impairment of a concern, factual
statements as such do not say anything normative: the factual danger of climate
change does not logically state a norm that climate change must be prevented (Chap.
1.6). The decision within the framework of the balancing rules thus always remains
a political-democratic one and the determination and application of the balancing
rules a legal or ethical and not a natural scientific decision.
Nevertheless, facts remain facts and not norms, and the question of objectivity
arises for both facts and norms (Chap. 1.6). This is the case even though this is typically overviewed in the legal discourse (see as an example from German jurisdiction
BVerfGE 61, 82 (111); 88, 40 (56); 103, 142 et seq.).

 ncertainties, Precautionary Principle, Human Rights,
U
and Misunderstandings
However, factual statements are often uncertain at both legislative and administrative level, especially with regard to sustainability, as mentioned above for several
times. This uncertainty may consist in the aspect that some impending future damage only occurs when cumulative factors come into play, that it may not even occur
at all or that it may not even be known whether it can occur at all, that certain ecosystemic details and long-term processes are not known, that expected technical
innovations cannot be assessed, that the effectiveness of policy instruments never
chosen before remains unclear in detail etc. All this applies all the more to global,
long-term and multifactor phenomena such as climate change. In legal terms, measures taken in the face of such long-term, cumulative or uncertain events are referred
to as precautionary (see in detail Read and O’Riordan 2017; Ekardt 2016a; Sands
and Peel 2018; Calliess 2001; Arndt 2009; critical Miller and Engemann 2018). The
legal and ethical answer to this problem is the precautionary principle in domestic,
EU and international law which is mentioned or implied in various acts of
environmental law. EU constitutional law e.g. mentions the precautionary principle
in Article 191 TFEU as a core principle. This principle means, therefore, that
sustainability policy must also address the problems described above: cumulative
factors, time lag, uncertainty (Maurmann 2008; Read and O’Riordan 2017; Arndt
2009; Calliess 2001). Contrary to the way it is often described, precaution does not
mean that nobody is to be harmed per se; for even if long-term, cumulative or yet
unknown damage is included in environmental protection policies, the possibility of
balancing competing spheres of freedom (of course) remains.
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A precautionary constellation creates leeway for legislation and administration,
since if the factual situation (as in the case of long-term, cumulative or even uncertain
events) is inevitably unclear, the democratically better legitimised body has the
decision-making prerogative – and this is the parliament or an administrative
authorities, not the courts. But even then, requirements apply to the way in which
the facts are obtained, for example that the information must be obtained, for
example, in a balanced manner, that the available material must be evaluated
exhaustively, that experts must be consulted with and that various authorities and
parties concerned must be heard, and that there are requirements for justification –
with the same justification as that for the factual basis of decisions to be correct at
all. With regard to climate change, various uncertainties, not only of a natural
scientific kind, but also with regard to economic interrelations or the precise impact
of various governance instruments, can thus provide the decision-making bodies
with considerable leeway. The message of the precautionary principle is that
uncertainty as such must not lead to inaction. Moreover, this principle entitles
legislature and administration to take measures even in these situations.
The relationship between the precautionary principle and environmental human
rights is often unclear. Contrary to e.g. the popular German opinion, a human-rights
claim to precaution is to be affirmed (BVerfGE 49, 89 (140 et seq.); 53, 30 (57); 56,
54) in accordance with the ECJ (ECJ, Case C 59/ 89, ECR 1991, I-2607 et seq.;
ECJ, Case T 13/ 99, ECR 2002, II-3305 et seq.). Thus, human rights in the context
of environmental protection do not fall out of the permissible material for
consideration even though they frequently concern uncertain threats to fundamental
rights. There is no doubt that future climate change developments per se cannot be
predicted precisely and are therefore “uncertain”. Nevertheless, the exclusion of
such precautionary cases from the fundamental rights is not convincing, at least in
the case of life and health, and the danger of irreversibility of the damage, even if
German jurisprudence, unlike European jurisprudence, usually declares
precautionary cases to be unenforceable. Otherwise, fundamental rights would not
provide what juridified fundamental rights are supposed to: to guarantee protection
of autonomy exactly at the point where autonomy is threatened to be impaired. This
is also supported by the fact that hazard prevention with regard to concrete expected
damage and precautionary measures cannot be separated in a meaningful way.
Rather, prevention and precaution represent a sliding continuum (see in detail Böhm
1996; Ekardt 2016a). By the way, fundamental rights apply not only to average
people, but also to the more vulnerable, such as children, the elderly people and
pregnant women, even if courts often ignore this when discussing environmental
encroachments of human rights but take the average healthy 40-year old man as a
basis (Böhm 1996; Ekardt 2016a). This is obviously highly relevant to climate
change, since its threats such as heat waves are especially dangerous for vulnerable
groups such as elderly and pregnant women.
In the case of uncertain facts, as it is with regard to some details of climate
change, there is a precautionary obligation to make preliminary decisions and to
review and, if necessary, rectify them later on. Such monitoring and rectification
obligations are already familiar e.g. from German jurisprudence, but they are little
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contoured in environmental protection and are never specifically demanded
(BVerfGE 24, 119 et seq.; 3, 303 et seq.; 39, 1 et seq.; 39, 160 et seq.; 53, 30; 77,
170 et seq.; see also Meßerschmidt 2000; Susnjar 2010; Calliess 2001; Sands and
Peel 2018).
A special question of the human-rights-based precautionary principle is that of
the rules of evidence (more precisely Susnjar 2010; Calliess 2001; Arndt 2009;
Ekardt 2016a, § 5 C. II. 2.), i.e. the question of who is to bear the burden of
uncertainties in case of doubt. The overall balancing situation calls for rules on the
distribution of the burden of proof, including obligations to cooperate and share
information, etc., because at least the substantiated suspicion must be verifiable.
Contrary to an opinion traditionally held (Miller and Engemann 2018), there can be
no unilateral distribution of the burden of proof in favour of fundamental economic
rights. Rather, because in environmental protection and especially climate protection
constellations there are human rights on both sides and thus the classical argument
for a burden of proof to the detriment of public authority is dropped, the distribution
is fundamentally “open”, but care must be taken to ensure a balanced interplay
between the burden of proof and the possibility to deliver the required data. Anyway,
neither a classic liberal optimism about progress nor the “heuristic of fear” (proposed
by Jonas 1979), according to which, in case of doubt, the “worst case” is to be
assumed, can work. According to the latter, entrepreneurial activities should only be
permitted if their harmlessness has been proven, although such strict proof is never
feasible for damage prognoses. This is because hypothetical events can never be
strictly excluded, which would consequently take us to prohibiting literally
everything, or at least any form of industrial activity (BVerfGE 49, 89 et seq.;
Calliess 2001; Ekardt 2016a; Miller and Engemann 2018). In addition, the dubious
principle of neminem laedere (Chap. 3.5) would otherwise come into play again.
To sum up: The precautionary principle makes it clear that full proof of all the
details e.g. on climate change and climate policy is not necessary in order to become
politically active – there is even an obligation to do so (Verheyen 2006; Verheyen
2015; Boyle 2012; Dudai 2009; Ekardt 2016a; Read and O’Riordan 2017). And the
obligation finds its basis also in human rights. Generally, rules for dealing with facts
in a liberal-democratic normativity follow the overall idea of objectivity and
rationality.

The Core of Sustainability Ethics and Sustainability Constitution
After all, the newly interpreted concept of freedom from the perspectives of ethics
and law, the balancing rules, and the insights regarding institutions enable us to sum
up what we can say about sustainability and normativity. However, this normativity
of sustainability has little to do with what is otherwise often talked about rather
spontaneously and with little foundation.
The basis is first of all the exact derivation of why normative questions can be
answered objectively at all. For this purpose, a new kind of rational universalism
had to be developed as the basis of ethics and law (which also includes an analysis
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of the relationship between ethics and law and various epistemological considerations: see Chaps. 1.6, 1.7, and 3.1). Without this basis, any sustainability ethics is
pointless. Furthermore, it was shown that the concrete content of a normativity of
sustainability must be legally determined and that ethics thus runs in parallel –
albeit in a completely new legal interpretation compared with the mainstream. The
substance of a sustainability-oriented normativity is what we can say about the
protection of freedom and its elementary preconditions – intertemporally and globally. References to social distributive justice, good life and ecocentric ethics, on the
other hand, are of little help. Concrete normative statements on sustainability – and
the limits of such statements – result from the derived balancing rules. These rules
also include rules on factual issues and institutions. Further normative demands
find no basis in ethics and law; they would thus simply be a political programme
such as the SDGs. However, we will see in the next chapter that this supposedly
modest programme can produce very far-reaching commitments to sustainability –
and at the same time better safeguard them than the relatively arbitrary postulates
that are so popular with regard to sustainability. All the more, attempts to derive
some kind of individual and corporate ethics (not only) with regard to sustainability
take us nowhere (see Chaps. 3.2 and 4.2).
These principles express what human beings owe each other as rational beings,
mediated by the public authorities, in order to make their coexistence sustainable.
Sustainability thus implies radical autonomy – an autonomy, however, that is just as
aware of its radicality as of its limitation in the autonomy of all others, even if they
are far away in space or time. The liberal basic principles – human dignity and
impartiality – support this system ethically and legally as an expression of reason,
but they contribute nothing to the resolution of individual disputes (Chap. 3.2).

3.8

 xample: Strong Climate Protection Obligation –
E
Despite Non-egalitarianism and Discretation of Political
Majorities

The ethical and legal (national and transnational) balancing theory presented in this
book will be further tested in the following. This will show how much sustainability
is ethically and legally called for in concrete terms. The main example is climate
change. Notabene, climate change – as it is mainly based on emissions from fossil
fuels and livestock – is intensively interwoven with other sustainability issues such
as biodiversity loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles, water pollution, soil degradation, and
public health issues (Chap. 1.2). Therefore, a strict obligation to climate change will
be the biggest part of an overall solution for addressing various sustainability
challenges. Furthermore, the structure of the arguments presented in the following
applies analogously to resource issues in general, with restrictions still to be made.
In the Anglo-Saxon debate, the topic takes up some space, even if in the prominent voices, it is not quite convincing. Shue (2014; see also Lyster 2013) e.g.
wrongly assumes an alleged absolute protection of human rights (and gives little
ethical justification for such rights), but expresses freedom and justice in general as
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protection against imminent danger as well as the necessary precautions and
emissions budgeting, just as in principle the necessary compensations for developing
countries. Jamieson (2014), for example, provides only a classic critique of climate
economics, including issues of distribution (more precise on that: Chap. 3.9).
Moellendorf (2014) presents dubious considerations of a collective right to
sustainable development without any obligations of developing countries, as well as
a rather classic critique of climate economics; but the dignity foundation of human
rights that he assumes is in line with the present position (for an overview of the
political debate see Vieweg et al. 2014; as utilitarianist partly similar to Singer
2009).

Concrete Obligations with Regard to Climate Change
On the basis of the insights gained so far, it can be shown in concrete terms how
much sustainability is necessary despite all leeway. This takes us to the following
points (with similar intentions, but almost without deriving any details precisely
from the liberal-democratic foundations, Kotzé 2014 and Verheyen 2006).
1. Generally speaking, the elementary protection of freedom is also subject to balancing e.g. with economic freedom, and indeed, even with strict greenhouse gas
reduction targets, deaths and considerable damage are still likely. Nevertheless,
greenhouse gas reduction targets towards zero emissions in industrialised countries are required in a short period of time (Chap. 1.2). This is because otherwise
the system of balancing as such threatens to collapse – and liberal democracy as
such must not be jeopardised by the loss of its physical basis (Chap. 3.6). In
particular, precautionary protection of human rights (Chap. 3.7) also requires us
to start from the most recent and at the same time also from the rather cautious,
pessimistic scientific forecasts on climate change, especially if we take into
account the weight of the threatening damage. In this respect, there is a need for
a precautionary protection of fundamental rights that is oriented at least to the
1.5-degree limit and, in this respect, to studies that show a maximum (global)
path of two decades to zero emissions (see Chap. 1.2 above). In particular, the
drastic reduction of greenhouse gas emissions must not be aimed for with a relatively low probability of being achieved. This would mean, conversely, that fundamental rights damage must be expected with a substantial probability.
Precautionary protection of fundamental rights and the consideration of Article
2 para. 1 PA (see Chap. 1.2) thus lead to roughly the same result. Despite all the
scope for balancing, a strict climate protection obligation can thus be justified,
both nationally and transnationally, both ethically and legally. In addition, further balancing rules can be identified as violated by the current practice of unsustainability, albeit this is also illustrated here primarily taking the climate
example:
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2. The current climate policy disregards the balancing rule that decisions must be
based on facts that have been elaborated upon as carefully as possible: By now,
the natural scientific facts have not yet been correctly taken as a basis either: In
this respect, the legislator would no longer be allowed to proceed from the false
(Chap. 1.2) factual assumptions made in the political “Brussels” etc., which only
lead to reduction targets of 80% by 2050, etc. Furthermore, the measures taken
so far – regardless of all their details (Chap. 4) – are clearly mistaken for being
suitable for avoiding the threat of drastic damage caused by climate change. The
leeway allows policymakers to choose between different climate protection
instruments, but the instruments must have a real and not just a symbolic effect.
3. Furthermore, national and transnational climate policy has so far not based its
decisions on the aspect that human rights freedom also has an intertemporal and
global cross-border dimension and that, accordingly, legal positions of future
generations and the proverbial Bangladeshi must also be taken into account in
parliamentary or legal decisions. In doing so, it violated the balancing rule
regarding the completeness of the balancing material.
4. The right to the elementary preconditions of freedom includes both a basic
access to energy and a stability of the global climate that can at least be maintained
to some extent. In this respect, the human rights reference also makes clear what
is already inherent in the precautionary principle: the greater the threat of damage
in the event of occurrence, the more far-reaching the protection offered has to be.
Current climate policy does not follow this balancing rule.
5. A rule can also be derived from various balancing rules can be called the rule of
“exceptional equality”, which is violated by the current practice of high per-
capita emissions in the industrialised countries (in roughly this direction also
Moellendorf 2002 and Jamieson 2014; too much egalitarianism-oriented Ott and
Döring 2004, pp. 86 et seq.; Dietrich 2001; Sen 2009). In contrast to equality of
rights, equality of distribution is actually neither a human rights imperative nor a
liberal-democratic basic imperative, because the considerable scope of the
balancing rules cannot be used to derive such a specified obligation for the legislature (Chap. 3.4). Nevertheless, in the case of climate change, the idea that
(roughly) an equal global per-capita distribution of emissions at a low level is
convincing from a human rights perspective. Because greenhouse gas emissions
must be massively reduced in the foreseeable future if the system of freedom as
a whole is not to be jeopardised, and at the same time every human being is at
least temporarily dependent on emitting at least a small amount of greenhouse
gases (and in the long term this can only be avoided in the sense of Article 2 para.
1 of the Paris Agreement by achieving negative emissions e.g. from afforestation).
Just as important as this derivation from the preconditions of freedom and from
the protection of the fundaments of liberal democracy seems to be a derivation
from the junktim of freedom and responsibility for consequences: In the case of
a public good such as the climate, no one can claim that she or he has performed
a “service” in the exercise of her or his freedom to produce this good.
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Admittedly, since zero emissions are necessary, the per-capita approach to the necessary emission reductions is only of limited use at first glance. However, it is also
necessary to answer the distributional question of who has to bear how much of the
financial burden and to which extent for emission avoidance in the Global South, for
adaptation to climate change that will not be completely avoided, and for loss and
damage to climate change that has already occurred. The entire argumentation
above leads first of all to the duty of mitigation worldwide and also of adaptation,
which is precisely intended to prevent danger to the elementary preconditions of
human freedom and the foundations of liberal democracy. Regarding the costs of
mitigation and adaptation (as well as loss and damage) worldwide, there are two
rules for balancing, despite the leeway concerning details resulting inter alia from
factual uncertainties: the junktim (also known as polluter pays principle) and the
principle of economic capacity (Chap. 3.6). These two balancing rules make it clear
that the industrialised countries, taking into account their high per-capita emissions,
need to shoulder a heavy burden of international climate policy. Politics has clearly
not done justice to the polluter-pays principle, because the main victims, namely
future generations and people in developing countries, are not the main perpetrators,
yet they are also not compensated in any way. Another problem is the ongoing shift
of emissions to the Global South (Chap. 1.2). A connecting factor in international
law besides human rights, which combines the junktim and economic capacity, is
the principle of common but differentiated responsibility (CBDR; more specifically
Exner 2016; Honkonen 2009; Pauw et al. 2014) between industrialised countries on
the one hand and developing and newly industrialising countries on the other (Artt.
3 para. 1, 4 para. 1 UNFCCC, moreover Principle 7 Rio Declaration). This is
supported by the aspect that the countries of the Global South are entitled to combat
existing poverty through economic development (Art. 3 UNFCCC) in the sense of
the elementary preconditions of freedom.
The argumentation in favour of equal distribution and strict reduction targets to
defend the foundations of liberal democracies is just as convincing for vital scarce
resources such as phosphorus (Bleischwitz et al. 2012), but not for all environmental
problems. At first glance, one could think of taking into account geographical
conditions, already existing energy supply and the economic structure of the
individual countries. But the necessary criteria would be difficult to develop and
would entail an enormous bureaucratic effort. How can the advantages and
disadvantages of different geographical areas be accurately and conclusively
weighed against each other, e.g. with regard to balancing issues like” heating in
Norway versus air conditioning in the Congo“? But even with regard to climate
protection, many details remain open in terms of exact calculations for financing
mitigation in other countries, adaptation, and loss and damage, as mentioned above.
This will be discussed in more detail especially with regard to the polluter-pays
principle in the following.
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 ow Drastically Industrialised Countries Must Change in Light
H
of Capability and the Polluter Pays Principle
The per-capita approach, the polluter pays principle also with regard to historical
emissions, and the economic capacity combined give an impressionof what a
Western country would have to spend on reductions in other states and adaptation,
despite all remaining political leeway. The global emissions budget remaining to
keep the 1.5- or 1.5–1.8-degrees temperature limit under the auspices of the per-
capita principle, the historical emissions, and the economic capacity of Western
countries require not only the above-mentioned zero emissions in about two decades.
Moreover, even the – illegal – 2-degrees target combined with the Gross National
Product (GNP), population, and historical responsibility for the emissions only
since 1990 would imply a mathematical emission reduction of 162% e.g. in Germany
(a detailed calculation is provided by Ekardt et al. 2015a, pp. 6 et seq.; similar
Gough 2017, p. 100; Ekardt et al. 2015b, pp. 7 et seq.; vague Meyer and Rosen
2006; the Greenhouse Development Rights approach by Kartha et al. 2007 forces a
partly similar perspective; but a freedom-centered approach is incompatible with its
orientation to collective development). Given the 1.5-degrees target, it would
obviously be even more. Depending on the exact estimate of the mitigation costs,
this alone results in a high annual two-digit billion financial transfer to contribute to
emissions mitigation elsewehere plus roughly similar expenses for adaptation (and
possibly loss and damage) for a country like Germany.
Notabene, neither the equilibrium between capacity and polluter pays principle
(although it seems plausible) nor the exact determination of capacity can be ethically
and legally substantiated in a way that exactly one result would be convincing in the
end. Consequently, a number like 162% – or a more ambitious one – cannot
represent an exact figure. Therefore, there is a certain amount of political leeway in
the distribution of costs. In the model quoted above (by Ekardt et al. 2015a), capacity
is determined on the basis of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), taking into account
remaining growth effects, whereby low-income earners are not included in the
calculation. Anyway, in the choice of parameters, which above all determines the
level of financial support for mitigation, adaptation and loss and damage, one should
always bear in mind that some industrialised countries have simply shifted their
emission problems to emerging and developing countries. In any case, an obligation
to reduce more than 100% of emissions implies translating the surplus into financial
support for efforts in the Global South (see also Peters et al. 2011; on the problematic
alternative of strengthening negative emission technologies – except for wetland
management etc. – see Chap. 1.3).
This slight vagueness also affects the polluter pays principle. Carbon dioxide
emissions remain in the atmosphere for decades or even centuries and still continue
contributing to global warming. But historical emissions can probably only be taken
into account from around 1980 or 1990; the calculation quoted above is based on
1990. Of course, isolated, but not further perceived voices already in the nineteenth
century warned of the consequences of hugely raised emissions (see Schellnhuber
2015). In 1980 on the other hand, the issue was still not one discussed by the general
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public, but nevertheless one that some experts were thinking about (vague Ott
2011). Consequently, the climate-damaging nature of greenhouse gas emissions
was not known, or not precisely known, until around 1980, or in more details in
1990, and also, any known legal system or ethic excludes liability for damage which
could not have possibly been anticipated by those involved. This is convincing,
given the justice approach based on freedom and preconditions for freedom (Chap.
3). We are not our great-grandparents, and we are not easily held responsible for
their lifestyle. It is not easy to say that the industrialised countries enjoyed precisely
the “advantage” in the amount of greenhouse gas already released. Also, countries
such as China and India, for their part, benefit from these advantages, because they
can now achieve an acceptable level of prosperity comparatively quickly by
importing the economic forms and technologies developed in the industrialised
countries. In addition, general poverty in the Global South is not only the result of
external factors such as colonialism or unfair world trade structures. There are also
internal causes such as corrupt regimes, lack of democratic control, other forms of
social organisation, etc. (Jamieson 2014; Schellnhuber 2015; Sen 1999).

 awsuits for More Climate Protection – And Are We Talking
L
About Legislation or Single Coal-Fired Power Plants?
Since climate change and other sustainability issues such as e.g. biodiversity loss
are global problems, all public authorities and in particular the national and
transnational legislative bodies are in principle responsible for putting an end to the
infringements of balancing rules that have been established and for initiating a
different use of climate and resources; and citizens and companies are obliged to
accept this and, if necessary, create a corresponding public authority (see in detail
Chap. 3.5). “All legislative bodies” means, of course, that each country, for example, must ensure domestic action as well as participate in global agreements, since
global issues such as climate change require global action (also due to problems of
collective goods: Chap. 2.4). It is by no means the case that a purely national or
European approach can be rejected as supposedly futile by the respective national
legislators. There is still the possibility, for example, of successively having an
ambitious EU climate policy which has a global effect if combined with border
adjustments, as we will discuss later (in Chaps. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
In procedural terms, these results mean that a national or transnational constitutional court such as the German Federal Constitutional Court (based on the German
Constitution), the ECJ (based on the CFR) or the ECtHR (based on the ECHR)
would have to make a fundamental judgment on the basis of a corresponding complaint to the effect that there is an obligation to conduct a much more intensive climate policy – and to put an end to violations of balancing rules within a period to be
determined (for more details see Ekardt 2016a). Due to the human rights basis of the
argumentation, all this applies not only to Europe, but also to other nation states and
ultimately to the international community as a whole, based on their obligations in
regard to human rights. However, in the absence of an international human rights
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court, there is no instance to which a concrete complaint could be addressed on
global level. The ICCPR and, more recently, the ICESCR provide for the possibility
of appealing to the committees of those treaties. However, this does not lead to a
judicial conviction and therefore hardly guarantees effective procedural human
rights protection.
Indirectly, nevertheless, the statements made above are just as relevant for the
WTO dispute settlement bodies, for example, before which no new climate policy
can be enforced (due to a lack of corresponding competence), but before which
domestic measures could be defended against the accusation of affecting global free
trade (Chap. 4.11). Ethically and legally, it can also be said that human rights are an
obligation to create effective worldwide human rights protection. If one follows the
developed position, each individual, legally perhaps also those outside the respective
state, could be a possible plaintiff. So far, there is no regulation that clearly states an
international institution that can repesent future generations and their interests
before a court (since they, naturally, cannot appear before a court themselves), while
harm to them could still be meaningfully prevented. In this respect, it might be
obvious to recognise an auxiliary statute for proceedings in such a way that those
living today are given the opportunity to appeal to the courts at least with the concern
that the legislature should be obliged to create a corresponding statute for
proceedings.
In all this, it must be borne in mind that an effective climate policy – and sustainability in general – is ultimately less about the prevention of individual installations
and plants than about an overall different approach; in principle, it is up to the legislator how it achieves the climate-policy goals derived from the balancing rules.
This does not, however, argue against considering such measures, which do not fit
into the framework of the balancing rules, to be contrary to fundamental rights. And
even if one does not follow this, at least when it comes to expropriations, e.g. in
favour of lignite mines (or similar measures), the problem would arise that expropriation could only be permitted under very strict conditions.
A currently much-discussed first instance judgment from The Hague in the
Netherlands clearly falls short of the structure with procedural rules and balancing
rules derived above (cum grano salis, the following can be applied to other similar
judgments of lower courts in the USA, Pakistan, and other countries). There, after a
long, not always very clear justification, the Dutch government was obliged to
actually meet its originally self-chosen – not very ambitious – greenhouse gas
reduction targets and not to relativise them even more (The Hague District Court,
judgment of 24.06.2015, C/ 09/ 456689 / HA ZA 13-1396). The protection of
human rights for life and health (here taken from Articles 2 and 8 ECHR) is rightly
referred to there. However, questions of multipolarity, intertemporal and cross-
border human rights effects, concrete balancing rules, adequate commenting on
imminent emission shifts, etc. are largely overlooked in favour of a kind of free
judicial balancing (instead of, as marked above, controlling the legislative balancing
according to balancing rules), which argues with vague topoi in a rather decisionist
way. In contrast, it was already discussed (in Chap. 3.5) what a reasonable judgement in terms of sustainability would have to look like.
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To sum up: Despite all leeway, there are strong legal and ethical obligations in
favour of more sustainability – and especially of more climate protection – on the
basis of the system of balancing rules. In particular, the liberal-democratic system
is not entitled to endanger the vital basis of its very existence. All of this can also be
brought before the courts on various political levels.

3.9

 ormative Sustainability Beyond Cost-Benefit Analysis
N
and Risk Theory – The Example of Climate Economics

So far, we have developed a detailed concept of sustainability and normativity –
ethically and legally. This also included an analysis of the limits of normative rationality, spelled out in the balancing rules. Nevertheless, very concrete commitments
to sustainability proved possible – especially for climate change. Now, the announced
critical analysis of a competing theory of balancing public, academic and political
influence is still pending: the cost-benefit analysis. The criticism of cost-benefit
analysis addresses its philosophical basis, its problems of appliance and its relation
to the liberal-democratic law – but not the typically stressed points “homo oeconomicus” and “balancing”, as we will see.

 hat Is Cost-Benefit Analysis? Why the Common Objections Are
W
Wrong (Criticising the Balancing and the Homo Oeconomicus)
In the following, the economic cost-benefit analysis or economic evaluation is discussed (in more detail – including various terminologies – Ekardt 2019; Ekardt and
Hennig 2015; on the debate in general also – and mostly more optimistic, but without discussing some crucial points of the following criticism except from problems
of application – Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Brent 2017; Nordhaus 2008;
Lumer 2000; Anderson et al. 2015; Pearce et al. 2006; Hanley and Barbier 2009;
Hausman 2012; see also Becker 1993 and Posner 1986; in parts critical Sen 1999).
In the discourse on environmental law and in US environmental policy, one sometimes speaks of the risk-based approach (Löfstedt 2014). Such approaches are
known to be paradigmatic for quantifying and formalised concepts, which
economists and natural scientists often regard as the only possible form of
“knowledge” and “scientific worldview” (Grafakos et al. 2010; very differentiated,
however, Schwerd 2008). The intention is obvious: making public decisions more
rational and objective by making everything countable. And “clear figures” are also
a kind of popular in politics and in the media.
Cost-benefit analysis is a quantitative empiricist ethics that considers the sum of
the de facto preferences of the consumers as right. It does so through monetising
and netting of all tangible advantages and disadvantages of measures or omissions
in a certain area, e.g. climate policy in general (or with regard to a particular climate-
political decision, for instance the permission of a new coal power plant). The
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empiricist epistemology that only accepts facts – namely countable and reproduceable
facts – as scientific has already been criticised in general with regard to the
experimental methodology, the exaggerated work with quantified aggregations of
facts. In addition, we have seen (in Chap. 3.1) that cost-benefit analysis is a normative approach – in contrast to what its followers pretend by calling their results
“efficient” or “optimal” and not right or just. Furthermore, we have shown that the
philosophical foundations of economic empirical ethics or cost-benefit analysis are
untenable, inter alia because it contains some severe logical fallacies (Chap. 3.1). In
contrast, a tenable normative framework for liberal democracy in general and for
sustainability in particular was developed (Chaps. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7).
Beyond the problematic foundation of cost-benefit analysis, its problems of
appliance such as quantification, discounting, assuming certain facts, adhering to an
implicit growth paradigm, etc. must be discussed now (as well as its relation to the
law). However, the best-known objections against cost-benefit analysis are not
among the convincing arguments against this approach (see in detail Ekardt 2019).
The first typical criticism is that of the homo oeconomicus. Yet, homo oeconomicus –
that assumes the purely selfish and constantly consciously calculating human
being – is not a normative theory, but an anthropology, albeit a crooked one (for a
more differentiated descriptive behavioural theory see Chap. 2). Homo oeconomicus
describes human behaviour (albeit incorrectly: Chap. 2.4), cost-benefit analysis prescribes normatively what is optimal respectively right. The one has nothing to do
with the other, even if friends and critics do not notice it, because they (like almost
all empiricists) cannot distinguish between descriptive explanations of behaviour
and normative justifications of behaviour. Equally not convincing is the second
typical criticism of the cost-benefit analysis, which is directed against its permanent
openness to consideration (unconvincingly on that e.g. Dworkin 2006). For it is
precisely this openness for weighing that is inevitable for any ethical or legal
approach (Chap. 3.5; see also Ekardt 2019 on further wrong objections against cost-
benefit analysis).
Moreover, we have to address – besides philosophical objections (see above) –
some questions of appliance and of the relation to the law. The following criticism
of the cost-benefit analysis is at the same time the basis for making a proposal at the
end with regard to what can despite all still be useful of that approach. Climate
change is chosen as an example here, since it also served as an example for my own
balancing theory (in Chap. 3.8). In contrast to the legal or ethical balancing theory
proposed before, the cost-benefit analysis does not only aim to mark the limits of
normative rationality and to draw a framework for the political decision-making
instances on the basis of this. Rather, the cost-benefit analysis aims from the outset
at precisely one concrete recommendation as to how much climate protection, water
protection, resource protection, etc. should be pursued politically. This is made
possible by transforming any preference or concern into a monetarised value, so that
the right policy can apparently be “calculated”. On closer inspection, however, this
undertaking turns out to be an overestimation of the possibilities of rationality (it
should be remembered that “rationality” in this book does not mean the rationality
of the economic mainstream reduced to empiricism: see Chap. 1.3).
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 ost-Benefit Analysis: Philosophically Untenable
C
and Incompatible with Liberal-Democratic Constitutions
The first problem with cost-benefit analysis, as said before, is that the empiricist
basis in terms of ethics is untenable. The inherent scepticism, which declares
normative questions to be merely subjective and not rationally determinable (and
therefore only wishes to salidate factual preferences), was refuted above (Chap.
3.1). Furthermore, the underlying empiricist epistemology is unconvincing, as said
before (Chaps. 1.6 and 3.1).
The existence of a binding legal order (including balancing decisions) leads to a
second argument against cost-benefit analysis (just as the philosophical issue, not
discussed by Anderson et al. 2015; Pearce et al. 2006; Hanley and Barbier 2009;
Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Brent 2017; Nordhaus 2008; Hausman 2012). The
problem in this respect is that they partly contradict the constitutional framework of
liberal democracies such as the EU. The constitutional framework analysed above
(in Chaps. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7) – be it in the EU, in Germany, in other
nation states or in parts even in international law – is rooted in certain rights,
whereby freedoms, preconditions for freedom and conditions conducive to freedom
are represented in the core. The framework also consists of regulations for parliaments, authorities, courts, etc., which further develop these human rights and resolve
conflicts between different spheres of freedom by means of liberal-democratic institutions. In addition to balancing rules (including fact-finding rules), which provide
a framework for balancing spheres of freedom, there are also clear procedural rules
on who has to decide how such conflicts should be decided. Political decisions
within the constitutional framework are based on these rules and not on preferences
or willingness and ability to pay, as is the case with the cost-benefit analysis. The
weight of the rights therefore does not depend on how much someone can pay and
whether he or she demands his or her freedom and its preconditions particularly
loudly (even if one can of course waive the exercise of one’s own rights). Freedom
in liberal democracy is not only the freedom of wealthy consumers with their preferences, but also the freedom of Bangladeshis and future generations, both of whom
are hardly present on the free market today due to a lack of purchasing power and
who will suffer massively from the consequences of damaged ecosystems (Sunstein
2009; Ekardt 2019). That does not mean that liberal democracies rule out any quantification (e.g. of victims of concurring political options), but quantification does not
necessarily mean monetisation (Chap. 3.6).
In addition, there are good reasons why decision-making in liberal democracies
is representative and democratic and generally not plebiscitary (Chap. 3.5). Cost-
benefit analysis also collides with this since it focuses on the de facto opinions of
citizens (better-to-say consumers) in a single situation.
Also for good reasons, achieved in centuries of historical experience, modern
law claims a monopoly of the decision of normative questions for itself, with the
only possible exception for other decision-making procedures, such as the free
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play of forces (Chap. 3.5), where this is permitted by law. Cost-benefit analysis
collides with this to the extent that it threatens to establish a competing normativity – which is problematic for any kind of ethics (Chap. 1.7). In some countries,
cost-benefit analysis may be allowed by the law in single cases, but only as a kind
of additional tool for informing administrative decision-makers – and even this
seems problematic in the light of the other objections discussed here. It should be
noted that all of this is regardless of whether one assumes (as is the case here) that
liberal-democratic law ultimately has a universal ethical basis of the kind described
above (Chap. 3.1).

 nsolvable Problems of Application of Cost-Benefit Analysis:
U
How the Promise of “More Rationality in Decision-Making” Fails
The following problems of cost-benefit analysis deal with problems of appliance. In
contrast to the philosophical and legal challenges mentioned above, these issues – or
at least some of them – have already been discussed for a long while in economics
(Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Brent 2017; Nordhaus 2008; Anderson et al.
2015; Pearce et al. 2006; Hanley and Barbier 2009; Hausman 2012; Sen 1999).
The third problem is that many sustainability economists generate friction when
using natural scientific knowledge. In concrete terms, the economic calculations
mostly prove to be too optimistic in comparison, especially with regard to the necessity of drastic emission reductions (Chap. 1.2), but maybe also in their view of the
role of economic growth and of further environmental problems. Even the most
famous document on sustainability and climate economics, the Stern Report (Stern
2006), with its attempt to comprehensively determine the optimal cost-benefit ratio
of climate-policy paths, is subject to these shortcomings, albeit less serious than its
critics (Nordhaus 2008; Paqué 2010, pp. 102 et seq.), who even see Stern as
alarmistic (and Stern 2009, conversely, reproaches its critics for the economic
advantages of technical climate protection; Parry et al. 2009 forecast much higher
losses due to climate change). Especially the possibly cynical, but perhaps largest
monetary cost factor does not seem to occur with Stern (2006) – the costs of possible
military conflicts over gas, water and other resources. A particularly problematic
assumption of facts in climate economic calculations of “optimal” climate policy is
the core assumption of “infinite” economic growth (in contrast, see Chap. 1.4).
The fourth friction of cost-benefit analysis is that sustainability problems
such as climate change in their concrete course and economic consequences
cannot be predicted exactly due to their high complexity, i.e. they are characterised by a high degree of uncertainty (see Chaps. 1.2 and 3.7). However, uncertain
future events can hardly be integrated into precise cost calculations and, accordingly, the calculated costs of certain climate policy paths are also very difficult to
determine (see also Wätzold 2000, pp. 299 et seq.; Sunstein 2005, pp. 351
et seq.; Sunstein 2009; Ismer 2014, pp. 65 et seq.). This is because if a future
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event is not subject to a predeterminable probability of occurrence (risk), but
rather that probability is uncertain (uncertainty), this per se eludes quantification (Chap. 1.2). One cannot say, for example, that an imminent climate damage
of 10 billion euros with a 10% probability of occurrence counts as 1 billion
euros. Stern’s critics try to solve the problem by concluding that low damage
forecasts are preferable (more detailed Byatt et al. 2006; Nordhaus 2008). More
obvious, however, could be another conclusion: that the entire cost-benefit
approach suggests a partly false impression of precision and thus requires an
overall critical examination.
The fifth problem is this: Economists quantify all the concerns involved and then
calculate the optimal level of ambition of climate protection. Everything that has a
value for people, i.e. for which there is a preference, should be translated into
monetary units, right down to life and health, everything else should not be taken
into account (Nordhaus 2008; more open Burtraw and Sterner 2009; Hansjürgens
and Lienhoop 2015; see also Hofmann 2007). There seems to be no need anymore
for special balancing rules and for discussing limits to normative rationality; the
benefit or damage facts determined merge with the preferences to a certain extent
and ultimately result in monetarised data. This sounds attractive in so far as it does
not describe any leeway, but can theoretically make precisely one policy
recommendation and produce “clear figures” (Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015;
Barkmann and Marggraf 2010; Hanley and Barbier 2009). However, even beyond
the uncertainty problem and the general defect of empiricist normativity, the whole
thing can hardly be implemented in a meaningful way. For example, there is already
a lack of sufficiently precise facts as subsumption material for benefits and damages
that have a market price (for example: the damage to the tourism industry in XY due
to climate change in the next 50 years). This is especially true if, as in the case of
climate change and biodiversity, the entire world economy comes up with an
unmanageable number of individual actions, highly complex effects, interacting
environmental problems, complex social responses (and reactions to these responses)
and long-time periods. From an ecological point of view, the comparison of different
decision options (inherent in a cost-benefit analysis) has therefore serious limits.
Particularly in the case of biodiversity, cost-benefit analysis presupposes the
substitutability of ecosystems, species or natural spaces. In the strict sense, however,
comparability does not exist, and the complexity of nature is also simply very great
(on this and the following Spangenberg and Settele 2010; Unmüßig 2014; Mathis
2009, p. 113; Otsuka 2006; differentiated Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015 and
Hanley and Barbier 2009).
Another major problem is that the human damage caused by a failed environmental and nature conservation policy – at least at first glance – can hardly be
reflected in market prices (pars pro toto Unnerstall 1999; granted by Stern 2009 and
Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015). Millions of deaths and resource wars over water,
for example due to climate change or a large number of destroyed ecosystems,
would indeed also trigger costs in the common monetary sense, which could be
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recorded, for example, as restoration costs. It is obvious, however, that the actually
fatal aspect of such developments is only inadequately understood with reference to
e.g. war and hospital costs.

How Willingness-to-Pay Analyses and Discounting Fail
However, economists try to solve the problem of dealing with concerns which do
not naturally have a market value in often much differentiated forms (see in detail
Hanley and Barbier 2009; Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Pearce et al. 2006;
Ekardt 2019). In particular, attempts are being made to track down the costs and
benefits of, for example, climate change and climate policy by trying to determine
the hypothetical willingness of citizens to pay for the absence of hurricanes, for the
continued existence of certain natural areas or, ultimately, for their own higher
probability of survival. Such a determination is usually first attempted indirectly by
observing behaviour. For example, the “morality of the markets” collected in this
way aims to determine the value of ecosystems on the basis of the costs that people
spend on being in the countryside or in its vicinity. Yet, there remain some general
criticisms of the quantification of non-market goods that can hardly be dispelled.
This is true despite a very broad and subtle discussion within economics, which tries
to solve this problem. These are not marginal problems either; rather, the cost-
benefit analysis fails as a broad approach, especially in terms of sustainability with
all its non-monetised goods such as life and health, because (also) these problems
of appliance are unsolvable (more detailed on the following Ekardt 2019;
Spangenberg and Settele 2010).
• Regardless of how one tries to inquire or observe willingness to pay: Ultimately,
the determination of what is of monetary value to someone, e.g. one’s own life or
the absence of violent conflicts over resources, is always a fictitious and therefore
not really informative element. This is all the more true since it is well known
from behavioural research that the attitudes expressed by people often have little
to do with their real behaviour – and that even the statements themselves, consciously or unconsciously, often do not reflect the real attitudes (see Chaps. 1.7
and 2.2).
• Even the idea conceivable as an alternative to analyses of the willingness to pay
in the sense of a “moral of the markets” that the value of a human life could be
depicted, for example, by the value of the lost income, appears to be hardly
plausible (see also Hammer 2011; Ekardt 2019). Similarly, observations of the
income people are paid in a dangerous occupation, e.g. construction workers, can
hardly lead to a meaningful quantification. This is, among other things, because
this implies the assumption that the construction workers decided voluntarily on
their activity and its exact risk (of which they may not even be aware). And why
should people who are apparently prepared to accept high risks be allowed to be
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regarded as a representative cross-section of the population? Also, a switch to
recovery costs hardly ever helps; on the one hand, a given sum may not reflect
the full damage; on the other hand, many things (such as deaths) cannot be
recovered. The fact that observations of preferences (“morality of the markets”)
are always distorted to the detriment of future generations, which cannot yet be
observed, adds to this. The same applies to experimental arrangements which,
like surveys, still alter reality (Chap. 1.7).
• Furthermore, as already mentioned, the ability to pay limits the willingness to
pay – with the consequence that the interests of a Canadian billionaire would
weigh massively more than those of a central African school teacher, because the
latter can pay little or nothing. Stern (2006), for example, realises this contrary
to the economic mainstream, and yet he still suddenly offers monetary values for
non-market losses. If he then assumes the same price for every human being
when it comes to climate change, this is convincing cum grano salis (Chap. 3.8),
but it lacks a justification within the framework of empiristic preference theory,
which does not know any normative standards.
A sixth problem of sustainability and climate economics is discounting (also
critical Unnerstall 1999; in parts Mathis 2009; moderate Stern 2009; skipped in
Paqué 2010): future damage is supposed to count less than today’s damage. This is
at least superficially understandable if the victim is the same individual today and in
ten years’ time. But why should the damage of a Bangladeshi in 50 years be less
important per se than my damage today? One could say that future people cannot
yet express preferences, therefore they are of no interest. That would be the statement
directly implied in preference theory. In that case, however, one would consequently
not have to discount, but simply declare all the damage suffered by someone who is
not yet alive to be irrelevant. And also with regard to people living today, the
discounting is purely inconsistent regarding the passage of time. If preference
theory is the basis, why should an economic theorist be allowed to tell me whether
I have a preference for the present and, anyhow, should I care about the future?
Even the vague expectation of “infinite growth” cannot justify discounting, neither for those already alive today nor for future generations; the limits to growth
should be borne in mind here (Chap. 1.4). And even the empirical observation of
real price relationships on the market, which many economists believe express a
preference for the present over the future, does not justify discounting. For there are
no observable market or interest rate developments that would say anything at all
about the de facto preferences that exist over the course of several centuries with
regard to claims. Moreover, in the case of drawing conclusions from market prices,
only the preferences of those living today are taken into account. Ultimately, reference should be made here to the criticism of quantifition presented above.
However, Stern (2006) cites at least one substantial argument for discounting:
the uncertain probability of future loss events occurring (see also Mathis 2009). It
has already been stated above that this reduces the weight of normative interests in
an abstract way (Chap. 3.7). Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether this can be
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expressed mathematically. If no mathematical probability can be determined for
future events, a supposedly clear discount rate is ultimately arbitrary. And regardless of this, the discounting always remains afflicted with the problems of
quantification.

Can Cost-Benefit Analysis Survive at Least in Parts?
We have seen that cost-benefit analysis fails as an alternative mode for balancing
(also, but not exclusively) in terms of sustainability, since it contains serious
philosophical and legal flaws as well as unsolvable problems of appliance (inter alia
regarding quantification, natural scientific facts, discounting, and the determination
of preferences). Yet, there are also efforts among economists (albeit not majoritarian)
to carry out some of the economic evaluation qualitatively rather than quantitatively.
It is then acknowledged that it is not possible to put everything into a numerical
form, for example the concrete value of a human life; moreover, attempts may be
made to determine the willingness to pay more carefully, e.g. by having the
interviewees informed in more detail or discussed among themselves (Spash 2007;
Brouwer et al. 2011; Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; MacMillan et al. 2006;
Nestle 2012). This is a step towards more differentiated approaches. This, however,
does not eliminate points of criticism such as the ethical untenability of the empiricist
basis of the cost-benefit anaylsis and the conflict with the law. It also does not (or
not fully) solve most of the described problems of appliance such as discounting,
the ficticious character of the willingness to pay, the unsolvable problems arising
with uncertainty, and the overcomplexity of the world (e.g. of biodiversity). In
addition, the empiricist approach here becomes unfaithful to itself in that it
presupposes that people do not know what they want and that they must be informed
about their “real interests” (which, by definition, cannot exist under empiricist
conditions).
The same points of criticism also arise if the cost-benefit analysis is supplemented by ethical considerations, as in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC
WG III 2014). Adding philosophical approaches of Rawls and Sen, which can also
be criticised (Chaps. 3.1 and 3.2), does not help cost-benefit analysis. It also does
not work to intensify the analysis of de facto altruist preferences of consumers,
since this has nothing to do with – normative – ethics. Once again, this reminds us
that empiricist perspectives tend to overlook the crucial distinctions between explanation and justification, between descriptive behavioural analysis and normative
(ethical or legal) approaches to the right behaviour, and between genesis and validity of statements (Chap. 1.6).
The points of criticism mentioned above are repeated again if, in more recent
economic approaches (e.g. Hansjürgens and Lienhoop 2015; Mathis 2009),
irreplaceable goods are excluded from netting costs and benefits. Who should be
able to determine which goods are “irreplaceable” in an empiricist theoretical
framework that knows no normative right or wrong? And what does “irreplaceable”
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actually mean – an old vase may seem irreplaceable to someone, but does this mean
that one is obliged to preserve it without any consideration and for all time? Or what
about a stable global climate or a rich biodiversity – if humankind prefers shortterm pleasure and profit to long-term survival? In the logic of factual preferences
little speaks in favour of “irreplaceability”. And careful observation of the “morality
of markets” as a revealer of de facto preferences suggests that those preferences
tend not to be in favour of protecting climate and biodiversity as “irreplaceable”
(see the analysis of the ecological footprint of Westerners and of upper classes in the
emerging economies in Chap. 1.2 – and the behavioural explanation for that in
Chap. 2).
To sum up: It is not possible to calculate the ethically and legally correct degree
of sustainability in terms of money. Cost-benefit analysis suffers from unsolvable
philosophical and legal challenges as well as problems of appliance. The program
to widen the limits to normative rationality – compared to universal ethics and the
law –by means of counting has failed. However, within the framework of the balancing rules (Chap. 3.5), single elements of cost-benefit analysis may remain very helpful (see in more detail Ekardt 2019). This is the case with regard to quantifications
of mere facts of benefits and damages e.g. of climate change and climate policy.
Those facts can serve as subsumption material for balancing the different spheres of
freedom (but without replacing rights by preferences, without counting the weight
of the rights in terms of money, without discounting, without mathematising
uncertainty, without counting facts that are too complex to be counted, and without
willingness and ability to pay). Furthermore, within the objective framework of the
balancing rules (!), the legislator may also make its scope for subjective weightings
more transparent and comprehensible to such an extent that it assigns a numerical
value to normative concerns; but this is then a subjective decision, and this subjective
decision is not to be taken by some economist, but by an institution in charge of
filling a given leeway, and it is up to by an elected politician (see Klöhn 2006,
pp. 176 et seq.; Hofmann 2007, pp. 251 et seq.). In contrast to all of this criticism,
sustainability economics is of crucial importance for governance research, as we
will see later (Chap. 4), but it is not the only discipline of importance.
After all this, we can give a clear account of the total yield of normative sustainability. New about the normative analyses of this book are in particular: The revised
justification for a (heterodox discourse-ethical) universalism offered, i.e. for why
and to what extent normative questions can be objectively decided with reasons.
And the new concept of freedom offered that on the one hand is comprehensive and
on the other hand does not lack the legal background and the required differentiation – which other ethical approaches are missing. On the basis of these points, a
system of balanced decision-making (including institutions) is developed, which
neither overestimates the exact decidability of single questions like many economists and also ethicists (without monetising), nor stops at very vague statements.
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Repetition Questions

1. What does justice mean, how does it differ from social distributive justice, what are the basic theories of justice, and which problems do they
pose? (Chaps. 1.6 and 3.1)
2. What is the relationship between law and ethics? (Chaps. 1.7 and 3.1)
3. What does liberalism mean, what are the basic principles of liberal
democracy, and how do they relate to each other? (Chaps. 3.1 and 3.2)
4. What is meant by human rights, to what extent must the current understanding of freedom be revised, and what does this have to do with sustainability? (Chaps. 3.2 and 3.4)
5. Which arguments can be made for an intertemporal and global extension
of universal freedom, legally and ethically? (Chap. 3.3)
6. Which problems arise when legal and ethical attempts are made to decide
questions of social distributive justice and questions of good life – and
does this matter in terms of sustainability? (Chap. 3.4)
7. Why should democracy – ethically and legally – be representative and
have separation of powers, and why is eco-dictatorship not a solution
with regard to sustainability? (Chap. 3.5)
8. Why do normative decisions inevitably involve balancing procedures?
How is to deal with issues of uncertainty and precaution? (Chaps. 3.5,
and 3.7)
9. Which balancing rules can be derived from the liberal basic principles,
and for what reasons is more sustainability and especially much more
climate protection required, legally and ethically? (Chaps. 3.6 and 3.8)
10. Which legal, ethical and application-related frictions does the economic
cost-benefit analysis show as an alternative balancing model? (Chap. 3.9)
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4

Politics and Governance
of Sustainability – On Climate, Energy,
Agriculture and Conservation Policy
Instruments with a New Focus

Abstract

On the basis of the normative theory of sustainability just laid out, effective
implementation measures can be identified. In a first step, a number of promising
starting points can be identified for individual and entrepreneurial action as well
as for educational measures. Education, voluntary corporate social responsibility
(CSR) and consumer engagement can play a role, but they cannot eliminate the
need to contain capitalist economic activity and daily life through effective policy instruments, especially with regard to sustainability. Knowledge and intrinsic
(self-interested or value-driven) motivation alone cannot trigger the necessary
transformation. At the level of the individual person or company, it is also not
possible prescribe sufficiently precise what each of the actors has to achieve
individually. In addition, there are some general governance problems with
regard to addressing single actions (such as shifting effects and rebound effects:
see below).
At the political level, there has been an impressive collection of sustainability
programmes and declarations on an international, EU and national level to date,
although this collection is conflicting with the still large ecological footprint per
capita. This also applies to the much-discussed stipulations in the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), in the Kyoto Protocol and now in
the Paris Agreement, which sets a very ambitious temperature limit, but falls far
short in all details of establishing instruments of implementation. The previous
sustainability governance in terms of command-and-control law, information
law, subsidy law, and procurement law offers a diverse picture which, overall, is
not very effective measured against the ambitious (!) objectives (and only this
way the effectiveness of instruments can be analysed). Keywords for severe governance problems especially with regard to sustainability include direct and indirect rebound effects (which also include wealth effects), resource-related,
sectoral, and spatial shifting effects, lack of rigour, enforcement problems and
problems of depictability. These governance problems can only be solved if sustainability issues are consistently understood as (mostly) quantity problems and
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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which require ambitious quantity limits. Thus, those need to be established as
core instrument of sustainability policy.
The most promising approach of quantity governance in terms of sustainability would be a cap (and trade) approach or a similarly structured levies on central
noxious agents. Given this is construed in a substantially and geographically
broad way and with a clear orientation towards ambitious goals, the above-mentioned governance problems can be solved. Furthermore, the diagnosed motivational situations of citizens, companies and politicians (self-interest, conceptions
or normality, etc.) can be adequately addressed – in a freedom- and democracyfriendly manner. Questions such as “certificate markets or levies”, “overall market or submarkets” or “costefficiency” are mostly overestimated, as is the
question of which instruments should be labelled as economic or regulatory. The
idea that the controlling effect of prices is only limited (allegedly due to price
elasticity of demand) is based on several false assumptions. The existing EU
emissions trading system (ETS) in the climate sector, however, solves almost
none of the problems just listed, and neither do various tax approaches.
The key instrument for climate protection as well as for other environmental
problems would be a strict cap on fossil fuels in line with the temperature limit
in Article 2 para. 1 PA. This could be achieved by means of a completely revised
emissions trading scheme that integrates all fossil fuels (instead of merely some
industrial sectors) and commits to strict caps and closed loopholes. This could be
started by the EU and other willing states and thus gradually removing fossil
fuels from the market within two decades. For individual citizens and businesses,
this would result in increasing and soon relatively massive price incentives in
favour of more efficiency, more renewable resources and, as is mostly neglected,
frugality (whose necessity due to the very ambitious target is typically ignored in
the economic discourse). The approach could gradually be extended to a global
scale. The revenues of the system would essentially contribute to financing mitigation and adaptation in the participating countries of the Global South. An
important complementary instrument are border adjustments towards non-willing states for imports and exports. Shifting effects for emissions or resource consumption (and competitive disadvantages) are thus avoided, and pressure is
exerted on other states to participate in the system. At the same time, the economic viability of an effective sustainability policy can be demonstrated, ultimately paving the way for later global agreements. A quantity-controlling
approach can be even advantageous from the point of view of social distribution,
especially on a global scale, but also with regard to social inequalities within
industrialised countries. It addresses both the long-term fatal social impacts of
climate change and resource depletion as well as poverty reduction in developing
countries. In addition, the model favours the establishment of administrative,
educational and welfare institutions in developing countries, which will probably
lead to slower population growth (which, like demographic change in general, is
overinflated as a cause of problems and too little recognised as their consequence). Furthermore, in the North and South, permanently available and affordable energy is secured, a global race to the bottom in terms of eco-social standards
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is avoided, and positive effects on the labour market are also likely. In addition,
compensation on a global scale and to a lesser extent also for the socially weaker
in the industrialised countries is conceivable from the revenues of a quantity
governance system. Global concepts for resource and sink problems can thus be
linked to combatting poverty.
If an integrated solution is to be sought for various environmental problems
(climate, biodiversity, nitrogen, phosphorus, soils, water), a rapid phasing-out of
fossil fuels is key. But a cap for livestock farming is similarly important. In connection with capping fossil fuels, this would trigger far-reaching changes also in
agriculture, e.g. in the direction of organic farming, pasture farming and significantly lower consumption of animal food, which would in total greatly relieve
biodiversity, soils, water, nitrogen (and phosphorus) cycles and public health.
Other pricing instruments are also conceivable.
In addition, in order to avoid hot spot problems and path dependencies, a
number of supplementary command-and-control rules and prohibitions remain
important in the area of sustainability, for example as additional tool to save
biodiversity. This would, however, be more selective and, moreover, would
involve stricter and more stringent regulatory law in terms of content and enforcement than is currently the case. The same applies to informational and planning
instruments. In contrast, direct pricing of control variables that are difficult to
grasp, such as biodiversity, is not very effective.
A sustainability policy that is pursued by a group of willing states has to assert
itself against a global, borderless world economy. Cross-border free trade in particular has typical social and ecological defects and calls for regulatory containment of capitalist economic activity. This is true not only in terms of sustainability
(in order to avoid shifting effects) but also in terms of democracy which is put
under pressure by globalisation minimising the decisive power of domestic parliaments (legally and factually). The current state of establishing global liberaldemocratic institutions is ethically and legally only partially compatible with the
justification of a universal, global and intertemporal liberal-democratic law and
ethics. At least, a sustainability pioneering role of some states is not prohibited
under international trade law, including border adjustments for imports and
exports. All in all, a categorical rejection of free market systems remains unconvincing even considering the concept of free trade.
Keywords
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 ustainability Governance – Sustainability
S
Through Education, Propaganda, and Advertising?

The problem of sustainability – especially in terms of climate change – was
clearly highlighted in Chap. 1 of this book. Questions of objectives have also been
discussed in detail: A different approach to freedom, to the future and to globality
is the inevitable normative requirement that societies will have to face in the coming decades – and ultimately universally and on all individual, entrepreneurial,
and political levels. And a reinterpretation of liberal constitutions and human
rights catalogues makes it not only an ethical but also a legal framework. The
relevant objectives have thus been identified, and it has already been broadly
stated that a strategy based on technology – comprising consistency and efficiency – as well as a strategy oriented towards frugality would be necessary for
their realisation (Chap. 1.3).
However, freedom in line with sustainability must not only be recognised as
necessary, but also implemented. Because norms are supposed to solve conflicts,
and justice should become real. This finding therefore calls for political
implementation measures at domestic and transnational level that put objective and
strategies into practice. From an ethical and legal point of view, in terms of justice
“everyone” in politics, business and citizenship is committed to greater sustainability;
this has been shown so far, as has the fact that all public authorities have primary
responsibility for enforcing this (Chap. 3.5). This calls for a conception of a sustainability policy or sustainability governance. But such a conception presupposes a
prior clarification of the degree of progress that seems possible through activities
from citizens and from companies without legally binding policy instruments. In
this way, a general theory emerges en passant on the kind of regulatory containment
“capitalism” which is required in terms of sustainability. And perhaps not only in
terms of sustainability – in principle, the following findings should also apply to
other political objectives, provided they do not harmonise strongly with individual
self-interest calculations. Such a governance approach deals with instruments,
including responsibilities, actors and governance units. The core thesis of Chap. 4
will be: The most promising instrument for the integrated solution of various
sustainability problems is a broadly-based objective and geographical quantity
control – based on the central control variables fossil fuels and livestock.
But the initial question under the auspices of freedom is: To what extent can
national and transnational public authorities expect citizens and companies to fulfil
their obligations on their own and initiate the transformation process? It has already
been shown (in Chap. 2.7) that an interplay of actors is needed to overcome various
motivational obstacles to the transformation to sustainability. It was also shown
what the prospects for happiness, justice, self-interest, etc. could be if a transition
towards sustainability were seriously implemented. If one wants to examine which
concrete actions or instruments must be used to implement this, some people may
wonder: Is the sustainability transformation not simply a question of more education
in schools, universities, adult education centres, and companies? This can mean an
increased transfer of knowledge, but also of values with regard to sustainability.
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Answering this question takes us back to the controversy known from the criticism of capitalism (Chap. 2.6): “Human beings are born selfish. That is unchangeable, and that is precisely what leads to good results” versus “Human beings are
only made selfish by society, especially by capitalism, so we need a newly educated
human being and break with the old Adam; everything is socially acquired”.
Regarding this, for centuries a basic controversy of the early modern period, originally created by the philosophers Thomas Hobbes and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, has
been repeated in wave movements. While Rousseau (and his follower Marx) was en
vogue for many in the anti-authoritarian educational optimism of the 1970s, since
the political shift to neo-liberal ideas it has been rather the theorist of self-interest
Hobbes (Chap. 2.3). As we have already seen, a differentiated middle course has to
be taken here (Chap. 2.4). This is not only true with regard to behavioural analysis,
but also in terms of defining opportunities and limits of education as an instrument
of transformation.
Despite all limits to the relevance of knowledge and values and despite the limited human altruism, education can start at these points – and by showing that sustainability can often promote short-term self-interest. But how effective are such
non-regulatory approaches if measured, for example, against the temperature limit
of 1.5–1.8 degrees in Article 2 para. 1 PA or against the requirement in the CBD to
reverse biodiversity loss? The effectiveness of instruments can only be meaningfully determined on the basis of objectives (Chap. 1.7). This determination is made
in Chap. 4, in addition to direct empirical experiences, above all with regard to
behavioural findings relating to sustainability (Chap. 2).
Ultimately, one can hardly hope that education could essentially break through
blockades in emotions, conceptions of normality or long-term self-interest through
classical pedagogical measures. How, for example, could climate change be
approached in a way that people are inspired by the visible success of their personal
efforts? I can hardly imagine a piece of global climate that I have successfully
protected personally by not taking my car to work today. All this is all the more true
in face of drastic challenges such as the necessary full phase-out of fossil fuels in
just a few years’ time.
The same as for education also goes for advertising or even propaganda.
Sometimes, one hears the hope that the public authorities would only have to
advertise sustainability properly – and at the same time restrict advertising for
unsustainable lifestyles in order to achieve sustainability. Surely this factor is
relevant. But it has already been shown that information and values cannot serve as
the central basis for transformation (Chaps. 2.2 and 4.4.1). Nevertheless, the role of
advertising, propaganda, and also the media is often overestimated, even though
they are of course also involved in the interplay of the actors and thus in the success
or failure of change. Under the conditions of an open society, the above-mentioned
factors depend on the resonance from their respective clientele. Therefore, they
have greatest influence mainly when they tie in with already existing self-interest
calculations, conceptions of normality, and emotions, etc. of large population
groups. But that brings us back to all of us. In the history of socialism, even in the
extreme case that totalitarian means of power are available, one can observe that it
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would be not only illiberal but also ecologically ineffective to hope for a kind of
“propaganda”. Even under such conditions, people are only influenced in favour of
things for which a certain affinity already exists. This is only the case to a very limited extent when it comes to sustainability issues – or even the desire for a new,
altruistic type of person. In the light of the behavioural analysis (in Chap. 2) one will
probably have to say: Propaganda against some minority as scapegoat works better
than propaganda for some diffuse universal love of humankind; this is normatively
worthy of criticism, but not too difficult to explain descriptively (Ekardt 2017).
Again, information, values, and therefore also propaganda and advertising do
partly matter. And it is of course true that any change in self-interest calculations,
values, conceptions of normality, etc. would have to be conveyed in the process of
socialising young people in the future. However, this goes far beyond the educational
system and advertising; and it equally affects older people, if only because the
young are socialised into their world and their actions are far more influential than
their possibly nice pedagogical speeches. In a nutshell: The issue of education,
information and propaganda is overestimated.

4.2

 ow Much Containment Does Capitalism Need –
H
Sustainability Through CSR and Sustainable
Consumption?

This chapter will focus on the extent to which a sustainability transition can be
expected to the required extent (!) solely or primarily from the voluntary initiative
of civil society, consumers and companies. First of all, it is undisputed that
entrepreneurial, civil society and private action on sustainability can be found
everywhere and that the aforementioned interplay of many actors is indispensable
due to their mutual influence – also political change will require citizens etc. to
engage for that (Chap. 2.7). Likewise, the potentials for justice, happiness and, in
part, self-interest have already been identified that makes it empirically at least
somewhat plausible that people engage voluntarily in terms of more sustainability.
But how effective are such non-regulatory developments compared to the objectives
in Article 2 PA, the CBD and human rights (Chaps. 1.2 and 3.8)? The effectiveness
of instruments can only be meaningfully assessed on the basis of objectives (Chap.
1.7). This assessment is made in Chap. 4.4.1 above all with regard to behavioural
findings in relation to sustainability (Chap. 2), but also by taking direct empirical
experiences into account.

 hy Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable
W
Consumption Are Overrated
Some people in politics, science, and society assume that sustainability will be sufficiently promoted by companies and perhaps also consumers already without political regulation – especially due to self-benefit calculations. If this were the case, the
conflict in terms of human rights between economic and consumer freedom on the
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one hand and elementary preconditions of freedom would indeed not require
regulation.
It is undeniable that companies might have some business advantages by considering sustainability issues or corporate social responsibility (CSR). Consumers also
have a multitude of personal options for action, which at times can save money, or,
at times, promote happiness, but in any case can satisfy the desire for value-oriented
action, if one thinks of options such as renouncing a car, holiday flights, and lots of
animal food, changing the electricity supplier, or buying organic, regional and seasonal food. It is obvious that a voluntarily different behavior (and choice of other
technical options) in nutrition, mobility and so on would be very helpful for sustainability. The question, however, is how far this will take us (on the following Ekardt
2016a, § 6 B.).
Hoping alone or above all for such voluntary actions on the part of citizens and
companies lies within the framework of a general tendency towards free competition
and the somewhat democratic idea that citizens themselves should “vote” on the
desired level of environmental protection, for example by making a purchase
decision (on the competition topos and CSR: Müller 2014, pp. 29 et seq.; Davidson
2009; Becker 2009; Friedman 1962; Sinn 2003; cautious Rodrik 2012; Krugman
1979; classical on competition Ricardo 1817; critical Scheidler 2015, pp. 173
et seq.; vague IASS 2011). However, voluntary action by individuals and companies
cannot replace the supplementary regulatory containment of individual and
entrepreneurial action, especially when it comes to sustainability.
Especially, the concrete motivational factors against sustainability are too strong
to rely on self-regulation, as we saw in detail in the course of this book (Chap. 2).
E.g. the problems of collective goods and path dependencies, which make it very
often difficult for individuals to take action than for individuals to act collectively,
show that a distinct regulation that applies to all people is helpful. Of course,
companies will often become “somewhat” active in terms of sustainability, not least
for reasons of self-interest. However, it is extremely unlikely that zero emissions in
two decades or similar environmental targets will be achieved if left to that, especially as targets like these also require frugality (Chap. 1.3). This required extent of
the challenge is often overlooked when talking about CSR or instruments in general – but it has been demonstrated several times above that the effectiveness of an
instrument cannot be assessed without reference to the goal (ignored e.g. by Müller
2014, pp. 29 et seq.; Davidson 2009; Becker 2009).
In the case of companies, it is a particularly important challenge for self-
regulation that they have to assert themselves on the market and that voluntary commitment – if it assumes a large scale – can fail because the company is then
threatened with bankruptcy. It is therefore often more probable that companies will
lower sustainability standards out of short-term business cost savings and possibly
start a race for the lowest standards on a transnational level, especially since
companies can often threaten politicians to relocate to another country. Of course,
because of its reputation, a company wants to prevent major chemical accidents
with liability consequences and negative public attention. In contrast, there is less
focus on whether the global climate is being damaged, since the consequences and
causalities are less obvious, especially as future generations have no voice on the
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market due to a lack of purchasing power. In addition, complex value chains are
difficult for all involved to survey, and the variety of possible information can
become unmanageable.
In addition, if one relies on corporate responsibility and consumer democracy,
this ultimately involves the problematic core idea that companies and consumers
can continue their growth-oriented consumption and production styles unchanged
(see as an example Sukhdev 2012). The only requirement is that the individual
products must gradually improve their resource or environmental balance. After all,
the driving force behind this is the interest in buying and selling more products and
more services. But as shown, this purely (!) technological path to sustainability is
not enough (Chap. 1.3). Technically smarter flying and driving – and more and more
of it at the same time – simply does not work in terms of sustainability. Further
challenges for self-regulations may occur because it neglects the character of sustainability issues as quantity problems (see in detail Chap. 4.4.4).
It is also doubtful how the key challenge of ethics and law, i.e. the balancing of
conflicting spheres of freedom, can be resolved in a meaningful way by addressing
individual citizens and businesses. For example, if ambitious climate protection
requires not only marginal changes, but rethinking the entire Western consumption
model: What is then required of the individual company? To produce no more big
cars, but only bicycles and a few 1-liter cars? And to do this within 2 days – or
2 years – or when? To then go bankrupt and let other companies produce the cars
instead? And how much must I contribute as an individual consumer in relation to
others, and when? This requires overall decisions in terms of quantities, i.e. political
and not just individual decisions.
All this does not deny the essential role of companies and citizens – as long as
they are involved in the interplay to establishgovernance instruments of the public
authorities (on the interplay of different actors see in detail Chap. 2.7). Similarly,
there is no dispute that entrepreneurial competition can have sustainability-related
positive effects. After all, competition generates cost pressure and can thus
encourage more efficient use of energy and resources – while still leaving a great
deal of freedom to companies and consumers. But the limits to competition have to
be taken into account as well. Competition can, for example, ensure low-resource
power generation through price pressure. But since more or less everyone in a
market naturally wants to sell as much as possible, it cannot reduce the overall
consumption of energy and materials. For example, competition in the electricity
market makes energy generation more efficient. At the same time, however,
competition is making energy cheaper as a result of cost pressure on energy
producers, which promotes increased consumption.

 nother “Soft” Instrument: Why Participation Is Often
A
Overestimated
Another “soft” sustainability instrument could be to increasingly rely on citizen
participation as a governance instrument for the effective implementation of
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sustainability (beside the normative necessity of procedural elements: Chaps. 3.5,
3.6 and 3.7). This means e.g. not restricting the use of fossil fuels in terms of content
through regulatory law, levies, etc., but also not waiting solely for self-regulation
and consumer decisions, but broadening public participation in planning procedures
for coal-fired power plants etc. – or allowing plebiscites to a greater extent than is
the case in most liberal democracies. Such a strategy, due to its immanent scope for
voluntary action of the citizens also shows problems (Ekardt et al. 2012; Steinberg
2013; too optimistic Lee and Abbot 2003; see also Schwerdtfeger 2015):
• First of all, the governance problems known from self-regulation are repeated:
The motivation for sustainability of all parties involved is less intensive than
often assumed – and the concretisation of sustainability on the level of individual
actors does not work. Further challenges for self-regulations may occur because
it neglects the character of sustainability issues as quantity problems (see in
detail Chap. 4.4.4).
• With regard to human motivation, participation processes (or plebiscites) still
have further problems as a governance instrument. Especially, there is often a
rather limited interest in early and thorough participation in administrative or
even legislative procedures. In sociological and communication science terms,
there is a growing tendency, at best, to get involved only when a project “gets in
the way” (Bussemer 2011). Furthermore, the real bargaining power of big
corporations is clearly superior to that of consumer or environmental associations.
In particular, for capacity reasons, environmental associations can only participate
in a few procedures, just as environmental and health interests are usually less
easy to organise than industrial interests; moreover, for financial reasons, they
have fewer experts. In addition, the high discursivity and constant openness
presupposed in participation lead to the frictions of (post-)modern societies:
Openness and discursivity favour freedom and knowledge, but can at the same
time lead to indifference towards the constantly growing flow of information and
opinion – especially in the digital age (see also Ekardt 2017; Bussemer 2011).
• Many see participation not as an instrument of sustainability anyway, but as an
instrument for obtaining acceptance, i.e. as an attempt to silence critical voices
through an allegedly open discourse. This currently very popular perspective has
little to do with the search for effective sustainability instruments. Besides, it is
paradoxical in itself. Genuine participation requires early participation and
openness of options. If participation is only a question of obtaining factual
acceptance for solutions that are ultimately fixed, then it is precisely this
acceptance that is likely to be missing and at the same time the sense of
participation gets lost. This also means that participation cannot be “used” to
achieve a result desired from the outset.
For all these reasons, participation rights and procedural rules in general are an
important instrument for sustainability and not only a normative principle of liberal
democracies (Getliffe 2002; Ekardt et al. 2012), as is the voluntary activity of
companies and citizens. But they cannot replace a distinct political regulation.
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More generally, this section shows that the market and “capitalism” need to be
framed. Moreover, the market has always historically only come about through state
regulation (Scheidler 2015). Having said this, a formal state-market dichotomy
makes little sense, since even economic governance instruments such as certificate
markets or levies, to which the investigation will turn in detail later (in Chaps. 4.5
and 4.6), are centrally based on public law rules (Ekardt et al. 2015).
To sum up: Sustainability governance cannot primarily rely on voluntarism, self-
regulation or mere procedural rules. The goals are too ambitious, the motivational
situation too weak and the concretisation of what has to happen too difficult. But
citizens (respectively consumers) and companies are still very important, since
political regulation also requires an interplay of actors, including, politicians,
citizens, companies, etc. Without citizens that try to consume different and (!) engage
for political change, the transformation towards sustainability will not work. A
chicken-and-egg game of who is to blame in such a ping-pong remains pointless
(Chap. 2.7).

4.3

 olitical Objectives, Programmes, Sustainable
P
Development Goals – And the International Framework
of Climate Policy Up to the Paris Agreement

After the factor education (and advertising) and the hope for independent action of
enterprises (CSR) and citizens, political programmes and similar approaches
(national or transnational) are now coming into focus. Given that these programmes
deliver legally binding objectives, they can concretise human-rights-based sustainability requirements as a result of legislative balancing (Chap. 3.5). On the other
hand, one can raise the question whether objectives and other programmatic – typically non-binding – statements such as action plans can function as governance
instruments. Since targets or programmes in general do not require specific actions
of individual citizens, they could be seen as a rather weak kind of governance instrument. As an example, this is discussed in the following, especially with regard to
climate protection.

Oversupply of Political Programmes – Including the SDGs
It has already been mentioned how popular – at a purely verbal level – the issue of
sustainability is. All political structures, e.g. the EU institutions and national
governments and parties, are outdoing each other in terms of their constant
statements of objectives, strategies and programmes, so that it is even difficult to
keep a reasonable overview in this regard (Krüger 2016; Ekardt 2016a, § 6 C.).
Objectives of a general nature – and often of a particularly ambitious nature – are
center of numerous international legal documents. Agenda 21 has already been
discussed, pars pro toto for the many non-binding international legal documents
with a general sustainability goal (Chap. 3.2). And under the auspices of the UN
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Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), far-reaching goals were agreed to stop
and reverse the current trend of biodiversity loss (Chap. 1.2).
The Sustainable Development Goals, which were announced at the UN General
Assembly in the autumn of 2015 and which are clearly non-binding under international law, have a similar rhetoric (see Chap. 1.5). The 17 general objectives and 169
concretised objectives follow the gesture typical of international law of proclaiming
far-reaching objectives that are difficult to reconcile. For example, growth and environmental protection requirements can be found side by side without reconciliation.
However, the SDGs can obviously not replace concrete and legally binding regulatory measures. From a governance perspective it is not the programmes that trigger
change for the public, but the real political measures.

 egally Binding, But of More Programmatic Content: UNFCCC
L
and Kyoto Protocol
The most detailed overall programmes and objectives are those for climate protection, as we already mentioned (Chap. 1.2). They even have a legally binding character, although with many vaguenesses, as we will see in the following. The UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) provides the general
framework for climate protection policy at the international level. The UNFCCC
was adopted at the World Summit on Environment and Development in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992 and has been ratified by almost all states worldwide (on the steps of
development of international climate law Lyster 2007; Ekardt et al. 2009a;
Morgenstern 2009; Platjouw 2009; Sands and Peel 2018; Spence et al. 2008). In
Article 2 of the UNFCCC, it contains the legally binding objective of stabilising the
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at such a level that no
dangerous disturbances occur. Beyond this, the UNFCCC does not set any concrete
reduction targets, but Article 3 of the UNFCCC lays down essential principles of
climate protection such as precautionary measures and joint but differentiated
responsibilities of industrialised and developing countries that were already mentioned (see Chap. 3.8). In addition, it obliges listed Parties to document and limit
their emissions (Article 4 UNFCCC), but without setting quantified targets.
UNFCCC Annex I lists those industrialised and transition countries (former planned
economies) that have committed themselves in 1992, among other things, to
promoting national policies and measures to reduce emissions (so-called Annex I
countries). The UNFCCC provides the framework for negotiations at the annual
climate conferences, which take place as the Conference of the Parties to the
Convention (COP).
The Kyoto Protocol (KP; cf. Brander 2003; Sands and Peel 2018; Ekardt 2016a),
which was drawn up by the COP of the UNFCCC in 1997 and came into effect on
16 February 2005, contains quantified emission reduction targets for industrialised
countries. It was, however, inadequate in many respects. After all, it only obliged a
small group of industrialised countries to little ambitious objectives.
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 aris Agreement: Weak in the Details, Extremely Ambitious in Its
P
Objective in Article 2 Para. 1
Most recently, states around the world agreed on a new global climate protection
agreement as a follow-up to the KP: the Paris Agreement. Everywhere, the Paris
Agreement is celebrated (in more detail to the Paris Agreement Ekardt and Wieding
2016a, b, pp. 36 et seq.; Ekardt et al. 2018a; Fuhr et al. 2016; Obergassel et al.
2016). From 2020, all countries will be forced to do more in terms of climate
protection. The main responsibility, but anymore not the sole responsibility, is
supposed to remain with the industrialised countries. As we discussed earlier (in
Chap. 1.2), the Paris Agreement stipulates that global warming must be limited at
least to well below 2 °C, but better 1.5 °C – in view of the threat of consequential
damage – as the object of government efforts. This needs to be explained in more
detail. It will then become clear that (not only human rights – see Chap. 3.8 – but
also) Article 2 para. 1 PA precludes tricks such as moderate probabilities, incomplete
counting of emissions, overshoot and geo-engineering. This renders the IPCC’s previous perspective problematic (for the empirical basis, see Chap. 1.2 and once again
IPCC 2018).
“Well below” requires a legal interpretation. It mentions “clearly” less than 2
degrees, but at the same time more than 1.5 degrees. It therefore suggests about 1.7
or 1.8 degrees as the temperature limit. Furthermore, the aspect that “efforts” must
be made towards the 1.5-degree limit cannot legally mean that this objective can
simply be given up. Rather, measures must actually be taken that promise further
reductions compared to a limit of 1.7 or 1.8 degrees. Furthermore, Article 3 PA
contains a clear legal obligation that the states are to meet the objective in Article 2
PA by increasing their level of ambition over time. Therefore, Article 2 PA and the
1.5-degree limit are clearly legally binding. In terms of content, a statement is thus
made that differs from the 2-degree limit, which has been the subject of most
discussion in the negotiations and in public so far. This has largely gone unnoticed
so far, but has potentially drastic consequences, as has already been shown, because
it implies a short-term phase-out of fossil fuels and a significant reduction in animal
husbandry – which cannot be done exclusively through technical strategies (Chaps.
1.2, 1.3, and 4.9).
Admittedly, pursuant to the often-quoted Article 4 para. 1 PA, states only “intend”
to reach the peak of emissions as soon as possible and to achieve the complete
neutralisation of their emissions within the second half of the twenty-first century.
But while this statement is vaguely formulated (and could also technically lead
astray; more on this below), the temperature limit in Article 2 PA is unconditionally
articulated and put in more concrete terms (see in more detail Ekardt et al. 2018a).
Article 2 para. 1 PA therefore takes precedence before Article 4 para. 1 PA. From
the perspective of systematic interpretation of the norms, this is also correct because
only the orientation on Article 2 para. 1 PA (instead of Article 4 para. 1 PA) ensures
compliance with Article 2 UNFCCC and human rights (Chap. 3.8).
The legally binding rationale of Article 2 PA stands in a stark contrast to what the
individual states are specifically obliged to do by the Paris Agreement. Since the
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failed Copenhagen climate conference in 2009, the negotiation process had moved
towards voluntary commitment, as this seemed the only way to bridge the consensus,
which is required under international law, among the participating states with their
widly differing tendencies. The result on the concrete national targets can be found
in Article 4 para. 2–19 PA. Each signatory state freely sets its own emission targets,
without more specific requirements. Consequently, even during the Paris conference
there was no doubt that the existing emission reduction plans of the states would by
no means be sufficient to achieve the ambitious Article 2 PA. Many national
contributions are formulated in a way that they depend on adequate financial support
from other countries – which is hardly in sight yet –, or are unlikely to be implemented
for other reasons. For those cases, the agreement does not at any point provide for
sanctions if the national emission reduction plans are not fully implemented. This is
exacerbated by Article 13 PA which makes not only the requirements but also the
measurement of emissions largely unclear: Although a transparency mechanism is
to be established with regard to the emissions, it should be respectful, non-punitive
and non-intrusive towards the states and their sovereignty and, moreover, respect
the specific conditions of the countries. This has little to do with transparency in the
traditional sense.
Thus, the vagueness of the detailed objectives of the Paris Agreement contrasts
with the clear and legally binding global temperature limit set out in Article 2 para.
1 PA. Since Article 2 PA is legally binding, it requires a 1.5-degree limit (in contrast
to the recommendations in IPCC 2018) with a high probability of achievement and
without overshoot; the flaws of the IPCC’s perspective which considers a moderate
probability etc. sufficient have been analysed earlier in this book (Chap. 1.2). This
is incompatible with the binding character of the norm.It has also already been
shown that this ambitious interpretation of the obligation is also borne by
precautionary-oriented human rights (Chap. 3.8). Article 2 para. 1 PA therefore
states in particular that the reviews of the national reduction plans should be regarded
as contoured on the basis of that global temperature limit (Ekardt et al. 2018a; overlooked by Sands and Peel 2018).
One issue has to be added. Despite the problematic role of fossil fuels, neither
Article 2 para. 1, nor Article 4 para. 1 PA explicitly contain a literal statement
regarding the phase-out of fossil fuels in electricity, heating, transportation, plastics and mineral fertilizers in favour of renewable energy, energy efficiency and
frugality. The statement to neutralise emissions which is made in the Articles, at
first sight, could also mean to employ geo-engineering, instead of phasing-out
petroleum, gas and coal. Geo-engineering refers to interventions in the atmosphere
or the oceans (or storing sequestrated carbon dioxide underground, e.g. from coal
power plants), in order to reduce solar radiation or increase the storage capacity for
greenhouse gases. But, at latest when those options prove to be impossible to
implement (Chap. 1.3), a phase-out of fossil fuels and the transition to 100%
renewable energy, increased energy efficiency and maybe even frugality will
become imperative (as well as directly available compensation measures like
rewetting dried wetlands to neutralise emissions which will remain even after the
complete phase-out of fossil fuels). All timelines indicated by Article 2 para. 1 PA
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suggest this. Respective technologies are currently not ready for the market –
which is why the discussion about possible high costs and risks (and their compatibility with Article 2 para. 1 PA, the precautionary principle and human rights) is
as of now rendered unnecessary for the most part (on the technological controversy
on negative emissions see Chap. 1.3).
Since the Paris Agreement is more of a determination of objectives, some of its
further statements are to be briefly scetched here (see in detail Ekardt and Wieding
2016a). Just as vague as in the case of domestic targets, the less industrialised
countries are promised help with climate protection and adaptation to climate
change, which in some cases can no longer be prevented. There may even be
compensation for the consequential damage caused by climate change. However,
concrete sums are not legally fixed. And the non-binding amounts notified remain
far below what is required according to the analysis in this book (see Chap. 3.8).
The programmes and other objective-based frameworks (both national and
transnational) presented as examples in this section have one thing in common: they
do not contain any concrete regulation of human behaviour in terms of a real
implementation of sustainability. This even applies to international treaties. They
are, however, important as confirmation and, if necessary, concretisation of the
human-rights-based sustainability obligations. And they are much more ambitious
than is usually assumed, especially the Paris Agreement. Nevertheless, the debate
on concrete policy instruments remains necessary.

4.4

 he Classic Approach to Policy Instruments: Regulatory
T
Law, Planning Law, Subsidies, Information – And Basic
Regulation Problems (Rebound, Shifting, etc.)

In this chapter, the focus will be set on classic policy instruments and the question of
what they contribute to climate protection and resource conservation. In particular,
regulatory law respectively command-and-control law must be analysed here. At the
same time, this analysis is used to explain some fundamental issues affecting the
impact of governance instruments. Methodologically (Chap. 1.7), they result both
from direct empirical findings and from derivations from behavioural insights (Chap.
2). The example is, as in thechapters on governance in this book in general, primarily
the field of energy and climate. This area is very important and therefore regulated
particularly intensively. In addition, the focus on fossil fuels that is implied in a climate governance analysis means that the entire sustainability policy can be best
understood (Chap. 1.2).

The Classic Mix of Instruments in Sustainability Governance
The traditional sustainability strategies in the sectors of electricity, heat, fuel and
material uses such as agriculture are approaches focusing on consistency and efficiency (on the strategies in general see Chap. 1.3). At its core, command-and-control
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governance instruments promoting these strategies are applied to products, industrial and power generation plants or buildings in many countries (on the following
von Bredow 2013, pp. 131 et seq.; Ekardt et al. 2015; von Weizsäcker 2010; Krüger
2016; Ekardt 2016a). The classic mix of instruments also contains subsidies, informational instruments and planning law. Regional action is considered separately at
the end of this section (on planning see in more detail Chap. 4.10; on the limited role
of information and other soft instruments see already Chaps. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2).
For example in the EU, energy and climate policies have been aiming to bring
energy sources other than fossil fuels onto the market, to use energy more efficiently
and to thus cut greenhouse gas emissions. The EU has also established general
targets for greater energy efficiency and more renewable energies. Consequently,
over the years, an increasingly broad regulatory network has emerged that even
politicians, parliamentarians and lawyers often cannot oversee in detail anymore. It
goes beyond the scope of this book to systematically analyse this here in all details
(von Bredow 2013, pp. 131 et seq.; Ekardt et al. 2015). Politics in many countries
has recently enacted an impressive array of command-and-control acts of parliament,
in particular to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
For instance, an improved EU regulation for buildings was also pushed forward
in order to promote thermal insulation, as buildings alone account for about one
third of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions. In Germany, there is also a Renewable
Energies Heat Act which stipulates a proportionate obligation to use renewable
energies for heating in new buildings. The construction of power lines has also been
facilitated in order to provide a stronger grid to compensate for fluctuating production
of renewable energies. Since the 1990s there have also been increasing electricity
and mineral oil taxes in all the EU, which are intended to make electricity and fuel
more expensive and consequently more efficient to use. In addition, regulations
were made for more efficient cars and household appliances. There are also
numerous subsidy programmes to that effect. All this was fostered by the energy
transition especially in Germany after Fukushima 2011 (albeit not fundamentally).
Also, for information purposes, the number of labels for energy-efficient appliances
in the EU is increasing.
The funding of renewable electricity plays a particularly controversial role and is
therefore dealt with separately later in this section. But the best-known instrument
for reducing emissions is the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). Cap-and-trade
schemes are intended to gradually set emission reduction targets over certain periods
of time, making it as easy and as cheap as possible for companies to implement
them. It is dealt with in more detail in the chapter economic instruments – in short,
the existing EU ETS has so far been relatively uneffective, but could have a resounding effect if it were to be structured differently (Chaps. 4.5 and 4.6).
The large number of measures has not really changed the large ecological footprint, especially in the industrialised countries, to the extent that emissions do not
continue to rise despite rising prosperity (see Chap. 1.2). This is also due to the fact
that in most countries unsustainable behaviour is still contradictorily being subsidised by the state, especially regarding fossil fuels in housing, mobility, and agriculture (IMF 2015; Global Commission 2015; World Energy Outlook 2015,
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Russell-Smith et al. 2015; Ekardt 2016a). In addition to explicit subsidies, this often
takes the form of tax reductions, e.g. with regard to mining. At the global level, too,
loans from the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, for example in
favour of large fossil-fuel power plants, can act as problematic subsidies (IMF
2015).
Particularly striking are the EU agricultural subsidies that mainly promote conventional agriculture and a high proportion of animal products, which both represent key problems for climate change, biodiversity loss, soil degradation, water
pollution and disturbed nitrogen and phosphorus cycles (Hennig 2017; Garske
2016). The current state of the subsidy regime of the European Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) was introduced by the 2013 reform and is intended to make the
European agricultural sector more environmentally friendly by linking the direct
payments to farmers more closely to environmental services. However, the minor
changes are still by no means sufficient for achieving the climate objectives of
Article 2 para. PA, stopping of the loss of biodiversity or other environmental
objectives (in detail Garske 2016).
In the transport sector (IMF 2015; Kieckhäfer et al. 2015) there are just as many
examples of counterproductive subsidies, for example in the form of the tax privilege
for company cars (which encourages car mobility as well as large cars), the
commuters’ flat tax (which promotes transport energy consumption and landscape
consumption), the tax exemption for aviation fuel as well as other air traffic subsidies
for new airports, tax-privileged bonus miles etc. Subsidies are even higher if the
non-allocation of the damages caused to society is taken into account. Even if environmental damage cannot be monetarised in its entirety (Chap. 3.8), monetarisable
damage such as from climate change or the costs of the health care system as a
result of fossil-fuels-related air pollution are highly relevant.

 cological Subsidies – Electricity Generated from Renewable
E
Sources
However, there are also examples of environmentally beneficial subsidies. In
Germany and many other countries, the promotion of renewable energies is
particularly strongly discussed in terms of subsidy incentives, almost exclusively in
the electricity sector. The background to this support is that some renewable energies
are still in the development phase and are therefore sometimes more expensive than
fossil energies (although not in terms of national economies: Chap. 1.4). For a long
time, the feed-in model was the most widespread one (on the various approaches see
OPTRES 2007; Altrock 2010; Hennig 2017; Reiche et al. 2005; Ekardt 2016a;
Ekardt and Wieding 2019). A fixed, attractive price for the electricity is guaranteed
and linked to a purchase obligation by the grid operators. On the other hand, in the
tendering model a certain amount of renewable energy is put out to tender by the
state and by auction the bid is awarded to the cheapest bidder (see in detail Ekardt
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and Wieding 2019). The idea behind both models is to make investments more
attractive.
Not for heat and fuel, but at least in the electricity market, e.g. Germany now has
around one third share of renewable energies. It is rarely noticed that this does not
simultaneously remove fossil energies from the market (and the instruments that
should do this, such as the previously mentioned EU ETS, do not do so either due
to their weak specifications: see Chap. 4.5). The feed-in scheme does not contribute
much to energy efficiency in the electricity sector either. Recently, Germany and the
EU have started switching from feed-in tariffs to a tendering model. However, this
is not necessarily cheaper than feed-in tariffs, despite the competitive and thus
potentially cost-cutting element: the bidders in the tenders carry a higher refinancing
risk than in the case of fixed tariffs, which translates into corresponding risk
surcharges (Ekardt and Wieding 2019).
Regardless of the question of ecological effectiveness, the promotion of renewable energies has long been criticised for being too expensive: because the costs of
the feed-in tariff are borne by the electricity consumers through a levy. Economically,
however, this criticism is wrong, at least if the avoided climate damage is taken into
account (see Chap. 1.4; for the social distribution issues of climate policy, see Chap.
4.7). The only real controversy is whether renewables-promoting schemes alongside an emissions trading scheme make sense (SRU 2011; Hennig 2017; Ekardt
2016a, § 6 E. V. 1.; Krüger 2016). Since existing emissions trading provides a limitation of greenhouse gas quantities including power plants, many fear that implementing other schemes will lead to a double promotion of renewable energies
without any additional ecological effect. On the other hand, the ETS alone may face
the problem that it does not sufficiently stimulate technological innovation, as it
rewards obvious, but not necessarily very innovative, technical solutions directly
depending on price levels. However, the ETS will still be discussed extensively
later, including a fundamental reform that makes separate support for renewable
energies appear doubtful indeed.
The problem of grids and electricity storage systems, which are indispensable for
a renewable-based energy economy, since wind and sun are not always available,
will be discussed separately (in Chap. 4.10). All in all, the result is always the same:
More or less every population of any state in this world is more or less far away
from the objective from Article 2 para. 1 PA (this is especially true for industrialised
countries and the upper classes in the newly industrialising countries). This alone
clearly indicates that something went fundamentally wrong with sustainability
governance up to now.

 evels of Statehood: Special Role of Municipalities and Regions –
L
Especially in Planning Law
Political and legal actors in the energy and climate change process are also the
regions or federal states – and the municipalities (see in detail Ekardt and Hennig
2014; Hehn 2015; see also Napoli 2013). Regional and municipal action cannot
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adequately replace political and legal action at higher political levels, because the
federal state and even more its municipalities have no legal competence for many
areas, since the key competences lie (in Europe) with the EU and sometimes with
the national parliaments. In addition, if climate action is only implemented
regionally, there are risks of shifting effects in that resource use and emissions
“move” to other geographical areas or other areas of life (for details, see the end of
this chapter). Nevertheless, state and local politics are also important in the context
of the interplay of the actors (Chap. 2.7), as they can provide impulses, serve as
flagship regions for new instruments and provide valuable complementary
regulation.
Municipalities can convert 100% of their (as far as still existing) public utilities
for electricity and heat to renewable energies, initiate model projects in energetic
building refurbishment, promote public transport as well as pedestrian and cycle
traffic in urban planning and limit motorised individual traffic through speed limits,
parking space management and more. Other aspects include making food in local
institutions more sustainable and regional and encouraging citizens to set up energy
cooperatives. The regions and federal states also have options (see Ekardt et al.
2015; Ekardt and Hennig 2014; Hehn 2015). They can give priority to rail, bus,
tram, bicycle and pedestrian transport in transport policy and concentrate road
construction resources on maintenance rather than new construction. This also
includes strengthening car-sharing and the use of innovative modes of transport
such as trolleybuses. In terms of spatial planning, they can create the conditions for
ensuring that the construction of renewable energy plants, such as wind turbines,
does not fail due to conflicts with other land uses. It is also possible to concentrate
the state funding policy for companies, settlements and buildings on sustainability-
related exemplary activities. It is also important for the federal states and local
authorities to ensure that state enterprises, public buildings and the public vehicle
fleet are consistently and promptly oriented towards being a role-model in terms of
sustainability.
The practice of most municipalities, although there are always individual
approaches, remains to lack far behind, because local planning law typically offers
planning options and not duties (also) in terms of sustainability, as has been shown
for the three German cities of Leipzig, Dresden and Chemnitz (Ekardt and Hennig
2014). However, with regional or sectoral approaches, there are even more
fundamental problems. The analysis now turns to include those problems that
explain why sustainability governance does not meet the objectives e.g. from Article
2 PA. Notabene: The motivational analysis of politicians, citizens, managers, etc.
(in Chap. 2) already explains why more or less “nobody” really cares for meaningful
sustainability. Nevertheless, there is a need to explain why the impressive quantity
of governance instruments implemented so far is so unsuccessful. This takes us to
the question of governance problems – and it is precisely motivational analysis that
makes the very existence of governance problems very plausible (on methodology
see earlier in Chap. 1.7).
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 undamental Governance Problems, Without Solving of Which
F
There Can Be No Effective Sustainability Policy
We have seen by now: The effect of the existing domestic and transnational sustainability instruments has been limited so far. As seen, sustainability governance and
(also) energy and climate protection law typically work with specifications for individual products, facilities or activities, such as cars, buildings or at any rate individual areas of life, which are determined and possibly sanctioned in the event of
non-compliance. Modern resource and sink problems, however, are ultimately
about a quantity problem. This means: As a general rule, environmental problems
are less relevant to individual exposures than to the total quantity of exposures or a
specific total extraction of resources. This is particularly evident in the case of
climate change, and it is also true in the case of the finite nature of natural resources.
Other examples are biodiversity loss, pollutants, radiation or noise, in all of which
the total amount of intervention is of central importance – in addition to the local
pollution that may be relevant there (unlike in the case of the climate).
As we will still see (in Chap. 4.10), especially local hot spots are a well suited for
partial command-and-control regulation. On the other hand, the quantitative nature
of problems, if largely ignored as in previous practice and discourses, leads to some
governance problems. Those problems cannot be solved by instruments that are
oriented towards individual products, individual plants or also towards individual
subject areas or limited geographical areas, which is the case especially for
command-and-control law. It is important that the same problems also exist with
voluntary activities by companies, i.e. self-regulation, and ultimately with voluntary
activities by consumers as discussed earlier (in Chaps. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2; on the following Hennig 2017; Ekardt 2016a; von Bredow 2013; mostly overlooked in the
current debate, e.g. by Bernauer and Schaffer 2010; Biermann et al. 2009):
1. An effective instrumental approach to sustainability (or for other policy objectives) must be adequate in terms of the rigour of the content of the objective pursued. However, the typical sustainability instruments are currently not geared to
zero emissions by the end of the 2020s or 2030s in accordance with Article 2 para.
1 PA and its human rights basis (Chap. 3.8) and will therefore inevitably miss
their target. This is exemplified in climate policy by the fact that essential areas
such as nutrition, building heat from old buildings or transport are hardly regulated – neither in terms of the use of renewable energies nor in terms of energy
efficiency or even frugality. The current law focuses on bringing renewable energies into the electricity market, and this was not that badly done in many countries. However, the other areas beyond electricity and the overall increase in
efficiency and frugality are neglected. The results are stabile, instead of drastically decreasing per-capita emissions. Cum grano salis the same applies to other
resource and sink issues. Current policy instruments do not consistently address,
for example, the loss of biodiversity, soil degradation, etc. in a way that the damaging factors are clearly eliminated (see in more detail Chaps. 4.9 and 4.10).
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2. An effective sustainability governance must also be effectively enforced. In this
respect, too, the results of previous sustainability efforts reveal severe problems.
Not all legal requirements are observed in practice e.g. in the EU (see in detail
Ekardt 2001; Ekardt 2016a). For example, thermal insulation specifications for
new buildings, are often not consistently implemented by building owners and
contractors. The area of nature conservation is also vivid, in which a
comprehensive set of regulatory instruments for compensating natural
interventions work rather poorly in practice (Ekardt 2001).
3. Regulations and efforts relating to single sectors or individual aspects of sustainability (whether federal laws, municipal measures, individual or even entrepreneurial action) run the risk of (a) sectoral, (b) resource-related and (c) spatial
shifting effects on the production or consumption side, whereby only spatial
shifting effects are usually addressed in the literature as “leakage” (SchmidtBleek 2014, pp. 80 et seq.; Santarius 2015, pp. 185 et seq.; von Bredow 2013,
pp. 125 f.; for the typical sectoral perspective Aasrud et al. 2010). As a result of
political measures, the use of resources or emissions is shifted from the companies and citizens concerned to other areas of life or other places, or other
resources are used all the more intensively (on the relation of this to globalization see in detail Chap. 4.11 and Rodrik 2012; Radermacher and Beyers 2011;
Ekardt and Schmeichel 2009; Elliot 1998). All these relocations are also possible
not only as a direct reaction to political measures, but as processes that run partially independently of them, but are ecologically just as dysfunctional (weak
leakage). In the case of the conversion from fossil fuels to bioenergy – or in the
case of certain climate protection measures in land use – even an increase in pollution of soils, waters and nature in general may sometimes arise (Hennig 2017;
Ekardt and von Bredow 2010; OECD 2008; Ekardt 2016a; see also Nonhebel
2004; Rosillo-Calle et al. 2007; Romppanen 2012). Furthermore, new energy
technologies such as electromobility can generate massive consumption of rare
metals and large quantities of waste unless the number of cars is strongly limited
(explained in detail by Schmidt-Bleek 2014, who, however, does not address the
essential motivational problems behind it). Shifting effects do not necessarily
imply deliberately circumventing a regulation, but can also consist in the fact
that, for example, due to increased energy efficiency, there is simply more capital
available for investments in other areas (in detail on empirical data Santarius
2015). Shifting effects are thus directly empirically observable (review Chap. 1.2
on leakage between states and the shifted Western environmental pollution
problems, as well as Peters et al. 2011; Hoffmann 2015; Becker and Richter
2015, pp. 3 et seq.; Schmidt-Bleek 2014, pp. 80 et seq.; Gough 2017; Chancel
and Piketty 2015). And they also strongly lie in the logic of our behavioural
analysis (Chap. 2), which makes a completely calculating and altruistic behaviour
towards a reduced environmental impact appear unlikely. In general, cost
savings, e.g. in energy, are easily transformed into emission shifts, both
geographically and sectorally: Those who live in a new building with good
thermal insulation due to command-and-control requirements may convert their
saved heating costs into an additional holiday flight. The fact that shifting effects
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do not always occur is not so much due to the aspect that some activities allegedly
cannot relocate; shifting is always possible at least by saving energy costs, e.g.
driving a tram instead of a car and flying on holiday instead (Ekardt et al. 2015;
Gesang 2011). It would not be convincing in all this to dismiss shifting effects by
pointing out that, after all, increased value creation in the Global South should be
sought in the interests of poverty reduction. For this would be better to think in
ecological boundaries; the relocation is ecologically irrelevant only in the case of
a global quantity control of e.g. greenhouse gas emissions or fossil fuels, which
currently does not exist.
4. A problem frequently confused with the effects of shifting is that of rebound
effects, some of which have been discussed since the nineteenth century
(Hoffmann 2011, pp. 17 et seq.; Santarius 2015, pp. 39 et seq.; Becker and
Richter 2015; von Bredow 2013, pp. 121 et seq.; Klingholz 2014, pp. 100
et seq.). A rebound works like a boomerang: Through command-and-control
requirements or voluntary action in terms of technical improvements for
individual products, houses or cars or individual plants can indeed become more
resource-efficient or be redirected to regenerative resources (with detailed
empirical findings Santarius 2015). However, this often leads to no or only partial
savings in resources or emissions (and sometimes there is even a worsening of
the problem: “backfire”). This unfavourable relationship can arise in several
ways: (a) A technical improvement such as an increase in efficiency, which is
e.g. required under a regulatory law, can lead directly (mediated especially by
the reduced energy costs) to this service or this product being produced or used
more frequently and the ecological savings thereby compensated. (b)
Furthermore, parallel to the technical improvement of a service or a product,
increasing societal prosperity in general may trigger increased production or use.
(c) At the same time, human behavioural impulses can also shift in the direction
of increased consumption (e.g. in the sense of further journeys or larger cars),
whereby a good conscience can also play a role due to the supposed ecological
improvement (“electric car”; see Santarius 2015; Paech 2012). (d) Another
outflow of the rebound effect in the broader sense is the phenomenon that
ecological products sometimes do not replace other products, but are simply
used in addition to them, such as the new and the old refrigerator “just for the
party in the garden” – or renewable energies only in addition (and not instead of)
to fossil energies. The entire phenomenon can be observed empirically (Santarius
2015), as otherwise constant technical optimisation would significantly reduce
the ecological footprint (see Ridoutt et al. 2015; already discussed in Chap. 1.3)
as well as being very plausible on the basis of the behavioural findings, since
self-interest calculations and conceptions of normality as well as the feeling of a
limited “account of good deeds” play an essential role for human behaviour
(Chap. 2.4). Notabene, we have already discussed that a strict causality of motivational bundles for a single behavioural action can never be “precisely measured” in view of methodological problems in principle and the enormous variety
of relevant (especially global economic) factors and alternatives (Chap. 1.7). In
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all this, one should avoid to label these shifting effects as indirect rebound effects
(Santarius 2015).
5. All this is exacerbated for many sustainability problems by the fact that the precise depictability, measurement, calculation and recognition of sustainability
stocks make it very difficult to address single actions and its consequences. This
will be illustrated by way of example in the further course using the areas of land
use emissions (Chap. 4.9) and biodiversity (Chap. 4.10).
All these governance problems such as rebound effects or shifting effects do not
concern command-and-control law or voluntary actions alone. Rather, they concern
every instrument that is applied to individual products, actions or systems. An
example from subsidy law: For example, the current attempt to promote only that
kind of bioenergy in the EU which meets certain criteria, i.e. was not produced in
the rainforest (see in detail Hennig 2017; Ekardt and von Bredow 2010; skipped by
von Bernstorff 2009) does not promise a truly radical solution. Firstly, it is almost
impossible to verify these EU criteria anywhere in the world when it comes to
administrative enforcement. Secondly, there are shifting problems: The Brazilian
bioenergy producer can simply place its bioenergy plants on non-rainforest fields in
response to a ban of this kind, and instead raise other production areas, such as feed
for Western meat consumption, all the more in the rainforest area. Thirdly, many
problems cannot be depicted as “criteria” on which the admissibility of bioenergy
could depend: How do you intend to determine, for example, whether the individual
bioenergy plant has endangered the world food situation or not?

4.5

 asic Structures of Economic Policy Instruments
B
and Their Defective Implementation So Far

So, how can one respond to the governance problems of the sustainability instruments described above, hoping that sooner or later there would be enough motivation for further development? Or, in other words: How can one react to the
governance problems and the underlying motivational problems and construct an
effective sustainability governance approach? The answer is complex and consists
of several building blocks. The most important part of the answer will be a substantially broad-based (especially addressing the key factors fossil fuels and animals)
and geographically broad-based absolute quantity limitation of damaging factors.
Complementary measures also prove necessary – and a departure from the idea that
economic instruments would only promote technical sustainability strategies and
economic-growth-oriented tendencies.
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 uantity Control As the Core of Sustainability Governance
Q
Against the Governance Problems – Under Certain Conditions
Discussing quantities takes us to economic policy instruments. Economic instruments such as cap-and-trade schemes or taxes regulate the consumption of resources
or the use of sinks like the atmosphere by limiting quantities or running them short
via a price signal. The term quantity governance or quantity control is used in this
book for approaches that specifically influence the usable quantity of a resource. In
contrast to many environmental economists, the term thus also appears for
approaches that do not explicitly start with quantity, such as cap-and-trade schemes
with artificial scarcity and tradability of the scarce permissions to use resources or
sinks, but which convey this via price regulation, for example via levies or subsidy
cuts. One can also speak of direct and indirect quantity control or of economic
instruments in general. However, the term economic instruments can lead to misunderstandings, because it suggests that there is a strict contrast to command-and-
control law. In reality, all economic instruments are based on laws, all instruments
influence prices and all instruments, if they are not broadly based and geographically too narrow, encounter the governance problems discussed in Chap. 4.4.4
(Ekardt et al. 2015; Hennig 2017). The point regarding governance problems will be
demonstrated in the following by looking at previous approaches such as the existing EU ETS. Caps in particular could also be described as being “regulatory”,
because a cap consists of formulating a ban – only not related to individual products
or plants and thus relative, but comprehensive and related to absolute quantities that
may be used or released. It is irrelevant to the terminology whether the quantity
limitation is brought about by a uniform cap – e.g. for fossil fuels – or by absolute
limits distributed across different sectors; whether both would be equally effective
will still have to be addressed. Other certificates, for example for renewable energies
or for energy efficiency, are also conceivable (closer Panella et al. 2009; Schomerus
et al. 2008).
Now the effects of quantity limitation on governance problems such as rebound
effects, shifting effects, and enforcement problems have to be analysed. Taxes or the
elimination of environmentally harmful subsidies (or the subsidisation of
ecologically beneficial activities and products) make undesired behaviour less
frequent by pricing it or depriving it of fiscal support. In the case of an absolute cap,
a usable quantity of a resource or environmental good is defined in absolute terms,
then distributed or auctioned to the users (who can typically trade the permits) and
then the quantity of a resource or an environmental good is defined in absolute terms
which leads to prices (Schwerd 2008, p. 79; Winkler, 2005, pp. 246 et seq.; generally
on the debate Milne 2014; Joseph 2014; Acworth et al. 2017; Garske 2013; Franks
et al. 2015; Klinsky et al. 2012). Key to quantity limitation is not the trading element,
which only plays a role for keeping environmental policy cheap for norm addressees,
but the element of limitation.
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Both the formal limitation and successive lowering of targets for greenhouse gas
emissions or resource consumption in cap and trade, as well as sufficiently high levy
rates, address the rebound effect, since they do not only regulate individual
processes, but also make a specific type of action absolutely unattractive. Caps and
levies can also prevent shifting effects by comprehensively regulating a closed area,
e.g. by making energy use more expensive in all sectors and geographical regions
and thus preventing a kind of flight from energy source to energy source or product
to product. If caps are geographically broad and include all sectors, both spatial and
sectoral shifting effects are avoided. Quantity control instruments can also, to some
extent, solve the problems of enforcement and depictability, since they require less
detailed knowledge of companies and citizens on the part of the controlling public
authorities and only set a boundary (Winkler 2005; Rodi 2008) – and can address an
easily comprehensible governance unit, as will be seen in detail in the example of
fossil fuels.
Under which conditions all this really succeeds will have to be considered in the
following chapters from many sides and examples, including the question of
complementary regulation and of parallel addressing of various environmental
problems. Economic instruments are promising especially when ambitious quantity
targets or levy rates are chosen (otherwise there is no rigour here either) and when
sectorally and geographically broad regulation is established, which is linked to a
governance unit that is easy to grasp in terms of enforcement. If caps or levies are
applied only at the domestic level instead of the transnational level, rebound effects,
lack of rigour and weaknesses in enforcement can be effectively tackled. Structurally
not as simple to avoid on national level, however, are shifting effects of a geographical
and sectoral nature. This shows the need for transnational quantity governance
focusing on easy-to-grasp governance units, especially fossil fuels. How
transnational governance is even possible without necessarily integrating all countries of the world from the very beginning will be discussed later (in Chap. 4.8).

 uantity Control Addresses Not Only Self-Interest and Technical
Q
Solutions
Quantity-limiting instruments are designed to directly address the typical motivational problems (Chap. 2). Economic incentives address different aspects, not only
the economic self-interest, as one might assume at first glance, but also, for example, conceptions of normality (on more details see Chap. 4.6). An ambitious cap also
addresses any obstructive motivation, because it addresses comprehensively any
kind of unwillingness to act. In any case, however, one should not stop using economic instruments because of the flimsy argument that economising through ecotaxes allegedly corrupts the intrinsic altruistic motivation to act (hardly empirically
documented by Menges 2006). Rather, this is merely an assumption that might
apply, but does not have to apply at all. Moreover, the question as to whether pricing
can eliminate an altruistic motivation for action will probably not arise because
motivation is rather weak in terms of ambitious sustainability targets.
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Caps or prices (see on taxes in general Binswanger et al. 1989) do not only generate pressure in favour of regenerative resources and resource efficiency, i.e. of
technical sustainability strategies, e.g. by pricing fossil fuels and thus gradually
pushing them out of the market in favour of other technologies. Rather, they can at
the same time initiate frugality if the cap is so strict or the price pressure so great
that the technical options alone cannot fully address this. In this respect, a cap or
price that is generally applied to a resource such as fossil fuels or to an emission
factor such as greenhouse gases is initially equivalent (Ekardt and Wieding 2017).
This fits in with the earlier findings (in Chap. 1.3) that sustainability as a strategy
will most probably have to include frugality, but not as a goal to be pursued as a
cause in itself, but as an unavoidable complement to the technical strategies which
alone will not be sufficient. The relationship between economic instruments and
frugality is largely ignored by friends and opponents of economic instruments alike,
as is the potential link between economic instruments and postal growth developments (e.g. Moreno et al. 2015; Bedall 2014; correctly Schneidewind and Zahrnt
2013 and Heyen et al. 2013, which, however, do not show why; the debate between
friends and opponents is analysed in detail by Ekardt and Wieding 2017).
The openness of quantity governance for degrowth implications sounds “expensive” at first glance, but it saves, for example, the long-term climate change costs
and the other drastic problems of fossil fuels and climate change of an existential
and peace-policy nature, etc. This is why it has already been stated above that strategies that effectively address climate change in particular appear to be economically
superior to a business-as-usual strategy all in all (Chap. 1.4). Compared with other
instruments aiming at the same objective, the achievement of economic instruments
is also very cost-efficient (classic Coase 1960), in that sustainability is initiated
where it is cheapest for the norm addressees. Even social distribution effects do not
only arise from caps or levies, and it will have to be shown separately that the “continue as” strategy would have far greater distributional effects than decisive action
(see Chap. 4.7).

 hy Cap and Trade Is More Effective Than Other Pricing
W
Instruments or Liability – Against Cost-Benefit Analysis
There is often a central misunderstanding. Through common headings such as economising, valorisation or monetarisation, friends and critics (such as Fatheuer et al.
2015; Moreno et al. 2015; Bedall 2014) often assume that economic valuation and
economic instrumentation must be either enthusiastically welcomed or strongly
rejected altogether. The link between valuation and instrumentation is supported by
the fact that many economists combine the two by first “calculating” the ideal
environmental state by means of a cost-benefit analysis and then, for example,
suggesting an amount for the cap or the levy so that precisely this ideal environmental
state is achieved in the medium term, marked by the misleading concept of external
costs (again on this debate between friends and opponents see Ekardt and Wieding
2017). But precisely this “calculation” fails because of the unconvincing character
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of the cost-benefit analysis (Chap. 3.8). Instead, however, ecotaxes, levy levels or
quantity limits for certificate markets can also be seen as what they are: simply a
governance instrument that implements a standard (and not a calculated goal) set by
human rights or within the leeway for balancing (Chap. 3.6). Financial pressure, as
exerted by such instruments, has the potential to influence human behaviour at an
appropriate price level in a way that the political or human rights goal is achieved,
and the relevant governance problems are thus solved (Ekardt and Hennig 2015;
Ismer 2014). Questions such as which is the most efficient allocation in terms of
prices or certificates cannot be answered in a meaningful way due to the lack of
validity of the cost-benefit analysis, even if the IPCC, which is dominated by natural
science and economics, fails to do so (IPCC WG III 2014, WG III; classic on the
economic debate Weitzman 1974, 2008). Irrespective of this, the statement that
economic instruments help to prevent the consequential costs of certain products
and behaviours from simply being passed on to society remains correct, even if the
claim of precise quantification and normative consideration is not. This is true
because those products and behaviours become rarer or even disappear completely
as a result of the price incentive.
In sustainability-related effectiveness, levies and cap and trade for resources or
sinks (such as fossil fuels or greenhouse gases) are ultimately analogous; the long-
standing debate on the advantages and disadvantages of the two instruments in
comparison (Rodi 2008) has recently lost much of its significance. Ultimately, what
counts is that ambitious goals are set, that they are operationalised both on a broad
sectoral and geographical scale, and that they are thus achieved at adequate prices.
On the cost-efficiency side, the discussion on “levies or cap and trade” is also not as
important as generally assumed for the very reason that precise assumptions about
the complex economic consequences of major instruments such as European or
even global certificate markets, such as those already in existence, can hardly be
generated (Schwerd 2008). Taxes may be less accepted (the fact that economists
suddenly described taxes as more likely to get a consensus shortly before the Paris
Climate Conference has remained a hypothesis; see Franks et al. 2015). In any case,
the enforcement, previously considered more complicated by certificate markets, is
no longer inevitable with modern technology. The old debate about whether the
precise attainment of targets by certificate markets is better or the possible over- or
undercutting of a quantitative target in the use of levies is also of little further
relevance. The reference to plannability in times of economic fluctuation in favour
of levies is also likely to be ambivalent at best, especially since maximum and
minimum prices can be used in certificate markets.
However, rebound effects and dependencies of the steering effect on the price
level (price elasticity) can be avoided somewhat more safely in cap and trade (Ekardt
et al. 2015). Because a cap that is set is simply achieved, it does not depend
ecologically on price elasticity, i.e. on the willingness to pay of the consumers.
Furthermore, in contrast to taxes, the EU has legislative competence for quantity
control by qualified majority in the Council of Ministers without a need for
consensus (Article 192 TFEU). On the other hand, changes in subsidies may be
inferior to caps and levies, despite some similar effects, because they are usually
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more likely to address e.g. the acquisition rather than the use of buildings or cars
(Ekardt et al. 2015). In any case, social distribution issues do not only arise with
caps or levies, since subsidisation is not for free either.
Irrespective of all these governance considerations, strong freedom- and democracy-related reasons also speak in favour of economic instruments (markets and
their regulations have repeatedly been instruments of power for influential circles
throughout history, but they are not always exactly that; unilaterally Scheidler 2015,
pp. 19 et seq.; more clearly also on the difference between market and capitalism
Herrmann 2015, pp. 65 et seq.): Firstly, levies and certificate markets avoid paternalistic bans on concrete individual behaviour patterns, even if, by making a
resource more expensive, they result in it being used less across the various spheres
of life. Of course, taxes or caps also limit freedom. Some form of limitation of freedom, however, is unavoidable because of the multipolarity of freedom and the need
for balancing different spheres of freedom – driving a car, for example, damages
other and especially future people and is therefore not simply left to the “responsible citizen” (Chap. 3.6). Secondly, the freedom-oriented character of instruments
with a monetary effect is demonstrated by the aspect that they enforce the interplay
of freedom and responsibility for consequences – especially when damage is caused
by multi-causal rather than linear causal structures. Thirdly, monetary instruments
make governance easier for politicians as they bridge uncertainties about knowledge more easily. This is, because the concrete pursuit of the sustainability objective
is largely left to the norm addressees in the case of those instruments. It is the citizens, not the politicians, who contribute their knowledge and innovations in order to
save e.g. energy wherever easiest. Fourthly, following on this, economic instruments are suitable for stabilising the power of parliaments in the balance of powers
(Chap. 3.5), because they do not need extremely detailed concretisations by administrative authorities, which deprive parliament of its power and make politics incomprehensible to the citizens as regulatory law is prone to do. Fifthly, the fact that
economic instruments can also promote social balance and do not, as is often feared,
infringe it is discussed separately (Chap. 4.7).
In contrast, quasi-economic attempts to achieve more sustainability through civil
law are doubtful in terms of their effectiveness and normative dimension, whether
through liability law or through general clauses in company law in such a way that
companies are obligated to an undefined or only vaguely defined common good or
to sustainability in general (more specifically Ekardt 2016b versus Felber 2012). As
with self-regulation (Chap. 4.2), such general clauses lead to questions that cannot
be resolved meaningfully at the level of the individual company (in a civil court
dispute). Where exactly is the boundary between permitted and prohibited behaviour
for companies? Can there simply no longer be any airlines from now on? How many
more flights can there be? Is the consumption of meat prohibited as a whole, or may
only a certain quantity of meat be produced? It is precisely the task of the law to
separate this clearly, and economic instruments are a lot better suited for this than
general clauses.
Finally, as far as liability law is concerned, it is again not very suitable as a regulation between individual participants to grasp global resource and sink problems.
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This is all the more true since especially questions of causality also arise between
these individual participants in concrete terms. In the field of climate protection, for
example, it is being discussed whether individuals or states can also make direct
claims for damages, for example to industrialised countries for possible consequential climate change damage (see Verheyen 2006; Verheyen 2015). This can be interpreted either as a claim under tort law or directly as a consequence of
environment-related human rights. At least, the liablity approach would not require
the vague due-diligence approach of international law, because the necessary care
for the climate problem is already described by human rights. However, to attribute
individual loss events (which will always be summation losses) concretely to the
emissions of another country is a major problem – and it is simply impossible for
companies. The result could be that, at best, the (constructed) percentage of the loss
event corresponding to the company’s or state’s percentage share of global emissions
could be reimbursable. Against this background, liability law is of more interest for
classic environmental damage cases, which are not pursued further here; the
statements on this would be similar to those on supplementary regulatory norms
(Chap. 4.10).

 hy the Current EU Emissions Trading Scheme Does Not Provide
W
Effective Quantity Control – and Why the Typical ETS Criticism Is
Biased
The current EU ETS unfortunately fails to meet the strengths of the concept presented above. Just as any ETS, it is designed to gradually set emission reduction
targets over certain periods of time, but to make their implementation easier and
cheaper for companies. By limiting the quantity of permissible greenhouse gas
emissions, the ETS can set and achieve climate targets. Emissions trading has so far
applied EU-wide to certain branches of industry such as electricity companies, steel
or cement production. The companies receive shrinking emission quotas, with
which they can trade if they themselves consume less and another company perhaps
more because, for example, the prescribed greenhouse gas reduction is more difficult
to achieve there. The allocation of quotas is complicated; in the past, certificates
were largely given away because of the previous emission levels.
However, the previous EU ETS does not (yet) fulfil the essential requirements for
a sufficiently effective quantity control for sustainability in the sense described
above (Becker and Richter 2015; Edenhofer et al. 2016; SRU 2011, p. 389; Bosnjak
2015, pp. 122 et seq.; Sinn 2008; Ekardt 2016a; see also Bailey 2007). This is true
even if, after 2020, if some adopted improvements come into force, the EU ETS will
at least have a somewhat (!) stricter cap. The EU ETS is still far away from a cap
that aims at zero emissions within two decades according to the requirements of
Article 2 para. 1 PA. Furthermore, the huge remaining quantities of old certificates
partially go on paralysing the instrument (Bosnjak 2015, pp. 128 f.; Edenhofer et al.
2016). In addition, the ETS does not cover all fossil fuels in all sectors by now but
only less then half of the EU emissions; mobility, housing, and agriculture is widely
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not yet included (on details see Ekardt et al. 2018b). This also has bizarre aspects,
for example, if the electricity industry and thus also the railways are obliged to
auction electricity, whereas air traffic, which is now included in the ETS, is largely
not. The existing ETS also cannot solve shifting effects effects to other countries (on
these effects since 1990 see Chap. 1.2). The attempt to prevent the relocation of
emissions to other countries by means of rather lax climate targets also appears
peculiar (on a better solution see Chap. 4.8). Another aspect of the topos “too low
targets” (SRU 2011, p. 389) is that the ETS so far lacks long-term targets that would
first and foremost lead to long-term climate investments being made. Furthermore,
there are loopholes of the system such as the permission to relocate mitigation of
emissions to other countries under doubtful circumstances (see in detail Exner
2016; Ekardt 2016a, § 6 E. II. 2.).
This takes us to the next problem. Even the current global ETS between states
established by the Kyoto Protocol (Chap. 4.4.3) is more or less pointless since an
ETS does not work in a world with states ignoring the binding 1.5-degree target (see
in detail Exner 2016). Notabene, not only the cap-and-trade and its supplements, but
also its traditional alternative, the levy, is already present in the EU and its member
states with energy- and climate-related intentions, and even this in rather less
ambitious forms. The fact that, parallel to the printing of this book, within the
framework of the international organisation ICAO a possible global emissions
trading scheme for aviation (which is not covered by the Paris Agreement) is being
negotiated, which is intended to exacerbate these mistakes even further and, for
example, does not provide for any real reduction at all, is mentioned only marginally
here because of the debate in progress.
After all, some people fundamentally criticise the idea of cap and trade as a mere
indulgence trade with the climate (or other environmental goods) or a mere
“commodification” of nature, whose sole bottom line it is to make money, without
achieving anything ecologically (International Rivers 2008; Fatheuer et al. 2015;
Lohmann 2010; Altvater and Brunnengräber 2011; differentiated Exner 2016;
Garske 2013; Schneider et al. 2010; Sutter and Parreño 2007). Indulgence trade
should mean that the ETS has no effect on climate protection in essence, but leaves
the Western lifestyle untouched, which is why the pricing of “environment” is
ineffective per se. However, as we already learned, inadequate caps, a lack of broad
coverage of emissions and the resulting incentives only for technical improvement,
but not for frugality, are not immanent characteristics of cap-and-trade systems.
Moreover, these problems are merely due to the concrete (fatal) design of the EU
ETS. Nor can anything in principle (!) be said against the ETS by the popular
argument that there can be no “right to emit”. As repeatedly stated, freedom must be
understood comprehensively and the necessary balancing of conflicting spheres
freedoms is unavoidable (Chaps. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6). A cap and trade, with its gradually
decreasing number of emission allowances, is an expression of this consideration.
Nevertheless, in terms of ethics and fundamental rights, the process of lowering
emissions must be much quicker than before (Chap. 3.8). Lastly, the argument that
prices are pointless because they disregard the physical finite nature of the world
misses the construction of a cap and trade. This is, because it sets absolute limits.
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Not even taxes are really subject to this objection as long as they operate with a
drastic level of ambition – and correspondingly high prices.
Conversely, the current economic discussion on economic instruments has just
proved to be partly unhelpful because its preassumptions are not correct in some
key respects. Keywords were: no cost-benefit analysis; misunderstandings about
price elasticity; failure to recognise the scale of the targets; one-sided fixation on
purely technical strategies; uncritical adherence to the growth dogma. However, all
these mistakes do not speak against economic instruments (contrary to the opinion
of many critics), because they can be corrected (on this overall debate see again
Ekardt and Wieding 2017; Ekardt 2019). Moreover, these instruments have a huge
potential to address some core governance problems and motivational challenges
presented above – and they are very well compatible with the fundamental principles
of liberal democracies.

4.6

 ew Resource and Climate Governance Through Newly
N
Focussed Economic Instruments

This chapter is about concrete concepts for sustainability governance that are more
effective than before – and whichconsistently remove fossil fuels from the market,
in particular. What could an effective quantity governance look like that takes into
account the motivational situation of the actors (Chap. 2), responds appropriately to
rebound effects, lack of goal rigour, enforcement issues and shifting problems
(Chap. 4.4) – and effectively achieves the normatively required goals (Chaps. 1.2
and 3), i.e. Article 2 para. 1 PA in climate protection?

 lobal Character, Sustainability and Poverty, Consideration
G
of Motivational Situation and Governance Problems
The energy and climate change transition continues to serve as an example for the
development of a concept of quantity governance in the following. Other
environmental areas and in particular possible synergy effects of certain measures
will be considered almost automatically as well, given the focus on fossil fuels
below and their broad relevance. Phasing out fossil fuels will tackle not only the
climate problem but also various other environmental problems that are closely
linked to fossil fuels. The fact that this is the case for challenges such as biodiversity
loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles or soil degradation has already been mentioned and
will be considered in detail in the regulation of land use (Chaps. 1.2 and 4.9).
Alongside the global climate diagnosis, it must be said that the social situation and
poverty in the Global South remain serious. This makes it very likely that ultimately
only combined strategies against poverty and climate change should have real
chances of political implementation (Acworth et al. 2017; Hulme 2009; Gough
2017; see also Lohmann 2010 and Fücks 2013). In my opinion, however, a
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determined climate policy is not (as is often assumed) an additional threat to this
precarious situation, but rather an opening to the solution.
In theory, a large, far-reaching global regulation is required due to the global
nature of the climate problem, due to the urgent and large problem character, due to
the otherwise threatening shifting effects and problems with economic
competitiveness, and due to the above-mentioned motivational factors (collective
goods problem, self-interest calculations based on the principle of consensus under
international law, etc.: see Chap. 2). According to Article 2 para. 1 PA, it is obvious
to now demand comprehensive reduction targets worldwide, also considering the
distribution rules (from Chap. 3.8). More complicated and therefore to be discussed
here in essence is how such general objectives could be translated into a concrete
phase-out of fossil fuels in terms of governance instruments. This will be elaborated
below, while at the same time presenting a perspective on how such activities could
be driven globally from Europe. Since a transition towards sustainability seems
attractive with regard to self-interest, morals, and human happiness, the debate will
be on the agenda no matter what. In addition, the Paris Agreement explicitly
provides for the regular review of appropriate further developments in global climate
protection.
E.g. the EU has not announced any drastic reductions in greenhouse gases in
Paris and afterwards. But this could be changed. The ETS is a very promising
instrument in theory, but it needs to be redesigned completely. For a better ETS,
which could harness the potential of the cap and trade against the various governance
problems (unlike the current EU ETS), all areas in which fossil fuels are used would
have to be covered (on the following Ekardt 2016a; Bosnjak 2015; von Bredow
2013; Hennig 2017; Ekardt et al. 2015; Sinn 2008). It is of secondary impartance if
this is done by directly addressing fossil fuels or by addressing their emissions. The
system would no longer need to monitor many thousands of industrial companies,
as has been the case to date, but a comparatively small number of companies that
bring primary energy (i.e. not electricity but energy sources) into the market. Only
as many fuels and thus emissions as the system allows will enter into the market.
The primary energy companies would then pass this scarcity on as a rising price to
all energy consumers, i.e. to all companies and citizens. All of this also spares the
biased distinction between production and consumption, since all fossil fuels are
simply included (misjudged e.g. in Gough 2017, pp. 146 ff.).
The emission reduction target – i.e. the cap for the quantity of certificates –
would have to be chosen in a way that the objevtive of Article 2 para. 1 PA is met.
This means a cap zero in no more than two decades (Chaps. 1.2, 3.8, and 4.3). The
gradual cap reduction must be set in advance in order to remain within the overall
budget. In the EU, such an extended ETS would be the simpler option than a new
comprehensive EU energy tax on fossil fuels, as an EU ETS already exists and in
contrast to taxes, the EU has the competency for designing an ETS – but also for
other countries this could be the more promising option (see Chap. 4.5).
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 uantity Governance for Fossil Fuels (and Livestock): A Concrete
Q
Approach
If the EU were to introduce such an approach, it could invite non-European countries to join the system. This would be attractive for developing countries if the
auctioning revenues of the system were largely left to them (more on the distribution issues in Chap. 4.7). They could then accept long-term emission limits according to Article 2 PA, but would in turn receive money to fight poverty and develop
economically – within ecological boundaries in the sense that they are financially
capable of mitigation and adaptation (for normative calculations see Chap. 3.8;
maybe the revenues of the ETS – as implementing instrument for the financial
flows – will be high enough to meet the roughly calculated sum). Gradually, the
system could expand globally, especially if absenteeism becomes unattractive – and
there are certain means for that, as we will see in Chap. 4.8. At the same time, loopholes such as the Clean Development Mechanism that transfer emission rights to
other countries without proper accounting need to be eliminated (see in detail Exner
2016; Ekardt 2016a, § 6 E. II. 2.).
As far as price stability is concerned, it is obvious that maximum and minimum
prices as well as an expiry date for allowances in addition would make sense – and
maybe also minimum and maximum quotas for the quantity of allowances that can
be auctioned to companies in a certain country (more precisely Edenhofer et al.
2016). If, in future, 100% of the certificates were auctioned instead of being
allocated free of charge, it would (probably) be possible to generate a large part of
the funds which, according to the findings (in Chap. 3.8), would have to be raised as
financial support for mitigation and adaptation in the Global South. It should be
remembered, however, that the necessary sums contain a lack of normative clarity,
so that no precise quantities can be specified ethically or legally (see Chap. 3.8; it
would also be conceivable, for example, to include certain compensation for states
that lose revenue particularly as a result of phasing out fossil fuels).
In parallel, counterproductive subsidies such as tax exemptions need to be phased
out. In return, a number of other energy and climate policy instruments such as taxes
on electricity and mineral oil or heat legislation could be abrogated; conversely,
important flanking measures would continue to be necessary (see Chaps. 4.9 and
4.10).
What effects would such an approach have?
• Greenhouse gas emissions or the use of fossil fuels would would be strictly limited in the geographical area covered and ultimately reduced to zero. An incentive for more renewable energies, efficiency and, if necessary, frugality is
created – because the fossil fuels that can still be used temporarily will gradually
become more expensive. Cap and trade, therefore, does not per se stand for a
growth economy or “purely technical” environmental protection as which it has
been repeatedly presented (at the same time, the frugality relevance of levies is
noticed much more often; as an example Moreno et al. 2015; Bedall 2014; correct
Heyen et al. 2013, who, however, do not show why this is the case; on levies also
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Joseph 2014). Everywhere, prices would successively adequately express the
problem of fossil fuels: among others in food, on holiday, in the many small
drugstore articles, the high-tech cuisine, the t-shirts, the heating mushroom in the
restaurant with outside sitting, and generally in the focus on short-lived disposable
articles. This approach would provide a long-term framework and sustainability-
related planning security for businesses and citizens. In the electricity grid, the
change would be conceivably simple (on questions of storage, Power-to-X, etc.,
see Chap. 4.10). In the area of the replacement of plastic (where there is no space
to replace today’s quantities of plastic with almost renewable raw materials), in
agriculture, in mobility and partly also in buildings, the challenge would be
greater.
The various long-term and often even short-term economic advantages of an
effective climate policy (Chap. 1.4) would occur, leading (initially) in the industrialised countries probably to a moderate post-growth economy in the long term.
Reducing poverty in the Global South and securing (or establishing) a welfare
state there are also economically advantageous for the industrialised countries
and their inhabitants; as we have learned, it is at least more economically advantageous to avoid the drastic costs of climate change (Chap. 1.4). The question of
social distribution is examined in more detail later (Chap. 4.7).
At the same time, this would often have positive effects on other resources (soil
fertility, water, biodiversity) as well, since fossil fuels play a key role, especially
in land use and air pollutants. Thus, indirectly also soil degradation, biodiversity
loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles and other environmental problems are positively
affected (Chap. 1.2).
The system takes the actual motivational situation of actors adequately into
account. It addresses the self-interest of citizens and enterprises by setting a price
incentive. It also eliminates the collective goods problem by urging everyone,
and not just individuals, to act. New conceptions of normality are also being
made more likely – the image of free nature consumption will gradually give
way to a more careful use of scarce environmental resources and sinks. Generally
speaking, an ambitious and binding cap per se addresses any obstructive
motivation, because it works against any kind of unwillingness to act. The
possible objection that economic instruments do not influence aspects such as
the existence of alternatives, the behaviour of a reference group or the situation
is simply wrong – and the reference to a low price elasticity of demand does not
apply, because a cap imperatively requires a quantity reduction. This does not
rule out the necessity of complementary measures (Chap. 4.10). However, the
use of economic instruments also makes the use of effective complementary
tools more likely.
The ambitious targets and the extension of the ETS to all emission sectors will
secure the target rigour (Chap. 4.4.4) in climate policy, without, as already said,
having the problem of price sensitivity.
Since the system is comparatively simple in terms of administration requirements, it prevents climate protection from getting stuck in the thicket of enforcement problems (Chap. 4.4.4).
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• Rebound effects (Chap. 4.4.4) are avoided through absolute quantity limits being
set across all subject areas such as nutrition, transport, electricity, etc. with an
ETS.
• Shifting effects (Chap. 4.4.4) in the sense of avoiding climate policy measures by
shifting to other sectors are also addressed as far as fossil fuels are concerned,
because all areas are covered. The tendency that a product needs less energy in
use but requires even more energy in production (as is the case with the current
generation of electric cars: Schmidt-Bleek 2014) would thus be addressed. With
regard to resource-related shifting effects, the collection of this manufacturing
energy would award prizes to durable products – which at the same time would
relieve other resources by turning away from the throwaway society (on the
significance of the throwaway rate Henningsson et al. 2004). As regards spatial
shifting effects, the entire EU would be covered and such a shifting effect would
thus be ruled out. Another question is the relocation outside of the EU, but for
this, too, is a good answer (given in Chap. 4.8.
• In order to prevent sectoral (and resource-related) shifting effects, however, the
sectors land use, cross-border air and sea transport, which are climate relevant as
well, would also have to be priced in principle. This includes indirect land-use
changes which are not already covered by the fossil energy sector (like oil-use
for fertilisers), such as deforestation, for example of the rainforest. In the case of
air and sea traffic, this is theoretically simple because fossil fuels are used there.
Land-use emissions are analysed later, taking also other environmental issues
into account (Chap. 4.9). Industrial process emissions not caused by fossil fuels
are mentioned briefly later (in Chap. 4.10).
• Ultimately, all this is also an essential step towards the political framing of the
global market (Chap. 4.4.2). The subsequent question of the further development
of institutions concerned with global politics will be briefly addressed separately
(in Chap. 4.11; in more detail Ekardt 2016a, § 7).

 owards a New Understanding of Per-Capita Approaches –
T
And on Some Institutional Issues
The goal of zero emissions and equal treatment of all people in this respect (Chap.
3.8) is ultimately a refined version of equal per-capita emission rights. In addition to
the focus on zero emissions, the new features are the concretisation, the focus on
motivational and governance problems and the precisely justified and ambitious
normative target. Per-capita approaches in general are often advocated, sometimes
under the heading of contraction and convergence (on my approach in an earlier
version Ekardt and von Hövel 2009; calculated at Ekardt et al. 2015; to the basic
intention also Ott and Döring 2004; Ekins et al. 2014; Chancel and Piketty 2015).
As an alternative to what has been said, instead of a common market for fossil
fuels, submarkets could also be created for different countries and sectors. The cost
of this would be greater, and the cost efficiency for society as a whole would
probably also be lower (Bosnjak 2015; Sinn 2008) – but this approach would avoid
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possible social conflicts due to different abatement costs of emissions in different
sectors such as mobility or housing. Elsewhere, examples were given of how a
primary energy ETS could solve the governance problems of the transport sector
(Ekardt et al. 2015, Chap. 3.3.2.1; Ewringmann et al. 2005; see also Bosnjak 2015).
This way, all motorised and electrified transport services are recorded, while
avoiding rebound and shift effects. Cars cannot simply become ever more powerful
anymore. In addition, shifting effects towards electric mobility (with coal-based
electricity) or biofuels produced in an emission-intensive way, for example, are
addressed by pricing fossil fuels – or in last consequence through supplementary
pricing of land-use activities (Chap. 4.9).
It is not an option to simply stick to the current ETS approaches in different
world regions (for example in the EU, Australia, South Korea or parts of China,
Canada and the USA), and simply linking them without fundamentally reforming
those systems (not clear in Klinsky et al. 2012). Because, if these systems are not
designed in a sophisticated way, mere trading of permits is of little ecological
benefit. Furthermore, there would probably be problems if a personalised per-capita
emissions trading system were created in the EU or even worldwide. Under the
auspices of such a personal carbon trading scheme (Müller 2009; Gesang 2011),
every citizen would book his or her greenhouse gas relevance directly by credit card
in everyday actions and thus personally become a global certificate trader. The
approximate economic and climate policy effect of this model would be comparable
to the present approach, but per-capita trade creates much greater enforcement
problems because not just a few companies need to be monitored.
Of course, it is obvious that in many countries there is a lack of competent
administrative authorities even regarding the proposed approach based on fossil-
fuel companies (on this problem Ott and Döring 2004; Unnerstall 1999; Ekardt
2016a). In contrast to a patchwork-like command-and-control law, however, the
proposed approach is simpler and clearer, moreover actually promising and thus
much less susceptible from the outset to “silting up”. Irrespective of this, it remains
virulent that social change will only succeed in the interplay of different actors
(Chap. 2.7).
The discussion on quantity governance cannot be reduced to strategies such as
divestment or investment requirements for companies or banks (on the World Bank
see Bernstorff and Dann 2013). This would lead to a kind of self-regulating fossil
cap. But self-regulation alone is not sufficient (Chap. 4.4.2), even though those
efforts are also important in the sense of the necessary interplay of different actors
in social change.
We have seen that an effective sustainability governance approach which takes
motivation, governance problems, and targets into account is possible. It needs to
be a quantity governance, addressing major noxes such as fossil fuels on a broad
geographical scale. By the same token, the motivational analysis (in Chap. 2) raises
clear doubts as to whether the transformation will get off the ground in good time.
That is fatal. For, the longer a reform is postponed, the more the ecological and
economic costs of hesitation rise.
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Sustainability and Questions of Distribution

One objection to a serious sustainability change that has been raised several times is
that it is bad for the socially disadvantaged. This objection can relate to the
developing countries, but it can also relate directly to the situation in industrialised
countries. The question of the short-term social impacts of environmental and
sustainability policy has so far been raised under the heading “environmental
justice” for pollutant policy, but hardly for climate policy. Since both environmental
damage and environmental policy raise distribution issues (Chancel and Piketty
2015; Gough 2017; Ekardt 2016a), both must be discussed and solved together.

 uantity Governance: Socially Advantageous Contrary
Q
to Commonly Assumed
Based on the proposed price increases for fossil fuels, life would indeed become
more expensive for the time being. Cars, holiday flights, large overheated apartments,
and meat consumption to name just a few items concerned. This is the case if fossil
fuels are used in their production or use and price increases are not offset solely by
greater energy efficiency or a switch to renewable energies. And the financial leeway
of the socially weaker is narrower than that of the high-income households, as the
share of income paid for energy costs is higher (even if the wealthier consume more
energy per capita). Even though the justice of the proposed approach has already
been explained (Chap. 3.8), there is still something to be said here about the distributional effects and the possibility of mitigating them.
Measures such as a mineral oil tax or an ETS leading to a cost allocation to the
final consumers of energy, products, etc., have already had a “regressive” effect to
date. This effect also applies to environmental protection and environmental
pollution in general (Gough 2017; Salter et al. 2018; Gawel and Korte 2015; Ekardt
2016a). In addition, the reduction in pension contributions from eco-tax revenues
practised e.g. in Germany is of no use to certain socially disadvantaged groups (e.g.
in case of unemployment). In addition, many climate policy-motivated support
programmes and tax breaks only benefit those who already have a good income.
This applies, for example, to the promotion of energy-saving products, such as
houses.
However, one can hardly argue that the increasing numbers of electricity and gas
locks subsequent to default of payment of energy bills by low-income households,
e.g. in Germany, can be attributed primarily to climate policies. There are also
distribution effects between regions (e.g. in Germany since subsidised wind power
is mainly generated in the North) which need to be taken under consideration.
These, however, are difficult to assess because they strongly depend on capacities
for conventional power generation that have been dismantled in parallel (in some
cases) and investments in other areas that have not been made in favour of the
energy system transformation (more on that in Gawel and Korte 2015).
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Nevertheless, the energy and climate transition (and the sustainability transition
in general) tends to be a win-win situation for the “socially weaker”, whoever is
covered by this somewhat vague term. It is important to bear in mind that the
expected disadvantages might not occur in the first place – and that, if they do occur,
they can be compensated for or will be less serious in an overall view. This will be
discussed first for the socially weaker in the industrialised countries and then in
relation to the Global South:
• Firstly, as already mentioned, price increases for fossil fuels can be averted individually by consuming renewable energies and energy efficiency. Efficiency and
renewables are further promoted by the pricing of fossil fuels anyway.
• Secondly, moving away from fossil fuels tends to create jobs, which is an advantage for solving issues of social distribution. In general, resource or sink pricing
also tends to slow down rationalisation (since it makes natural resources compared to labour more expensive), thereby stabilising the labour market and other
indirect social benefits. Generally speaking, the energy and climate transition is
economically far more sensible than omitting it (Chap. 1.4). In the long run,
therefore, relying on fossil fuels would be more anti-social because it would be
much more expensive for societies. If we introduce a pricing system for additional resources besides fossil fuels (and livestock farming), we could also consider reducing the taxation of labour in return.
• Thirdly, government revenues from increases in fossil fuel prices can be used for
purposes of social cushioning. To a large extent, this refers to the developing
countries that can participate in the system in return (for the normative calculation of the necessary transfers, see Chap. 3.8 – and ETS would be the instrument
to implement these payments). However, an increase in basic social subsistence
can be considered in order to finance basic energy demand. Incidentally, such a
financial transfer does not encourage an increase in energy consumption, since
the greenhouse gas emissions are capped by the cap-and-trade, preventing just
this.
• Fourthly, the socially weaker in industrialised countries would benefit from the
fact that the transfer of funds to the Global South would stimulate the development
of the welfare state there, thus slowing down a global race to the bottom regarding
social standards and thus stabilising the Western welfare state (on this dynamics
see Chaps. 4.11 and 4.4).
• Fifthly, the consequences of climate change and other environmental problems
could themselves trigger much larger social distribution effects than gradually
increased prices for fossil fuels. The debate is thus one-sidedly reduced to the
here and now. In industrialised countries, too, the socially disadvantaged will be
disproportionately affected by environmental problems such as the threat of
climate change – natural disasters, wars, exploding energy prices, collapse of
supply security, etc. For financial reasons, low-income people have fewer options
for prevention and avoidance. And if sustainability challenges such as climate
change are ignored, the problem is simply shifted to future generations, the
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countries of the Global South and especially to the socially weaker. Their legal
guarantees (!) therefore demand more sustainability (Chap. 3.8).
• Sixth, it is often ignored that industrialised countries like Germany, USA, Canada
or Japan are rich countries on a global scale.
• One can reply to all this by saying that the socially weaker still would not always
have the above-mentioned option of escaping from rising energy prices through
more efficiency and more renewable energies. Because without capital, you can
hardly buy an energy-efficient refrigerator. Socially weaker people would
therefore actually be forced into frugality. However, this objection is also
incorrect if, for example, this problem is addressed by adjusting the basic social
subsistence system. And even if this were not done, a seventh point of view
remains why the energy and climate transition cannot simply be branded as bad
for the socially weaker: Even without energy and climate policy, not everyone
can afford a flight to Tenerife. There is also no general right to have everything
at any time, and moreover often, at the expense of other people in view of the
consequences of the previous lifestyle. And it is not climate policy in particular
that hits the poor particularly hard. For example, the VAT that exists in most
countries is no different. The concept of justice developed in Chap. 3 also makes
it clear that politics is only given a framework, but not, for example, a precise
socio-economic distribution order (Chap. 3.4).
The previous policy of bringing the environmental and the social together makes
a cardinal mistake: it was believed that “a little less environmental policy” were the
best way to relieve the socially weaker. Instead, the more promising principle seems
to be: serious environmental policy, partly with financial compensation for the
socially really weaker people (Gawel and Korte 2015; Ekardt 2016a). Short-term and
long-term, national and global aspects of social distributive justice are thus taken into
account. “Lower (consumption-promoting) energy prices and continued use of (supposedly cheap) fossil fuels” does not solve these complex interconnections. Another
way of getting bogged down is shown by typical discussions at national level, such
as the question of whether the subsidies for renewable energies (Chap. 4.4.4) should
be rather borne by companies or by the citizens who consume electricity. If the companies are burdened more heavily, they accordingly make their products more expensive, and again the costs end up at least partly with the consumers.

Distribution Issues on the Global Level
The question of whether a serious transformation regarding energy and climate will
create social distribution challenges can be repeated on a global scale (Gough 2017;
Salter et al. 2018; Ekardt 2016a). The proposed model of quantity governance
(Chap. 4.5) incorporates the developing countries, following the rationale of Article
2 para. 1 PA, and provides for compensation payments. That model implies in a
nutshell: standards for money (Radermacher and Beyers 2011). This way, economic
development is steered in the right direction in terms of climate policy (and
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environmental policy in general) and at the same time made financially feasible. But
is this really beneficial and not detrimental in terms of global distributive justice?
• First of all, a determined fight against environmental problems and especially
climate change would avert its devastating social consequences in North and
South. The model also favours a worldwide and sustainable basic supply of
affordable energy and the creation of jobs in certain future industries, as well as
a permanently peaceful world.
• The increase in the price of fossil fuels combined with a financial transfer to the
countries of the Global South is particularly beneficial for economic, and at the
same time ecological, development and poverty reduction in the participating
developing countries. It is even worth considering to label this financial transfer
there as a per-capita ecobonus, which would currently fail in various countries
since not everyone owns a bank account. Anyway, the primary intention would be
to broadly cover the costs of mitigation and adaptation while enabling social security systems etc. More prosperity tends to lead to higher energy consumption,
unless the emissions are capped by the ETS. Development aid on the other hand,
must not be cut. A financial transfer would have to be combined not only with
environmental standards, but also with measures to establish reliable administration, since the practice of development aid shows that, without proper administration, money inflows will achieve little in the long term (Deaton 2015). At the same
time, this sets the course for the medium-term establishment of the welfare state
in the Global South (see also Chap. 4.11; in more detail Ekardt 2016a).
• However, if global climate protection is designed in a way that the permissible
amount of emissions cannot grow in absolute terms, one could assume a
disadvantage especially for the poorest countries, which usually have high
population growth. This is true, but this is precisely one of the reasons why
financial support for developing countries is necessary.
Autocrats around the world like to shout out “Western cultural imperialism”
when we argue with human rights and derive political instruments from them. But
the idea of equal emission rights was first raised politically by the governments of
Pakistan and India, i.e. by countries of the Global South (Jäger 2018), and the
constant criticism of alleged cultural imperialism is also of little relevance in other
respects (Chap. 4.3.1). In short, it is therefore possible to make some statements on
distributive issues of sustainability – but these do not have the sharpness of detail
that statements on justice in general have (see already Chap. 3.4).

4.8

 ompetitiveness, Shifting of Emissions, Global
C
Economy: Could the EU Become a Real Pioneer?

At this point, a particularly important issue of sustainability governance needs to be
addressed: How can we prevent ecological shifting effects on a global scale and the
resulting economic disadvantages for ecologically ambitious countries – and can
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there be any ecological leadership at all under these conditions? This chapter will
show that there is a solution that would be an important addition to quantity governance for fossil fuels (and livestock farming: Chap. 4.9).

 ompetitiveness, Shifting of Emissions, and the Global Character
C
of Sustainability Challenges
There are three areas of concern to be addressed here: (1) Sustainability problems
such as climate change as a global problem cannot be solved in some industrialised
countries alone, and yet it can be strongly assumed that no proposals of the kind just
made will be consistently implemented internationally in the near future. (2) Even
an implementation in the EU as a transnational entity is prone to lead to the shifting
of emissions or, more generally, to the relocation of consumption of resources and
sinks outside the EU, which would make its own sustainability policy partially
ineffective. (3) The whole thing could also jeopardise the competitiveness of
European business. In a free world market, all countries are also competeing to
attract companies – and thus also to keep climate and, incidentally, social and
corporate tax standards at a “moderate” level. A socio-political race undermines the
fight against poverty in the South and endangers the Western welfare state. And the
climate policy race to date shows that both industrialised and developing countries
are doing too little. And the overall constellation described is also democratically
not very advantageous, because domestic parliaments seem to be left with only the
administration of factual constraints (for this situation, which is repeatedly becoming virulent in the present case, see in more detail Chap. 4.11 – and also on the
question of global institutions of democratic framing). Does this pose a serious
problem for the establishment of effective sustainability instruments at EU level and
in some additional countries, as it was proposed in Chap. 4.6? (see also Ismer 2014;
Radermacher and Beyers 2011; Ekins et al. 2014; Becker et al. 2013; Napoli 2013;
Pirlot 2017; Ekardt 2016a)
• With regard to spatial shifting effects and competitive disadvantages, we are predominantly talking about a conceivable future situation. Until now, Germany and
the EU, contrary to their self-image, have so far not really been pioneers in terms
sustainability and especially not in terms of climate change, although there are
already emissions shifts on a limited scale (Chap. 1.3; see also Yamazaki 2011,
where, however, only minor climate policy measures are assumed and industry
exemptions are considered accordingly).
• Even purely domestic measures are better than nothing from the perspective of
sustainability. Spatial shifting effects are not impending in all areas of life – for
example not in the case of rush-hour traffic, which will hardly shift from Berlin
to Beijing just because petrol in Berlin has suddenly become more expensive.
And perhaps some shifting effects can also be partially compensated by the fact
that a role model would also drag along other states, as seen in the case of the
German renewable energy subsidies. Even if e.g. Germany alone were to ban
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coal-fired power plants, path dependencies in Germany could also be avoided,
even if the coal would then perhaps be used by others (and maybe even coal-
based electricity would be imported). Avoiding path dependencies means that no
new coal-fired power plants will be built here, at least in Germany.
• Especially the EU tends to underestimate its role as a large market: it is conceivable that model effects of a more active EU role could arise that would at least
partially compensate for possible shifting effects. Germany plays a key role
within the EU, which is shown by the euro crisis and could also be shown once
in a while in terms of sustainability change. It might also be possible to partly
avoid the shifting effects by allocating appropriate funds, for example for
infrastructure (Franks et al. 2015), but this would stand in contrast to the
necessary North-South transfer.
• Some companies, such as in the renewable energy sector, the trades involved in
thermal insulation, and others would have tangible economic advantages from a
forerunner approach and no competitive disadvantages to start with (Chap. 1.4).
The problem of shifting effects and competiveness on an international scale
should therefore not be underestimated. But what could an (economically and
ecologically helpful) solution look like?

 nvironmental Pioneers Through Border Adjustments:
E
Functionality, Opportunities and Limits
However, entities like the EU (and a coalition of willing countries: Chap. 4.6) could
address the problems of shifting effects, the need for global action and competitiveness
through an additional measure and thus also advance in the phasing-out of fossil
fuels. The additional measure required for that could be border adjustments at the
EU borders for imports and exports (also proposed by Ismer 2014, pp. 406 et seq.;
Radermacher and Beyers 2011, pp. 114 et seq.; Ekins et al. 2014; Napoli 2013;
Pirlot 2017; Ekardt 2016a; see also Becker et al. 2013).
What would that mean? If border adjustments were to introduce on products
from countries with a less costly policy on fossil fuels into the coalition of willing
countries, the products would be burdened at the border with the costs saved in
production due to the lack of climate requirements. If, on the other hand, enterprises
from the “willing” countries exports products, domestic companies could receive a
payment (partly?) compensating the higher costs paid in Europe as a result of
climate policy. The revenues from the eco-tariffs might be partly allocated to
developing countries – given that there will be revenue despite the import-export
compensation.
Border adjustments achieve all this without the effects of the EU strategy of
avoiding spatial shifting effects through industrial exemptions and thus indirect
subsidies under the ETS (Yamazaki 2011; Ismer 2014; Pirlot 2017). In addition to
shifting effects, this also prevents other states from sitting back and relying on the
actions of the pioneers in protecting the global climate (or that pioneering states lose
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negotiating power in global climate protection). Discussions on whether climate
protection obligations remain in place despite unwilling other players prove to be a
fairly theoretical exercise (see Caney 2016 as an example). Border adjustments
would allow the EU and other willing states to set an example to countries such as
China and the USA – and to show that sustainability and economic development are
not mutually exclusive. This may create a willingness to take clear steps forward.
Some falsely claim that border adjustments were dispensable, because there
would not actually be a problem with competitive disadvantages anyhow. This
statement assumes, however, that EU climate policy will remain as unambitious as
it is to date. Furthermore, border adjustments do not endanger free trade, but instead
create a level playing field. Also, the exact design is not per se very complex, since
it is possible to work with broad figures, i.e. to use estimates with regard to the
energy intensity and the virtual ETS costs of the imported products saved by not
meeting the standards. Probably border adjustments are only sensibly implemented
using a rather “conservatively” calculations due to WTO legal reasons (Chap. 4.11
and in detail Ekardt 2016a, § 7 C. and Becker et al. 2013). Otherwise, the instrument
would reach its limits. Alternatively, the calculation of emissions can be spared if
linking the border adjustment directly to the product instead of the production
process and then using prices based on best available techniques (this tends to reflect
too few emissions but solves all practical difficulties).
The entire approach of border adjustments is not just a theoretical option that
works very well in terms of ecological effectiveness and competitiveness. Rather, the
EU is required to implement it since this promises to make overall climate protection more likely to succeed (Chap. 3.8). In the case of resources other than fossil
fuels, it is also possible that border adjustments may only apply to imports, if
respective resources are not exploited at all in the forerunner countries in the
EU. The decisive interim result is that sustainability governance should ideally start
at a global level. However, there are certainly effective intermediate steps to start
feasibly and gradually expand to the global level.

4.9

I ntegrated Solutions for Environmental Problems Such
as Land Use, Energy, Climate, Biodiversity, Phosphorus
and Nitrogen

Sustainability in general and sustainability governance in particular are widely
equated with climate protection. And climate protection is equated with the
electricity sector. In the past, not only the heat and mobility sectors have often been
ignored, but also greenhouse gas emissions caused by land use, especially agriculture and forestry (Chap. 1.2). Agriculture is also of key importance because it links
the climate issue with other similarly existential but less perceived ecological challenges regarding biodiversity, soils, water bodies, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles
(in addition to Chap. 1.2 see again FAO 2012; IAASTD 2008; Hennig 2017; Ekardt
2016a; Gilbert 2009; Nkonya et al. 2016; especially to Phosphorus Cordell et al.
2009a, b; Ekardt et al. 2015; Stubenrauch et al. 2018; a first – and more
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detailed – version of this chapter can be found in Ekardt et al. 2018b). This section
discusses the following points: In addition to fossil fuels, animal husbandry has to
be discussed – and there are also suitable instruments for controlling quantities. At
the same time, there are paths for an integrated solution of various environmental
problems.

Land-Use, Climate Change, and Livestock Farming
Land use, land-use change and forestry (LULUCF) are some of the major areas in
combating climate change (on the following Hennig 2017; Angelo and Du Plessis
2015; Ekardt 2016a; Fry 2002). This sector includes storing and emitting CO2 from
forests, arable land, grassland and wetlands. The unique quality of the sector is that
it does not only account for emitting GHG, but also serves as a sink. The storage
capacities of soil, forests and wetlands are enormous – however, only if they remain
intact or are used while preserving their functions. Traditionally, the term LULUCF
was used in a narrow way. It did not cover agriculture as a whole; in particular, it did
not cover emissions from livestock or fertiliser production. Since the Fifth
Assessment Report of the IPCC, the term AFOLU (agriculture, forestry and other
land use) was introduced alongside LULUCF, broadening the term to describe all
climate aspects of land use as a whole. This extended definition includes also
emissions from agricultural soils, enteric fermentation, manure management
systems, and rice cultivation (on this and on the following IPCC 2007; IPCC WG I
2014). We will see, however, that in current regulations, some emissions from land
use are not covered by so-called LULUCF regulations, but rather by those aiming at
the non-CO2 sector in general (especially livestock farming – with the exception of
grazing land). The focus of this paper is on agriculture, even if the term land use, as
commonly used in international law, also includes forestry.
In the area of land use (on the following; IPCC 2000), we are talking about the
GHG carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and nitric oxides, which are especially
associated with livestock farming and animal feed production (starting with the fact
that production of animal products including pastural agriculture makes up around
three quarters of global agricultural use). Generally speaking, we are dealing with
digestion-related emissions, fertiliser production, fertilisation and fertiliser storage,
GHG-emitting land-use changes etc. (e.g. conversion of wetlands, grassland or
forests into cultivated land). In turn, land use is affected by climate change, which
triggers feedback reactions with regard to the soil, even if land use does not
ostensibly change, e.g. in permafrost soils and wetlands (on feedback effects see
Chap. 1.2). More specifically, considerable amounts of methane are produced in
digestive processes of ruminants. Likewise, nitrous oxide and nitric oxides (as well
as ammonium) are a result of the application and storage of N-containing fertilisers.
In addition, the production of N fertilisers is very energy intensive (which is
frequently not counted as land-use related emissions), as will be elaborated later.
The quantity and quality of ecosystem-service potentials depend on the state of
the land. Modern land-use practices can raise the supply of ecosystem services (e.g.
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climate regulation) in the short-term; however, due to different degradation
processes, which, for example, are caused by intensive agricultural production, the
medium and long-term quality of many ecosystem services might – considerably –
deteriorate on regional and global level and harm biodiversity. Soils, forests, plants
or oceans can function as carbon reservoirs. The different kinds of sinks lead to
calculation and balance problems, also because they have different quotas for the
reflexion of solar radiation. Therefore, deforestation with successive afforestation
might not maintain the same effects on warming and cooling (IPCC WG I 2014;
Hennig 2017). Also, besides sink and Albedo attributes, other climate-relevant
ecosystem services must be considered. Keeping this in mind, the idea of fighting
climate change essentially through afforestation is doubtful: The effect is probably
much lower than hoped for, as the sink capacity of trees and the available land is
overestimated, while the land-use competition is underestimated (Black 2011;
Hennig 2017; Ekardt 2016a; overlooked by Radermacher and Beyers 2011).
Furthermore, there is at times a conflict with combatting biodiversity loss. Also,
afforestation on land which was not managed before might lead to an increase in
emissions. This happens, for example, when wetlands, unmanaged grasslands and
forests are used to plant quickly growing, biomass-producing trees.
These uncertainties also show that land-use questions as a whole are much more
difficult to capture than fossil-fuel use alone. In this regard, the IPCC identifies the
improvement of remote sensing technologies as most promising (IPCC 2007). In
addition, however, there are factors like the high number of small emitters,
difficulties in verifying individual emission sources as well as problems with the
monitoring methodology.
Anyway, due to the global increase in consumption of animal products along
with a growing population, longer transits, high food losses and more intensive soil
usage, agriculture has become a major climate factor. The same factors are also
responsible for other ecological issues like disrupted N cycles, soil degradation, loss
of biodiversity and considerable water pollution (on this and the following: Moreno
et al. 2015; Stoll-Kleemann and O’Riordan 2014; Hennig 2017; IPCC 2000; Voget-
Kleschin 2013; Sakschewski 2016). Climate change and biodiversity loss reinforce
each other, and the storage capacity for GHG of vegetation has drastically declined
over the past decades (Chap. 1.2). Considerable amounts of GHG are emitted in
terms of global mineral fertiliser usage, primarily for intensive agricultural
production systems (FAO 2017a, b). In addition, heavy machinery uses an increasing
amount of fossil fuels. Economic improvements, particularly in emerging countries,
has led to a steadily growing demand for animal products and therefore increasing
emissions of methane and nitrous oxide. However, depending on the method of
production, there is a substantial difference in the climate footprint of some
agricultural products. Organic farming, for example, produces lower emissions per
area, but looking at the emissions per product unit, they are on average higher than
in conventional agriculture. Combining organic farming, which uses less fossil fuels
than conventional farming, with less animal food (instead of compensating for
smaller yields by using more land), would improve the climate footprint of the food
system immensely (UNCTAD 2013; Meyer von Bremen and Rundgren 2014;
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Ekardt et al. (2018b) provide an overview on the literature). At the moment, pressure
on land use increases due to the trend of using (cultivated) biomass for energy and
material use. In view of its impact on climate, environment and food security, it
should however only be used sparingly, despite the advantages its materiality might
have for future energy supply (Chap. 1.2).
In agriculture, there are many technical approaches aimed at reducing emissions: such as precision farming and efficient fertilisation, rewetting of peatlands,
vegetation decisions, animal feed composition, etc. (IPCC 2000; IPCC 2014). But
even though emissions intensity, meaning GHG per unit, has decreased because of
increased efficiency in agriculture and forestry (Stoll-Kleemann and O’Riordan
2014; Voget-Kleschin 2013), there has also been an increase in the intensity of land
use with all its consequences. Therefore, agriculture is a sector which shows that
besides technological solutions, frugality – meaning behavioural changes like
clearly reduced consumption of animal products – is necessary (Chap. 1.3). In
essence, this seems necessary in order to meet the target of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees within two decades according to Article 2 para. 1 PA (Chap. 1.2),
and even a technologically improved agriculture will still emit significant amounts
of GHG. Thus, even if animal-based diets were to be reduced substantially, it will
be necessary to absorb remaining emissions through technologies to create negative emissions, although not as much as IPCC statements suggest (on this debate
see Chap. 1.2). With that in mind, rewetting peatlands, or (if land is available)
afforestation, appear more reasonable than expensive and risky geo-engineering
approaches.
As an agriculture sector which is compatible with the Paris Agreement, and also
with other international binding agreements such as the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), will have to abandon fossil fuels, many issues still need to be
addressed (on the following UNCCD 2012, 2017; Angelo and Du Plessis 2015;
Philibert 2017; Stoll-Kleemann and O’Riordan 2014; Hennig 2017; many more
references on the following are provided by Ekardt et al. 2018b). As already
mentioned, currently, agricultural processes heavily rely on mineral fertilisers and
the use of heavy machinery that so far cannot be operated by electricity alone.
Furthermore, due to the highly globalised food market, a long processing chain for
food production exists, which requires the use of fossil fuels as well. With regard to
the use of fertilisers, the orientation towards a circular economy demands the use of
recycled fertilisers and fertilisers produced with renewable energies. With regard to
renewably-produced N in mineral fertilisers, there is the (so far little used) option to
renewably generate hydrogen which is needed for the ammonium synthesis.
Traditionally, natural gas is used for the energy-intensive Haber-Bosch process, it is
however possible to generate hydrogen through water powered electrolysis with
renewable energy – but at different economic costs for businesses. In order to
achieve regionally adapted fertilisation in agriculture, which is largely organic, it is
necessary to establish livestock farming systems that are optimally adapted to the
side-specific conditions. Integrated crop-livestock systems, that combine livestock
farming and crop production and which are clearly geared to the locally available
arable land in terms of the number of animals are therefore preferable. Hence, this
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requires structural changes in the current farming systems, which have so far rather
followed the ideal of specialisation and intensification and is inevitably associated
with a significantly lower total production of animal foodstuff. However, more
research is needed to develop methods to close local fertilisation cycles and preserve
climate and biodiversity at the same time according to the legally binding
international agreements (PA, CBD). In this context, a rough estimate would be
helpful to determine how much organic fertiliser could be produced globally with
varying amounts of livestock, and which levels of emissions would still be produced
(and how much carbon could be stored additionally in sinks due to changed land use
and livestock farming). Not to forget that even with a much smaller quantity of
animals, methane and CO2 emissions from the digestion of animals, considerable
drivers of climate change, would remain. A further question is to what extent these
emissions can be avoided, for example by improved feeding practises in cattle
farming or methane capturing and conversion in piggeries. The remaining quantity
of available fertiliser originates in farms and the additional sequestration potential
of sinks due to changed land-use practises (as result of a lower overall quantity of
farm animals and less feed cultivation) determine the emission intensity of livestock
farming decisively.

Caps for Fossil Fuels and Livestock Farming
As has been shown elsewhere, all these problems have not yet been sufficiently
addressed e.g. in the EU by command-and-control law and by subsidies compared
to the overall targets such as Article 2 para. 1 PA (Ekardt et al. 2018b, also on the
following). This is not surprising given the analysis on these governance approaches
(in Chap. 4.4). The dissatisfactory legal consideration of climate impacts of land use
and agriculture leads to the questions why this is the case and even more which
promising governance options there could be.
Too high GHG emissions of land use despite a declared intention of more sustainability can only surprise at first sight. According to the behavioural findings
(Chap. 2), farmers are subject to a trade-off between economic and ecologic
interests. This is more severe than in other areas of economic activity because of the
income situation in the agricultural sector. Although farmers have a certain
motivation to keep their soil intact, because long-term quality of soils is a necessary
basis for securing permanent harvests, short-term economic interest will often have
the potential to determine their actions. These economic expectations are fuelled by
distributive enterprises. Additionally, the EU subsidy system, complemented by
national programmes, continually supports the short-sightedness which is primarily
focused on mass production of agricultural products. It therefore sets incentives for
ecologically and resource-politically problematic intensive livestock farming.
Citizens in turn often respond to the (short-term) low food prices. All this has been
already condensed to a theory of causes for non-sustainability, taking values,
emotions, path dependencies, problems of collective goods, conceptions of
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normality, and the interaction among stakeholders into account, in addition to the
mentioned self-interest (Chap. 2).
It is tempting to further strengthen existing rudimentary instruments for land-use
regulation, e.g. subsidy schemes, fertiliser law, clean air law, agricultural law, etc.
However (on the following: Chap. 4.4), (1) there is the issue of effective enforcement of any regulation especially in agriculture. Within command-and-control law
and subsidies law (e.g. CAP), which is currently dominant in this sector, it is not
possible to fully resolve this problem, because an infinite number of small individual actions would need to be monitored by administration. (2) Furthermore,
command-and-control and subsidy approaches with their focus on a special place,
action or product have the disadvantage that they tend to trigger unwanted shifting
effects of environmental problems to other countries and where possible other sectors. Reducing fertilisation e.g. in Germany could lead to intensified farming elsewhere. This makes it also hard to primarily focus on new approaches that are just
established on a domestic level (e.g. meat tax). (3) As shown, emissions from land
use are oftentimes hard to exactly quantify. The many different land-use processes
which produce emissions and whose exact emissions highly depend on their individual circumstances and make it difficult to be monitored precisely (still a little
more optimistic Ekardt et al. 2011a, b; more differentiated Hennig 2017). (4) Also,
there are potentially rebound effects if in a specific area, e.g., fertiliser use is
improved while the overall global trend of increasing land use continues. (5) Even
if an approach addresses all these problems, it needs to contain an ambitious target
in line with Article 2 PA; this can be said neither for existing detailed regulations nor
for the existing EU ETS as (despite its cap) economic instrument for fossil fuels
(Chap. 4.4).
Nevertheless, the issue is put on the agenda by the imminent review of the CAP –
and by obligations under international law like the limit of global warming to well
below 2 degrees, even better 1.5 degrees in Article 2 para. 1 PA, which point towards
a fossil-fuel-free (e.g. without any mineral N fertiliser based on fossil fuels and
maybe without heavy machinery) and low-emission agriculture (and compensations
of remaining emissions). This calls for completely new concepts, given that the
timeline is only one or two decades (Chap. 1.2). Therefore, a completely different
perspective is needed:
Central starting point for land-use governance in terms of climate protection
should be livestock emissions and fossil fuels, due to their key role for the climate
and further ecological problems. Eliminating fossil fuels from the market globally,
or at least in the EU, within two decades is the overall strategy for climate protection
(Chap. 4.6), and this would have consequences also for agriculture, land use and
especially for emission intensive animal husbandry. As we already discussed, this
should be done by means of an extended EU ETS covering all use of fossil fuels and
with an ambitious cap (oriented on Article 2 para. 1 PA). This would mean thinking
materially and geographically broad and working with an instrument with an
absolute quantity limit (cap), which is the condition to eliminate rebound and
shifting effects (it would however, probably require a complementary border
adjustment for imports and exports in order to account for e.g. animal feed and to
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avoid shifting effects). This gradual phase-out of fossil fuels in electricity, heating,
transportation and agriculture would have incisive effects on the agricultural sector,
because of the impact on mineral fertilisers, mobility, machinery etc. Also, efficiency
measures and less consumption of animal products – which would be particularly
affected due to their currently high feed intensity – as well as less food waste would
be triggered (IAASTD 2008; FAO 2011). Animal products from pasture farming
would thrive (while having a better climate footprint due to the independency from
animal feed from arable land,no additional acquisition, and as a result an intact C
cycle).
Furthermore, livestock as such needs a cap as well. Again, Article 2 para. 1 PA is
the yardstick and the avoidance of the governance problems described (such as
shifting effects) – which is why it makes little sense to apply national measures such
as meat taxes, which also only address a part of animal food and only aim at reducing
consumption by a few percent (overlooked e.g. by Sharpley et al. 2015; Säll and
Gren 2015; on different options see also Altvater et al. 2015). There are two different
ways of controlling quantities: Livestock could be additionally included in an
amended EU ETS or could be subject to its own ETS, which addresses either the
number of animals or the emissions as such – the latter would mainly be simple in
large stables, which are largely similar to factories. Alternatively, a concept of area
binding (Flächenbindung) could be introduced, i.e. a regulatory limitation of the
number of animals per area (the aim here would not merely be to close local nutrient
cycles, but to enable drastic emission reductions so that in the end, together with –
limited – possible compensation measures, for example in wetlands, zero emissions
be the result). Whether one uses an area-binding ratio or an ETS is therefore possibly
almost the same – in each case it concerns a cap, which must be monitored and
which therefore generates a certain expenditure for authorities and norm addressees
(although large stables already have a monitoring system in place for emission
control legislation, anyhow). The difference would essentially lie in the trade
component that an ETS would have – and in the larger flexibility that makes it
economically more attractive for norm addressees. Since the cap would have to be
drastically oriented to Article 2 para. 1 PA, there would possibly be greater resistance
without the trade component (which enables the compensation between norm
addressees in different situations and thus reduces costs). It could also be conceivable
to integrate only large animal husbandry facilities into an ETS (or to create a
separate ETS – separate from fossil fuels – for them) and to regulate grazing animals
and small farmers without a trade component with an area-binding ratio. A
combination of an area-binding ratio and a cap-and-trade scheme could be promising
as well. Whether it seems more promising to address animals directly or their
emissions, cannot be discussed here in detail (the former is easier, the latter is more
precise, but much more difficult).
These governance options would not endanger global food security but rather set
incentives for a different lifestyle in industrialised countries and upper classes of
developing countries. At the same time, other consequences of conventional
agriculture like biodiversity loss, soil degradation, water pollution disrupted nutrient
cycles etc. are addressed. Mineral N fertiliser, as far as it is based on fossil fuels,
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will be taken off the market inherently supporting thus organic farming. Furthermore,
the push-back of energy-intensive machinery sets incentives for small-scale farming
(as well as potentially lower use of pesticides). Transportation and industrial
processing will become more expensive. Pricing fossil fuels also in the agricultural
sector would reduce other problems and reduce illnesses (alongside health expenses),
because fossil-fuel caused air pollution would be eliminated. Notabene, once again
legislative competencies underline that caps are a more realistic approach than
levies.

 urther Governance Units for Quantity Governance –
F
Besides Fossil Fuels and Livestock Farming?
However, it would be suboptimal to regulate fossil fuels and livestock only, because
this could support the run on bioenergy, which is also relevant to climate and
biodiversity, or compensate smaller crop yields through higher land use (Hennig
2017; Ekardt and von Bredow 2010; Nonhebel 2004; Rosillo-Calle et al. 2007;
Romppanen 2012; overlooked by von Bernstorff 2009). Pricing fossil fuels and
livestock farming also does not address land-use emissions which occur otherwise,
e.g. through organic N fertiliser, humus degradation and land-use change through
grassland ploughing or deforestation. Including the just named other land-use
emissions into the EU ETS proves more difficult beyond fossil fuels and livestock
farming. Also, beyond agriculture the many different land-use processes which
produce emissions and whose exact emissions highly depend on their individual
circumstances cannot be monitored as precisely as required for a quantity control
mechanism like the EU ETS, not even with satellite-based remote monitoring.
Therefore, alternative approaches have to be developed, like a general price on
land – or addressing other particularly emission-intensive factors (besides livestock
quantities) such as land-use changes or wetland cultivation. Whether this is an
economic or – now only complementary (!) to the described big economic
approach – a command-and-control approach, e.g. through binding rewetting targets
for peatland, requires further debate (under the circumstances “zero fossil fuels”
and “zero emissions in one or two decades”). It would be in favour of the latter, if
emissions e.g. of wetlands cannot be measured with enough precision to be included
in economic approaches and given that there are only small enforcement problems
with a command-and-control approach. With regard to the treatment of organic and
renewable-based fertiliser, it is also questionable whether the explained economic
approach on fossil fuels and livestock emissions is sufficient and whether
complementary (!) command-and-control regulations are viable if strengthened in
their ambition and enforcement. Discussions to date on land-use governance, for
example on national meat taxes, ignore the drastic objective of Article 2 para. 1
PA – and they address too little the weaknesses of national and sectoral regulations
(in particular shifting effects). It should be noted that an agriculture oriented to
Article 2 para. 1 PA is not about individual agricultural offsets. It is about changing
the agricultural sector as a whole.
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To sum up: There are clear governance options which are adequate to meet the
overarching targets under international law (especially Article 2 para.1 PA). It has
been shown that phasing-out fossil fuels and reducing livestock farming is the key
pathway setting for sustainability in general and for sustainable agriculture in
particular. And it is crucial for finding integrated solutions for various environmental
problems. By the same token, quantity governance addressing animal husbandry
poses more challenges than just addressing fossil fuels (this is also true with regard
to environmental issues in agritulture as a whole). Equally, insufficient effectiveness
of past approaches is essentially due to typical governance problems and aspects of
motivational problems with regard to different stakeholders. However, since the
latter also applies to politicians, rapid change of the current status is not very likely.

4.10

 he Complementary Role of Command-and-Control
T
Law, the Example of Biodiversity, Overrated
Instruments Like Nudging – Centralised
Versus Decentralised Structures

With all this, consistent quantity governance would address various environmental
problems at the same time, including the many environmental problems of
agriculture. The long-term preservation of biodiversity, fertile soils, drinking water
etc. would thus be addressed all at once, because the pricing of fossil fuels and
livestock farming would address key challenges. At this point, we have to take a
closer look at possible regulatory supplements based on the command-and-control
approach. In the following particularly biodiversity and nature conservation in
general will be considered. However, similar considerations can also be undertaken
regarding other regulatory issues. Therefore, it must be generally worked out which
essential instrumental additions an approach requires which focuses on quantity
limitation, and which instruments on the other hand are no longer needed.

Complementary Function of Command-and-Control Law
In the following, biodiversity as an example is not considered a protected good in its
own right (Chap. 3.4). Rather, biodiversity has far-reaching economic implications
and other benefits for humankind. Of course, this does not mean that the entire
relevance of biodiversity for humans, their freedom and the preconditions for their
freedom can be expressed in monetary values (see already Chap. 3.9). It must also
be clear that “biodiversity” does not mean that a particular state of nature (today’s?
earlier? how much earlier?) are predetermined. This proves all the more that
normative statements regarding this issue are not “natural-scientifically derivable”.
This results already from the point that no normativity can be substantiated empirically (Chap. 1.6). The reference to freedom clarifies the relevance of nature conservation first and foremost provides the necessary criterion for the preservation of
ecosystem relationships, the factual reality of which in turn can be empirically
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researched (critical on other foundations: Chap. 3.4 – as long as statements are
made in the sphere of justice and not in the purely subjective sphere of a good life).
In addition to climate and land use issues, the associated loss of biodiversity is
one of the central global problems. Today, the interaction between the different
sectors is recognised, as are conventional agriculture, compaction, nitrogen inputs,
pesticides and climate change, which are the key issues for ecosystems (see Chap.
1.2 and TEEB 2010; Rockström et al. 2009; Ekardt and Hennig 2015; Wilson 2014).
It has already become clear that fossil fuels and animal husbandry are key to all this
(Chap. 4.9). At the same time, climate protection – in the form of renewable energies – is sometimes avert to nature conservation. As far as genetic diversity is concerned, agricultural breeding practice and research, which is devoted exclusively to
marketable species, has led, among other things, to the fact that the ten most
cultivated plants now account for almost 90% of world production. In the last
50 years, for example, around 70% of genetic diversity in crops has been irretrievably
lost due to industrialised, subsidised agriculture (TEEB 2010).
Biodiversity and ecosystems are ultimately renewable. But even renewable
resources can be overused and thus be finite in a way. The states have therefore
committed programmatically to halting and reversing the loss of biological diversity
by means of the CBD and the Aichi targets (see also COM(2006) 216 final). At the
international level, in terms of instruments, financing, advice and monitoring are
usually rather discussed thanhard instruments.
On the other hand, quantity control for fossil fuels, animal husbandry and possibly agriculture as a whole would also clearly have positive effects on biodiversity
(Chap. 4.9). This applies not only to agriculture, but also, for example, to reduced
road construction, reduced urban sprawl, limited cultivation of energy crops, etc. If
harmful factors such as animal feed, mineral fertilisers, pesticides, fuels and building materials gradually become significantly more expensive, they will also be used
less and thus massively relieve the pressure on biodiversity and ecosystems. This
focus remains important for the protection of biodiversity and ecosystems, both
substantially and spatially, as it addresses rebound and relocation effects, otherwise
the effect of the approach is clearly offset. To address an easily measurable control
variable such as fossil fuels and livestock farming ensures, as seen, effective implementation, to the benefit of biodiversity. The nature conservation issue is related to
climate protection, the nitrogen (surplus) problem, but also to phosphorus, soil degradation and water pollution (Chap. 1.2).
On the other hand, it would not be very promising if biodiversity or ecosystems
were directly priced instead of pricing the factors which are damaging nature. This
would be done according to their value, whatever it may be, and through economic
instruments, be it through political setting or based on an economic valuation
(critical Ekardt and Hennig 2015). At first glance, this seems to lead to a situation in
which the use of nature becomes economically less attractive and nature conservation
thus receives an increased “value”. Currently, there is also a discussion at EU level
under the heading of “no net loss”. At the moment, compensation is usually required
for every intervention. The debate now is in essence about whether the implementation
of nature conservation can be simplified – and thus made more effective. The
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biggest problem with the latter approach is the problem of depictability (see Chap.
4.4, alongside the problem of enforcement). Biodiversity and ecosystems are not
easily interchangeable nor comprehensible. Thus, also their direct monetarisation
through economic assessments is regularly faulty and not readily available. In any
case, an adequate assessment of all ecosystems would entail a huge effort, as was
already made clear in the section on economic evaluation (Chap. 3.9). At the same
time, this suggests small-scale control approaches, through which rebound and
shifting effects cannot be avoided, especially if control cannot be carried out comprehensively due to the excessive effort involved. Moreover, in order to be able to
finance nature conservation measures, supposedly from the pricing of interventions,
approval authorities could develop an interest in raising the number of interventions, which could further fuel rebound effects and weaknesses in implementation.
In this respect, the situation in developing countries could be particularly susceptible to abuse.
In contrast, the protection of nature and species under command-and-control law
so far is often struggling with the limits of regulatory law that have already been
sufficiently explained (Chap. 4.4; on the following see also Ekardt and Hennig
2014, 2015; Ekardt 2001). Rebound effects (increases in efficiency in land use or
fertilisation are overtaken by rising prosperity), shifting effects and the classic lack
of rigour explain this (ultimately all nature conservation regulations leave room for
exemptions). In nature conservation in particular, prohibitions under regulatory law
can nevertheless be important in order to enhance the protection of individual
components of nature (hot-spot problems). However, this makes sense only in the
case of strict and consistently enforced regulations, which is theoretically possible
but, as mentioned above, has not been practiced to date (Ekardt 2001). And as long
as exceptions remain possible, they will always be used somehow.
Therefore, on the bottom line, pricing of the noxious agents such as fosil fuels
and livestock – and not of biodiversity itself – is the essential strategy in nature
conservation, especially since this is the only way to address the various governance
problems. Meaningful command-and-control supplements for pricing mechanisms
in nature conservation can be, for example, restrictions for special areas or on the
extraction of waste timber in forests for bioenergy production, since waste timber is
useful not only in terms of energy but also for ecosystems. Hot spots generally for
supplementary command-and-control law; another good reason is to avoid path
dependencies – or a need for very specific regulation of specific issues, e.g. on the
framework of different technological approaches of phosphorus recycling (Ekardt
et al. 2015). Another example for this is the problem of process emissions (mentioned in Chap. 4.6). It has considerable significance, for example when looking at
cement production – although the end of fossil fuels would also eliminate a core
aspect of the problem there. Its regulatory (not only supplementary, but also exclusive) regulation, for example with regard to F-gases from refrigerants, makes sense
and is already done in the EU, because pricing would be too costly in this case and
could in turn create a kind of hot spot problem of its own.
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Subsidies, Planning, and Technology Bans
Another important complement to the ETS is spatial planning (Krüger 2016; Ekardt
et al. 2015). New land and transport structures, suitable for a reduced focus on fossil
fuels, must be developed and pre-structured by the state. The expansion of the
electricity grid plays an important role in this (see below). Transport infrastructures
also need planning, so that planning supplements would be absolutely necessary
even in the case of effective economic governance approaches. If, on the other hand,
the aim were to reduce overall transport emissions primarily by means of planning
instruments, problems would arise precisely because of the margins inherent to
planning. It is worth mentioning that there is an important interaction between
economic instruments and planning approaches. The latter only become greatly
relevant if economic instruments are established at the same time (because economic
incentives trigger the motivation for sustainability-oriented planning). Currently,
the creation of e.g. climate-friendly mobility by means of economic governance
approaches is declared unacceptable because no city with short distances has been
planned yet. Additionally, in isolated cases, complementary total bans on hazardous
technologies may be helpful.
In view of nuclear energy (Chap. 1.3) which is more or less greenhouse-gas-free,
a cap for fossil-fuel-based emissions has no regulating effect. At the same time,
however, nuclear energy is hampering the expansion of renewables because of its
inflexibility. Because of the collisions with the expansion of renewable energies and
their decentralisation and flexibility alone, the phase-out of nuclear energy should
be pushed forward, regardless of the general problems of nuclear energy (Chap.
1.2). From a legal point of view, this is principally permissible (Ekardt 2016a). A
plan to phase out coal use is also legally conceivable. However, it would not make
much sense beside a sophisticated cap for fossil fuels.
Despite the criticism of environmentally harmful subsidies above, ecological
subsidies can also be a useful supplementary instrument in specific cases. In general,
however, subsidies and funds (Schalatek 2010) are just as expensive – because
somebody has to finance them – and are ecologically less effective as the quantity
governance approaches described above, and they can hardly prevent rebound and
shifting effects through the approach for individual activities (see on subsidies in
detail Ekardt et al. 2015).

Information, Nudging, Adaptation
Despite all limitations to the relevance of the knowledge factor (Chaps. 2.2 and 4.1),
there is still a need for some supplementary information, education and planning
(Appleton 2002; Ekardt 2016a; Ekardt et al. 2015; Krüger 2016). This is of particular
importance to developing countries. Knowledge can be an obvious addition to price
pressure, because it provides norm addressees with the necessary information for
their future behaviour. However, it remains an open question what extent of
informational governance, e.g. via product labelling obligations, is needed to
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complement quantity governance effectively. For, with significantly rising resource
and energy prices, it can probably be assumed that producers and consumers will
increasingly generate and exchange information even without political incentives. If
informational instruments are also understood to create opportunity for discourses
which, for example, trigger human motivation and thus transport the meaning and
attractiveness of (technical and behavioural) change first and foremost, this remains
important due to the necessary ping-pong between different stakeholders of social
change (Chap. 2.7). Target-group-specific communication can also be important,
although the importance of supposedly clear milieus must not be overestimated
(Lenz 2015).
A quasi-informational tool, nudging, is currently overestimated as a means of
outwitting conceptions of normality and habits in particular (Ekardt and Wieding
2016b). In addition, nudges such as more sustainable factory default settings for
printers on double-sided printing may be useful, but the hypothesis that they could
shift the mass of occidental affluence towards zero emissions and a significantly
reduced ecological footprint is clearly unconvincing. In general, there is again the
problem of rebound and shifting effects because nudging addresses individual
actions and products. Also, conceptions of normality and habits can be addressed
with economic instruments more effectively and with a broader substantial and
spatial focus (Ekardt and Wieding 2016b; disregarded in Purnhagen and Reisch
2015 and partly also in Michalek et al. 2015).
Another significant need for complementary instruments should be mentioned
here. Ideally, human-made climate change should be completely prevented.
However, this can already no longer be achieved in its entirety. Even if we succeed
in keeping climate change below the 1.5 degrees limit, there will still be damage
(Chaps. 1.2 and 3.8). Article 7 PA therefore recognises that, even if climate protection efforts are significantly increased, an adaptation strategy will be necessary (on
adaptation under the Paris Agreement see Ekardt and Wieding 2016a). The expected
climate change-related impacts and damages are likely to be unequally distributed
globally. But industrialised countries are also facing important changes, albeit to a
lesser extent than other countries. This applies, for example, to flood management,
settlement development, disaster control, agriculture and forestry, as well as
management of migration flows. Above all, it is important to react to the cost
problem for the developing countries – a developing country like Bangladesh, which
is endangered by rising sea levels, simply has no money to build new dikes on a
large scale (on a calculation and on climate justice see Chap. 3.8).
In the industrialised countries, too, the focus is on measures to avert hazards –
such as in the event of increasing floods or other extreme weather events – as well
as on more precautionary measures that should prevent or minimise the devastation
such events cause when they occur. For example, the question arises as to the
suitability of regional planning and landscape planning law in terms of adaptation
in relation to settlement and infrastructure development. This challenges national
and European spatial planning, urban land-use planning, disaster control, flood, and
incident law. For water management, for example, it is about safeguarding
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groundwater formation despite global warming and preventive water saving. Coastal
protection should also be reviewed in this respect.
Adaptation also raises important questions for (especially energy generation)
plant law. These are aimed, for example, at cooling water requirements for large
power plants; at the further (possibly changing) promotion of hydropower (which
raises other concerns, too, such as for nature conservation); at a possible greater
decentralisation of the energy sector (fundamental to the development of the
electricity sector: Schneider 1999) – which, however, would already be brought
about by the proposed ETS – in the sense of greater “catastrophe tolerance”. Most
relevant is the question of how the law can provide sufficient incentives to achieve
adaptation of expected climate change in agriculture and forestry as well.

Grids, Energy Storage, Power-to-X and Other Options
An important issue of planning law must be considered separately here. In view of
the fluctuations of wind and solar energy, security of supply in the age of renewable
electricity requires not only greater efficiency and frugality but also more power
lines and power storage facilities. In addition, greater efficiency, frugality, better
feed-in management and technologies such as power-to-X (Bösche et al. 2012) will
make a foreseeable contribution to future supply security. At the same time, this
opens up another problem: that of the centrality or decentralisation of future energy
supply (Bauknecht et al. 2015; Ekardt 2016a; Krüger 2016). This is a controversial
issue both for security of supply and for the structure in the energy market. The
question also arises as to whether renewable energies are more likely to be generated
in many small locations or in huge solar and wind parks.
The current electricity supply system in industrialised countries is characterised
by the fact that electric energy is generated in large power stations and delivered
from there to households and factories. In particular, nuclear and coal-fired power
plants generate large quantities of electricity in one central spot, and once generated,
the energy is routed to the consumer via a top-down supply grid. On the other hand,
for a renewable electricity supply, the new question arises whether the accustomed
centrality should possibly be overcome in favour of an increase in decentralisation.
Replacing nuclear and coal-fired power plants with huge desert or offshore wind
projects is a continuation of a centralism that could become problematic for various
reasons. They are more susceptible to supply disruptions. In addition, an energy
dependency could develop if domestic energy sources were neglected in favour of
major foreign projects, which does not seem unproblematic in view of the political
instability e.g. of the North African states. The democratic and market economy
aspects of a decentralised supply structure have also already been mentioned. If a
strong focus is placed solely on grid construction, it must also be taken into account
that new power lines can also be used to keep fossil electricity on the market and
export it (which would not seem desirable from a climate policy point of view).
In any case, the future power supply system would have to be able to secure the
energy supply even at times when wind and solar energy are not available for a
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longer period of time without a simultaneous massive expansion of the power
storage system. The more the electricity grid is networked across a large area, the
easier it will be to achieve this. Modern storage possibilities for electric energy, on
the other hand, enable storing the power generated by renewable energy sources at
a certain time when the production level is higher than the current consumption.
For storage facilities, too, there is the alternative between more centralised or
decentralised structures, while centrality in turn requires a considerable expansion
of the line. An option for the design of the storage system would increasingly aim at
storage facilities in the vicinity of decentralised, numerous small energy producers
(and accordingly also promote the further technical development of storage facilities
suitable for this purpose).
In addition to new energy lines and storage facilities, so-called intelligent grids
(“smart grids”) are becoming increasingly interesting. Smart grids are electricity
grids that link the behaviour and actions of all users connected to the grid (i.e.
producers and consumers as well as actors that both generate and consume
electricity). Smart grids can conduct electricity in two directions. In this way, the
individual supply units can be optimally connected to each other and to the
consumers. Admittedly, a comprehensive and broad deployment is still a long way
from reality, and it is unclear how the efforts and benefits of such strategies relate to
each other. If, in turn, storage facilities are to be made marketable, this can be done
by subsidising research and construction, whereby the latter can also be enforced
under regulatory law.
Here are some important aspects on what is new about the analyses in this book
to sum up before we switch to a final glance to globalisation in the last chapter:
Several typical governance problems (e.g. different types of shifting effects) are
identified as core problems of effective governance in achieving given policy
objectives. Economic instruments have the major ability to solve governance
problems, to adequately address human motivation, to focus on easiliy graspable
governance units such as fossil fuels, and therefore to meet ambitious sustainability
objectives. This is the case beyond previous considerations on economic efficiency.
Nevertheless, command-and-control instruments have an important potential as an
additional tool. Furthermore, it has been shown that (in addition to fundamental
rights) binding international environmental law obligations such as those under
Article 2 para. 1 PA or the CBD also trigger much more far-reaching obligations in
the next one or two decades than is generally assumed. Furthermore, it is shown
that the timely complete phase-out of fossil fuels in all sectors (electricity, housing,
mobility, agriculture or plastics) as well as the drastic limitation of livestock farming
provides a particularly large problem-solving capacity for various relevant
environmental problems.
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 ree Trade, Global Constitutionalisation, Democracy,
F
and the WTO

In a globalised world of largely open, unquestioned growth-oriented markets, some
further open questions arise from the findings so far in this book. These are discussed in the last chapter of this book. Continuing the analysis of competition
(Chap. 4.2), growth (Chap. 1.4) and capitalism (Chap. 2.6), we will take a closer
look at globalisation. This look further illustrates some of the key insights needed
on the most effective approaches to sustainability governance. In addition, it
becomes even more obvious that, also from the normative point of view, liberal
democracy must be transnational. At the same time, a look at WTO law will underline that one does not have to wait forever and that even without global democracy,
sustainability pioneering measures by groups of states – like the concept provided
in Chap. 4.6 – are legally permissible.

 lobalisation, Free Trade, Competition: A Differentiated
G
Assessment
Since the 1980s, the global shift from state regulation towards self-regulation and
competition has led to an increase of interwoven global economic playing field
which only has limited political boundaries (on the following Rodrik 2012;
Radermacher and Beyers 2011; Ekardt and Schmeichel 2009; Sassen 2008; Bartels
2007a; Bartels 2007b; Brenton 2003). Even if a general critique of capitalism seems
dubious (Chap. 2.6), this development massively favours the spatial shifting problem described above (Chap. 4.4) and the emergence of pressure situations which,
despite all positive effects, can ultimately become dangerous for freedom and
democracy (Chap. 3.2).
Globalisation, as a determining political-economic basic trend of our time,
describes a system of worldwide free trade at its core, although it is not limited to
economic processes, but can also include cultural pluralisation and further
developments such as the increasing global negotiation of environmental problems
(Sassen 2008; Rodrik 2012). Economic globalisation has inter alia technical origins
in the areas of transport costs and information technology. At its core, however, it
does not grow naturally, regardless of how much one can relate new stages of development to certain basic human characteristics (Chap. 2.6), but through political
decisions for free trade. As a big market system, the EU was the pioneer in this
regard.
At the latest with the founding of the World Trade Organization (WTO), a complex network of global and bilateral liberalisation agreements has also emerged on
global scale, promoting a world trade that is as free as possible regarding goods,
services, etc. The WTO as the institutional framework for numerous international
economic and trade treaties was founded in 1994 after many years of negotiations.
In essence, these are therefore a few multilateral agreements between three-quarters
of the world’s states, supplemented by a large number of bilateral and plurilateral
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agreements (Article II WTO Framework Agreement). The most important trade
agreement in the WTO is the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
which deals with the liberalisation of international trade in goods. It is institutionalised
more formally as most other international treaties with ministerial conferences,
general councils, secretariats and court-like dispute settlement bodies, including
approaches to the separation of powers (Article III WTO Framework Agreement). It
even provides for a relatively formal legislative procedure and majority
decisions(Article IX, X WTO Framework Agreement).
Transnational free trade, through the international division of labour, offers considerable opportunities for securing global prosperity and the protection of freedom,
as well as for a gentle export of freedom and democracy, as has already been stated
for capitalism in general (Chaps. 3.5 and 2.6). For capitalism seems to need legal
certainty, free ideas and innovations and therefore likes to link itself with liberal
orders, just as market and competition fit well with liberal-democratic basic principles. As already mentioned, however, the competition mechanism requires clear
political and legal frameworks and cannot ensure a sustainable, i.e. intertemporal
and globally just balance of freedom on its own (Chap. 4.2). This is all the more true
since the connection between capitalism, freedom and democracy is on the one
hand obvious, but on the other hand not totally inevitable, as various fluctuating
developments of the last decades show, especially with regard to China (Acemoglu
and Robinson 2012; Deaton 2013; Rodrik 2012; Ekardt 2017; still more optimistic
Friedman 1962).
As for capitalism in general, global free trade can also be diagnosed as having
been (!) beneficial at least for inhabitants of Western states in sum, especially in
socio-economic terms (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Deaton 2013; Rodrik 2012).
Many jobs have been created in the export sector, and the growing overall prosperity
has made it possible to “financially” compensate disadvantaged people. Now,
however, with more and more competitive countries in the Global South,
development may pose serious problems for the welfare state and even more for
climate and resource policy.
Therefore, globalised free trade creates a particular challenge for policymakers
(see Chap. 4.8). WTO rules (and the rules of global capital markets) are based on a
maximum of “free play of forces” between states in the sense of worldwide
competition for business and capital. This tends to favour a race to the bottom
between states in terms of (superficially) low-cost-production conditions in the
form of low corporate taxes, lenient social and environmental standards and few
capital market restrictions (Rodrik 2012; Radermacher and Beyers 2011; Ekardt
and Schmeichel 2009; Elliot 1998; see also Krugman 1979; as historical example
Ohlin 1933). From the governance point of view, this is a major cause of the above-
mentioned spatial shifting effects (Chap. 4.4), and it underlines the need for a transnational approach to climate and resource policy in order to avoid it (Chap. 4.6).
Tentatively, it also underlines the need for transnational social policy approaches
that hardly exist by now (see in detail Ekardt et al. 2009b). All this also creates a
normative problem for the democratic leeway in decision-making that seems to get
lost step by step.
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It is historically consistent with all experience that markets and free trade can
only work with strong state frameworks, functioning institutions, the possibility of
social compensation measures, an expanded infrastructure, a functioning education
system, the absence of corruption, and much more (Rodrik 2012; unrecognised by
Friedman 1962). Notabene, all this does not lead to a radical critique of the idea of
competition or of markets (Chaps. 4.2, 2.6, and 1.4) despite all criticism of growth
and partly also of capitalism and competition and despite all the (urgent) need for
containment.
Of course, globalisation is not the only reason why tax and social security funds
in industrialised countries are increasingly under pressure (see Chap. 1.4 with
regard to the debate on growth): The labour market is shaped not only by globalisation, but also by demographic change, increasing female employment and continuing technical rationalisation. Germany in particular was not only the world champion
of exports for many years, but is also the world champion of rationalisation. The
growing demands of citizens also play a role. It is true that the overall problem
described primarily arises when the total production costs really differ – i.e. when
higher costs of climate and social policies in industrialised countries are not met by
more qualified workers (Rodrik 2012). However, Western countries are unlikely to
have better work results (and a higher level of education) in the long run than
countries like South Korea, China, India or Indonesia.
The pressure put on sustainability as well as on democracy is twofold: it is a legal
one and a factual one. Participation in global free trade is no longer legally at the
discretion of national politics; rather, participation is determined by international
legal regulations under the umbrella of the WTO. The effect of the WTO lies in the
legal limits for national trade restrictions, but even more in the fact that it creates
global competition at all, which places the dumping problem and thus the global
political framing requirement on the political agenda. This is favoured by problems
associated with free trade such as asymmetrically structured bilateral trade
agreements, debt spirals in national budgets, but also undemocratic structures,
cultural and colonialist influences, etc. (Pogge 2008; Ekardt et al. 2009b; Rodrik
2012; Radermacher and Beyers 2011; on TTIP and CETA see Gerstetter 2014;
Ekardt et al. 2016).
To conclude: The analyses of globalisation confirm the important thesis of this
book that free competition needs stronger regulation. This does not, however, mean
the abrogation of globalisation. Furthermore, from the perspective of free trade in
times of globalisation, it is confirmed that transnational governance approaches are
decisive for sustainability – and for the continued existence of functioning
democracies.

 TO Law, International Environmental Law, Human
W
Rights – And Role-Models
Having said all this, transnational relations in terms of sustainability require global
regulation not only from a governance perspective. They also require it from justice,
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i.e. freedom and democracy aspects. According to the new concept of freedom (in
Chap. 3, especially Chap. 3.3), liberal-democratic institutions have to be created
wherever they are needed for the protection of freedom. And today, this includes the
transnational level as far as transnational problems like climate change are
concerned. The point that the principles of liberal democracy also imply a general
and not only occasional supremacy of international law over national law and that
this can already be read from the liberal constitutions in terms of legal interpretation
was discussed in detail elsewhere (Ekardt 2016a, § 7 B. with numerous references).
Nevertheless, the whole concept is currently not practically enforceable, since the
vast majority of states worldwide – today and in the whole of history of humankind –
are not actually democratic (Ekardt 2017).
Nevertheless, the sometimes diffuse international legal debate about global constitutionalism is moving in the right direction (on its genesis see von Bernstorff
2012; on today’s discussion Fassbender 1998; Ekardt 2016a, § 7; Petersman 2006;
skeptical Koskenniemi and Leino 2002; Koskenniemi 2007; Koskenniemi 2005;
Krisch 2010; McGinnis and Movsesian 2004). It is not crucial for the basic idea
whether one imagines such a development within the UN or as a gradual expansion
of the objectives of the WTO, following the tradition of the EU that started as a mere
free market, too (more on this Ekardt 2016a, § 7; Bronckers 2001; Ekardt et al.
2016; Brown and Stern 2008; Brunkhorst 2014; Brown and Stern 2008; Giannattasio
2014; Guzman 2004; focused on social standards Macklem 2002; Busse 2003).
Even today, it can be stated that the WTO free trade rules (see in detail Hoekman
et al. 2004; Howse and Regan 2000; Marceau 2001; Jackson 2001; Ekardt 2016a, §
7 B.-C.; Yusuf 1980; McKenzie 2008; Mitchell and Tran 2010) do not in any case
prohibit domestic forerunner actions in sustainability. This refers in particular to
border adjustments (proposed in Chap. 4.8) by a coalition of the willing, as a complementary tool to quantity governance especially for fossil fuels and livestock
farming – that want to prevent emissions from shifting to unwilling third countries.
Elsewhere, their admissibility under WTO law was explained in detail (for more
details, see Ekardt and Schmeichel 2009; Pirlot 2017; Ekardt 2016a, § 7 C.).
According to Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, all
international treaties must be interpreted in light of the whole body of international
law (Birnie and Boyle 2009; Ekardt 2016a, § 7 B.-C.). Free trade restrictions, such
as border adjustments, can on grounds of that be justified using international
environmental law such as the Paris Agreement or human rights (Motaal 2001;
Ekardt 2016a, § 7 C.; Marceau 2001; Petersman 2006; Tarasofsky 2008). And we
have seen in detail that these standards call for a far-reaching sustainability policy
(Chaps. 1.2 and 3.8).
The most problematic aspect of the overall justification of border adjustments is
that, in order to ensure equal treatment, the EU would have to indicate the energy
intensity and climate relevance of all relevant products fairly accurately. In the
absence of a more precise indication, it might however be sufficient for the EU to
make plausible estimates which would then be treated as valid as long as the states
negatively affected by the environmental tariffs do not clearly prove their faultiness
(briefly mentioned already in Chap. 4.8). At least the procurement of information on
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national standards could be imposed on companies in this respect. And as mentioned above in Chap. 4.8, the calculation problem can be avoided by applying a
product-based rather than a production-based approach and counterfactorily assume
that foreign manufacturers use the best available ecological technology. This would
somewhat reduce the effects of the border adjustment, but would in the foreseeable
future eliminate all imponderables under world trade law (Becker et al. 2013).
Even if this can often only set an ecological example, individual EU member
states may also legally lead the way. As in the case of fundamental rights, the EU
member states can already invoke environmental concerns such as climate protection
or security of supply as eligible concerns against free trade within the framework of
the balancing material in relation to the free movement of goods according to the
current ECJ Judiciary (ECJ, Case C-240/83 [1985] ECR 531; ECJ, Case C-463/01
[2004] ECR I-11705). Accordingly, in the PreussenElektra decision, the ECJ already
recognised environmental concerns as a mandatory requirement, even without
recourse to a new, multipolar understanding of freedom (Chap. 3) within the
framework of the EU fundamental freedoms (ECJ, Case C-379/98 [2001] ECR
I-2099, recitals 73 et seq.).

 n the Road to Global Democracy or Back to Autocracy?
O
With a Side Glance at Artificial Intelligence and Sustainability
All this does not mean that democracy is – historically and currently – the most
likely form of government in this world. Rather the opposite is plausible, taking into
account certain basic human tendencies (Chap. 2), such as group thinking and
simple truths (on details see Ekardt 2017; on the threat of post democracy see also
Crouch 2004). This frightening descriptive finding, however, does not alter the
normative statements made (in Chap. 3).
We have seen: Sustainability needs global regulation. And sustainability and liberal democracy are strongly interrelated. At the end of this book, however, this
forces us to take a final look at an issue that is massively inevitably approaching us:
the emergence of artificial intelligence and its relationship to sustainability (see
Ekardt 2017 below). Perhaps – in a bizarre questioning of the behavioural scientific
findings gained earlier – a completely different type of human being can be expected
for the future. What might at first sound grotesque and fantastic is by no means
totally absurd on closer inspection. This reference to Yuval Harari (2017) does not
change the fact that Harari’s famous global analysis of the genesis of humankind
shows considerable weaknesses despite many interesting aspects. Genes and brain
research are overestimated by him, anthropology gets undercomplex, and algorithms
are overestimated as a supposed controlling body for complex problems due to
uncertainty and lack of numerical form (Chap. 2.3); the consequences of a technological leap to some kind of “homo deus” are underestimated; the distinction of is
and ought (Chap. 1.6) as well as the possibility of objective normativity is overlooked (Chap. 3). At the same time, a strong ecocentric ethics is postulated by
Harari (in contradiction to the argued denying of objective normativity), which, in
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addition, proves little familiarity with the philosophical discourse on normativity
(Chap. 3.4). Furthermore, environmental problems and the persistence of diseases,
wars and hunger are underestimated.
Nevertheless, Harari (2017) is right: Genetic research, evolutionary research,
brain research and the development of artificial intelligence have made leaps in
development in recent decades. The human genome is increasingly deciphered step-
by-step, and the neurophysiology of brain waves is increasingly better understood.
Interventions that influence our body, our mood and our decisions are already
possible today. The first changes in the genetic material seem already possible
today, and even manifest feelings such as fear can suddenly be influenced if certain
electrical signals are applied to the head. Some even believe that, 1 day, we will be
able to stop the ageing of human body cells permanently through genetic changes
and the use of nanorobots in the body. However, this would not be the first time that
evolutionary and brain research overestimated their potential and the impact of a
break-through (Chap. 2.3). For example, the essence of what consciousness and
spirit actually are, is still largely unknown, in spite of all neurophysiological
analyses. Therefore, it remains an open question whether, 1 day, people can actually
be physically and character-wise designed and whether the questions of this book
will arise under completely changed conditions. It is also unknown whether – as is
currently being attempted – computers and the human brain could someday merge
and thus turn an Orwellian, all-round transparency (or a dominion of artificial
intelligence) into a reality scenario.
Nevertheless, we cannot avoid closely observing these developments today. With
all historical experience, technical progress tends to gain a momentum of its own
that is difficult to control at a certain point. In any case, technical innovations in the
direction described may turn out to be highly ambivalent – or even catastrophic. On
closer inspection, it seems to be a very optimistic hope that designed people,
manipulated brain waves, a drastically prolonged life, or artificial intelligence could
advance altruism, democracy, and reason, if they were to come. Rather, from what
we have seen in this book in terms of the human character, it is likely that such
innovations will be massively abused and could ultimately undermine the idea of an
autonomy-oriented, egalitarian and democratic society. The foundations of the
world and the open societies as we know them will erode, if they are divided into
tiny elites with superhuman abilities – achieved by genetical or neurological
modification – standing against armies of externally guided, manipulated creatures
that might simply be rendered useless. Such a world, as much as Woody Allen or
Bill Gates may dream of it, would be doomed to destruction in the face of foreseeable
conflicts and the population explosion that would probably result from a massively
longer lifespan.One cannot completely put such visions – or rather horror scenarios – aside, despite their still somewhat abstract character at the moment. A problem
such as supposedly useless human beings is already on the agenda due to much
more mundane developments such as increasing automation. In any case, these
future perspectives must not divert from the catastrophic, classically human problems we are facing here today. At the moment, no computers with artificial intelligence and no supermen, but quite ordinary homo sapiens threaten our physical
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survival and open societies with their short-sightedness and other emotional characteristics. Moreover, it is not very likely at the moment that wonder technologies will
solve our ecological problems. Here and now, our decisions count. Our future is still
in our own hands.
Repetition Questions

1. Which concepts of governance are there, and how does justice relate to
governance? (Chaps. 1.6, 1.7, and 4.1)
2. Do education, advertising, corporate social responsibility and sustainable
consumption solve the problem of sustainable governance, and to what
extent is a chicken-and-egg problem problematic in this regard? (Chaps.
4.1 and 4.2)
3. Which role do the Sustainable Development Goals play, and how is the
Paris Agreement significantly more relevant for sustainability? (Chap. 4.3)
4. Which fundamental governance problems must be avoided when choosing policy instruments for more sustainability? (Chap. 4.4)
5. Which (especially) sustainable governance instruments are there, and to
what extent can economic instruments take particular account of human
motivation, governance problems and liberal democracy? (Chaps. 4.4 and
4.5)
6. What might a new approach to sustainability governance look like
(focused on fossil fuels and livestock), and which role do border adjustments have to play? (Chaps. 4.6 and 4.8)
7. Which distributional effects does sustainability policy have – and which
distributional effects do the sustainability problems themselves have?
(Chap. 4.7)
8. How could integrated solutions for various sustainability problems work,
and to what extent does land use play a role? (Chap. 4.9)
9. Why is command-and-control law important for sustainability alongside
economic policy instruments? (Chap. 4.10)
10. How does sustainability relate to free trade, global constitutionalisation
and WTO law? (Chap. 4.11)
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Summary

(Chapter 1) This book is a contribution to transdisciplinary (especially human-
sciences-based) sustainability research, i.e. research that follows substantial issues
rather than disciplinary boundaries. It deals with resource and sink problems, climate change in particular, but also with the major effect of fossil fuels (and livestock
farming) on various other environmental problems such as biodiversity loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles, soil degradation, etc. In particular, it deals with the conditions of social change, effective political and legal instruments and well-founded
and balanced normative objectives, i.e. questions of justice.
In methodological terms, research on transformation and change, or on motives
of human behaviour in general, faces particular challenges because common methods for acquiring scientific knowledge such as surveys or experiments are less reliable than generally assumed, and the pursuit of quantifiable and reproducible facts
as well as formalised models and scenarios also contain many pitfalls. This is solved
by a new pluralistic approach in the present book, with a strong focus on informal
qualitative perspectives. This has also consequences for the research on instruments
for transformation and change.
As a definition, justice means the rightness of the order of human coexistence,
just as truth refers to the correctness of factual statements. Social distributive justice
as a category of material distribution issues is only one element of justice.
Sustainability is defined as the political, ethical, and legal demand for more intertemporal and global justice, i.e. the need for sustainable ways of production and
consumption. In contrast, a three-pillar concept of sustainability is misleading and
askew for a number of reasons. Likewise, sustainability indicators are not a convincing alternative to an ethical-legal normativity, even if they are not oriented
towards a pillar logic, for a number of reasons.
Taking stock, the usual fixation of the political debate on financial crises, economic
growth, social security, war against terrorism and jobs as a constant distraction from the
sustainability issue is proving to be problematic. On the other hand, the correct handle
on various resource and sink problems is decisive for the lasting and global sustainability of lifestyles and economies. In order to comply with a 1.5-degrees-temperature
limit set out in Article 2 para. 1 of the Paris Agreement (PA), fossil fuels will have to be
phased out in the areas of electricity, heat, fuel, material use, and agriculture in two
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decades. The phase-out of fossil fuels stands for avoiding the particular devastating
consequences of climate change such as millions of deaths, wars and civil wars on
resources such as food and water which are getting scarcer, migration flows, massive
natural disasters, but also for avoiding exploding oil and gas prices, etc. Addressing
fossil fuels – and livestock farming – also stands for tackling various environmental
problems such as biodiversity loss, disturbed nitrogen cycles or questions of public
health. The countries of the EU are by no means “pioneers” in terms of per capita ecological footprint and supposed reductions (which have so far been exclusively the result
of arithmetic tricks). The situation is similar for various environmental areas.
As regards sustainability strategies, the purely technological approaches of consistency and efficiency alone (!) are not sufficient. A debate on this only makes sense, if
measured against clear targets such as those set out in Article 2 para. 1 PA. With regard
to that, the sustainability challenge is simply too great for a purely technological
approach. Sometimes, there is also a lack of possible technological options, especially
for environmental problems beyond climate change. Behavioural changes (frugality)
must therefore always be taken into account, on a voluntarily basis or not, also because
of the manifold ambivalences and possibly also overestimations of renewable resources
as well as some ecologically and economically rather unsustainable technical options
such as carbon capture and storage (CCS), nuclear energy, geo-engineering or massive
afforestation. Frugality does not stand for a normative idea of a good life; as such it
would not be tenable ethically and legally under the auspices of liberal democracy. A
possible overall concept for consistency, efficiency and frugality in relation to the
energy-climate topic will be developed during the course of this book.
The necessity of frugality puts sustainability in a tense relationship to the growth
idea that dominates everything today, because new technologies are (possibly)
growth-compatible, whereas a reduction in the demand for services and products
poses a big challenge for growth. The hope that a mere “decoupling” of economic
growth and environmental consumption is sufficient implies – in view of the insufficient scope of conceivable technical measures – accepting far-reaching threats to
humanity. “Qualitative growth” of a seemingly non-material nature is unlikely to
solve these problems. According to all experience such an allegedly non-material
growth is partly itself materially shaped. Furthermore, the idea of constantly (and
thus exponentially) improving social care services, knowledge of music, enjoyment
of nature, health, enjoyment of art, etc. seems extremely difficult.
The gradual transition to a post-growth society – not deliberately, but induced by
effective environmental protection – raises a number of questions for the pension
system, the state budget, companies, the banking system and especially for the
labour market. Concepts for this are still in their infancy; even more so are concepts
for the process of transition to a post-growth society. Whether such an economic
form could still be called “capitalist” is questionable, but this issue should not be
overemphasised. Notabene: Even if frugality is really necessary, a consistent change
in sustainability is probably still more economical than a business-as-usual strategy,
which would ultimately lead to catastrophic distortions.
In epistemological terms, theoretical, normative and instrumental rationality can
be distinguished. Rationality conceived purely empirically by economists,
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sociologists and others is misleadingly reduced to facts and preferably countable
things. Also, in transdisciplinary sustainability research, another epistemological
basis is the distinction of is and ought and – diagonally to this – an objective-subjective distinction. Facts are, in principle, objectively identifiable. Difficulties of
proof and uncertainties also play an important role in sustainability issues, but they
do not change this basic insight.
Law is ethics in concrete and sanction-reinforced form, while ethics is able to
substantiate the basic principles of law on a universal level, if necessary. Beyond
that, ethics adds little to the legal argumentation and balancing of different principles. Throughout the entire book, there is thus a parallelisation of statements from
an ethical and legal perspective. Contrary to a widespread opinion, there is nothing
normative about proposing policy options. Alleged non-objectivity of normativity is
not convincing either.
(Chapter 2) Both the slow transition to new technologies and the lack of behavioural changes need explaining. This will only succeed if the many disciplines contributing to behavioural science (sociology, psychology, sociobiology, economics,
ethnology, religious studies, history, etc.) are looked at together to form an overarching theory of individual and collective change. On the road to this transformation research, some fundamental methodological problems and categories must be
taken into account (see above). The success or failure of the transformation towards
more sustainability, which has essentially failed so far, can be explained, like any
social condition, in looking at the complex interaction of individuals. Most important for analysing social change are complex interactions of various actors that culminate in vicious circles e.g. of politicians and voters as well as businesses and
consumers. The sole emphasis on factors such as political and economic power or
the role of consumers leads to abridging analyses. The complex interaction and
vicious circles do not arise primarily from a lack of knowledge about sustainability.
The relevance of knowledge to behaviour is widely overestimated and it is overlooked that factual knowledge does not prove normative objectives right or wrong.
Important, but sometimes also overestimated, are the factors of self-interest, path
dependencies, problems with collective goods, and values – that assume a person
who acts consciously and calculatingly throughout. The irrational and unconscious
or semi-conscious factors that influence the behaviour of politicians, entrepreneurs,
voters/consumers, lobbyists, media representatives, etc. are constantly overlooked.
Such factors are conceptions of normality (not to be mistaken for values) and emotional factors such as convencience, habits, a lack of orientation in spatio-temporal
distance, denial, a lack of thinking in complex causalities, dissonance of talking and
acting, striving for recognition, etc.
All these factors are reflected within an individual and as a structure; the dispute
over supposedly individualistic versus supposedly collectivist approaches to
explaining behaviour and change is proving to be of little consequence. Generally
speaking, having a look at real-life individuals instead of remaining too abstract,
makes the real motives more transparent. The emergence of unsustainability can be
seen as a prime example of these diverse motivational factors and conditions of
social change.
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Diagonally to the motivation factors mentioned above, it can be said that a lack
of sustainability is based on a mixture of biological, cultural (including economic,
e.g. capitalism-related), biographical and external factors. Findings from sociobiology and brain research can contribute to explaining human behaviour; neither their
radical rejection nor their overestimation proves to be tenable. However, today, we
see a historically unique situation of comprehensive danger to human livelihoods as
a particular manifestation of self-interest, conceptions of normality, values, etc.
This can only be explained by additional consideration of cultural factors. A special
cultural aspect is the genesis of modern economics, natural science and technology
in a complex interaction with originally religious, today often secularised values.
The objection that people were – so the claim – in reality largely cooperative (or,
even more so, altruistic) and only became what they are today through capitalism,
proves to be crooked. Such an objection is empirically implausible, and it neglects
the – in parts – biological nature of humans. In addition, it mixes the analysis of
living conditions of today and the more recent past with living conditions of the
Stone Age and forgets that sustainability is not about collaboration in a small group
of hunter-gatherers but between billions of people that will never know each other.
Furthermore, focussing on (the cultural factor of) capitalism neglects that an economic system consists of complex interactions of managers, workers, trade unions,
consumers, politicians setting the framework for economic activities, and people
voting these politicians into office.
The findings of happiness research cannot serve as an objection either. They
show that people can be happy with different levels of material wealth. However,
there is no clear evidence that a change towards sustainability per se makes all
people happier; nevertheless, the necessary transformation holds potential for happiness. Despite of all non-sustainable developments, however, the freedom- and
wealth-creating effects of capitalist economic activity should not be overlooked.
Consequently, social change in general and transformation towards sustainability in particular are only possible through the interaction of different actors and by
influencing those motivational factors which can at all be influenced. Self-interested
economic-peace-political, ethical and eudaemonistic (luck-related) considerations
could certainly motivate a genuine behavioural and technological change towards
sustainability. But for this, self-interest calculations need to be reconsidered, values
revised, knowledge used more strongly, path dependencies altered, problems with
collective goods addressed, and above all conceptions of normality transformed.
This requires a variety of activities by different actors, ranging from completely different policy approaches to the (not verbal or only occasional) establishment of a
new day-to-day behaviour of people. Because of the interdependencies, one actor
alone cannot bring about the sustainability change. Asking for the one and only
relevant actor takes the debate to pointless chicken-and-egg games.
(Chapter 3) Non-sustainable societies can therefore be explained descriptively,
but can sustainability be justified as a normative goal? The factual influence of values on our behaviour is limited. But when we ask what is normatively right, talking
about values is the crucial level. Sustainability, in the sense of intertemporally and
globally tenable ways of life and production, is a normative requirement. In order to
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justify this ethically and legally, a new foundation of universal justice is necessary.
Common ethical approaches, which are intended to show the possibility of objective
normative statements, prove to be not very convincing on closer inspection. The
present theory of universal justice explores the limits of normative rationality and
demonstrates that there is considerable scope for balancing without rendering normative questions purely subjective. Furthermore, the area of good living proves to
be rationally intangible.
The variant of universal justice developed here as the basis of ethics and law and
thus also the concretisation of sustainability is a heterodox discourse ethics. It is
designed as the basis of a revised ethical and law-interpretive conception of liberal
democracy with human rights and separation of powers at the national, European
and international level. In particular, the argument that there is no alternative and an
elenctic argument justify (a) the possibility of reason in questions of normativity
and (b) human dignity, i.e. the respect for the autonomy of the individual, and
impartiality as (the only) universal principles of justice that logically cannot be
denied without self-contradiction. This proves right not only in discourse, but also
in practice and also vis-à-vis merely hypothetical discourse partners, i.e. vis-à-vis
all human beings. These principles provide the basis for a comprehensive universal
right to liberty, which is not limited to certain areas of life, to a democracy with
separation of powers, and to a duty to guarantee all this legally.
This entire approach, centred around the liberal-democratic basic principles of
reason, dignity, impartiality and freedom (and democracy with separation of powers), which in their (still unclear) connection appear for the first time with Kant, can
be read as crucial modification of classical discourse ethics. In contrast, contextualistic, metaphysical and skeptic (including empiricist, e.g. utilitarian and cost-
benefit-analytical) approaches which compete with a liberal-democratic universalism
of discourse-ethical character prove to be unconvincing. This also applies to other
versions of liberal-democratic theory such as those of Rawls or Sen.
In order to determine concrete sustainability contents, an interpretation of the
concept of sustainability itself or of topoi such as a legal “state objective for environmental protection” is not very promising, because it remains too vague. Rather,
a new ethical and legal interpretation of human rights in the sense of overcoming a
primarily economy-oriented understanding of freedom makes sense. This provides
an ethically and legally stable basis for sustainability while at the same time overcoming the incompleteness of liberal-democratic philosophies. All statements on
justice are statements on the social level. Ethical obligations of the individual that
go beyond the obligation to bring about a just – including sustainable – social order
are difficult to imagine inter alia due to a lack of concreteness under the auspices of
sustainability problems as quantity problems. This is one of the reasons why human
rights are always conveyed through public authority, even if their origin lies in the
relationship between individuals.
In general, human rights prove to be rights to freedom and to the elementary
preconditions of freedom. A distinction of negative and positive freedom does not
work. The ethical and legal interpretation that human rights only protect selected,
supposedly particularly valuable freedom activities, is equally unconvincing. The
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human-dignity principle (understood as the required respect for the autonomy of the
individual, i.e. the principle of self-determination) and the impartiality principle
(understood as the required independence from specific perspectives) are not fundamental rights, nor are they intended to say anything at all about a concrete ethical or
legal individual case. Rather, they are the basis for justifying and interpreting freedom and thus also for a sustainability-oriented reinterpretation of freedom, of the
rules of balancing, and of democratic institutions. All this and more applies to
liberal-democratic nation states, to the EU and also to international institutions and
organisations – also based on a further developed figure of general principles of
international law.
Ethically and legally (also on a transnational level), as normative essence of
sustainability, there is a right to the elementary preconditions of freedom. This
means conditions such as life, health, subsistence level in the form of food, water,
security, climate stability, elementary education, absence of war and civil war, etc.
The protection of other freedom-promoting conditions, on the other hand, has no
ethical or legal human-rights status, but nevertheless deserves recognition, albeit
not as a duty of the public authorities to act. This is where sustainability concerns
are located if they are not elementary to freedom. – The possible alternative to the
existing concept of freedom, which would be an ethics of capabilities or need, is
rejected due to a number of logical and legal issues, problems of application, and
illiberal tendencies.
The freedom outlined in this way, including its elementary preconditions,
deserves legal and ethical protection also intertemporally and globally, and thus
leads to a human-rights-based theory of sustainability. In particular, arguments for
this intertemporal and global extension can be formulated under aspects of potentiality and freedom protection where freedom is endangered. Counterarguments
against an intertemporal-global protection of fundamental rights such as the future-
individual paradox or the reference to unknown preferences of future generations
are ultimately not convincing. The precautionary principle can be classified as a
sub-aspect of human rights; it reflects their protection even in uncertain, long-term
and multi-causal risk situations. Furthermore, freedom also contains protection by
the state, not only defense against the state. These insights are not rendered irrelevant by certain widespread objections to such a multipolar understanding of freedom (e.g. in relation to democracy and the separation of powers). The classical
distinctions of action and omission and also deontology versus consequentialism
thus latently lose their object. Only in view of all of these steps it is possible to
interpret human rights in a manner which includes the protection against climate
change, dwindling resources, etc. and thus concrete normative sustainability criteria
become conceivable.
Environmental-ethical pathocentrism or eco-centrism can make no additional
contribution to the normative theory of sustainability issues, since these approaches
prove to be untenable at closer inspection. Nevertheless, environmental protection
has a comprehensive ethical and legal justification. In general, freedom is limited
only by freedom and the preconditions of freedom of other people, not by any form
of common good or the like, which should rather be rejected as a concept. Questions
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of the good life elude regulation, which is why the ethical and legal justification of
sustainability measures does not refer to the subsequent possibly greater happiness
of those whose freedom is restricted. Discourses on frugality and nudging, for
example, are often based on false assumptions in this respect. Main issues of the
welfare state can be identified as sustainability phenomena, taking the threat of climate change into account, although the possibility of objectively answering distributional questions is often overestimated.
Ethical and legal decisions can only be understood as a balancing situation
(between various freedoms, elementary preconditions of freedom, further freedom-
promoting conditions and everything that can be derived from all of that). Any sustainability decision is thus marked by normative and factual uncertainties (which is
usually overlooked). Concrete problems such as “strong versus weak sustainability”
or the relevance of a specific argument can only be meaningfully resolved within
this theoretical framework.
The ethical and legal theory of sustainability is also developed as a transformed
theory of democracy and of balance of powers. The main victims of today’s unsustainability are not voters of today’s parliaments and governments, but future generations and people in other countries. Sustainability is thus in conflict with democracy,
to which it – on the other hand – has an affinity because of the necessity of discourses and learning processes (which also rules out any kind of eco-dictatorship).
Institutional innovations compared to the existence of democracies based on separation of powers are only indicated to a limited extent in the context of sustainability.
The most important point is to establish liberal-democratic institutions on an international level in addition to the national sphere.
The right balancing rules, which are the very basis for normative sustainability
statements, can be obtained through a legal and ethical balancing theory, which goes
beyond traditional legal and ethical approaches and sociological risk theory. These
balancing rules outline the scope of normatively rational statements which are possible to make e.g. on sustainability and which are based on liberal-democratic principles. Rules of procedure and fact-finding rules can also be derived, as can a new
human-rights understanding of the precautionary principle in law and ethics. There
are also rules for taking new findings in valuations and facts into account.
In the interplay of the powers (nationally and transnationally), the violation of
balancing rules leads to an obligation to make a new decision in compliance with
the previously violated rule – and thus ultimately to an obligation to (significantly)
more sustainability. Violated rules in terms of sustainability concern e.g. the factual
basis of climate policy to date and the polluter pays principle. The most important
rule for the context of sustainability is the prohibition to ruin the basis of balancing
as such by depriving its physical foundations. In spite of all remaining leeway, this
already carries a human rights obligation similar to the extent of the 1.5 degrees
temperature limit in Article 2 para. 1 PA. A partly similar statement can be made for
other resource and sink challenges, but not for all of them. If using further balancing
rules such as the polluter pays principle and economic capacity, it is also possible to
give some indications as to how the efforts and costs of mitigation and adaptation
should be distributed globally.
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All this is also meant as an alternative to the economic cost-benefit analysis,
which ultimately represents an empiricist ethics in disguise. It is not only based on
a (hidden) untenable normative basic theory and has unsolvable application problems. It also finds itself in insoluble conflicts with a liberal-democratic legal system
that does not allocate rights according to solvency and does not primarily organise
votes as plebiscitary snapshots.
(Chapter 4) On the basis of the normative theory of sustainability just laid out,
effective implementation measures can be identified. In a first step, a number of
promising starting points can be identified for individual and entrepreneurial action
as well as for educational measures. Education, voluntary corporate social responsibility (CSR) and consumer engagement can play a role, but they cannot eliminate
the need to contain capitalist economic activity and daily life through effective policy instruments, especially with regard to sustainability. Knowledge and intrinsic
(self-interested or value-driven) motivation alone cannot trigger the necessary transformation. At the level of the individual person or company, it is also not possible
prescribe sufficiently precise what each of the actors has to achieve individually. In
addition, there are some general governance problems with regard to addressing
single actions (such as shifting effects and rebound effects: see below).
At the political level, there has been an impressive collection of sustainability
programmes and declarations on an international, EU and national level to date,
although this collection is conflicting with the still large ecological footprint per
capita. This also applies to the much-discussed stipulations in the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), in the Kyoto Protocol and now in the
Paris Agreement, which sets a very ambitious temperature limit, but falls far short
in all details of establishing instruments of implementation. The previous sustainability governance in terms of command-and-control law, information law, subsidy
law, and procurement law offers a diverse picture which, overall, is not very effective measured against the ambitious (!) objectives (and only this way the effectiveness of instruments can be analysed). Keywords for severe governance problems
especially with regard to sustainability include direct and indirect rebound effects
(which also include wealth effects), resource-related, sectoral, and spatial shifting
effects, lack of rigour, enforcement problems and problems of depictability. These
governance problems can only be solved if sustainability issues are consistently
understood as (mostly) quantity problems and which require ambitious quantity
limits. Thus, those need to be established as core instrument of sustainability
policy.
The most promising approach of quantity governance in terms of sustainability
would be a cap (and trade) approach or a similarly structured levies on central noxious agents. Given this is construed in a substantially and geographically broad way
and with a clear orientation towards ambitious goals, the above-mentioned governance problems can be solved. Furthermore, the diagnosed motivational situations
of citizens, companies and politicians (self-interest, conceptions or normality, etc.)
can be adequately addressed – in a freedom- and democracy-friendly manner.
Questions such as “certificate markets or levies”, “overall market or submarkets” or
“cost-efficiency” are mostly overestimated, as is the question of which instruments
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should be labelled as economic or regulatory. The idea that the controlling effect of
prices is only limited (allegedly due to price elasticity of demand) is based on several false assumptions. The existing EU emissions trading system (ETS) in the climate sector, however, solves almost none of the problems just listed, and neither do
various tax approaches.
The key instrument for climate protection as well as for other environmental
problems would be a strict cap on fossil fuels in line with the temperature limit in
Article 2 para. 1 PA. This could be achieved by means of a completely revised emissions trading scheme that integrates all fossil fuels (instead of merely some industrial sectors) and commits to strict caps and closed loopholes. This could be started
by the EU and other willing states and thus gradually removing fossil fuels from the
market within two decades. For individual citizens and businesses, this would result
in increasing and soon relatively massive price incentives in favour of more efficiency, more renewable resources and, as is mostly neglected, frugality (whose
necessity due to the very ambitious target is typically ignored in the economic discourse). The approach could gradually be extended to a global scale. The revenues
of the system would essentially contribute to financing mitigation and adaptation in
the participating countries of the Global South. An important complementary instrument are border adjustments towards non-willing states for imports and exports.
Shifting effects for emissions or resource consumption (and competitive disadvantages) are thus avoided, and pressure is exerted on other states to participate in the
system. At the same time, the economic viability of an effective sustainability policy
can be demonstrated, ultimately paving the way for later global agreements.
A quantity-controlling approach can be even advantageous from the point of
view of social distribution, especially on a global scale, but also with regard to
social inequalities within industrialised countries. It addresses both the long-term
fatal social impacts of climate change and resource depletion as well as poverty
reduction in developing countries. In addition, the model favours the establishment
of administrative, educational and welfare institutions in developing countries,
which will probably lead to slower population growth (which, like demographic
change in general, is overinflated as a cause of problems and too little recognised as
their consequence). Furthermore, in the North and South, permanently available and
affordable energy is secured, a global race to the bottom in terms of eco-social standards is avoided, and positive effects on the labour market are also likely. In addition, compensation on a global scale and to a lesser extent also for the socially
weaker in the industrialised countries is conceivable from the revenues of a quantity
governance system. Global concepts for resource and sink problems can thus be
linked to combatting poverty.
If an integrated solution is to be sought for various environmental problems (climate, biodiversity, nitrogen, phosphorus, soils, water), a rapid phasing-out of fossil
fuels is key. But a cap for livestock farming is similarly important. In connection
with capping fossil fuels, this would trigger far-reaching changes also in agriculture,
e.g. in the direction of organic farming, pasture farming and significantly lower
consumption of animal food, which would in total greatly relieve biodiversity, soils,
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water, nitrogen (and phosphorus) cycles and public health. Other pricing instruments are also conceivable, at least for soils.
In addition, in order to avoid hot spot problems and path dependencies, a number
of supplementary command-and-control rules and prohibitions remain important in
the area of sustainability, for example as additional tool to save biodiversity. This
would, however, be more selective and, moreover, would involve stricter and more
stringent regulatory law in terms of content and enforcement than is currently the
case. The same applies to informational and planning instruments. In contrast,
direct pricing of control variables that are difficult to grasp, such as biodiversity, is
not very effective.
A sustainability policy that is pursued by a group of willing states has to assert
itself against a global, borderless world economy. Cross-border free trade in particular has typical social and ecological defects and calls for regulatory containment
of capitalist economic activity. This is true not only in terms of sustainability (in
order to avoid shifting effects) but also in terms of democracy which is put under
pressure by globalisation minimising the decisive power of domestic parliaments
(legally and factually). The current state of establishing global liberal-democratic
institutions is ethically and legally only partially compatible with the justification of
a universal, global and intertemporal liberal-democratic law and ethics. At least, a
sustainability pioneering role of some states is not prohibited under international
trade law, including border adjustments for imports and exports. All in all, a categorical rejection of free market systems remains unconvincing even considering the
concept of free trade.
The theory of sustainability presented in this book offers some new aspects
(based on my earlier publications, especially those in German), which are of considerable importance for various human sciences:
1. A revised justification for a (heterodox discourse-ethical) universalism is offered,
i.e. for why and to what extent normative questions can be objectively decided
with reasons.
2. A new concept of freedom is offered, which on the one hand is comprehensive
and on the other hand does not lack the legal background and the differentiation
that is necessary to make it matter.
3. On the basis of these points, a system of liberal-democratic decision-making is
developed which neither overestimates the exact decidability of single questions
nor is restricted to very vague statements like many ethicists, nor does it rely on
cost-benefit-analyses (which are easily attackable). This includes clearly derived
outer boundaries of balancing.
4. A complex behavioural theory (based on methodological triangulation) is offered
on how human motivation and individual and social change work without the
constraints of economic, sociobiological, sociological etc. approaches – without
an unconvincing dichotomy of individual versus structure – and without relying
too heavily on experiments and surveys.
5. Several typical governance problems (e.g. different types of shifting effects) are
identified as core problems of effective governance in achieving given policy
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objectives. Economic instruments have the major ability to solve those governance problems, to address human motivation adequately, to focus on easiliy
graspable governance units such as fossil fuels, and to, therefore, meet ambitious
sustainability objectives. This is the case given that they are established on a
broad geographical and substantial scale – beyond previous considerations on
economic efficiency.
It is shown that (in addition to human rights) binding obligations under international environmental law, such as those under Article 2 para. 1 PA or under the
CBD, trigger much more far-reaching obligations in one or two decades than
generally assumed.
It is shown that the timely complete phase-out of fossil fuels in all sectors (not
only electricity, but also heat, mobility, agriculture or plastics) as well as the
drastic limitation of livestock farming provides a particularly large problem-
solving capacity for various environmental problems.
A necessary (but not the only) sustainability strategy is frugality; its post-growth
implications are considerable but not insoluble.
One should stop believing the empiricist fairy tale that human scientific research
can and must be based solely on facts – or even on quantifiable and reproducible
facts.

Glossary

Balancing means weighing different normative goods. It is inevitable with regard
to normative decisions, ethically and legally. However, the economic cost-benefit
analysis is not a convincing balancing theory (Chaps. 3.5 and 3.9).
Balancing rules can be derived from the liberal basic principles of reason, dignity, impartiality, freedom, democracy and separation of powers. They frame the
scope of objective statements possible regarding normativity (Chap. 3.6).
Capitalism does not consist solely of the principle of growth, nor is it identical with
market economy. The criticism of capitalism partly makes false assumptions and
overlooks its potentials (Chaps. 1.4, 2.6, and 4.11).
Command-and-control law – working with bans and obligations – is susceptible
to certain governance problems because it focuses on individual products, investments or activities. Nevertheless, it must provide essential additions to economic
policy instruments for sustainability (Chap. 4.10).
Cooperation can be driven by self-interest or altruism. Some overestimate and
some underestimate the importance of cooperation for human behaviour, inter
alia with regard to sustainability (Chap. 2.6).
Culture and biology are the background to all motivational factors – the dispute
over sociobiology shows that the dominant desire to latently deny one of the two
factors is flawed (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.5).
Consistency, (technological) efficiency and frugality represent three sustainability strategies. The first two focus on technically smarter production and consumption (consistency, for example through recycling). Frugality, on the other
hand, focuses on less production and consumption.
Corporate social responsibility and sustainable consumption as an instrument
of sustainability rely on voluntary action by companies and consumers. These
approaches take too little account of the interaction between the actors, the
motivational situation and the difficulties of concretization on the level of single
actors (Chap. 4.2).
Economic policy instruments working by means of direct or indirect pricing of
resources or sinks – can be designed as quantity control and thus adequately
address sustainability as a quantity problem – and they also fit better with human
motivation and the liberal basic principles than other governance instruments.
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Glossary

Empiricism means an epistemology and at the same time a sceptic theory of justice, which are both not able to convince in essential respects (Chaps. 1.6, 1.7,
3.1, and 3.9).
Environmental humanities means research in disciplines such as economics, law,
philosophy, political science, sociology, cultural studies, ethnology, etc. on questions of environment and sustainability – preferably from a transdisciplinary perspective (Preface, Chaps. 1.1 and 1.7).
Epistemology means the theory of what can be objectively recognised in facts and,
if necessary, in norms. This also includes basic distinctions such as objective versus subjective, is versus ought, genesis versus validity (which do not coincide) –
and a critique of some aspects of constructivism (Chap. 1.6).
Fossil fuels (oil, coal, gas) are the main driver of various environmental problems
such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, human diseases, disturbed nitrogen
cycles etc. due to their omnipresence in electricity, heat, mobility, plastics and in
the agricultural sector (Chaps. 1.2 and 1.3).
Free trade and WTO can – in principle – fit well with free democracy, but only with
constitutional and sustainable framing (Chap. 4.11).
Freedom is the object of human rights. Under the auspices of sustainability, the
understanding of freedom must be expanded, inter alia to include the elementary
preconditions of freedom, an intertemporal and global dimension and an element
of precaution (Chaps. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4).
Good life (roughly equivalent to happiness) is the antonym to justice and describes
an area that is legally and ethically inaccessible to any regulation (Chap. 3.4).
Governance is about effective means – i.e. policy instruments – to implement policy objectives (and to balance them against other values or objectives) and sustainability strategies resulting from the objectives (Chaps. 1.7 and 4.1).
Governance problems such as rebound effects or shifting effects are typical
obstacles to effective sustainability policy that can be empirically measured and
derived from behavioural research (Chap. 4.4).
Happiness is empirically investigated in happiness research. The findings are
ambivalent in terms of sustainability – and there is nothing normatively that can
be said about happiness in liberal democracy (Chaps. 2.6 and 3.4).
Human rights mean (ethically and in national, European and international law) the
rights to freedom and the elementary preconditions of freedom. Human rights
and fundamental rights are synonymous for the purposes of this book (Chaps.
1.7 and 3.2).
Individual versus structure (or micro versus macro) is a popular distinction in
research on behaviour and societies (Chap. 2.1), but it is ultimately not feasible.
Interconnectedness refers to the way politicians, citizens, consumers, entrepreneurs and other actors influence and depend on each other. It is thus a chickenand-egg game to ask for the main responsible entity (Chaps. 2.1 and 4.2).
Integrated solutions for various sustainability challenges such as climate change,
biodiversity loss or disturbed nitrogen cycles are necessary. What is needed is
addressing the overarching drivers such as fossil fuels and livestock farming
(Chap. 4.9).
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Justice means the rightness of social order and human behaviour. In contrast, truth
means the accuracy of statements about facts. Social distributive justice is a subaspect of justice regarding distributional issues (Chaps. 1.6 and 1.7).
Knowledge and values are constantly overestimated as motivational factors of
human behaviour. But if one does not ask descriptively what drives us in fact, but
asks normatively what we should do, values are the sole yardstick (Chap. 2.2).
Law and ethics are normative systems, of which law is characterised by greater
concreteness and the existence of state sanctions (Chaps. 1.7 and 3.1).
Liberal democracy is based on the liberal basic principles of reason, dignity,
impartiality, freedom, (representative) democracy and separation of powers
(Chaps. 3.2 and 3.5).
Liberalism, scepticism, contextualism and metaphysics are different basic
approaches to the theory of justice. Only reason-based liberalism can convince
(Chap. 3.1).
Livestock farming is – besides fossil fuels – the second major driver of various
environmental problems (Chaps. 1.2 and 4.9).
Marxism is a theory which tries to overcome the distinction between is and ought,
but without success – and which empirically and normatively encounters many
frictions (Chaps. 2.6 and 3.1).
Methodology with regard to sustainability must be multi-methodical and qualitatively oriented in essential parts, for example when it comes to human behaviour
and governance. The methodology is different when it comes to normative questions, e.g. the interpretation of the law (Chap. 1.7).
Motivational factors help explain the behaviour of citizens, consumers, politicians, entrepreneurs and other actors. They include e.g. self-interest, values,
emotions, conceptions of normality, knowledge and structural conditions such as
path dependencies and problems of collective goods (Chaps. 2.3 and 2.4).
Paris Agreement is the most important global environmental agreement, which is
vague in many respects, but sets a very ambitious – and legally binding – climate
target in its Article 2 (Chaps. 1.2 and 4.3).
Ping-pong of change means that social change is possible in an interplay of interdependent social actors such as politicians, citizens, consumers, managers, etc.
(Chap. 2.7).
Post-growth or degrowth means an economy without economic growth or even
with processes of shrinking – possibly necessary for sustainability, but with considerable and partly unsolved consequences (Chap. 1.4).
Rationality or reason means the ability to decide questions based on reasons. A
distinction must be made between theoretical, instrumental and normative reason
(Chap. 1.6).
Sustainability means the expansion of ethics, law and politics in intertemporal
and global terms, i.e. intertemporal and global justice. In contrast, a three-pillar
model of sustainability is not convincing (Chap. 1.5).
Sustainability governance seeks an effective implementation of (human-rights-
based) sustainability goals. Caps for fossil fuels and livestock farming play a key
role for that (Chap. 4.6).
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Glossary

Sustainable Development Goals have been established by the UN for a bouquet of
relevant policy areas. They are legally non-binding and also partly contradictory
(Chap. 4.3).
Transdisciplinarity means discussing science not from the perspective of a particular discipline (and its unquestioned dogmas), but on the basis of substantial
problems – and thereby incorporating all disciplinary knowledge on these problems. Furthermore, transdisciplinarity is open to knowledge stocks outside the
institutionalised scientific system, which is self-evident in an objective concept
of rationality (Chap. 1.7).
Uncertainty and risk are characteristic of sustainability issues – with regard to
both facts and norms. There are ethical and legal rules for dealing with them
(Chaps. 3.6 and 3.7).
Universalism refers to justice in all societies – and globalism designates justice
across borders between all societies (Chaps. 3.1 and 3.3).
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